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Welcome to Delegates
On behalf of the organising committee and the Australasian Speech Science and
Technology Association (ASSTA), we have great pleasure in welcoming you to
Coogee Beach for the 17th Australasian International Speech Science and Technology
Conference – SST 2018. SST is the premier Australasian and international forum for
research into all areas of speech science and technology. The conference focuses on
theoretical and empirical foundations, and technologies and applications that define
the field.
For SST 2018, we invited submission of 4-page papers (for a 20-minute oral
presentation or a poster presentation and publication in the proceedings) and 1-page
abstracts (for poster presentation only and publication on the conference website).
Thanks to the efforts of our expert reviewers, the submissions were all blind peer
reviewed by at least two anonymous reviewers (in most cases three), and papers were
selected on the basis of reviewer comments and scores. Authors resubmitted final
deanonymised versions of their papers and abstracts that took into account the
reviewers’ comments.
The program was formed by grouping papers into main topics of interest for this year’s
conference. The conference proceedings have been distributed for download by all
participants on the conference website.
The SST conference series has had “International” in its title since the second SST in
1998, reflecting its keynotes from around the world at the cutting edge of research in
speech science and technology, and delegates from Australia, New Zealand, and
overseas. This year is no exception. Many delegates in 2018 are from overseas, hailing
from Brazil, Finland, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Poland, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore and the USA. We are delighted to welcome our SST 2018 international
keynote presenters Kristiina Jokinen and Thomas Quatieri and international tutorial
presenters Emily Mower Provost, Martijn Wieling and Kong Aik Lee, as well as local
keynote presenters Katherine Demuth and local tutorial presenter Helen Fraser, and we
thank them for contributing to the continuing success of our conference series. We are
also pleased to welcome special guest Mal Webb, to provide a live demonstration of
the capabilities and properties of the vocal apparatus.
We would like to acknowledge UNSW Sydney for its support of the conference, in
particular the Schools of Physics and Electrical Engineering and Telecommunications,
who provided both financial and logistical support. We also gratefully acknowledge
the financial support of the NSW Government.
The chairs would like to thank all volunteer reviewers who contributed their efforts to
the review process and made it possible to develop such a quality technical program.
Finally, we thank all authors and attendees for contributing your latest research results
and your enthusiasm to share and discuss them with the wider speech science and
technology community.
In keeping with SST tradition, this conference has papers from a range of topics across
speech science and technology. Due to the single-track schedule of the conference, all
delegates will have ample opportunities to take advantage of the multidisciplinary
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nature of the conference, and to hold discussions with speech researchers from other
discipline areas.
We hope that you will find this program interesting, engaging, and a stimulus to your
next research advances.

Julien Epps
SST’18 Chair
UNSW Sydney

Joe Wolfe
SST’18 Chair
UNSW Sydney

John Smith
SST’18 Chair
UNSW Sydney

Caroline Jones
SST’18 Chair
Western Sydney Univ.

SST 2018 Sponsors
Host organisation
Sponsored and organised by
School of Physics
School of Electrical Engineering and Telecommunications

Generously sponsored by the NSW Government 2108
Conference Sponsorship Program
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A study of formants preceding apical consonants in Pitjantjatjara
Marija Tabain1, Richard Beare2, 3
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[10, 11], has shown very little difference between the (nonneutralized) alveolar and retroflex. However, the neutralized
initial apical was shown to have a higher spectral centre of
gravity than either of the non-neutralized apicals. Moreover,
various measures of the non-neutralized stop burst suggested
that the   an /i/ vowel was
at a more anterior location than the release of the alveolar /t/.
This result was interpreted as being due to articulatory
               
difficulty of combining tongue-tip retraction with a high
palatal gesture for the following vowel. This result provided
additional explanation for the cross-linguistic rarity of the
retroflex in the /i/ vowel context.
In the present study we focus on the formants in the vowel
preceding the apical consonant, since the preceding vowel
transition is deemed to provide the main cue to the alveolar
versus retroflex contrast [7]. In addition, we examine the
contrast in light of the prosodic factor of lexical stress. This
focus is motivated by articulatory data from the neighbouring
language Arrernte, where it has been shown that although the
apical contrast is quite marginal, with much overlap between
the two phonemic apical categories [12], the contrast is in fact
mediated by lexical stress. The most prototypical retroflex
articulation – involving closure in the post-alveolar or prepalatal region, followed by a ballistic forward movement of
the tongue during consonant closure – was found to occur
following the stressed vowel of Arrernte. By contrast, the most
prototypical alveolar articulation – with both closure and
release of the consonant occurring at the alveolar place of
articulation – was more likely to occur preceding the stressed
vowel. However, many intermediate articulations were also
observed, leading to much variability overall across the two
categories.
In the present study of Pitjantjajtajra, we thus examine the
apical contrast according to whether the previous vowel is
stressed (here termed "post-tonic" position) or whether the
previous vowel is unstressed (here termed "weak" position). It
has previously been noted that post-tonic position is a "strong"
prosodic position in Australian Aboriginal languages [14],
with consonant contrasts being maximized in this
environment. The apical preceding the stressed vowel is not
studied here, since this is the initial neutralized apical /T/ ~ /N/
~ /L/ (in Pitjantjatajra stress occurs on the first syllable/vowel
of the word [13]).
In the present study, we also extend the previous work on
Pitjantjatjara by looking not only at apical stops, but also at
apical sonorants – i.e. nasals and laterals – in order to gauge
how robust the apical contrast is for different manners of
articulation.

Abstract
This study presents formant data for apical consonants
from three female speakers of Pitjantjatjara. Formants are
extracted from the vowel preceding the six apical consonants
  
           . Results
show that there are almost no formant differences between
alveolars and retroflexes when the preceding vowel is /i/. By
contrast, effects are found for the other two vowels of the
language /a/ and /u/. The difference between F3 and F2 is
smaller for retroflexes, and larger for post-tonic alveolar
consonants. Limited effects are also found on F1 and F4.
Index Terms: alveolar, retroflex, apical, stop, nasal,
lateral, Australian languages.

1. Introduction
Pitjantjatjara is a dialect of the greater Western Desert
language of Central Australia, and is spoken several hundred
kilometres south-west of the administrative township of Alice
Springs, towards Ayers Rock/Uluru and the border between
the Northern Territory and South Australia [1, 2, 3]. It has
around 2000 speakers and is still being learned by children
today.
Like many Australian languages, Pitjantjatjara has a
relatively rich series of coronal consonant contrasts [4, 5].
Pitjantjatjara has alveolar, retroflex and alveo-palatal places of
articulation, at each of the stop, nasal and lateral manners of
articulation. The focus of the present study is on the alveolar
versus retroflex contrast in Pitjantjatjara: /t /, /n / and /l /.
Both the alveolar and retroflex places of articulation are
classed as apical articulations (different from the laminal
articulation of the alveo-palatal consonants).
Pitjantjatjara maintains the alveolar versus retroflex
contrast for all three phonemic vowels of the language /a i u/
(there is also a phonemic vowel length contrast, which we
ignore here). The apical contrast is maintained in heteroorganic consonant clusters (e.g. /wanka/ awake, alive versus
   spider –     talk!) and in the typologically
infrequent /i/-vowel context (e.g. /ini/ name  loose,
shaky).
However, as is typical of the alveolar versus retroflex
contrast in the world's languages, [6, 7, 8] – but see [9], this
apical contrast is neutralized in word-initial position in
Pitjantjajtara. In the present study, we do not consider the
neutralized apical (which can be represented as /T/, /N/ or /L/
for the different manners of articulation respectively), and
instead focus on the apicals that are contrastive, in all three
vowel environments.
Previous acoustic work on Pitjantjatjara apical stops,
focusing on the stop burst at the right edge of the consonant
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categories: alveolar post-tonic, alveolar weak, retroflex posttonic, and retroflex weak.

2. Method
2.1. Speakers and Recordings

Table 1. Number of tokens.

Data are presented for 3 female speakers of Pitjantjatjara from
Areyonga community in the Northern Territory. Data were
recorded direct to computer in a professional-grade recording
studio at LaTrobe University in 2010, under the supervision of
a professional recording technician. The recordings were
acquired in WAV format at a sample rate of 44.1 kHz with 32
bits per sample.
Stimuli consisted of single words which were repeated by
the speaker three times in a row, without carrier phrase. The
list of words was designed to illustrate the sounds of the
language in different positions in the word (i.e. word-initial,
word-medial, and, where possible, word-final position), and in
different vowel contexts. Dis-fluent tokens were discarded.

stop
nasal
lateral

alveolar
post-tonic
196
215
305
716

alveolar
weak
258
347
159
764

retroflex
post-tonic
306
173
321
800

retroflex
weak
150
267
150
567

910
1002
935
2847

It can be seen that there are relatively even numbers of
tokens in each manner of articulation, although there are
slightly more nasal tokens (about 1000 nasal tokens, compared
to about 900 stop and 900 lateral tokens). The least frequent
prosodic category in this database is the retroflex weak
category (about 500 tokens, as opposed to about 700-800
tokens in the other prosodic categories). However, subtle
differences exist according to manner: for the stops, alveolar
weak and retroflex post-tonic are more common than alveolar
post-tonic and retroflex weak; for the nasals, weak tokens are
more common than post-tonic tokens; and for the laterals,
post-tonic tokens are more common than weak tokens.

2.2. Analyses
Apical stop, nasal and lateral tokens were extracted for
analysis. Tokens were either intervocalic, or word-final.
Although all three vowel contexts /a i u/ were included, the
vowel contexts surrounding the consonant were not
necessarily symmetrical (e.g. although /ata/ is a possible
sequence extracted for the present study, so are /ati/ and /atu/).
Tokens were coded according to whether the preceding vowel
was lexically stressed or not: if the preceding vowel was
stressed, the token was labelled "Post-Tonic"; and if the
preceding vowel was unstressed, the token was labelled
"Weak". (Word-initial tokens are not included in the present
study: these would be classified as pre-tonic, i.e. before the
stressed vowel in the word, and as noted above would consist
only of the neutralized /T/ ~ /N/ ~ /L/).
All analyses were conducted using the EmuR speech
analysis software [15, 16] interfaced with the R statistical
package version 3.4.3 [17, 18]. Vowel formants were
extracted based on the Snack pitch and formant tool in the
legacy Emu speech software (with default settings except for
frame-rate which was set to 200 Hz). Formants were sampled
10 ms before the end of the preceding vowel. This strategy
was chosen because there are sudden changes in cavity
affiliation of resonances at the boundary between a vowel and
a nasal consonant, or between a vowel and a lateral consonant
(c.f. [19]). By sampling 10 ms before the vowel-consonant
boundary, it is expected that only vowel formants will be
sampled, rather than consonant formants. It is of course the
case that by sampling at a point that is not perfectly located at
the acoustic start or endpoint of the vowel, the most extreme
value of any formant movement will not be captured – this is a
recognized limitation of the strategy designed to minimize
formant-tracking errors. In addition, any tokens which
contained formant values which could be considered to be
clear tracking errors were removed from analysis, and only
tokens which contained formant values within the following
ranges were included: F1 200-800 Hz; F2 800-2800 Hz; F3
1500-4000 Hz; and F4 2500-4800. These ranges were chosen
based on visual inspection of the data.

Table 2. Mean consonant duration (in milliseconds).

stop
nasal
lateral

alveolar
post-Tonic
106
146
105

alveolar
weak
90
85
53

retroflex
post-Tonic
86
135
94

retroflex
weak
80
79
57

Table 2 shows duration of consonant closure for the apical
consonants in this study. It can be seen that the different
manners of articulation show slightly different durational
patterns. For the nasals, the post-tonic consonants have a
duration of around 140 ms, while the prosodically weak
consonants have a duration of around 80 ms. For the laterals,
by contrast, the post-tonic consonants have a duration of
around 100 ms, while the prosodically weak consonants have
a duration of around 55 ms (i.e. the laterals are overall shorter
in duration, but maintain a similar prosodic contrast, with
weak tokens being about half the duration of post-tonic
consonants). The stop consonants have a less robust contrast
according to prosodic category, with all durations tending
around 80-110 ms: although prosodically weak stops have a
shorter duration than their post-tonic counterpart, the
difference in duration is not as great as for the sonorant
consonants. Nevertheless, Table 2 confirms that the contrast
between post-tonic and weak apical consonants is reliably
encoded in terms of duration.

3. Results
Figure 1 shows the formants preceding the apical consonants.
For each formant, nine panels are shown: the rows show data
according to manner of articulation (stop, nasal, lateral) and
the columns show data according to the preceding vowel /a i
u/. Note that there are no weak retroflex nasal or lateral tokens
which have a preceding /i/.
If can be seen that overall, there are relatively few
differences in F1 for the apical consonants. The clearest
difference can be found for the stop consonants in the /a/

2.3. Number of Tokens
Table 1 shows the number of stop, nasal and lateral tokens
extracted from the database (after removal of formant tracking
errors). The tokens are divided according to whether they are
alveolar or retroflex; post-tonic or weak. There are thus four
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context, where F1 is lower preceding a retroflex consonant,
and highest preceding a post-tonic alveolar (top left panel).
There are hints of the same pattern for the other manners and
for the other vowel contexts – in particular the lower F1
preceding a retroflex consonant – although examination of
individual speaker data showed that the pattern was not
consistent across all three speakers. The least welldifferentiated apical contrast in F1 was for the stops following
an /i/ vowel (centre top panel).
Results for F2 are similar, in that there are relatively few
differences between the apical consonants. Although there is
some evidence for a slightly lower F2 preceding the alveolar
weak consonants, examination of individual speaker plots
shows much inter-speaker variation overall.
F3, by contrast, shows some clearer differences between
the apicals. F3 is lower in the /a/ context preceding the
retroflexes for all three manners of articulation. In the case of
laterals, F3 is lowest for the post-tonic retroflex. F3 is also
noticeably lower in the context of /u/, particularly for the stop
and nasal manners. For the lateral, the weak alveolar patterns
with the retroflexes (although there is also some evidence that
F3 is higher preceding the post-tonic alveolars, e.g. the nasal
in an /a/ context, as well as the lateral in an /u/ context).
In the context of /i/, there are almost no differences
between the various apicals, although the weak retroflex has a
slightly lower F3 for the stop.
An examination of F4 data shows some differences
between the manners of articulation. The stop consonants
show a lower F4 preceding the retroflex stops in the context of
/a/ and /u/, but not in the context of /i/. These particular results
echo the F3 results. However, the differences are not so clear
for the nasal and lateral manners of articulation, although there
are occasional hints of a higher F4 preceding post-tonic
alveolars (e.g. in the /i/ context), or slightly lower F4 for the
retroflexes in the other vowel contexts /a/ and /u/.

Figure 1. Formants 1-4 averaged across speakers.
Finally, Figure 2 shows the difference between F3-F2. A
much clearer pattern of results emerges when data are
presented to take this spectral prominence into account. A
clear separation between alveolars and retroflexes is evident
for all three manners of articulation in the context of /a/ (left
column). This is also true in the context of /u/, with the
exception of the lateral, where the weak alveolar patterns with
the retroflexes (bottom right panel). There is some evidence of
a greater difference in F3-F2 for the post-tonic alveolar, in
particular the nasal in the /a/ context, and the nasal and the
lateral in the /u/ context); and perhaps also a smaller
difference in F3-F2 for the post-tonic retroflex (e.g. the nasal
and the lateral in the /a/ context). However, these effects are
not strong, and are perhaps best considered a trend pending
analysis from further speakers.

Figure 2. F3-F2 averaged across speakers.
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speakers – Hilda Bert, Charmaine Coulthard and Kathleen
Windy – for their commitment to speech research. Palya

4. Discussion
The results presented above confirm that the difference
between F3 and F2 is the clearest cue to apical place of
articulation. Although the data above suggest that much of this
difference is due to a lower F3 in the case of retroflexes, a
closer examination of individual speaker results shows that for
some speakers, this small F3-F2 difference is also due to a
slightly higher F2. The above results also suggest that a lower
F4 may play a role in retroflex identity, at least for the stop
consonants; and a lower F1 may also play a role in retroflex
identity, at least for the stop consonants in the context of /a/.
The above formant results confirm previous observations
that retroflexion is difficult in the context of an /i/ vowel. The
alveolars and retroflexes were not differentiated at all when
the preceding vowel was /i/, at least not in terms of the
formants examined here. This suggests that retroflexion is not
compatible with tongue-body fronting, and the previous
results from spectral bursts suggest that this incompatibility
leads to eventual overshoot of the retroflex release target. By
contrast, there were much stronger formant differences
between alveolars and retroflexes in the context of preceding
/a/ and /u/, which suggests that tongue backing does not
interfere with retraction of the tongue tip for retroflexion.
Manner differences became more evident when examining
the higher formants. Contrast between the alveolar and
retroflex was much clearer for the stops than for the nasals and
laterals when F3 and F4 were examined. This is despite the
fact that vowel formants were sampled 10 ms from the marked
boundary between consonant and vowels, and thus where
damping effects from the following sonorant would be
expected to be minimal. This result is also despite acoustic and
articulatory evidence that Australian languages align velopharyngeal closing/opening very tightly with supra-laryngeal
closing/opening, precisely in order to minimize the vowel
nasalization which would compromise acoustic cues to place
of articulation [20]. The above results for manner contrasts
clearly require further consideration, although they do suggest
that stops allow for the clearest acoustic cues to consonant
place of articulation.
As regards the prosodic contrasts examined in the present
study, there was little evidence of a "stronger" retroflex in
post-tonic position (at least as measured here in the formants),
as might have been expected based on the articulatory data
from Arrernte cited above. However, for the three speakers in
the current study at least, there was evidence for a more
prototypical alveolar articulation in post-tonic position, for
instance with a higher F1 in the /a/ context for the stop
(suggesting a lower vowel position preceding the alveolar),
and a higher F3-F2 value (i.e. a greater difference between
these two formants) in the /a/ and /u/ context for the nasal and
/u/ for the lateral. This suggests that the apical contrast is
indeed more likely to be clearly realized in post-tonic position,
although there is still a good deal of overlap between the two
phonemic apical categories. This last observation provides
some support for the notion that the apical contrast is
marginally phonemic even in Pitjantjatjara, since in the weak
prosodic context, the alveolar does occasionally pattern with
the retroflexes in terms of preceding formant structure.
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continuum from sounding very similar to standard Australian
English (‘light’ Aboriginal English) to diverging markedly
(‘heavy’), and speakers themselves can vary depending on the
situation and audience [5,6]. Speakers can also be first (L1) or
second language (L2) speakers.

Abstract
This paper analyses post-vocalic /t/ variability in controlled
speech across two groups, both L1 Aboriginal English and
mainstream Australian English speakers. Data were collected
in Warrnambool, a small community in western Victoria
(Australia). While both Aboriginal English and mainstream
Australian English speakers used canonical aspirated [t ʰ ] a
range of other variants were observed. The Aboriginal English
group used a greater number of variants overall, and tended
toward “glottal” variants (full glottal stops, pre-glottalised
stops, and ejective-like stops) whereas the mainstream
Australian group preferred so-called “breathy” variants
(affricates, fricatives); we attribute this to sociophonetic
variability, potentially linked with voice quality and glottal
timing. Overall, the study highlights some previously
undocumented variation both within L1 Aboriginal English,
and between L1 Aboriginal English and mainstream
Australian English.

1.2.1. Aboriginal English stop consonant production
There is not a great deal of phonetic research into
characteristics of Aboriginal English, but there are some
detailed summaries of its features. For example [5] provides
an overview of Australian Aboriginal English phonology, and
while much of what the author describes for stop consonants
appears restricted to L2 varieties (i.e. lack of voicing
distinctions in non-initial positions, retroflex variants and
dental realizations of /t/ in some communities), the statement
about the “phonemic boundaries [being] more porous”
[5:134] certainly appears to apply, at least impressionistically,
to the L1 Aboriginal English analysed in the current study. An
overview of Aboriginal English stops is also given in [6]
noting similarly that there is variability, but adding more
phonetic detail to this picture. In [6] there is a discussion about
the fact that Aboriginal English stops may indeed have a
voicing contrast initially, but that the contrast may be
deployed differently from mainstream Australian English –
with the L2 Aboriginal English initial stops tending to be
unaspirated. For L2 varieties, wide variability in general, and
hypercorrection, are also said to be evident in stop production,
and intra-speaker variability is also said to be large [6].

Index Terms: plosives, variation, Aboriginal English,
mainstream Australian English, sociophonetics

1. Introduction
1.1. Background –
Australian English

/t/

variability

in

mainstream

While earlier work on the sociophonetics of Australian
English mostly investigated vowel variation, in recent years
variation in consonant production has increasingly become a
focus of research. For voiceless plosives, and /t/ in particular,
phonetic context, speaking style, regional location, sex, accent
variety and socioeconomic status have all been noted as
playing a part in the patterns of variation exhibited [1,2,3,4].
1.2.

The only study we aware of which specifically addresses
phonetic stop consonant production in Aboriginal Englishes is
a recent paper [7] focusing on /p t k b d g/ variability between
L1 Aboriginal English spoken in Northern Australia and
mainstream Australian English spoken in Sydney. In
particular, the authors analysed the stop voicing contrast,
using Voice Onset Time (VOT), VTT (Voice Termination
Time) and duration. They showed that the stop voicing
contrast exists for these Aboriginal English speakers, and that
there are no significant differences for VOT across the
varieties. However, they also found VTT variability in the
“voiceless” stop category for the L1 Aboriginal English
speakers, whereby many voiceless tokens had some periods of
“passive phonetic voicing” [7: 15-16]; this was not observed at
all for the mainstream Australian English group. Confirming
the prediction in [6], the authors conclude that while both
groups use a voicing distinction, they use different strategies.
In [7] the extent of variability across L1 and L2 Aboriginal
English stops is quantified, and is shown to be statistically
much greater than that seen in the mainstream variety.

L1 Aboriginal English

Aboriginal English is an under-studied variety spoken in
Australia. The variety developed in Aboriginal communities,
separate from the standard/mainstream [5], and the name
Aboriginal English is often used as an umbrella term to apply
to multiple varieties depending on the location and language
experience(s) of the speakers [5,6]. In this study, we use the
singular Aboriginal English because we are discussing one
specific community of first language (L1) speakers (see 2.1).
Compared with mainstream Australian English, the “standard”
variety in Australia, Aboriginal English is characterised by a
somewhat different sound system, as well as differences in
every other aspect of language such as grammar, semantics,
lexicon and pragmatics [6]. Aboriginal English ranges on a
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1.3.

fricative, intermediate and tap accounted for all of the
realisations of post-vocalic /t/ in the data set. Some additional
categories were necessary when labelling the Aboriginal
English data set, namely glottal, ejective, voiced, approximant.
The following list gives the category names and explanations
about the decisions made during the labelling process. This
also gives a sense of the acoustic structure of /t/ in the data.

Aims

Given that Aboriginal English has developed alongside the
mainstream variety but separate from it [5], and that stop
production is known to be a domain of extensive
(socio)phonetic variability [8], comparing (post-vocalic) /t/
production across Aboriginal and mainstream Australian
English from the same small community should highlight any
local variability in production behaviour. The aim of the
present study is therefore to determine the extent of
sociophonetic variability in Aboriginal English and
mainstream Australian English spoken in Warrnambool. We
predict there will be differences in how speakers across the
two groups produce post-vocalic /t/, and we also expect some
gendered patterning within speakers from the same groups,
given the variation observed in other studies. Aside from
being a comparative study, this research will provide a first
phonetic description of the extent of fine-grained phonetic
variability that occurs in an L1 Aboriginal English variety.

Canonical [tʰ]: period of full closure followed by burst. No
voicing apparent [8,11].
Affricate [ts]: a closure followed by /s/-like release (not
aspirated), no burst like characteristics [e.g. 3].
Fricative [t̞]: a fully fricated variant, not the same as [s],
better described as a “lowered /t/” [3].
Intermediate: this category is best described as [t̞ʰ]. it has the
auditory percept of a fricated stop, but there are burst
characteristics evident acoustically [3].
Tap [ɾ]: durationally very short, only observed intervocalically [e.g.12].
Approximant [ɾ̞]: technically a tap which did not have full
closure, also observed intervocalically [e.g. 12].
Glottal-unreleased (same as pre-glottalised) [ˀt̚ ]: these stops
have glottal activity and unreleased supralaryngeal closure [4].
Glottal [ʔ]: these are full glottal stops; for these sounds there
was no apparent supralaryngeal closure characteristics. These
stops can be either plosive-like or creaky in appearance [11],
we observed both in our data. [13] note that glottal stops are a
possible allophone in mainstream Australian English (phrasefinally), but they must be rare, as they are not observed in our
mainstream Australian English sample, nor mentioned in other
recent studies focusing on Australian English /t/ [1,2,3,4,9].
Ejective [t']: Acoustically, ejectives tend to pattern in two
ways: 1) with a period of closure followed by release of the
supralaryngeal gesture, a period of “silence”, and a second
release which coincides with glottal opening, or 2) cases
without the silence, where glottal opening occurs immediately
after oral release [13]. In our data there were often sharp
“spikes” on the waveform, similar to examples in [14] where
this is correlated with burst intensity. In English ejectives may
also be considered “emphatic” stops [14].
Voiced [d̥]: these tokens were partially voiced, similar to what
[7] describe for their Aboriginal English groups, with passive
phonetic voicing in what is a phonologically voiceless
category. To our knowledge these have not been observed in
mainstream Australian English [e.g. no mention in 4, 12].

2. Method and Analysis
2.1.

Participants and experimental task

This study compares two groups of adult L1 English speakers
from Warrnambool, a regional coastal city located in the south
west of Victoria. It has a population of approximately 35,000
people, and is located 257 km from Melbourne, approximately
three hours away by road.
The participants are 10 Aboriginal English speakers (5 M, 5 F)
and 15 mainstream Australian English speakers (8 M, 7 F),
recorded in 2015 and 2012 respectively by the first author.
The participants were all adults, with wide variability in age.
The Aboriginal English group were aged between 19 and 65
years, and the mainstream group was aged between 26 and 72
years. The participants took part in a number of activities
(questionnaire, perception test, interview, reading a word list).
The data used in the current study are post-vocalic /t/ extracted
primarily from word-final contexts in /hVt/ words and some
intervocalic tokens from /hVtV/. The sample contains 864
tokens overall (466 for Aboriginal English speakers, 398 for
the mainstream Australian English group). The majority of
tokens were word final /t/, but 12% of the mainstream
Australian English sample consisted intervocalic tokens along
with 14% of the mainstream Australian English sample. We
consider this a preliminary analysis in the sense that we also
have spontaneous speech we wish to analyse, and the
Aboriginal English sample is a subset from a larger group.
2.2.

2.2.2. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out by the third author using
SPSS Statistics 24 on the counts across the Aboriginal and
mainstream Australian English samples, and within the
Aboriginal sample (analysis within the mainstream sample
was carried out in [9]).

Analysis

2.2.1. Phonetic analysis
Speech data were manually-labelled by the first author using
Praat [10] after autosegmentation of the phonemes using
MAUS. The overall quality of each /t/ (and release where
present) was visually categorised and identified from
spectrograms and annotated on a “phonetic” tier. A tier “tcategory” included classification decisions (canonical,
fricative, glottal, etc. – see below for a full description). The
release phase was labelled H in most cases, but also
occasionally S which better suited any spirantised or affricate
variants. As mentioned, some of this analysis has been
presented in [9]. For the mainstream Australian English
speaking community, the categories canonical, affricate,

3. Results
3.1. Group comparison: distribution of Aboriginal and
mainstream Australian English post-vocalic /t/ variants
Figure 1 shows the per-group percentages of the phonetic
variants observed in the data comparing the two varieties.
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between men and women for the other variants. Re-fitting the
model with voiced as the reference level (χ2(9) = 105.663,
p < 0.001) shows women are also more likely than men to
produce canonical stops (Wald’s χ2 = 961.299048, p < 0.001),
with the men using other variants as described.
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3.1.2. Mainstream Australian English: female / male
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In previous work [9], we saw no statistically significant
gendered patterns in the variants of post-vocalic /t/ used,
unlike what we have described for the Aboriginal English
group. Instead we saw an overall preference for what we call
“breathy” tokens (i.e. Figure 1), especially affricates and
fricatives. In [9], we looked in closer detail at the affricate
category given its prevalence, and found sociophonetic
conditioning within it, especially “hyper-lengthening” of the
release phase which was used significantly more by young
speakers and female speakers.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion

%%"  

This study compared variability in post-vocalic /t/ in
Aboriginal and mainstream Australian English spoken in a
small western Victorian community. Clear sociophonetic
patterning of variation across the speaker groups was
observed, as well as some variability within groups. L1
Aboriginal English speakers use a wider array of post-vocalic
/t/ variants than the mainstream Australian English group. The
Aboriginal English speakers also used more variants which we
can describe as having an overall “glottal” quality (i.e. [ˀt̚ ] [ʔ]
[t']), while the mainstream Australian English speakers, as
previously noted, preferred “breathy” variants – e.g. [ts] [t̞]
[t̞ʰ]. While Aboriginal English speakers used canonical stops
frequently, and affricates to some degree, impressionistically it
appears that the quality of these is different across the groups.
As already noted, the mainstream Australian English speakers
hyper-lengthen affricate releases [9], and impressionistically
the burst in canonical stops also seems longer overall; this
needs independent verification in future work.

Figure 1. Distribution (%) of post-vocalic /t/ variants across
the Aboriginal and mainstream Australian English samples
This figure shows that there are some shared variants used by
the two groups (e.g. affricate, canonical), but with different
weightings, and there are some categories which occur only in
the Aboriginal English sample. It is interesting to note that the
mainstream Australian English speakers produced over 50%
affricates, yet the highest proportion of use of any one variant
by the Aboriginal English speakers was canonical /t/ (26%).
Aspirated canonical /t/ is used far less by the mainstream
Australian English group (16%). While we did not specifically
analyse the effect of prosodic position in this paper, it is
clearly guiding some of the variation; neither glottal nor
ejective tokens were observed intervocalically, while tap was
only observed intervocalically (but not the sole variant here).
We performed a chi-square test of association to assess
whether the distribution frequencies were statistically
significant. Overall, the test showed that the two distributions
of frequencies across varieties were significantly different,
χ2 (10) = 361.658, p < 0.001. In order to check for differences
between the two groups for each of the variants, we used
z-tests of proportions, and Bonferroni corrected p-values for
multiple comparisons. This showed that the groups differ
significantly (at the .05 level, adjusted) for each variant.
Despite some shared usage of features (i.e. both groups use
canonical, both use affricate, and so on) the proportions of use
of each variant are clearly different.

That the mainstream Australian English-speaking group use
few “glottal” tokens differs from recent phonetic work on
Australian English [4], and could be attributable to an
urban/regional difference which would be interesting to
explore further. The study also showed variability within the
Aboriginal English sample between males and females (and
within the mainstream group with respect to affricate
characteristics, as discussed in 3.1.2). Despite varietal
differences, where we can say that the Aboriginal English
group use fewer “breathy” stops, male Aboriginal English
speakers nevertheless used significantly more “glottal” tokens
than the female speakers amongst the group; this was not
observed in the mainstream Australian English group. The
presence of both glottal stops and ejectives is an interesting
addition to our knowledge of variability in Englishes in
Australia. Where ejectives are concerned, their presence
supports the assertion that such variants could occur in
Englishes because of “different temporal alignment of the
glottal and articulatory components of (pre-)glottalised
plosives” [14: 201]; we think a similar interpretation may be
true for the full glottal stops as well albeit with
supralyaryngeal stricture being lost. The findings relating to
the presence of ejectives in the data support work predicting a
connection between voice quality and consonant type
[15,16,17]. While researchers find a connection, however,

3.1.1. Aboriginal English: female / male differences
In order to examine possible gendered patterning in the
Aboriginal English group, we fitted a multinomial regression,
with canonical stops as the reference level, and speaker
gender as the predictor variable. Overall chi-square showed
good fit compared to an intercept-only model (as well as a
model which attempted to account for context as a
constraining factor), χ2(9) = 105.663, p < 0.001. This analysis
shows that women are more likely to produce affricates
(Wald’s χ2 = 12.342, p < 0.001) and men are more likely to
produce ejectives, taps, and unreleased glottals (Wald’s χ2 =
0.640-1.61, p < .05). No significant differences were found
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(to varying degrees), full glottal stops, and voiced stops sound
relatively marked in an Australian English variety, and
fricative variants add a marked breathy quality. As such, we
can say that realisation of /t/ is a contributor to a difference in
the overall auditory impression of L1 Aboriginal English and
mainstream Australian English spoken in Warrnambool.

they do not claim a one-to-one relationship. Work on Scottish
English also shows a strong influence of social and stylistic
factors with respect to the use of “glottal” variants (especially
ejectives) [17,18]. Our study did not look specifically at agerelated variability, but that will likely be another cause for
difference within the sample; i.e. it was present for the
mainstream sample in [9], and was observed in [4], as well as
[18] for Scottish English ejective stops.

In summary, this study highlights previously undocumented
variation across L1 Aboriginal English and mainstream
Australian English. Results suggest clear sociophonetic
patterning of /t/ across the two varieties, for females and males
within the Aboriginal English group, and for mainstream
Australian English females and males with respect to affricate
length. We suspect that these patterns may be partly
attributable to voice quality and glottal timing differences,
which are also potentially sociophonetically determined.
Future work will also more closely analyse prosodic position,
as well as age-related patterning within the Aboriginal English
group.

Given the /t/ categories used by the Aboriginal English
speaking group have a) been previously documented in other
Englishes, and b) are not in most cases at all similar to
Indigenous Australian languages, results do not suggest a
substrate transfer (nor had we predicted that they would).
Instead, we interpret the findings as evidence of different
production strategies being used across the Aboriginal and
mainstream Australian English groups, with clear
sociophonetic distribution. While there is overlap in the types
of stops used by the two groups, the proportions are vastly
different - again, similar to findings for Aboriginal English in
[7], and similar to [18] for Scottish English social groups.
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present study, we aim to address the stimulus limitations in the
AusE study [9], reduce researcher bias by using four of the
rating scales from [7], and thus provide an updated
understanding of listener interpretations of uptalk in AusE. The
second aim of the present study was to address the impact of
listener and speaker characteristics on these interpretations, as
reviewed in what follows.
Firstly, AmE listeners’ interpretations of a speaker
producing uptalk are qualified by gender effects. For example,
female listeners rated speakers’ uptalk utterances to have higher
confidence and to be more finished, compared to male listeners’
ratings of uptalk [10]. While uptalk has been frequently
associated with speaker uncertainty and unfinished speech [7,
9, 10], evidence suggests there is an interaction between gender
and intonation interpretation across English varieties [8, 10].
Secondly, listeners’ perceptions of uptalk are influenced by
listeners’ preconceptions about a speaker’s characteristics. For
example, the implementation of the intonational rise in New
Zealand English (NZE) uptalk depends on the social group, and
NZE listeners appear to interpret intonation contours based on
their assumptions of a speaker’s social characteristics, as
established through those sociophonetic cues [11]. Listeners’
interpretations of uptalk can also be influenced by explicitly
provided information about a speaker. For example, wordmonitoring reaction times were only affected by phrase-final
rising intonation when listeners were informed that the speaker
was a ‘non-expert’, as opposed to when listeners were informed
that a speaker was an ‘expert’ [12]. Such findings suggest that
a listener’s assumptions of a speaker’s mental state influences
their interpretation of a spoken utterance [12].
The first question of interest in the present study was
whether listeners’ interpretations about a female AusE speaker
differ, when presented with a falling intonation contour versus
a rising intonation contour (i.e. uptalk). The second question
asked whether listeners’ interpretations of an AusE speaker
producing uptalk are influenced by the provision of information
that is stereotypically associated or not-associated with the use
of uptalk (i.e. information implying that the speaker is,
respectively, unintelligent or intelligent). Finally, the effects of
listener gender on the interpretations of uptalk were explored.
In line with previous findings [7, 9, 10], it was hypothesised
that listeners would perceive a speaker to have less confidence
and less finished speech when they produced uptalk compared
to a falling intonation. Based on [10], it was also predicted that
uptalk would be rated as expressing more emphasis and clarity
than a falling intonation. Based on [12], it was hypothesized
that the provision of stereotypical ‘unintelligent’ information
would reduce listener ratings of the speaker’s confidence and
clarity, particularly for statements produced with uptalk.

Abstract
This study aimed to determine Australian English (AusE)
listeners’ interpretations of uptalk, produced by a female AusE
speaker. A rating task compared interpretations of uptalk and
falling contour utterances. The results indicated that uptalk is
perceived to convey lower confidence, reduced emphasis and
clarity, and unfinished speech compared to falling contours.
Female listeners provided lower Finality ratings for uptalk,
compared to male listeners. Confidence and Finality uptalk
ratings were variable within listeners. Results are discussed in
light of varying listeners’ interpretations, and the external and
listener-internal factors that may impact uptalk interpretations.
Index Terms: speech perception, intonation, high rising tunes

1. Introduction
Uptalk refers to a declarative utterance produced with a phrasefinal rising pitch, which is perceptually similar to the
interrogative intonation of yes/no questions present in English
varieties [1, 2]. Research on Australian English (AusE) uptalk
has predominantly focussed on the phonetic realisation of this
intonation contour in production, identifying that uptalk is
produced as a L*H-H% tune, according to ToBI transcription
conventions [1, 2]. In AusE, these utterances will generally
exhibit a 40% pitch increase from the onset of the rise [1].
Uptalk, despite being produced by both male and female
speakers [3, 4, 5, 6], is frequently stigmatised by the media as a
bad speech habit, and associated with low intelligence and
female speech [7].
Perceptual studies of uptalk in AusE have primarily asked
whether listeners identify this rising contour as a question or
statement [2, 8]. Listeners generally perceive rising contours as
statements if the utterance starts with a low pitch accent (i.e.
L*H-H%) [2], but the perception of rises is influenced by both
the speaker and the listener gender [8].
Few studies on AusE have investigated the influence that a
rising intonation may have on listeners' interpretations beyond
the question/statement dichotomy. One AusE sociolinguistic
study indicated that listeners associate uptalk utterances with
uncertainty, deference, youthfulness and low job-suitability [9].
However, it is unclear which variables influenced listeners’
interpretations, as the stimulus utterances differed in intonation
as well as content. In addition, it is possible that the results were
negatively biased by the stigmatic meaning scales chosen by the
researchers, which may not reflect current Australian
perceptions of uptalk. In an effort to overcome this researcher
bias, one American English (AmE) study asked listeners to
provide their own interpretations of uptalk; finding that AmE
listeners perceive utterances with rising intonation contours to
be unfinished, emphasised, clearer and happier [7]. In the
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2.3.

2. Method
2.1.

Auditory stimuli were distributed across two lists, with every
description only appearing in either falling or rising intonation
on a list, and an evenly distributed number of falling/ rising
stimuli, for a total of 54 stimuli in each list. The stereotypicality
conditions were combined with each of the two stimulus lists,
for a total of four experimental groups. Participants were
randomly allocated to experimental groups, with an even
distribution of male and female listeners across the
stereotypical condition (M=8, F=7) and non-stereotypical
condition (M=7, F=7).
Participants were seated in front of a laptop computer in a
quiet room, and were presented with auditory stimuli via
Sennheiser 380 Pro headphones at a self-selected comfortable
listening volume. The listening task involved a practice phase
and a test phase. During the practice phase, the rating scales and
four examples of the auditory stimuli were presented, and
participants had the opportunity to clarify questions with the
experimenter. The vignettes were provided at the start of the
test phase and immediately following the two enforced 10second breaks during the test phase.
Participants were instructed to rate the speaker’s utterances
based on their first impression. Participants rated each stimulus
in regards to Confidence, Emphasis, Clarity and Finality (see
Table 2), on four continuous scales from ‘Strongly Disagree’
(corresponding to a score of 0) to ‘Strongly Agree’
(corresponding to a score of 100). Stimuli were presented one
at a time; participants had the option of replaying each stimulus
and they were able to change their ratings before clicking to
continue to the next stimulus. Participants completed two exit
questionnaires at the conclusion of the listening task. The first
questionnaire was a self-assessment of task performance, and
was not further analysed for the present study. The second
questionnaire provided a manipulation check of the two
conditions, to assess whether the vignettes had elicited the
desired impressions of the speaker; these responses are briefly
mentioned in the discussion.

Participants

A total of 29 Australian born, Australian English speakers
between the ages of 18-35 participated (M= 15, F= 14).
Participants were recruited in Sydney and were reimbursed with
course credit, where applicable. Of these 29 participants, 4
participants were recruited through advertisements posted on
the digital learning environment of two units offered by the
Macquarie University Department of Linguistics.
2.2.

Stimuli

The stimuli were 27 descriptions of iconic Australian concepts,
such as ‘vegemite’ or ‘wombat’, (e.g. “This is a black food
spread made from yeast” or “This is a stocky marsupial”,
respectively). All descriptions were recorded with a phrasefinal rising and a phrase-final falling intonation, by a 25-yearold female native Australian English speaker, who was selected
as she produced both uptalk and falling intonations in
spontaneous speech. The speaker has received all-round
undergraduate training in phonetics, is currently undertaking
her PhD in segmental phonetics, and has previously provided
spoken stimuli for a range of perception experiments. In order
to reduce confounding variables, the speaker produced a similar
intonation contour for the first half of the utterance for each
rising/falling pair, within the constraints of her natural prosody.
In order to obtain natural-sounding stimuli with the desired
intonation contours and voice quality, each description was
recorded at least 3 times, for both rising and falling intonations.
All stimuli were recorded with an AKG C535EB Condenser
Microphone onto an iMac using Presonus Studio Live 16.2.4
AT Mixer in a sound treated studio. Stimuli were recorded at
44.1 KHz, amplitude-normalized, truncated to common
temporal landmarks, and digitized as 16 bit WAV files.
Stimuli recordings with a rising intonation were inspected
by the first author to confirm consistency with the typical
Australian English realisation of uptalk, including the average
40% pitch increase from the onset of the rise. Stimuli recordings
with a falling intonation were inspected to confirm the absence
of creak, based on auditory impression and striations in the
spectrogram. Measures of Fundamental Frequency (F0) in
Hertz (Hz) were obtained to ensure that the average peak F0 of
the first vowel in each rising/falling pair of stimuli did not differ
by more than 20Hz. Durational measures were carried out to
ensure each rising/falling pair of stimuli did not differ by more
than 0.35 seconds.
Stimuli were presented in the context of a written
stereotypical or non-stereotypical vignette (see Table 1), which
aimed to elicit specific perceptions about the speaker with
fictional information.

Table 2. Impression Rating scales
Rating Scale
Confidence
Emphasis
Clarity
Finality

2.4.

Occupation

Bachelor of
Arts
Sales assistant

Nonstereotypical
Bachelor of
Science
Lab assistant

Spending habits

Make-up

Books

Education

Rating prompt
The speaker is confident.
The speaker is emphasizing her point.
The speaker is speaking clearly
The speaker is finished talking.

Statistical analysis

The confirmatory analysed the participant Mean (M) scores for
each rating scale and contour as dependent variables in 2x2x2
mixed-effects Anova’s assessing the effects of contour type
(rising vs falling, within-subjects), gender (male vs female,
between-subjects) and condition (stereotypical vs nonstereotypical, between-subjects) on listeners’ ratings in each
scale. To maintain an Anova-wise alpha level of 0.05, we
adopted an alpha level of 0.007 which was Bonferroni corrected
for the seven comparisons within each Anova.
Upon inspection of the raw data, it was observed that
individual participants’ rating scores deviated more from their
mean for rising compared to falling contours, particularly for
the Confidence and Finality rating scale. To explore this withinparticipant variability, each participants’ standard deviation
was divided by their mean score to obtain a coefficient of

Table 1. Summary of fictional speaker information
Stereotypical

Procedure
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variance (SD/M) and analysed, using the previously mentioned
2x2x2 Anova. All statistical analyses were conducted in the R
statistical programming environment [13].

was not interpreted as strong evidence, as the Bonferroni
corrected alpha-value was 0.007.

3. Results
Research question 1 asked whether listeners’ perceptions about
a speaker differ, when presented with a falling vs. rising
intonation contour. Research question 2 asked whether
listeners’ judgements are influenced by the provision of
stereotypical or non-stereotypical speaker information. While
participants’ free responses in the exit questionnaire stated that
the speaker information provided was insufficient to form
judgements about the speaker, their ratings on the exit
questionnaire were consistent with the vignettes. This suggests
that the stereotypicality manipulation was successful and may
have influenced participants’ responses.
As predicted for Research Question 1, the speaker was rated
as more confident when producing a falling (M= 85, SD= 8.5)
compared to a rising contour (M=62, SD=15.5, F(1, 25)= 39.5,
p<0.0001; see Figure 1). She was also rated as showing more
emphasis when producing a falling (M=77, SD=13.7)
compared to a rising contour (M=63, SD=14.9, F(1, 25)= 13,
p<0.0014). Contrary to the expectations, the speaker was
perceived to speak more clearly when producing a falling
(M=84, SD=10.8) compared to a rising contour (M=79,
SD=10.7, F(1, 25)=15, p<0.0007). In contrast with the
hypotheses for Research Question 2, there was no interaction
between condition and contour for the Confidence, Emphasis or
Clarity rating scales. Moreover, there were no other significant
two- or three-way interactions.

Figure 2: Contour and gender interaction for finality rating
Exploratory analyses were conducted on the SD/M
dependent variable to determine whether within-participant
variability was larger for rising compared to falling contours. A
significant effect of contour was found for the Confidence
rating (F(1, 25)=31.5, p<0.0007) as well as the Finality rating
(F(1, 25)=22.1, p<0.0007), with participants’ Confidence and
Finality ratings being more varied for rising compared to falling
contours (see also Figure 3). A marginally significant effect of
contour was found for the Emphasis rating (F(1, 25)=4.5,
p<0.044), but this result was not significant following the
Bonferroni correction.

Figure 1: Average ratings for falling vs rising contours

Figure 3: SD/M of ratings for falling vs rising contours

As predicted for Research Question 1, falling contours were
rated as being more finished (M=63, SD=26.8) than rising
contours (M=34, SD=20, F(1, 25)=70.3, p<0.0001). This main
effect is qualified by a significant interaction between contour
and gender for the Finality rating (F(1, 25)=14.4, p<0.0008; see
Figure 2). This interaction revealed that male listeners’ Finality
ratings were more similar for falling (M=60, SD=25) and rising
contours (M=42, SD=22), compared to female listeners’
Finality ratings for falling (M=64, SD=28) and rising contours
(M=25, SD=17).
The interaction between condition and contour for the
finality rating was marginally significant (F(1, 25)=4.4,
p<0.045), suggesting a larger difference in Finality ratings
between falling and rising contours in the non-stereotypical,
compared to the stereotypical condition. However, this result

4. Discussion
This study aimed to provide an updated understanding of
listeners’ interpretations of a female Australian English (AusE)
speaker producing uptalk. Previous American English (AmE)
studies have found that listeners perceive uptalk utterances as
less confident, unfinished, and with more emphasis and speech
clarity, compared to utterances with a falling intonation [7].
Consistent with previous perception studies across English
varieties [7, 9, 10], AusE listeners in the present study
associated uptalk utterances with lower confidence and
unfinished speech. However, they provided lower emphasis and
clarity ratings for the uptalk utterances.
Because we did not expect listeners to rate uptalk utterances
to have reduced emphasis and clarity, the present findings
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suggest that interpretations of uptalk may differ across English
varieties. However, one limitation of the present study is that
the scales used may not reflect AusE listeners’ uptalk
interpretations. For example, L2 English speakers have reported
to interpret uptalk as ironic or sarcastic, depending on the
situation and their knowledge of the speaker [14]. Future
research would benefit from first surveying AusE speakers on
the meanings that they associate with uptalk. The unexpected
findings regarding Emphasis and Clarity ratings may also be
ascribed to the stimuli being produced by a phonetically trained
speaker rather than being spontaneously produced. The
speaker’s phonetic and linguistic knowledge may have
influenced her speech in a recording situation. For example, the
speaker may have deliberately expressed similar Emphasis for
falling/rising stimuli and her lab-speech enunciation may have
removed any differences in Clarity. Future research would
benefit from collecting listener judgements of spontaneous
uptalk productions. Further research with a range of speakers
would also allow for increased generalizability of listeners’
perceptions of uptalk.
The present study built on findings that NZE and AmE
listeners’ perceptions of uptalk can be affected by inferred or
provided speaker characteristics [11, 12]. In the present study,
we provided participants with either a stereotypical or nonstereotypical vignette, in an attempt to elicit negative or positive
perceptions about the female speaker’s intelligence, but did not
find any significant effect thereof on listener ratings. Future
research assessing the influence of contextual information
should incorporate audiovisual stimuli, thus providing implicit
information via communicative cues that are absent from the
auditory signal, for every utterance in the stimulus set. It is also
possible that the lexical features and content of the stimuli
affected listener ratings, resulting in a non-significant effect.
For example, the stimuli descriptions were factually correct,
which may have increased positive perceptions about the
speaker’s intelligence.
Previous research had also identified that listener gender
interacts with the interpretation of intonation [8, 10]. In contrast
to previous work with AmE listeners [10], the present study did
not find that female listeners associate uptalk with a higher
confidence than males and even found that female AusE
listeners have a stronger association between uptalk and
unfinished speech compared to male listeners. These results
suggest that there are different ways in which male and female
listeners interpret uptalk across English varieties [8, 9, 10, 11].
The observed gender effect on AusE listeners’
interpretations of uptalk raises the question of gender effects in
uptalk production. Specifically, the weaker association between
uptalk and unfinished speech for male listeners may reflect a
higher ratio of uptalk usage by male, compared to female AusE
speakers. Conversely, the gender of the speaker influences
listener perceptions of intonation rises in AusE [8]. Future
research would need to determine whether the observed uptalk
interpretations and interactions with listener gender are specific
to a female AusE speaker.
In addition to the between-listener differences associated
with gender, there was also significant variation within
participants for the Confidence and Finality ratings for uptalk
compared to falling intonations. Between participant variability
in ratings has been previously observed [7, 9, 10], but to the best
of our knowledge, this study is the first to observe that
individuals vary more in their own response to individual uptalk
utterances compared to utterances with a falling intonation.
This implies that listeners’ interpretations of uptalk cannot be
solely explained in terms of external variables, such as

intonation, context, and speaker gender. Future research is
needed to identify the factors that influence utterance-toutterance fluctuations in listeners’ interpretations of uptalk.
In summary, this study has found that AusE listeners
perceive uptalk to sound less confident and less finished
compared to a falling intonation. Female listeners rated uptalk
utterances as less finished compared to male listeners, and
participants were more variable in their Confidence and Finality
ratings for uptalk compared to a falling intonation. In light of
previous research, these results suggest that listeners’
interpretations of uptalk differ due to external and listenerinternal factors, and fluctuate from one utterance to the next.
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Josh Clothier1, 2 and Debbie Loakes1, 2
The University of Melbourne, ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language
joshuajc@unimelb.edu.au; dloakes@unimelb.edu.au

Labov [6] has argued that ethnolectal features, with respect
to ethnolectal “substrates” (speakers’ heritage languages, which
may or may not be spoken by speakers themselves) operate in
different ways depending on variety, language, social context,
and the specific variable under question. Clyne et al [7] argue
for “stabilised transference” in the development of ethnolectal
features, and this has been shown to be evident in the speech of
Lebanese Australians, wherein temporal differences in the
structure of VC rhymes have been identified in Sydney [8].
While it has been shown that bilingual speakers are able to
maintain distinct VOT systems for each of their languages,
including specifically in the case of children bilingual in Arabic
and English [9], given that substrate effects may be observed in
speakers of ethnocultural varieties, this should be investigated
as a possible factor. Broadly speaking, the stop-voicing system
of Arabic retains phonetic voicing in VOICED stops, with
VOICELESS stops realised with short-lag VOT. This is in contrast
(again, broadly speaking) with English VOT, which is
classified as an aspirating language, wherein VOICELESS stops
use long-lag VOT and VOICED stops use short-lag VOT (with
pre-voicing occurring in some prosodic contexts and for some
speakers).

Abstract
This paper analyses variability in voice onset time (VOT) in
Australian English (AusE) coronal stops, as produced by those
of mainstream, and Lebanese heritage ethnicities. Data are
derived from the AusTalk corpus, and from a new corpus of
Lebanese Australian (“LAus”) speech in Melbourne
comprising 30 speakers aged 18—30. Both groups use shortand long-lag VOT for /d/ and /t/ respectively; however,
speakers with Lebanese heritage exhibit substantially more prevoiced /d/ tokens. Group-wise, there are fine phonetic
differences between groups. Lebanese Australian individuals
exploit a greater range of VOT values but there is no evidence
of transfer of Lebanese Arabic VOT system. Instead, speakers
deploy coronal stop VOT to index ethnic identities as Lebanese
Australians.
Index Terms: sociophonetics, Australian English, ethnicity,
plosives, voice onset time, acoustic phonetics

1. Introduction
Early in the 21st century, Cox [1] argued that Australian English
would see greater variability along ethnocultural lines, in
parallel with the greater ethnolinguistic diversity of Australian
society. Cognisant of this, we pursue this study of ethnolectal
variability, now well into the second decade of the 21st century.
Further, the coronal plosive /t/ in AusE has been shown to carry
substantial sociolinguistic information. In non-initial contexts,
it has been shown to reduce, with, for example, spirantised
realisations associated with female speech and tapped
realisations associated with male speech [2]. Furthermore,
Horvath [3] argued that a highly aspirated/affricated
realisations of /t/ ([tS]) was associated with gender (women) and
ethnicity (speakers with Greek heritage) in her study of the
sociolects of Sydney. The percept of “heavy aspiration”
described by Horvath, would likely be associated with
particularly long-lag VOT durations.
VOT—the period between the release of a plosive’s closure
and the onset of voicing of the following segment—has been
shown to vary as a function of system internal and external
factors. In English, VOT provides a somewhat reliable cue to
the phonological feature [voice]; while there are complications,
the feature [+voice] is associated with short-lag VOT, and [voice] is realised with long-lag VOT. [4] has shown that the
height of the following vowel can affect VOT duration, with
stops preceding high vowels tending to longer VOT durations
compared to stops preceding non-high vowels. Systemexternally, VOT has been shown to vary as a function of sex
and gender and cross-linguistic evidence [5] shows that a
gender-based (i.e., socially learnt and constructed) argument for
women’s longer VOT in English, which is a reliable effect
across different studies, is sounder.

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

1.1.

Aims & research questions

In this sociophonetic study, we investigate the patterning of
AusE coronal stop (/t d/) VOT between groups of speakers with
“mainstream” and Lebanese ethnicities. Specifically, we ask:
1. Does coronal stop VOT vary as a function of ethnicity
between these two ethnic groups?
2. Do the two ethnicity groups deploy the same VOT
durational strategies for making VOICING contrasts in
AusE?
3. How does gender interact with ethnicity in the
realisation of /t d/ stop VOICING?
4. How does the height of the following vowel affect the
realisation of VOT in these stops for these speakers?

2. Method
2.1.

Speakers

Data come from two sources: a corpus collected by the first
author (the “M-LAusE Corpus”) and the AusTalk corpus [10].
20 speakers were selected from the AusTalk corpus who
satisfied the following criteria:
x Were raised (and acquired AusE) in the Melbourne region.
x Were aged 18-30 at the time of recording
x In responding to questionnaire items regarding cultural
heritage, did not provide information suggesting their
classification as “mainstream” Australian speakers would be
inappropriate (i.e., heritage is Anglo-Celtic Australian; no
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The model which best fits these data, and from which we
derive the post-hoc contrasts discussed below is:
vot ~ voicing + ethnicity + gender + V_height + (1 | spkr_id) (1)

information about parents or grandparents from a nonmajority ethnicity)
Speakers in the M-LAusE corpus (N = 30) are age matched to
the young-adult group of the AusTalk corpus (i.e., 18-30y) and
were also raised and acquired AusE in Melbourne but have
parents and/or grandparents who were born in Lebanon. For
these speakers, home language prior to starting school is either
English only, English and Lebanese-Arabic, or LebaneseArabic only. This variability is inherent in the sampling: it
reflects the variability in the community. It should be noted that
the study (and the larger project) analyses the effects of ethnic
identity, not of bilingualism, which have been explained
elsewhere. For thorough accounts of the effects of bilingualism
on VOT, see, e.g., [9, 11].
2.2.

+ (1 | word) + voicing:ethnicity + voicing:gender +
ethnicity:gender + voicing:V_height + V_height +
gender:V_height + voicing:ethnicity:gender +
ethnicity:gender:V_height

To test the effect of home language, mixed effects logistic
regressions were fit, with gender and home language as fixed
predictors and speaker and word random intercepts. Model
comparison shows the best fitting model has significant main
effects of gender, χ2 (1) = 14.299, p = 0.000156.

3. Results

Materials

Figures 1-3 in this section plot density distributions, as is typical
in the contemporary VOT literature [e.g., 18]. Vertical lines
have been added at the 0 ms mark to indicate the cut-off
between negative (pre-voiced) and positive (pre-voiced) tokens.
As described in model (1) above and shown in Figure 1
below, VOICING is a significant predictor of VOT duration in
these data, as expected; as a group, speakers use VOT duration
to make the English VOICING contrast in word initial /t d/. As a
group, Lebanese Australians’ VOICED stops have significantly
longer short-lag VOT (M = 22.5 ms) compared to the
mainstream group (M = 18.7 ms), p = 0.0085.

2.2.1. Phonetic data
Data used in this study were elicited using the AusTalk [10]
wordlist task. Within the wordlist, there are seven words with
initial /d/ and eight with initial /t/ in stressed syllables. For the
M-LAusE corpus, data were recorded in a sound treated
recording studio at the University of Melbourne using Charter
Oak E700 Microphones with Aphex 1100 MKii mic preamp
and a BSS DPR-402 compressor. All data were recorded onto a
Macbook Pro running Bootcamp Windows 7 through a
Digidesign 003 rack firewire soundcard using Samplitude Pro
X Suite as the software, and were recorded at 16 bit 44.1 KHz.
Details of the AusTalk recording protocols are available in [10].
AusTalk data used in this study come from the Melbourne
subset, which were recorded in the same sound treated
recording booth as the M-LAusE corpus.
2.3.

Analysis

2.3.1. Segmentation
Segmentation was aided by the AutoVOT [12] supervised
learning algorithm, which estimates boundaries for VOT based
on 7 acoustic parameters described in [13]. We trained four
models for use in this analysis: one for each variety and VOICING
subset. Training used a total of 200 pairs of sound files and
Praat TextGrids from the AusTalk corpus, and 225 pairs of
sound files and TextGrids from the M-LAusE corpus. Pseudo
random selection of tokens from the corpora was employed to
ensure sufficient representability across speakers and places of
articulation1. Training TextGrids were segmented with
boundaries at the onset of the burst and the zero-crossing
preceding the first upward oscillation into semi-periodic
waveform associated with vocalic energy. Predicted segments
of VOT were visually inspected and corrected as necessary,
based on principles used in segmentation of training tokens.

Figure 1. Distributions of VOT for /t, d/ as a function of
ethnic heritage.
The Lebanese Australian group also has substantially more
pre-voiced tokens of VOICED stops (N = 150) compared to the
mainstream group (N = 12). VOICELESS stops’ VOT are shorter
(M = 75.7 ms) for the Lebanese Australians compared to the
mainstream group (M = 82.8 ms); however, this difference is
not significant (p = .0786). Specific sociophonetic patterns are
discussed for the VOICED (/d/) and VOICELESS (/t/) stops below.

2.3.2. Statistical analysis

3.1.

Statistical models were built in lme4 [14] using R [15] in the
RStudio IDE [16]. After building a maximally specified lmer
model, the step function in the lmerTest [17] package was used
to aid identification of the best fitting model (1) below. This
model was confirmed using likelihood ratio tests, χ2 (12) =
212.63, p < .001.

Gender

There was a significant main effect of gender, with women
tending to longer positive VOT overall. Post-hoc analysis
shows that this difference only retains significance for the
Lebanese heritage group (p = 0), and not the mainstream group
(p = 1). While the interaction term is retained as contributing to
the model of best fit described above in (1), post-hoc analysis

1

This study is part of a larger study which looks at VOT across
all initial stops, /p t k b d ɡ/
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with Bonferroni adjusted p-values shows no significant
interaction between these factors. However, some interesting
trends are evident in the distributions, when we consider the
entire VOT continuum. Notably, Lebanese Australian men are
responsible for the majority of the pre-voiced tokens of /d/
across the two corpora.

3.2.

Vowel height

There was no significant main effect of the height of the
following vowel, p = .1143. Analysis of post-hoc effects shows
multiple interactions. Notably, /t/ when followed by high
vowels is overall longer than when followed by low vowels
(p = .0192; see figure 4.). There is also a significant three-way
interaction between ethnicity, gender, and vowel height,
wherein there is a most marked difference between the two
ethnic groups for male speakers in stops preceding a high
vowel; here, the Lebanese Australian males’ have the shortest
VOTs using this three-way comparison, p < .05.

Figure 2. Distributions of VOT for /t, d/ as a function of
ethnicity and gender
Table 1 shows frequencies of pre-voiced tokens across speaker
groups and genders, demonstrating that the clear majority of
these tokens are produced by men with Lebanese heritage. An
analysis at the speaker level shows that across the 5 (of 20)
speakers with mainstream ethnicity who pre-voice, the most
pre-voiced tokens produced are by two speakers who produce
four pre-voiced tokens each. Within the Lebanese heritage
group, though, there are 20 speakers who produce pre-voiced
tokens of /d/, ranging from between just one and 19 (i.e., a
majority of this speaker’s /d/ tokens). The distribution of/t d/
VOT durations for the speaker producing the most pre-voiced
/d/, LM-008, is shown below in Figure 3. While he does
produce 19 tokens of /d/ with pre-voicing (negative VOT
duration) and just two with short-lag VOT (positive VOT
duration), his VOICELESS stops, /t/, lie within the long-lag region
(positive VOT duration).

Figure 4. Interaction between vowel height and coronal
stop voicing: effect on VOT

4. Discussion
4.1.

4.1.1. VOT durations
We asked whether coronal stop VOT varied as a function of
ethnic heritage between these two groups, and the results show
that there is a clear effect of ethnic heritage on VOT patterning
in AusE. The finding is suggestive of the emergence of the kind
of ethnolectal variability suggested for AusE in the 21st century
by Cox [1] and suggests that speakers are using VOT to do
identity work. This aspect is explored in detail in the larger
study, which provides a rich, quantitative sociophonetic
account of ethnic identity.

Table 1. Counts of prevoiced /d/ tokens by group and
gender
Group
Mainstream
Lebanese Australian

Gender
F
M
F
M

Ethnicity

4.1.2.

Pre-voiced /d/ tokens
5
7
24
126

VOICING

contrasts

We also asked whether the stop VOICING contrast was realised
in the same ways in both groups of speakers and, on a group
basis, they are. AusE speakers with mainstream and Lebanese
ethnicities tend to use the “classic” English short-lag/long-lag
VOT distinction for the phonological categories [+voice] and [voice] respectively. There are, however, some deviations from
this pattern at the individual level. There is evidence of more
speakers with Lebanese heritage using pre-voicing in VOICED
stops /d/, which may be suggestive of a transfer effect from
Arabic. This is not a wholesale, systemic effect on the VOT
system, though, as the VOICELESS stops for these speakers are
still realised with long lag VOT; furthermore, as a group, the
Lebanese Australians studied here use longer durations of VOT
in the short-lag category for /d/ than the mainstream AusE
group do. This could be explained by a variable grammar in
which competing forces between the transfer effect of Arabic,
which might be pulling VOT durations downwards (into prevoicing for /d/ and towards short-lag for /t/), is mediated by
competition from the sociolinguistic valence of /t/ in AusE [cf
19] (and we must remember that these speakers are speaking

Figure 3. Distribution of coronal stop VOT for
individual speaker LM-008 who uses pre-voicing in /d/
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AusE and are embedded within larger Australian social
contexts), which has been shown elsewhere to be heavily
aspirated, particularly by non-mainstream speakers [2, 3].

[1]

4.2.

[2]

7. References

Gender

We have shown that women in this study, in accordance with
other studies on English varieties elsewhere in the world [e.g.,
20], have longer positive VOTs than men do. The present
analysis does not elucidate the existing understanding of why
this might be the case. We can only concur with others [e.g., 5]
in that this is a language-specific effect; our understanding of
this as also being a social effect is enhanced by the finding
which is significant for the analysis of the corpora together, for
the M-LAusE corpus, but not the mainstream AusE corpus.
4.3.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

Vowel height

Our findings of a vowel height effect accord with other
literature [e.g., 4], wherein VOT durations for /t/ are longer
before high vowels. Interestingly, the inclusion of this variable
draws out more differences between the two ethnic groups
along the gender dimension, suggesting subtly different ways
of speaking AusE for men and women; that is, on this factor,
Lebanese Australian women behave more like the mainstream,
while Lebanese Australian men diverge further, again,
strengthening sociological explanations for the study’s
findings.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

5. Conclusions
We have identified some key features of coronal stop VOT in
AusE, including between-group differences on the basis of
ethnicity, and gender. There are VOT differences suggestive of
specifically gendered ways of speaking AusE for Lebanese
Australians: in terms of pre-voicing (Lebanese men use the
most pre-voicing), VOT durations (all women’s VOT durations
are longer, but Lebanese women’s are longest), and the effect
of vowel height (all /t/ VOTs are longer when followed by a
high vowel, except for Lebanese men’s). While these findings
are robust, they benefit from further elucidation, which is
ongoing in the larger study, where we find further effects of
sociological factors, such as social networks and religious
identity, but continue to find no effect of home language, or
reported proficiency in Lebanese Arabic. In other words, the
sociophonetic effects on stop realisation are stronger than
linguistic effects. Analysis of the VOT system of the full stop
series /p t k b d ɡ/ will provide a clearer picture of how VOT is
operating in AusE, and will also help to answer some of the
questions that this paper raises about the potential for transfer
of features from Lebanese Arabic (i.e., would we see the same
pattern of pre-voicing and aspiration in the labial series given
that there is no contrast at this place in Lebanese Arabic?). We
provide here a first account of VOT from the Melbourne
AusTalk corpus, and an account of VOT showing clear
ethnocultural patterns in AusE coronal stops, suggestive of the
kind of ethnocultural variability predicted by Cox.

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]
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Abstract

2. Investigation 1

New Zealand English is traditionally characterised by raised /e/

           
variation. In the following study we report findings from a study
in Auckland that suggests otherwise. 32 young speakers (aged
between 18-25yrs) from three suburbs in Auckland were
recorded reading a passage. A further 6 older speakers (between
45-70yrs) were also recorded. Hand-corrected formants from
the recorded vowels with sentence stress were analysed. The
results showed there that sound change has occurred between
the younger and older speakers, with the /e/ and /æ/ vowels
lowering and backing, and  lowering. This lowered /e/ and /æ/
is noticeable when compared with the results to other studies
with Modern NZE speakers recorded outside Auckland. The
implication of these results is discussed.

2.1.

As part of the Auckland Voices project [6], 33 speakers from
three suburbs in Auckland (Mt Roskill n= 14 (8 women, 6 men),
Papatoetoe, n=13 (6 women, 7 men) Titirangi, n=6 (3 women,
3 men)) were recorded reading a 390 word passage [10]. The
participants were aged between 18 and 25 years. Our speakers
were either New Zealand born or arrived in the country under
the age of seven. The three suburbs were deliberately chosen:
Titirangi          (NZ European)
community; Papatoetoe is a well-established ethnically mixed
community and Mount Roskill is a community undergoing
demographic change
2.2.

Index Terms: New Zealand English, Auckland, Vowels,
Sound Change

Data Preparation.

Speakers’ recordings were digitised and transcribed in ELAN
[11]. WebMAUS (NZ English option) [12] was used for the
automatic phonetic labelling, then phonetic boundaries and
labels were checked and hand corrected where necessary in
PRAAT [13]. PRAAT text grids were converted into the EMUwebApp [14] format for formant calculation and analysis.
Formant tracks were checked and hand corrected when
necessary, then vowel targets were marked as per [15]. Finally,
the first and second formants were extracted at the vowel targets
marked according to the criteria in [15]). The remainder of the
formant analysis was done in R [16] using EmuR [17]). Only
vowels that carried phrase stressed were studied in this analysis.
Over 2800 monophthongs were analysed. Table 1 gives the
number of tokens per vowel.

1. Introduction
New Zealand English (NZE) is traditionally characterised by
raised /e/ and /æ/ vowels and the retraction of / vowel (e.g.
[1]). Recent research indicates that the raising of /e/ has
encroached on the acoustic space of the /i:/ vowel resulting in
the diphthongisation of the latter vowel [2, 3]. It has been
assumed that this is the case for all NZE speakers. According to
Gordon & Maclagan [4] regional differences are not strongly
marked in NZE for the front vowels. Bauer [5] also states “In
New Zealand you can take seven hours to drive from
Wellington to Auckland, and not be able to “hear any difference
in the English that is spoken when you arrive.”
This study presents an acoustic analysis looking at phonetic
diversity in Auckland, New Zealand’s largest city, and
scrutinises these assertions. Auckland has been New Zealand’s
largest city for over 100 years, and yet there has never been a
major linguistic analysis of the English spoken there [6]. This
is a serious oversight, given the important role NZE has played
in the developments into the theories of dialect contact, leveling
and new dialect formation [7]. Furthermore, in the last 10 years
there has been increased migration into New Zealand, Auckland
specifically. In 35% of Auckland’s suburbs, no ethnic group is
more than 50% of the population; many speakers were born
elsewhere and many more have grown up using different
varieties of English as the spoken norm. Given that Cheshire
and colleagues [8, 9] found extreme ethnic mixing and recent
migration can result in leveling and changes in speech in urban
centres such as London , we ask whether this is the case for the
NZE accent spoken in Auckland.

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

Speakers

Table 1: The number of vowel tokens per suburb group.
i:
Mt Roskill 227
Papatoetoe 218
Titirangi
100

2.3.


87
90
51

e
167
166
77

æ
150
140
86


116
112
57


84
78
41


119
108
52

:
118
109
52


14
20
15

u:
:
44 25
56 22
19 13

Data Transformation

The distribution for men and women Bark scaled formant plots
are shown in Figure 1. It is possible to make the frequency
observations directly comparable by making a simple linear
transformation. If the formant values for a woman speaker are
(F1;F2) then we can convert them into the values closer to
values (M1;M2) typical for a man speaker by the relation



  
(1)
   =  +  
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the anova() function from the nlme package. Note due to
   !"   #    $ ' *" +<
the results for this vowel will not be reported in the statistical
analysis. Note also the reporting will be done phonetically, not
in terms of actual F1 and F2 values. For full details readers are
referred to [18]

Figure 1: Raw formant observations on the Bark scale
for men and women separately.
where 1, 2, A11; A12; A21; A22 are a set of 6 numerical constants.
The calibration of the relationship requires the choice of 3
points in the men’s distribution and the corresponding 3 points
in the women’s distribution onto which they will be mapped



 ,    ,    ,    ,   





where Mij, and Fij are the centroids of the point vowels /i:. a:,
. Using these values, we can then solve (1) to find the six
unknown constants. Once we have those values we can then use
equation (1) to transform the men’s data onto the women’s
speaker space. It amounts to a simple translation, rotation and
stretching of one plane so that the three anchoring points match.
Figure 2 shows the effect of the transformation on the vowel
space for men and women when the men’s vowel data is
transformed to match the women’s. The sample mean locations
of the anchoring vowels  are matched exactly.





,

Figure 3: Vowel centroids after the transformation.
women’s centroids are plotted in red, and men’s
centroids in blue.
Table 2: The four Linear models in the investigation.
Fixed effects
Type

Random
effects
Speaker

g1

Type*Suburb

Speaker

g2

Type*Sex

Speaker

g3

Type*Sex*Suburb

Speaker

Observation
Formant
value
Formant
value
Formant
value
Formant
value

Table 3: Significant differences when null model is
compared to model with fixed effects of type and suburb
(g1).

Figure 2 Raw men's (Blue) and women's (Red) data
points (left), Transformed men's (blue) vowel space
on to women’s (red) vowel space. (right)
Figure 3 shows the effect of the transformation on the vowel
centroids for men and women when the men’s vowels are
transformed to match the women. The anchoring vowels /i:, a:,
o:/ are matched exactly.
2.4.

Model
Name
null

/i:/
/ :/

Degrees
of
Freedom
12
12

AIC
Difference
(null – g1)
4.926
1.9943

Log
Likelihood
Ratio
12.926
9.994

P
value
0.04
0.012

When the null model was compared with g1 (Type*Suburb)
there were only two vowels where the models differed
        ?
 *"  @ Further
analysis using t-tests and setting Mt Roskill as the reference
suburb revealed that for /i:/ Mt Roskill was significantly higher
and fronter in the vowel space than for Papatoetoe
(subP:t(31)=2.81 p<0.01; typeF2:subP:t(1054)=-2.55,p<0.05) ,
Mt Roskill is also significantly fronter than Titirangi
((typeF2:subT:t(1054)=-2.55,p<0.05) K  ? Mt Roskill is
significantly higher than Titirangi (subT:t(30)=2.35,p<0.05) ,
and significantly fronter than Papatoetoe (typeF2:subP: t(85)=2.21,p<0.05). These differences can be seen in Figure 4,
although note for space reasons a specific plot showing only
suburb differences has not be included in this paper.

Results of Investigation 1

Usual analysis of F1 and F2 treats them separately, and
consequently separate tests for changes in each formant are
performed. Here we model F1 and F2 values simultaneously in
the 2-D formant space. This allows for increased statistical
power in which changes in any direction in the plane can be
detected. For each vowel we built four linear mixed effects
models for observations of the first and second formant. Each
model had speaker as a random effect and the fixed effects for
each model are given in Table 2. All statistical analyses were
performed in R [16], the linear mixed effect models were
calculated using the lme() function in the nlme package and
the comparison between models was done via ANOVAs using
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When the null model was compared to g2 (Type*Sex) there
were only significant differences between men and women for
one vowel, which was /u:/ (see Table 4). Post hoc t-test revealed
that the /u:/ for the women speakers was significantly lower
than that for the men speakers (sexM:t(32)=-3.88,p<0.001).
These differences can be seen in Figure 3.

than the Mt Roskill men (sexM: t(28)=-4.51, p<0.001)
Papatoetoe men (subP:sexM:t(28)=2.64, p<0.05) and Titirangi
men ( subT:sexM t(28)=2.63, p<0.05) The Mt Roskill women
             *  
(typeF2:subT:sexM: t(417)=-2.71,p.<0.05). For /æ/ the Mt
Roskill women are significantly fronter than the Titirangi men.
(typeF2:subT:sexM: t(713)=-2.68, p<0.05). For /u:/ the Mt
Roskill women are significantly higher than the Papatoetoe
women (subP: t(28)=3.07,p<0.001). Further Mt Roskill women
are significantly lower and backer than the Mt Roskill men
(sexM: t(28)=3.08, p<0.001; typeF2:sexM: t(199)=2.30
,p<0.05)K  the Mt Roskill women are significantly
lower than the Mt Roskill men (sexM:t(28)=-3.08,p<0.01), and
significantly higher than the Papatoetoe and Titirangi men
(subPsexM:t(28)=3.13,p<0.01; subTsexM:t(28)=3.17,p<0.01).

Table 4 Significant differences when the null model is
compared to the model with fixed effect of type and sex.

/u:/

Degrees
of
Freedom
10

AIC
Difference
(null-g2)
8.0195

Log
Likelihood
Ratio
12.01354

P value
0.0025

In the final comparison the null mode was compared to g3
(Type*Suburb*Sex). There were significant results for the five

!*" 5 lists the statistics for the significant
results. The random effects estimation for the g3 model is given
in Figure 4. The large coloured symbols show the centroids for
each group, and the coloured lines connect the centroids for the
individuals within a group to the group centroid.

3. Investigation 2
3.1.

In this second investigation we compare the young speakers in
the Auckland Voices corpus to the older speakers. At the time
of writing only one set of older speakers had been labelled – 6
female speakers from Titirangi. These speakers were aged
between 45 and 70 (mean age 59 years, sd. 9 years). We
compared these older speakers to all the young women speakers
in the Auckland Voices corpus. All the latter group were
considered because they were very few differences between the
these speakers in the suburb analysis, only /i:/ and /u:/ between
the Mt Roskill and Papatoetoe (see section 2.4). The data
preparation was prepared as outlined in Section 2.2. Since all
speakers were women no data transformation was necessary.

Table 5 Significant differences when the null model is
compared to the model with fixed effects of type, suburb
and sex

/i:/
//
/æ/
/u:/
/ :/

Degrees
of
Freedom
18
18
18
18
18

AIC
Difference
(null-g3)
0.146
8.6464
2.301
6.6485
0.4216

Log
Likelihood
Ratio
20.146
28.446
22.3
26.649
20.421

Speaker and Data preparation details.

P value
0.0279
0.0015
0.0136
0.003
0.0255

3.2.

Results

Figure 5: F1/F2 plots of the young Female speakers
(black) and older female Speakers (red) in the
Auckland Voices corpus.
As in Section 2.4 we compared linear mixed models. Each
model had speaker as a random effect, the fixed effects for the
null model was the formant type (F1 and F2) and the
comparison model (g4) was formant type interacting with age
(Y and O). Once again, the models were compared using
ANOVAs. In the post-hoc t-tests the young women were the
reference group. Post hoc analysis revealed the following. For
/  !          er than the older
speakers (ageO: t(23)= -2.806, p<0.01). For /e/ younger
speakers were lower and backer than the older speakers (ageO:
t(23)= -6.510,p<0.000; typeF2ageO:t(580)= 5.965,p<0.0001).

Figure 4: Random effect estimation of F1 and F2 for all
utterances of all 11 vowels, from the three suburbs (Mt
Roskill (red), Papatoetoe (blue) and Titirangi (green))
and for both men (circle) and women (triangle)
speakers.
In the post-hoc t-tests, Mt Roskill is the reference suburb, and
women is the reference gender. The post-hoc analysis revealed
the following. For /i:/ the Mt Roskill women are significantly
fronter than the Papatoetoe women (typeF2:subP: t(1051)=2.24, p<0.05). K Mt Roskill women are significantly lower
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The same was found for /æ/, (ageO: t(23)= -6.00,p<0.0001;
typeF2ageO:t(506)= 7.791,p<0.0001). For /u:/ the younger
speakers were significantly backer than the older speakers
(typeF2:ageO: t(168)= 2.679,p<0.01). Finally for /  
younger speakers were fronter and lower than the older
speakers (ageO: t(23)= -4.686,p<0.001; typeF2ageO:t(370)= 2.091,p<0.05). These differences can be seen in Figure 5. It was
not possible to create a figure like Figure 4 for this data because
       !    #?     
therefore only the centroids have been used.
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patterns to higher order phonological abstractions that allow
them to recognise when the phonological structure of a word
is the same regardless of the phonetic variations. Based on this
account, word recognition in non-native accents remains challenging until infants develop the ability to rely on phonologically specified, rather than phonetically detailed word forms.
Early studies on word recognition have provided insight
into the emergence of phonologically specified word forms,
which is proposed to begin emerging by 14 months, but only if
there is contextual support and reduced task demands. By 19
months, attention to phonologically specified word forms
becomes more robust [7]. To test when phonological constancy emerges, Best and colleagues [6] presented AmE-learning
infants at 15 and 19 months with familiar and unfamiliar
words in both their familiar native accent as well as an unfamiliar regional accent to which they had no previous exposure,
Jamaican Mesolect English (JaME). Toddlers’ propensity to
preferentially listen to familiar over unfamiliar words was
exploited to index word recognition in a listening preference
task. Fifteen-month-olds showed a familiar word preference in
the native accent, but showed no preference between familiar
and unfamiliar words in the unfamiliar JaME accent. Nineteen-month-olds, however, showed a familiar word preference
in both accents, suggesting robust access to phonologically
specified word forms, or phonological constancy [see also 8].
A later study demonstrated that 15-month-olds acquiring
Canadian English were able to recognise words in an unfamiliar accent (AusE), but only after receiving exposure to a story
read by their parent at least four times over 2 weeks prior to
testing [9]. They tested whether infants’ familiarity with the
story might facilitate accent adaptation. If this were true, increasing familiarity with words in the story exposure phase
would allow infants better access to the words, perhaps leading to recognition when produced in an unfamiliar accent.
After hearing the story read by their parents at home, children
heard the story read in the unfamiliar accent prior to the listening preference task with known versus nonsense words. Following the story phase, 15-month-olds showed a preference
for known over nonsense words. Also, they found that only
the infants who heard the story at home listened longer to the
known over the nonsense words. This showed that the toddlers
at 15 months adapted to the unfamiliar accent after exposure.
To account for how phonological constancy emerges, [10]
proposed that accumulating exposure to between- and withinspeaker variation fosters the emergence of abstract phonological knowledge of word structure. Drawing from the findings
summarised above and the proposed impact of prior exposure,
we explore whether infants exposed to high variability in their
language environment might have an advantage in development of phonological constancy. Language input to bilinguals
is higher in variability than that to monolinguals [11]. Thus,
given the proposed role of variability in the development of
phonological constancy, we investigated the role of (1) variability in infants’ daily input and (2) pre-exposure to an unfamiliar accent on their word-recognition skills in their native

Abstract
Bilinguals differ from monolinguals in the development of
speech perception [1], word learning [2] and language discrimination [3]. In light of this, we investigated whether early
bilingual experience influences the development of crossaccent word recognition. We tested monolingual and bilingual
17-month-olds’ recognition of familiar words spoken in an
unfamiliar accent in a listening preference task following preexposure to a multi-talker story told in their native or the unfamiliar accent. Monolinguals and bilinguals recognised the
familiar words in both accents. Taking into account previous
findings that without pre-exposure, monolingual 19-montholds failed on the same task and stimuli [4], the current results
imply that hearing the story in either accent supported recognition of familiar words in the unfamiliar accent. Furthermore,
the findings suggest that bilingual experience did not significantly affect this ability.

1. Introduction
All speech contains phonetic variability stemming from gender, speech rate, speech style, talker, and accent differences in
pronunciation patterns. Adult native perceivers can “hear
through” many of these differences to accurately recognise a
word, or else can rapidly adapt after brief exposure. Although
accented speech may initially affect comprehension and speed
of processing, adults need only brief talker exposure to adapt
to their accent [5]. Therefore, adults quickly become familiar
with the features of a speaker or group of speakers and use this
information to successfully comprehend their speech.
For young children, this task is not as easy. Young children are word recognition novices. Prior to 19 months, they
fail to reliably recognize familiar words spoken in an unfamiliar accent. However, by 19 months, they appear to have
grasped two complementary principles necessary for separating meaningful from non-meaningful phonetic variation [6].
Infants need to differentiate the crucial difference between the
type of phonetic variation that signals a lexical distinction
(phonological distinctiveness) and the type that does not (phonological constancy). For example, an adult American English
perceiver who recognises that the pronunciation of the word
‘mice’ in American English (AmE) [maɪs], is the same as the
phonetically different Australian English (AusE) pronunciation [mɑes] has grasped phonological constancy [6]. On the
other hand, an adult AmE perceiver who recognises that the
AusE pronunciation [mes] is not ‘mice’ but the contrasting
word ‘mess’, has grasped phonological distinctiveness.
Thus, grasping phonological constancy means in part that
infants recognise that the phonetic variation in a word can
violate native-accent phonemic boundaries without changing
the identity of the word. The perceptual attunement account
[6], proposes that for phonological constancy and therefore
cross-accent word recognition to emerge, young children must
shift their attention at the lexical level from detailed phonetic
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and an unfamiliar accent. For this purpose we tested 17month-old monolingual and bilingual infants on a listeningpreference word recognition task in their native and an unfamiliar accent after receiving pre-exposure to a brief story in
the native or the unfamiliar accent. This age group was selected because [12] found that 17-month-olds in the wordpreference task differed by their vocabulary size in whether or
not they recognized familiar words in their native accent. Furthermore, supporting the effect of vocabulary size at 17
months, [13] linked 17-month bilinguals’ inability to identify
words in both familiar and unfamiliar accents to their reduced
exposure to each language which results in reduced vocabulary size. This age group will not only allow the findings of
the current study to be compared with previous findings in
[12, 13], but will also allow the current study to show whether
bilinguals can benefit from pre-exposure at an age when they
had failed to show the emergence of phonological constancy.
Finally, testing infants at 17 months could further support
findings that younger infants can perform well on certain word
recognition tasks if appropriate support is provided [2, 9].
Most research investigating the effects of accent variation
on speech processing by infants and young children has focused on monolingual infants. The findings from the study
with AmE-learning infants at 15 and 19 months reported
above [6] showed that phonological constancy is evident in
monolinguals by 19 months but not at 15 months. Later studies considered how productions of individual phonemes in an
unfamiliar accent may be perceptually assimilated to phonetic
categories in the native accent by adults, and the possible effect this might have on cross-accent word recognition by
young children. Perceptual assimilation is the perceivers’ detection of phonemes of a non-native accent relative to the native accent. In light of the potential effect of perceptual assimilation on acceptance of phonetic differences, CategoryGoodness (CG) and Category-Shifting (CS) type accent differences in consonants and vowels were identified and introduced to familiar word listening preference studies [4, 14]. CG
differences are perceptible accent differences in pronunciation
of a given phoneme, but the difference does not change the
perceived category of the phoneme in the listener’s native
accent. For example ‘spoon’ pronounced in AusE [spʉ:n] and
in JamE [spu:n], differ in the front vs. back realisation of /u/. It
would be expected that despite the phonetic difference between AusE and JaME, the JaME production of /u/ would be
heard as /u/ (though perhaps as an odd version) by a native
AusE speaker. CS differences, on the other hand, are crossaccent phonetic differences that adults perceive as a phonemic
contrast in the native accent, for example, the stressed vowel
in ‘baby’ in AusE [bæɪbɪ] vs. JaME [beəbɪ]. An AusE adult
would hear the vowel in the JaME pronunciation as a different
vowel (<bee>) than in the AusE pronunciation (<bay>).
Prior studies have found that both CG consonant and vowel differences fail to impair cross-accent word recognition
even at 15 months [4, 14]. On the other hand, both 15-monthold and 19-month-old infants failed to recognise familiar
words in the unfamiliar accent when the accented words displayed CS vowel differences [14]. Thus, although 19-montholds can shift their attention from specific phonetic patterns to
a more abstract phonological structure when non-nativeaccented words display CG vowel or consonant variations
from the native accent, this ability is hindered when CS vowel
differences are involved. Therefore, the current study focused
on words that display CS vowel differences between accents,
to provide a clear test of whether story pre-exposure would
yield adaptation to the unfamiliar accent.

Limited research on accent variation and lexical processing has focused on bilingual children, with the exception
of a recent study that compared bilinguals’ and monolinguals’
cross-accent word identification. Seventeen-month-old bilinguals showed poorer native and cross-accent word identification than monolinguals, but seemed to “catch up” to monolingual peers by 19 months [8, 13]. There are several reasons
why bilinguals’ developmental trajectory might be different in
comparison to monolinguals’ based on differences in their
language input [11]. First, while total language exposure is not
expected to differ between monolinguals and bilinguals, bilinguals are likely to hear less speech in a given language thanmonolinguals as their exposure is split between two languages.
This might lead to a bilingual disadvantage because reduced
vocabulary size, which results from reduced exposure to each
language [11], may cause a delay in bilinguals’ cross-accent
word identification [13]. Conversely, though, there might be a
bilingual advantage due to other features of their input. Firstly,
as opposed to monolinguals who only need to represent the
phonological structure of words in one language, bilinguals
have to represent the phonological structure of words in two
languages. Furthermore, bilinguals must track information in
each language to separate and differentiate their languages.
Also, there is high variability in their input; bilingual exposure
is “noisy” (two languages and accented versions of each).
These factors could lead to an advantage in accommodating
phonetic variation in accents as bilinguals have more experience with negotiating phonetic variation in their input as compared to monolinguals. A bilingual advantage would also be
consistent with the proposal that exposure to variation can be
beneficial to developing phonological constancy [10]. Therefore, since increased variability in the input along multiple
dimensions appears to help listeners determine which cues are
most important in processing speech with differences in pronunciation [10], the variability in bilingual input could possibly be advantageous in cross-accent lexical processing, leading to better word recognition by bilinguals than monolinguals
when accented pronunciations display CS vowel differences.
1.1 Aim and Predictions
The aim of this study was to compare bilinguals’ and monolinguals’ ability to benefit from short-term pre-exposure to
accented speech in a word-recognition paradigm. The findings
from [9] suggested that exposure to an accent can immediately
impact infants’ ability to shift from specific phonetic patterns
to a more abstract phonological structure to allow them to
accept a wider range of pronunciations. Given that children at
the age when phonological constancy emerges (around 19
months) fail to generalise to a non-native accent when the
words display CS vowel differences, we selected infants at a
younger age (17 months) to test whether exposure to talker
and accent variability impacts phonological abstraction during
this transition period for recognising familiar words that display CS vowel differences when produced in an unfamiliar
accent. We predict that if the impact of pre-exposure on phonological abstraction is immediate, 17-month-old toddlers will
show a listening preference for familiar words that display
category-differing CS vowel differences after exposure. Alternatively, if the impact of pre-exposure on phonological abstraction takes some time to develop, similarly to the infants in
[14], 17-month-olds may fail to generalise word recognition to
words in an unfamiliar accent that display CS vowel differences even after exposure.
In addition, given that bilinguals receive more variable in-
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put than monolinguals, and less exposure to each language
(reduced input + reduced vocabulary), this could result in one
of two between-group differences:
1. Bilinguals outperform monolinguals: More variable input
leads bilinguals to accommodate better to variation. If bilinguals benefit from their “noisy” input, pre-exposure to
JaME should facilitate word recognition in the JaME accent by bilinguals relative to monolinguals.
2. Monolinguals outperform bilinguals: Bilinguals’ reduced
input in each language may instead lead to delayed development of phonological constancy [12]. We reasoned that
if bilinguals are delayed in cross-accent word recognition
relative to monolingual peers, pre-exposure to the unfamiliar accent should assist word recognition in JaME more in
monolinguals than in bilinguals at this age.

2.

basis that they appear in most toddlers’ early vocabularies
and/or in children’s books well-known to toddlers. Overall,
the words had a mean frequency of 77% in 17-month-olds’
expressive vocabularies [16]. The adult-unfamiliar, lowfrequency words occur in English adult corpora at frequencies
of less than 5 per million words [17]. Multiple tokens of each
word were recorded in citation form. The final tokens of each
target word (two per speaker per word) were selected based on
similarity across accents in voice quality and speech quality.
2.3 Procedure
Infants sat on their parent’s lap in a sound-attenuated booth,
facing a centrally positioned video monitor. During the procedure, the parent listened to music over headphones to prevent
them from inadvertently influencing their infant’s behaviour.
The study was divided into two phases: a pre-exposure phase
and the listening preference phase which included two tests.
During the pre-exposure phase, infants listened to either the
AusE or JamE story while viewing the storyboard on a central
monitor. Half of the children in each group heard the AusE
story (8 bilinguals, 8 monolinguals) and the other half heard
the JaME story (8 bilinguals, 8 monolinguals).
Participants then completed the two listening preference
tests, one in the native AusE accent and one in the unfamiliar
JaME accent, with test accent order counterbalanced across
children in each group. Each test had eight trials: four trials
with toddler-familiar words, and four with adult-unfamiliar
words, presented in alternation. On each trial of a given test,
words of the designated word set were played in random order
with an inter-stimulus interval of 750 ms. Words were presented continuously as long as the child remained fixated on a
coloured checkerboard on an LCD monitor (max trial duration
= 30 s). The audio ceased when the child looked away, and the
trial ended if the child did not look back to the monitor within
2 s. At the end of a trial, the checkerboard flashed until the
child’s gaze was recaptured, and a new trial began. The listening preference task takes advantage of toddlers’ tendency to
preferentially listen to familiar over unfamiliar words [18],
which was used to index familiar word recognition. For the
duration of the experiment, eye gaze direction was monitored
and recorded via a hidden video camera focused on the child
from below the monitor.

Method

2.1 Participants
Thirty-two 16- to 18-month-olds, 16 monolinguals (Mage =
16.9 months) and 16 bilinguals (Mage = 16.8 months) from
Sydney, Australia participated in the study. The monolinguals’
exposure to non-native languages or non-AusE accents ranged
from zero to no more than four hours per week [10]. Consistent with bilingual lexical development studies [e.g., 15],
bilingual participants had to be receiving a maximum of 70%
exposure to one language and a minimum of 30% exposure to
the other. On average, bilinguals heard each language 35-65%
of the time, as measured by parental report on a language exposure questionnaire [13]. The toddlers selected for the bilingual group were children with diverse language backgrounds.
They came from homes where AusE English and another language were being spoken regularly. These languages included
Cantonese, Arabic, French, Russian, Korean, and Spanish.
Although bilinguals were exposed to different languages other
than English, their different individual language profiles were
not expected to affect performance as shown in studies such as
[11]. An additional nine infants were tested but excluded from
analyses due to extreme fussiness (n = 6) or failure to meet the
monolingual or bilingual language exposure criteria (n = 3).
2.2 Stimulus materials

Mean Familiarity Preference

Pre-exposure consisted of the short children’s story “Chicken
Little” told in either the children’s familiar AusE accent or in
the unfamiliar JaME accent. The AusE story was read by three
female native speakers of AusE, and the JaME story was read
by three female native speakers of JamE. Each speaker read
the story in child-directed speech, and the exposure passage
was created by combining segments from each speaker such
that their voices alternated throughout the pre-exposure phase.
There were 11 story segments concatenated across talkers,
each accompanied by a different story board illustration. The
entire passage lasted four minutes.
The test stimuli consisted of 32 target words that had been
used in a previous study on word recognition [12]. The words
were produced by the same AusE and JaME talkers who produced the stories for the pre-exposure phase. The target words
displayed CS vowel differences between the AusE and JaME
accents. The target words were 16 toddler-familiar words that
young children are very likely to know, and 16 low-frequency,
unfamiliar adult words that they are extremely unlikely to
have ever heard (8 single-syllable and 8 two-syllable words
per type). The toddler-familiar words were selected on the

Familiar

Unfamiliar

10
9.8
9.6
9.4
9.2
9
8.8
8.6
8.4
AusE JaME AusE JaME AusE JaME AusE JaME
Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test
AusE PassageJaME PassageAusE PassageJaME Passage
Monolinguals

Bilinguals

Figure 1: Mean log-transformed looking time to familiar
versus unfamiliar words across test conditions and language
experience. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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3.

linguals even without the story pre-exposure, which may have
supported the monolinguals sufficiently to form phonological
abstractions that assisted in recognising the familiar toddler
words in JaME during the test phrase. Future research could
examine both groups’ performance without pre-exposure.

Results

A mixed-effects linear model was fit using toddlers’ logtransformed looking time with test trial type (unfamiliar vs.
familiar words) as the dependent variable, and test accent
(JaME vs. AusE) and language experience (bilingual vs. monolingual) as fixed effects, and participant and test order as
random effects. A main effect of trial type revealed a preference overall for familiar over unfamiliar words, F(1,476.85) =
5.33, p = .021 (see Figure 1). Three interactions approached
significance: test trial type x test accent, F(1, 477.02) = 3.46, p
= .063, test accent x language experience F(1, 477.01) =3.28,
p = .070, and test accent x passage accent F(1, 476.98) =3.27,
p = .071.

4.

5.
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Discussion

We tested whether pre-exposure to a children’s story told by
multiple AusE vs. JaME talkers would have different effects
on monolinguals’ vs. bilinguals’ cross-accent word recognition. Results suggest that the impact of pre-exposure on phonological abstraction in cross-accent word recognition is rapid
and generalises across words in a child’s vocabulary. That is,
in contrast to previous findings indicating that 19-month-old
toddlers fail to generalise word recognition to the non-native
accent when words display CS vowel differences [4], even
younger 17-month-olds here recognised familiar words produced in an unfamiliar accent that displayed CS vowel differences following pre-exposure to a brief story. Based on these
findings, we propose that the pre-exposure passage in either
accent provided sufficient contextual support to reduce disruption of cross-accent CS vowel differences in word recognition.
This is consistent with other evidence that pre-exposure to
phonetic variation in infants’ natural speech input impacts on
their accommodation of non-native pronunciations, suggesting
that variable speech can prepare children to generalise to unfamiliar pronunciations of words [19]. Similarly, our findings
showed that exposing infants to a passage in either their native
or an unfamiliar accent provides sufficient exposure to reduce
the processing cost incurred as a result of unfamiliar accents.
The fact that 17-month-olds in the current study outperformed
19-month-olds on a similar task in [4] further supports the
hypothesis that sufficient exposure can reduce the negative
impact of cross-accent differences.
Bilinguals did not show any significant differences in
word recognition abilities compared to monolinguals. This is
at odds with [13], which had proposed that bilinguals’ reduced
exposure to and reduced vocabulary size in each of their languages may lead to delayed cross-accent processing. Possibly,
vocabulary size per language affects infants’ performance in
the more cognitively demanding task of word identification,
which was tested in [13], but not in our easier task of word
recognition. Compared to word recognition, which just involves recognizing auditory word forms, word identification is
reasoned to be a more difficult task since it involves recognising not only the auditory word forms, but also the referent
associated with the form. On the other hand, the pre-exposure
possibly benefited the bilinguals and brought them up to the
level of the monolinguals thereby removing the bilingual disadvantage previously found in [13]. Conversely, our results
could also be inconsistent with the possibility that bilingual
input confers an advantage in cross-accent word recognition.
Bilinguals have not yet been tested on these words and this
task without story pre-exposure like the 19-month monolinguals in [4]. Perhaps they would have outperformed the mono-
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learners to the correct training type by taking into account such
individual differences. One example comes from the speech
processing literature, within which it is generally thought that
talker variability (i.e., being exposed to the speech of different
talkers) results in more robust learning, superior generalisation
to novel stimuli, and greater long-term retention of phonetic
information [5]. However, questions have been raised
concerning the universality of the learning benefit of talker
variability. American-English native speakers were asked to
learn 18 pseudo-words. Four talkers produced six pseudowords, each comprised of a single syllable with one of three
pitch contours: level, rising or falling. It was found that high
talker variability only benefitted learners with strong pretraining abilities. Learners with weak pre-training abilities were
actually impaired relative to the single-talker condition [6]. This
finding has propelled a line of research examining the
interaction between learner-specific and training-related factors
in the learning of non-native phonetic contrasts.
The first study of this series [7] compared native English
listeners with Mandarin-English and Korean-English bilinguals
in their ability to learn three artificial languages that were
similar to different natural languages (English-like, Mandarinlike, and Korean-like). The aim was to test if native language
knowledge improved learning of a foreign, but familiar,
phonetic contrast. The results showed that this was not the case.
All learners found the Mandarin-like language easiest to learn,
followed by the English-like, and the Korean-like was the most
difficult. This suggests that some language features are easier
to learn than others, regardless of who is doing the learning.
The next study in this series [8] presented English listeners
with an expanded set of five artificial languages (Vietnameselike and Arabic-like languages were added). The results
replicated [7]: Mandarin-like was again the easiest to learn,
followed by English-like, however, Korean-like, Vietnameselike, and Arabic-like were learned equally poorly. Individual
differences in language aptitude and working memory
correlated with language learning in four of the five artificial
languages, suggesting that these variables may separate high
from low aptitude learners.
Antoniou and Blair [9] built on this work by examining how
individual differences interact with training paradigm design to
determine learning of the three equally difficult-to-learnlanguages. Training was modified in three ways, one for each
difficult-to-learn language: double exposure (passive learning
with twice the number of exposure trials), chunking (presenting
minimal-pair words in couplets to highlight critical phonetic
differences), and corrective feedback (given after each learning
trial). High aptitude learners benefited from all training types,
whereas low aptitude learners only benefited from double
exposure, that is, the least cognitively demanding training type.
Cognitive resource theory offers a possible explanation for
these findings. High aptitude learners may have more available
cognitive resources to devote to processing corrective feedback,

Abstract
Language training programs often employ one-size-fits-all
approaches that do not consider individual differences between
learners. Cognitive views of foreign language learning propose
that training should be tailored to suit the abilities of individual
learners. We compared two approaches to artificial language
learning in adults: 1. tailored training that began with passive
exposure and adapted based on the learner’s performance,
versus 2. training with corrective feedback. Tailored training
resulted in superior learning to feedback-only, and learning
correlated with language aptitude and working memory. We
suggest that tailored training programs that take into account
individual differences may lead to desirable training outcomes
and have pedagogical implications.
Index Terms: phonetic learning, language aptitude, tailoring,
individual differences

1. Introduction
Learning a foreign language is cognitively demanding.
Phonetic learning is particularly challenging and can affect
language acquisition more broadly. It is well known that nonnative talkers speak with a foreign accent. Research on crosslanguage speech perception has also demonstrated that listeners
hear with an accent [1]. Work in this area has demonstrated that
nonnative speech sounds are perceived in relation to native
categories, a process termed assimilation [2]. Theoretical
models have been developed to account for these languagespecific effects on speech perception [3]. Difficulties in
phonetic learning are likely to lead to subsequent difficulties in
language acquisition including vocabulary, comprehension,
and literacy. Thus, improving phonetic learning will likely
benefit language learning more broadly.
Individual learners vary greatly in terms of their cognitive
abilities (including memory, intelligence, attention), preferred
learning methods, and motivation. However, most language
teaching takes a universal approach, assuming (often implicitly)
that individuals learn in the same way. This results in a
discrepancy between the considerable variation between the
needs of learners, and the universal approach taken by most
language course books. The aim of the present study was to
tailor language training proactively by modifying training based
on the learner’s level of performance across training sessions.
Successful language learning depends on a complex
interaction between training-related and learner-specific factors
[4]. Training-related factors refer to characteristics of the
learning situation, including the characteristics of the learning
task, teaching method, input from native speakers, and whether
corrective feedback is provided. Learner-specific factors, on the
other hand, refer to characteristics of the individual learner,
such as intelligence, motivation, language aptitude, working
memory, and prior language experience, including
bilingualism. Cognitive approaches to language learning match
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2.3.

enabling them to benefit from the additional information
provided. Conversely, low aptitude learners may not have spare
cognitive resources in reserve and will exhibit a performance
decrement when presented with additional information (i.e.,
chunking or feedback, listed in order of increasing cognitive
demands). This explanation is consistent with cognitive
approaches to speech processing [10], [11]. It follows that if
low aptitude learners have insufficient cognitive resources to
dedicate to the processing of additional information, it may be
advantageous to delay the introduction of more cognitively
demanding training until learners develop some level of
competence, aspects of the perceptual process become
automatised and sufficient cognitive resources have been freed.
The aim of the present study was to tailor language training
proactively over seven sessions, taking into account the needs
of individual learners. An adaptive training method was used
that increased task demands once learners reached a
predetermined performance criterion, and compared the
learning outcomes to those from a fixed approach to training
(feedback). Specifically, it was hypothesised that:
1. Tailored language training will result in superior learning
outcomes than untailored feedback-only training.
2. Language aptitude will positively correlate with
performance in the language training program.
3. Working memory will also positively correlate with
performance in the language training program.

Language aptitude was assessed using subtests B, D and E of
the LLAMA [12] suite. LLAMA subtest B measures
vocabulary learning ability, D measures sound recognition
ability, and E measures the ability to form sound-symbol
associations. Working memory was assessed using the Verbal
Attention test from the Woodcock-Johnson IV Tests of
Cognitive Abilities [13]. Participants hear an intermixed series
of numbers and animal names, and then must answer a
question. For example, participants hear “lamb, 6, pony” and
are asked to recall the number between lamb and pony.
Sequences increase in difficulty as the test progresses.
The artificial language experiment was presented using
Sennheiser HD 280 Pro headphones connected to a HP Pro
Book 650 laptop running E-Prime Professional 2 software.
Stimulus output level was calibrated to 72 dB SPL.
Participants completed 7 training sessions on separate days
with no more than three non-training days between sessions.
Two training paradigms were used within this study: passive
exposure and corrective feedback, following [8], [9]. During
training, each of the eight words were paired with a picture.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two training
groups: 1. Those in the tailored training condition completed
passive exposure training in each session until they achieved an
accuracy score of 60% in the word identification test before
moving to corrective feedback training for the remaining
sessions. 2. Control group participants completed corrective
feedback training in all sessions.
The passive exposure training paradigm involved 192 trials
(8 word-picture pairings × 24 repetitions), with no response
required to advance to the next word. Each word-picture
pairing was presented randomly at a rate of every 3.5 seconds.
The corrective feedback training paradigm also involved
192 trials. Word-picture pairings were the same as in passive
exposure training, but, minimal pairs ending with the same
vowel (e.g., /kꞌi/-/qꞌi/) were blocked into sets. Each set included
16 trials, comprised of eight exposure trials (four to each word),
followed by eight quiz trials during which corrective feedback
was given. On quiz trials, each word was auditorily presented
and subjects selected the correct picture out of two options. The
four sets were repeated three times each, resulting in 192 trials
total ([8 exposure + 8 quiz trials] × 4 pairs × 3 repetitions). The
order of the sets was randomised.
Following training, participants completed a word
identification test that consisted of 64 trials. During test, all
eight pictures were presented on-screen. Each word was
auditorily presented in random order, and participants selected
the corresponding picture via a keypress (1-8). The test was
self-paced and no feedback was given. Word identification
accuracy scores were calculated upon completion.

2. Method
2.1.

Participants

Forty-two Australian English native speakers (M age = 22.0;
SD = 4.6) participated in the experiment. Thirty-five were
undergraduate psychology students at Western Sydney
University. Seven were recruited through advertisements in the
community. None reported any history of audiologic or
neurological deficits. All passed a pure-tone hearing screening
at 25 dB HL at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz.
2.2.

Procedure

Materials

Participants were presented with an Arabic-like artificial
language that consisted of eight words, which differentiated
words using a single, critical phonetic feature: a voiceless velaruvular ejective contrast /k’/-/q’/. Ejectives are voiceless speech
sounds created using a glottalic egressive airstream, where air
is compressed by upward movement of the glottis. /k’/ and /q’/
differ according to their places of articulation, which are the soft
palate (velum) and the uvula, respectively. The two consonants
were produced with four different vowel endings /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/,
to generate the eight artificial words that comprised the
language. These stimuli were produced by a male native
speaker of Quechua, a language that contrasts velar and uvular
ejective stops. The recordings were created within a sound
attenuated booth, using a Shure SM58 cardioid microphone
attached to a boom stand.

3. Results
3.1. Pre-training cognitive assessments
A series of independent samples t-tests were conducted to
ensure that the tailored and feedback-only groups were matched
prior to the commencement of training. The groups did not

Table 1. Means (and standard deviations) for the tailored and feedback-only groups for the pre-training variables of
age, LLAMA language aptitude subtests B, D, E, and Verbal Attention (VA).
Group
Tailored
Feedback-only

Age

LLAMA B

LLAMA D

LLAMA E

VA

22.70 (6.05)
21.27 (2.71)

59.75 (25.26)
57.27 (23.23)

24.00 (21.50)
24.09 (18.75)

84.00 (25.01)
84.09 (13.33)

119.30 (4.20)
118.55 (3.85)
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Table 2. Pearson’s correlations for the tailored and feedback-only groups between language learning across sessions 1-7 and
cognitive measures LLAMA language aptitude subtests B, D, E, and Verbal Attention (VA).
Group

Session

LLAMA B

LLAMA D

Tailored

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

.68***
.73***
.76***
.66**
.68**
.59**
.51*
.67***
.52*
.54**
.53*
.53*
.45*
.53*

.45*
.53*
.40
.34
.35
.15
.26
.26
-.02
.10
.14
.05
.02
-.03

Feedback-only

differ in age, t(25.69) =.97, p = .34, or cognitive test scores for
LLAMA B, t(40) = .33, p = .74, LLAMA D, t(40) = .02, p =
.99, LLAMA E, t(28.37) = .01, p = .99, or Verbal Attention
t(40) =.04, p = .97 (see Table 1). The absence of between-group
pre-training differences suggests that any observed differences
in artificial language learning are likely due to experimental
manipulations.

Accuracy scores were compared via a 2 × (7) ANOVA, with the
between-subjects factor of training group (tailored vs.
feedback-only) and the within-subjects factor of session (1-7).
There was a significant main effect of training group,
F(1,40) = 7.17, p = .01,  = .15, indicating that the participants
who received tailored training (M = 66.1, SD = 19.0)
outperformed those who received feedback-only training (M =
51.3, SD = 17.6). There was also a significant main effect of
session with a Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the degrees of
freedom F(2.34, 93.45) = 35.52, p < .001,  = .47, indicating
that performance improved across training sessions, overall.

Bivariate correlations were conducted to explore the association
between the cognitive measures (language aptitude and
working memory) and language learning (see Table 2).
LLAMA B positively correlated with language learning across
all seven sessions for both the tailored and feedback-only
training groups. This suggests that LLAMA B may be a useful
measure for identifying high and low language aptitude groups
for language learning programs. Similarly, verbal attention
scores positively correlated with learning in most sessions for
both groups, with the exception of sessions 6 and 7 for the
tailored group, and session 1 for the feedback-only group.
LLAMA subtests D and E did not correlate as robustly with
learning across the seven sessions for either group.


 ""# $

VA
.47*
.61**
.72***
.49*
.54*
.44
.43
.25
.47*
.54**
.47*
.43*
.51*
.46*

3.3. The roles of language aptitude and working memory

Importantly, there was a significant Training Group ×
Session interaction with a Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to
the degrees of freedom, F(2.34, 93.45) = 7.21, p < .001,  =
.15. This suggests that the two groups showed different patterns
of learning across the seven sessions. As shown in Figure 1,
while the two groups performed similarly initially, they
diverged as they progressed through training sessions.

$

.13
-.09
.10
.07
.20
.15
.15
.16
-.00
.08
.19
.05
.17
.21

This was further explored in a series of post-hoc
independent-samples t-tests, one for each of the seven training
sessions. A Bonferroni-adjusted α level of .007 (.05 / 7) was
employed to control for multiple comparisons. The training
groups did not significantly differ in their learning performance
in session 1, t(40) = .42, p = .69, d = 0.13, or session 2 t(40) =
.52, p = .60, d = 0.16. By session 3, the training groups began
to show signs of divergence in their learning performance, but
this was not statistically significant at the Bonferroni-adjusted
α level of .007, t(40) = 2.57, p = .01, d = 0.79. From session 4
onwards, the tailored training group exhibited superior learning
performance relative to the feedback-only group, as evidenced
by significant t-tests for session 4, t(40) = 3.06, p = .004, d =
1.35, session 5, t(40) 3.19, p = .003, d = 0.98, session 6, t(40) =
3.19, p = .003, d = 0.98, and session 7, t(40) = 3.23, p = .002, d
= 0.99.

3.2. Language learning



LLAMA E

 



4. Discussion



The present study examined the effectiveness of an individually
tailored training program as compared to a one-size-fits-all
approach to language learning. This was done by implementing
a multisession training paradigm which adaptively increased
cognitive demands according to an individual’s performance
(tailored training group). Tailored training began with passiveexposure and switched to corrective feedback training only
once the 60% word learning criterion was met. The feedbackonly control group completed the same training with corrective
feedback for all sessions regardless of performance. As
predicted, tailored training resulted in superior language









!!

Figure 1: Mean word identification accuracy for feedbackonly and tailored training groups across seven training
sessions. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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because training with corrective feedback is generally
considered to result in the best training outcomes. Nevertheless,
it would be beneficial to compare tailored training to passiveexposure-only and feedback-only control groups. Additionally,
it would be informative to investigate how multiple training
paradigms of differing cognitive demands can be combined to
determine optimal language training approaches. It would also
be informative to extend our tailored approach to the learning
of other nonnative phonetic contrasts and linguistic features.

learning outcomes. The two training groups performed
comparably across the first two sessions, but began to diverge
by session three, with the tailored group exhibiting better
performance than the feedback-only from session 4 onwards.
The findings are consistent with prior work that has
emphasised the importance of matching speech training
paradigms to the cognitive abilities of learners [6], [9]. High
aptitude learners are able to benefit from more sophisticated
(but also cognitively demanding) training paradigms, whereas
low aptitude learners benefit from training that keeps cognitive
demands low, such as passive exposure, and may actually be
hindered by cognitively demanding training methods, such as
corrective feedback [9]. Similarly, we have observed that once
learners achieve a level of mastery, they may benefit from more
sophisticated (and cognitively demanding) training. This
pattern of findings is accounted for by the capacity theory of
comprehension [11], according to which learners have a finite
pool of cognitive resources that they may dedicate to specific
language learning tasks. During the initial stages of learning, it
may be desirable to keep additional cognitive demands low.
With exposure, and as perceptual processes become
automatised, cognitive resources are freed and these may be
dedicated to more sophisticated language learning methods.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, this study has found that an individually tailored
training program results in greater language learning than a onesize-fits-all approach to language learning. These results
demonstrate that individual differences in the availability of
cognitive resources interact with task variables to determine
learning success. Overall, these findings will inform the design
and implementation of tailored approaches to language training
based on individual cognitive profiles, and training methods.
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For both groups, language learning correlated with
language aptitude (vocabulary learning ability as measured by
LLAMA B), as well as working memory. Working memory
correlated less robustly with language learning than did
language aptitude, suggesting that language aptitude may be a
more useful predictor of language learning. During the initial
stages of learning, correlations appeared to be more robust in
the tailored training paradigm. This lends support to the
capacity theory interpretation described above. The more
demanding feedback-only training method may have initially
overwhelmed some learners and had a detrimental effect on
learning as evidenced by the flatter curve in Figure 1.
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language speakers when learning nonnative tones, but
improvements have been found in both groups [5]. However,
learners with a tonal or pitch-accented L1 do not always show
an advantage [9]. Whether a learner’s native language is tonal
or nontonal influences their sensitivity to either early or late
pitch differences within the syllable [18], and their bias towards
pitch height or direction [19]. Further, ease of tone learning is
determined by how nonnative tones map onto L1 tonal or
intonational categories [15]. Keeping cognitive demands low
during training benefits (especially poor) learners [20], [21].
The aims of the present study were to assess if tone
language experience facilitates nonnative tone learning, and
whether experience with a more complex tone system provides
an additional benefit. We compared native speakers of nontonal
(Australian English) and tonal languages (Mandarin Chinese
and Vietnamese). Learners were presented with tones from
Meixian Hakka, a Chinese dialect spoken in southern China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South-East Asia [3], [4]. Hakka has
four regular tones and two checked tones [4]. Tone 1 (33) is a
mid-level tone, tone 2 (11) is low-level, tone 3 (41) is midfalling, and tone 4 (51) is high-falling [3]. The first checked
tone (55) is high-level, and the second (41) is mid-falling.
Permissible stop codas in Hakka include /p/, /t/ and /k/, and can
appear in the VC or CVC syllable context [3].
Mandarin has four tones: high-level (55), mid-rising (35),
low-dipping (214) and high-falling (51) [22], and no checked
tones. Southern Vietnamese has five tones: mid-level, lowfalling, mid-rising, low falling-rising and falling-rising.
Checked versions of the mid-rising and low falling-rising tones
appear when a syllable ends in either /p/, /t/ or /k/ [23].
It was hypothesised that both tonal learner groups would
outperform the Australian English group, for whom lexical tone
is a nonnative feature. Although native intonational patterns can
be mapped to nonnative tonal contrasts [15], [24], Hakka’s two
falling tones and its lack of a rising tone may cause difficulties
for English speakers who utilise rising–falling intonational
patterns in questions and statements. If tone system complexity
predicts learning, the Vietnamese listeners should outperform
the Mandarin. However, if similarity to native tone categories
predicts learning, a more complex pattern should emerge:
Vietnamese speakers should distinguish Hakka’s falling tone 3–
4 contrast more successfully since a similar contrast occurs in
their language [23].

Abstract
Nonnative linguistic features can be difficult for adults to learn.
Past studies have shown that learners from various language
backgrounds can be trained to perceive lexical tone. Here, we
trained native speakers of tone languages Mandarin Chinese
and Vietnamese and nontonal English to learn the tones of
Hakka Chinese. Although tone language native speakers
performed better in the first session, all groups improved in
performance by session 5. Findings indicate that tone language
experience facilitates the learning of new tone categories, but
native tonal and intonational categories also contribute to how
well specific nonnative tones are learned.
Index Terms: Hakka Chinese, tone training, language
background

1. Introduction
As we age, it becomes increasingly difficult to acquire
nonnative linguistic features. The native language influences
how nonnative speech sounds are perceived such that some
nonnative distinctions are difficult to discern. With training,
perception of nonnative linguistic features can improve.
Lexical tone is a linguistic feature that distinguishes the
meanings of words using pitch. Over half of the world’s
languages are tone languages [1]. Tone languages vary in the
number of tones within their system, and tones may vary in their
height, direction and pitch trajectory. Level tones retain a
consistent height and direction, while contour tones change in
pitch direction along the syllable [2]. Checked tones are shorter
in duration and are present in tone languages where stop
consonant codas are permissible [3], [4], such as Hakka
Chinese.
Studies have shown that tone language experience
modulates perception of nonnative tone contrasts [5], [6]. For
tone language speakers, native tone categories may facilitate
but also interfere with the perception of nonnative tones [7]–
[9]. To account for this, theories of cross-language speech
perception such as the Speech Learning Model (SLM) [10] and
Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) [11] have been applied
to tone perception, but more research is required to account for
assimilation patterns of native listeners of both tonal and
nontonal languages [8], [12], [13]. It is not well understood how
the complexity of the native tone system influences nonnative
tone perception. While complexity in the past has been defined
as the number of tones within a tone system [14], similarity of
pitch slopes and the presence of level, contour and/or checked
tones might also contribute to a tone language’s complexity.
For nontonal language speakers, intonational patterns can
facilitate perception of nonnative tones [15], [16].
Tone training studies have observed improvements in tone
learning in naive listeners, as well as learners of a tonal L2 with
either a tonal or nontonal L1 [17]. There is evidence that native
tonal language speakers possess an advantage over nontonal

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Method
2.1.

Participants

Participants were 13 native Australian English (AusE) speakers
(M age = 21.2, SD = 4.6), 16 native Mandarin speakers (M age
= 26.6, SD = 5.4), and 10 native Vietnamese speakers (M age =
27.3, SD = 9.0). None reported any audiologic or neurological
deficits. All passed an air conduction audiogram at 25 dB HL
at 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz. Three AusE participants spoke
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and participants heard previously unencountered stimuli.
Additionally, participants were required to respond within 3
seconds. Each sound was presented with every possible
response combination, for a total of 104 test trials. The checked
and unchecked tone stimuli in all three phases were presented
at random in separate blocks. Performance in the tone
identification tasks was calculated and expressed as mean
percent accuracy. Confusion matrices were created from the
proportion of responses made for each tone.

another language at home, but not a tone language. The
Vietnamese group all spoke the Southern dialect, except for
three Central dialect speakers. Six Mandarin participants were
proficient in another Chinese dialect, but none reported past
experience with Hakka. These dialects included Cantonese,
Shanghainese, Wuxi, Minnan, and Sichuanese.
2.2.

Stimuli

For the tone identification task, a female AusE talker produced
the monophthongs /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/ and the VC syllables /ak/,
/ip/, /et/. The syllable context for the checked tone stimuli was
kept simple as the focus of the task was to identify the pitch
contour of a stimulus. The training and generalisation task
stimuli were produced by different talkers and consisted of the
CVC nonwords [fon], [leng], [nun], [wap̚], and [mip̚], with the
latter two used for the checked tones. All stimuli were nonsense
words in English, Mandarin, and Vietnamese, and all segments
occurred in the phonemic inventories of each language.
Stimuli were produced with a level tone and were recorded
in a sound-attenuated booth using a Shure SM10A cardioid
microphone and a Roland Duo-Capture EX audio interface. The
stimuli were sampled at 44.1 kHz.
To ensure that the stimuli only differed in pitch, Praat’s
pitch-synchronous overlap and add function was used to
superimpose tone values from three female Hakka speakers [3]
onto the recordings for each speaker. Two native speakers of
Hakka judged the final stimuli as acceptable Hakka tones.
2.3.

2.3.2. Training
Training involved exposure and test. During exposure,
participants heard 4 repetitions of a minimal pair (e.g., [nun1]
and [nun2]), and saw the image associated with each sound.
Participants were then quizzed and asked to choose the correct
image from two options for each heard sound. Feedback was
provided for each response. During test, participants heard a
sound and chose the corresponding picture from all 16 words.
In total, there were 96 test trials (16 words × 4 repetitions).
2.3.3. Generalisation
Participants completed the generalisation test on their fifth
session immediately after completing the training task. This
task assessed participants’ ability to adapt to speech from a
novel talker. The generalisation test was otherwise identical to
the test phase of the training task, with a total of 96 trials.

3. Results

Procedure

Participants completed five sessions of training, held on
separate days. In session 1, participants completed a
demographic questionnaire, a tone identification pre-test, and
their first training session. Participants repeated the training
task in sessions 2 to 4. In session 5, they completed their final
training session, a generalisation task and a tone identification
post-test. The experimental tasks were presented on a laptop
running E-Prime 3.0, and audio stimuli were presented at 72 dB
SPL using Sennheiser HD280 Pro headphones.

3.1.

Tone identification pre-test vs. post-test performance

Tone identification scores were compared via a 3 × (2) ANOVA
with language as the between-subjects factor and test as the
within-subjects factor. As shown in Figure 2, there was a main
effect of language on tone identification, F(2, 36) = 10.12, p <
.001, η = .360. Sidak post-hoc comparisons revealed that
Mandarin speakers significantly outperformed AusE speakers
(MDiff = 25.39, 95% CI [11.25, 39.51], p < .001). Vietnamese
speakers only showed marginally higher performance than
AusE speakers (MDiff = 14.76, 95% CI [-1.17, 30.68], p = .076),
and there were no significant differences between Mandarin
and Vietnamese speakers (MDiff = 10.64, 95% CI [-4.63, 25.90],
p = .245). There was no main effect of test, F(1, 36) = 2.415, p
= .129, η = 0.63, nor was there an interaction between test and
language F(2,36) = 0.010, p = .990, η = .063.
Confusion matrices were created to examine the spread of
responses made by learners in the tone identification tasks
(Table 1). All learner groups consistently identified the correct
tone, but tonal language speakers were the most accurate.
Additionally, the groups’ confusion patterns differed. AusE
speakers identified level tones 2 and 5 most successfully; they
struggled with the other tones (61-64% accuracy). Mandarin
speakers identified falling tones 3, 4 and 6 slightly less
accurately (81-87%), while Vietnamese speakers misidentified
tones 2, 3 and 6 more than other tones (72-74%). Accuracy
decreased further for certain contrasts. For instance, AusE
speakers identified tones 1 and 3 only 56% and 48% of the time
when distinguishing between the two, and tones 3 and 4 64%
and 52% of the time. Mandarin speakers correctly identified
tones 3 and 4 70% and 69% of the time. When Vietnamese
speakers were presented with the tone 2–3 contrast, accuracy in
tone 3 did not change (73%), but tone 2 accuracy dropped to
63%. They identified tones 3 and 4 73% and 76% of the time,
similar to their overall identification accuracy for both tones.

Figure 1: Arrows visualising unchecked (top) and checked
(bottom) Hakka tones used in the tone identification task.
2.3.1. Tone identification
The tone identification task was split into familiarisation,
practise and test phases. During familiarisation, participants
heard 3 repetitions of /a/ in each of the four tones and /ak/ in the
two checked tones. Each sound was accompanied by an arrow
visualising the height and direction of the tone heard (see Figure
1). Participants were instructed to memorise this picture-sound
association. During practise, participants heard an auditory
stimulus and selected the arrow that represented the tone they
heard. Feedback was given after each trial. The test phase was
similar to the practise, except that no feedback was provided
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Post-test
Response
(%)
T1 (33)
T2 (11)
T3 (41)
T4 (51)
T5 (55)
T6 (41)

T1 (33)
M
94
3
1
2

E
64
10
13
14

V
82
5
7
6

E
7
80
5
8

T2 (11)
M
2
91
5
2

V
7
73
13
8

E
16
12
63
9

T3 (41)
M
3
7
81
9

Correct tone
T4 (51)
V
E
M
11
15
2
8
9
3
72
15
9
9
61
86

V
9
5
7
78

E

70
30

T5 (55)
M
V

94
6

79
21

E

37
63

T6 (41)
M
V

13
87

26
74

Table 1. Tone confusion matrix for English (E), Mandarin (M), and Vietnamese (V) groups in the tone identification post-test.
Correct responses are indicated in boldface.

Tone identificaiton accuracy (%)

English

Mandarin

Vietnamese

Generalisation test scores were submitted to a one-way
ANOVA with language as the between-subjects factor. A main
effect of language was observed, F(2, 36) = 13.64, p < .001, η
= .431. Sidak post-hoc analyses found that both the Mandarin
(MDiff = 31.80, 95% CI [16.40, 47.19], p < .001) and
Vietnamese (MDiff = 21.94, 95% CI [4.60, 39.28], p = .009)
groups significantly outperformed the AusE group. The
Mandarin and Vietnamese groups did not differ (MDiff = 9.86,
95% CI [-6.76, 26.48], p = .378). Mean scores for all training
sessions and the generalisation test are shown in Figure 3.

100
90
80
70
60
50

4. Discussion

40

Pre-test

Post-test

In this study, tonal (Mandarin, Vietnamese) and nontonal
(AusE) listeners completed five sessions of Hakka tone
training. Tone identification ability was measured at pre- and
post-test, and tone word learning ability was monitored across
the five training sessions. Across all tasks in session 1, the tonal
language groups outperformed the nontonal AusE group,
showing an initial performance boost for tone language native
speakers. This likely reflects the crucial role of tone in tone
listeners’ perceptual development [25]. Additionally, the tonal
groups showed greater ability in generalising to a novel talker
than the AusE group. However, the rate of improvement across
groups was similar. Only a marginally significant difference
was discovered between Vietnamese and AusE listeners in tone
identification. Note that data collection is ongoing, and this
difference may become statistically significant as power
increases. No significant difference was observed between preand post-test performance, which suggests that while listeners
were able to learn tonal contrasts and associate nonnative
sounds to images, training did not improve listeners’ ability to
identify the tones’ pitch slopes.
The two tonal groups showed comparable learning of
nonnative Hakka tones, suggesting that the native tone learning
advantage is not modulated by the complexity of the native tone
system. This finding does not support claims that tonal
complexity leads to greater novel tone learning [14], [26].
Nontonal language speakers may map novel tones to native
question and statement intonational categories [24], but tones
that are not perceived as sufficiently similar to native
intonational categories are often identified poorly [15]. In this
study, the lack of a rising tone and the presence of two falling
tones may have hindered the AusE group’s learning
performance, as the Hakka tones were too dissimilar to their
native rising and falling intonation patterns. Interestingly, AusE
learners identified tones 2 (low-level) and 5 (high-level) most
accurately. This may be attributed to greater weighting toward
pitch height in English. One possible explanation is that AusE
listeners found tone 5 (a checked tone) easy to identify because
the only other available response option was tone 6, but the
AusE group performed as poorly in identifying tone 6 as they

Figure 2: Tone identification accuracy (%) at
pre- and post-test. Error bars depict SEM.
3.2.

Tone training and generalisation performance

Tone training scores were submitted to a 3 × (5) ANOVA with
language as the between-subjects factor and session as the
within-subjects factor. There was a main effect of language,
F(2, 36) = 12.89, p < .001, η = .417. Sidak post-hoc
comparisons revealed that the Mandarin (MDiff = 30.91, 95% CI
[15.60, 46.23], p < .001) and Vietnamese groups (MDiff = 20.02,
95% CI [2.77, 37.27], p = .019) both outperformed the AusE
group, and the Mandarin and Vietnamese groups did not differ
(MDiff = 10.90, 95% CI [-5.64, 27.43], p = .289). There was also
a main effect of session, F(2.56, 92.09) = 86.82, p < .001, η =
.707. Performance in sessions 1 to 4 differed significantly (p <
.001; sessions 1 and 3, p = .008), but there was no difference
between session 4 and 5 (p = .07). There was no interaction
between session and language F(5.12, 86.82) = 1.67, p = .148,
η = .085.

Word identification accuracy (%)

English
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

1

2

Mandarin

3

4
Session

Vietnamese

5

Gen

Figure 3: Tonal (Mandarin, Vietnamese) and nontonal (AusE)
learners’ word identification accuracy (%) across five
training sessions and generalisation test (Gen).
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[3]

did tone 4 (both falling 41 tones). It has been posited that
English listeners are initially able to distinguish only two tones
by pitch height, but the AusE group’s lower identification
accuracy for the mid-level tone 1 in the post-test is not
consistent with the high identification accuracy observed for a
similar Cantonese tone [15]. It appears that the AusE learners
in this study were only able to distinguish between high- and
low-level tone contrasts.
Regardless, all language groups improved significantly
during training. Though AusE speakers did not perform as well
as the tonal groups, their significant improvement in
performance supports the notion that novel linguistic features
can be learned in adulthood through speech training protocols
[5], [6], [9], [15].
Further examination of confusion patterns revealed
language-specific differences in tone identification which can
be addressed by the principles in PAM [11]. Although overall
tone identification accuracy in both pre- and post-test was high
across all groups, some contrasts were more difficult to
distinguish than others. As predicted, Mandarin speakers
showed slightly poorer identification accuracy when exposed to
the falling tone 3–4 contrast since they only have one native
falling tone category, but their accuracy was high enough to
indicate they may have been able to categorise both tones as
different tones. English speakers were not able to distinguish
the 1–3 and 3–4 contrasts, judging from their low identification
accuracy of the contrasts. These particular tones do not map
closely enough onto any native intonational categories, leading
to poorer identification [15]. Tone 3 appears to have been
assimilated into the tone 1 category as a poor exemplar of tone
1. A similar pattern was seen in Vietnamese learners’
identification of the tone 2–3 contrast, where only tone 2
accuracy decreased. The Vietnamese tone system does not have
a low-level tone, but it does have two falling tones [23], which
explains the poorer identification of tone 2 in the 2–3 contrast
but unchanged identification accuracy of the tone 3–4 contrast.
Future training studies could implement discrimination and
category-goodness rating tasks to determine the assimilation
patterns for these contrasts.

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

5. Conclusions

[18]

The current study assessed the effect of language background
on the learning of a new tone system. While native speakers of
nontonal and tonal languages were able to benefit from tone
training, tonal language speakers showed an advantage in the
first session. Although higher performance by the Vietnamese
group compared to the AusE group was only marginally
significant in the tone identification task, the difference
between both groups may reach statistical significance with
further data collection. Preliminary findings already suggest
that the complexity of the native tonal language does not
provide additional advantages for nonnative tone learning. The
learning of nonnative tones seems to depend on how well they
map to an individual’s native tonal or intonational categories.
Further investigation on the assimilation patterns for different
language groups is required. These findings have implications
for theories of nonnative phonetic learning.

[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]
[23]
[24]

[25]
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In the present study we addressed the relative ability of
listeners to apply this rapid adjustment in their first and second
languages, and we chose a pair of languages with a high degree
of phonological dissimilarity: Mandarin Chinese and
(Australian) English. Perceptual learning has already been
demonstrated for these languages [4,7], so we expect each L1
to exhibit a robust effect. However, the L2 cases may differ.
One of these is an immersion environment: Experiment 1, in
which we examined the learning effect in the L2 of MandarinEnglish late bilinguals living in Australia. The other is a case
without immersion: Experiment 2, where we examined the
same learning for L2 in Australian adult learners of Mandarin,
still resident in their English-speaking native environment.

Abstract
Listeners adapt rapidly to previously unheard talkers by
adjusting phoneme categories using lexical knowledge, in a
process termed lexically-guided perceptual learning. Although
this is firmly established for listening in the native language
(L1), perceptual flexibility in second languages (L2) is as yet
less well understood. We report two experiments examining L1
and L2 perceptual learning, the first in Mandarin-English late
bilinguals, the second in Australian learners of Mandarin. Both
studies showed stronger learning in L1; in L2, however,
learning appeared for the English-L1 group but not for the
Mandarin-L1 group. Phonological mapping differences from
the L1 to the L2 are suggested as the reason for this result.
Index Terms: speech perception, perceptual learning,
Mandarin, English, second language learning

2. Pilot experiment
To select an ambiguous fricative for the main experiments, a
pilot experiment was conducted in which participants heard and
categorised steps from an [f]-[s] continuum in English and
Mandarin. A female native speaker of each of Mandarin and
English produced the syllables /fu/, /su/, and /θu/. The fricative
portions of the /fu/ and /su/ recordings were excised and a 41step continuum was created in each language (following [2]).
Using Praat [8], [f] and [s] waveforms were mixed in constant
proportions along a 41-step continuum such that one end of the
continuum was 100% [f], 0% [s] and the other end 0% [f], 100%
[s]. Fricatives were spliced onto the vowel /u/ taken from the
same speaker’s production of /θu/. This avoided coarticulatory
cues in vowels biasing listeners to interpret the ambiguous
sounds as either [f] or [s]. Fourteen steps were chosen from this
[f]-[s] continuum as stimuli for this pilot: 1 ([f]), 7, 9, 11, 13,
15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29 and 41 ([s]). For each continuum
(Mandarin, English), a separate group of native listeners heard
these 14 steps 10 times in random order and categorised each
token by pressing “F” or “S” on a computer keyboard.
Mandarin and English results from the pilot are shown
separately in Figure 1. In both languages, listeners’ responses
proved step 17 to be the most ambiguous token of the 14 steps
tested, and thus step 17 was in each case used to construct the
ambiguous stimuli for the perceptual learning training trials.

1. Introduction
Human listeners adapt to newly-encountered talkers with
remarkable rapidity. In the past decade and a half, this process
has been extensively investigated using a paradigm in which
listeners hear ambiguous phonetic forms which they are able to
disambiguate by reference to existing knowledge (see [1] for a
review). The initial use of this paradigm [2] established that
exposure to just 20 instances of a deviant phonemic form
induces learning about the speaker’s putative pronunciation of
the sound in question, as long as the deviant form is heard in
real-word contexts so that it can be ascribed to a phonemic
category. Thus an ambiguous sound between /s/ and /f/ will be
learned as /s/ if heard in words like horse, as /f/ if heard in words
like giraffe, but will remain ambiguous if heard in nonwords
such as liff or liss. The learning generalises to other words
containing the same phoneme, creating a path for rapid
adaptation on first exposure to speech from a new talker.
The perceptual learning process has been documented for
numerous types of phoneme, in different positions in the word,
and for listeners from childhood to old age. It has been shown
to be rapid (less than 20 exemplars also work), in good part
speaker-specific though with reasonable generalisations across
phoneme class and language variety, and long-lasting; further,
it can be induced by exposure to words in context or in isolation,
and can be measured in either phonetic decision tasks or lexical
disambiguation tasks (on all counts see [1]).
Of particular relevance to the present work is that this rapid
learning has been observed in many languages, both European
and non-European (and indeed that it also holds for lexically
distinctive non-segmental speech sounds; in Mandarin, for
example, a speaker’s use of a lexical tone ambiguous between
Mandarin tones 1 and 2 led to adjustment [3] in the same way
as was also seen for ambiguous phonemes in Mandarin [4]).
Furthermore, the learning can be successfully applied in a
second language [5,6], although this has chiefly been observed
in related L1 and L2 and in an immersion environment.

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

3. Experiment 1
3.1.

Method

3.1.1. Participants
24 Mandarin-English late bilingual speakers (mean age 26.6,
range = 21.6-36.3; mean age of arrival in Australia 23.3, range
= 15.2-35.4; mean length of residence 3.2 years, range = 0.59.6) took part in return for a small payment. All reported
Mandarin Chinese as their dominant language, and did not
report pre-school-age exposure to other languages or dialects.
None reported any vision, hearing, or language impairments.
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3.1.3. Procedure

100
90

(a)

Participants completed two full sessions (lexically-guided
perceptual learning followed by test), one in L1 and one in L2.
These sessions were spaced 2-3 weeks apart. For each language,
participants were first exposed to an ambiguous sound [?] either
in f-words or s-words in a lexical decision task. They had to
decide whether each item was a real word or a non-word,
indicating their response via a button press, with “Yes”
responses made using the dominant hand. Four stimulus lists
were constructed, each containing the same 100 words and 100
non-words. Items were presented randomly with the restriction
that no more than four words or non-words occurred in
sequence. Two versions of each presentation order were
created, one in which [?] replaced all instances of [f] ([f]ambiguous group) and one in which [?] replaced all instances
of [s] ([s]-ambiguous group); half of the participants were
assigned to each group. The first 12 trials contained no
instances of [?] and were identical across all versions and lists.
Following the lexical decision task, participants completed
a categorisation task, in which they heard recordings of steps 7,
13, 17, 21, and 27 of the /fu/-/su/ continuum (identical steps
were used for the Mandarin and English continua) and had to
categorize each item as either /fu/ or /su/. These five steps were
each presented randomly 30 times (150 trials in total).
For each categorisation task, perceptual learning was
examined via a 2 × 5 ANOVA with the between-subjects factor
of training group ([f]-ambiguous versus [s]-ambiguous) and the
within-subjects factor of step (7, 13, 17, 21, 27).
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Results and discussion

3.2.1. Mandarin categorisation

[f]-[s] continuum step

The analysis of the Mandarin-English late bilinguals’
perceptual learning of Mandarin, their L1, showed as expected
a significant main effect of group, F(1, 20) = 6.2, p = .022, η
= .235 (Figure 2). There was a significant main effect of step,
F(1.9, 38.7) = 199.0, p < .001, η = .909. There was a significant
Group × Step interaction, F(1.9, 38.7) = 6.1, p = .005, η = .234.
We examined the interaction via a series of t-tests. Training
groups differed on steps 13, t(15.5) = 2.7, p = .016, and 17, t(20)
= 3.5, p = .002.

Figure 1: Pilot experiment: Total proportion of [f]
responses for (a) Mandarin and (b) English. In each
case, step 17 was chosen as the ambiguous sound for
training trials.
3.1.2. Training stimuli

% [f] responses

The training materials for each language were all disyllabic:
100 words and 100 non-words. 60 words were filler items and
40 were training items. Half of the latter were f-words (with [f]
as first phoneme of syllable 2, e.g. bu4fa3 ‘illegal’; traffic) and
half were s-words (with [s] in that position: kuan1song1 ‘loose’;
gossip). Words were chosen such that using the other fricative
would yield a nonword. The mean frequency for Mandarin
words was 3.68 and 3.82 per million for f-words and s-words
respectively (computed from the online CCL corpus of PKU
[9]). The mean frequency for English words was 4.3 and 4.1
respectively for f-words and s-words (computed from
SUBTLEX using the Zipf scale [10]).
For each language two versions of each training item were
selected: one unaltered, and another with the critical wordmedial fricative replaced by an ambiguous sound [?] (step 17 of
the /fu/-/su/ continuum from the pre-test). 100 nonwords were
created (in Mandarin this was by changing the tone of the
second syllable in a real word (e.g., ji1-dan4 ‘egg’ became ji1dan2). Nonwords and fillers did not contain [f], [s], or [ʂ], [ɕ],
[ts], or [tʃ] (to avoid perceptually similar sounds to the critical
fricatives). The training materials were produced by the same
speaker as for the [f]-[s] continuum.
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Figure 2: Total proportion of [f] responses to a
Mandarin [fu]-[su] continuum made by MandarinEnglish late bilinguals following [f]-ambiguous or
[s]-ambiguous training.
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3.2.2. English categorisation
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Figure 3: Total proportion of [f] responses to an
English [fu]-[su] continuum made by MandarinEnglish late bilinguals following [f]-ambiguous or
[s]-ambiguous training.

4. Experiment 2
4.1.

Method
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Figure 5: Total proportion of [f] responses to a
Mandarin [fu]-[su] continuum made by Australian
learners of Mandarin following [f]-ambiguous or [s]ambiguous training.

4.1.1. Participants
Experiment 2 involved 25 Australian learners of Mandarin,
again paid for participating. These participants were all born in
Australia, had a mean age of 30.1 (range = 19.0-54.8), and had
acquired Mandarin from a mean age of 14.9 (range = 6-29). All
had Australian English as their dominant language. None
reported any vision, hearing, or language impairments.

4.2.2. Mandarin categorisation
The Australian Mandarin learners’ perceptual learning in
their L2 Mandarin showed a main effect of group that was
marginally significant, F(1, 23) = 3.3, p = .081, η = .127. There
was a significant main effect of step, F(2.9, 66.2) = 178.8, p <
.001, η = .886. There was a significant Group × Step
interaction, F(2.9, 66.2) = 2.9, p = .046, η = .110. We
examined the interaction via a series of t-tests. Training groups
differed on step 17, t(23) = 2.6, p = .017, and the difference for
step 21 was marginally significant, t(12.8) = 1.824, p = .092.
Figure 5 shows these results.
Here again the results were weaker for these listeners’ L2
than for their L1. However, unlike the Experiment 1 group, this
learner population did show evidence of successful adaptation
in their L2; the ambiguous sound that they had been trained on
was categorised differently depending on their training (though
they were not able to generalise the learning as widely across
the phonemic continuum as they had done in their L1). The two
learner groups that we have tested thus produced differing result
patterns, with this difference being furthermore in the opposite
direction from what previous L2 perceptual learning findings in
the literature might have predicted: an immersion group was
here less successful.

4.1.2. Stimuli and Procedure
These were as in Experiment 1.
4.2.

[f]-ambiguous
[s]-ambiguous

Figure 4: Total proportion of [f] responses to an
English [fu]-[su] continuum made by Australian
learners of Mandarin following [f]-ambiguous or [s]ambiguous training.

% [f] responses

% [f] responses

The Mandarin-English late bilinguals’ perceptual learning
in English showed, in contrast to the L1 results, no significant
main effect of group, F(1, 20) = 0.4, p = .541, η = .019 (see
Figure 3). There was a significant main effect of step, F(2.5,
49.9) = 91.0, p < .001, η = .820, but no significant Group ×
Step interaction, F(2.5, 49.9) = 0.6, p = .671, η = .029.
Thus for these listeners, their L1 performance replicated
that found in previous work with Mandarin, but in their L2 they
showed no evidence of successful perceptual learning.
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Results and discussion

4.2.1. English categorisation
The Australian Mandarin learners’ perceptual learning in
their L1 English again showed the expected significant main
effect of group, F(1, 23) = 8.7, p = .007, η = .274 (see Figure
4). There was also a significant main effect of step, F(2.7, 62.5)
= 103.1, p < .001, η = .818, but there was no significant Group
× Step interaction, F(2.7, 62.5) = 1.5, p = .222, η = .062. We
examined the group difference via a series of t-tests. Training
groups differed on step 13, t(23) = 2.2, p = .038, step 17, t(23)
= 2.5, p = .018, and step 21, t(13.4) = 3.0, p = .010. This result
thus again replicates the perceptual learning effect in English,
and replicates the significant learning observed so far in all
experiments in an L1 in the L1 environment.
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Two testable hypotheses seem to merit attention regarding
transfer to a second language of one’s native facility with
adaptation to new talkers via perceptual learning (recall the
widespread success in this task across L1 investigations). Either
of them could be responsible for the pattern of results we have
found. First, it may be the case that transfer of this skill to a new
phonological system is easier if the new system is simpler than
that of the L1 (as in many ways the Mandarin system is simpler
than the English system, given that English has more complex
syllables, with both onset and coda clusters, plus morphological
affixes on words, etc.). Alternatively, it may be the case that
transfer is harder if the new system lacks certain elements that
are crucial features of the L1 (as is the case, for instance, with
English’s lack of tones, which in Mandarin have been shown to
be a suitable ground for perceptual learning [3]), or if the new
system just has a larger phonemic inventory than the L1 (as
English has, in comparison to Mandarin). Each of these
hypotheses is testable using further language pairs.

5. General Discussion
Our two experiments have revealed an asymmetry in the degree
of perceptual learning achieved by L2 listeners within the
language pair English-Mandarin Chinese. As expected from
extensive prior investigations in other languages, both sets of
listeners were able to adjust the [f]/[s] category boundary within
their native language to adapt to an apparent talker idiosyncrasy
in one of those phonemes. However in their L2 they were less
successful, with the Mandarin listeners to English as their L2
performing worse than the Australian English listeners to
Mandarin as their L2.
The dissimilarity between these two languages has allowed
us to rule out speculations that perceptual learning would only
be observed in L2 in the case of related L1/ L2 pairs. English
and Mandarin are from different, quite unrelated, language
families, and also differ on many independent phonological
dimensions of relevance to the listening task. Mandarin has
fewer vowels and fewer consonants than English, and it has
simpler syllable structure and uses no morphological affixes. In
all these respects its phonology is less complex than that of
English. In the suprasegmental domain, however, Mandarin
also has lexical tones that distinguish words, in which respect
its phonology may be held to be more complex than English.
Usefully, with this pair we were able to exploit the same
phonemic comparison ([f] versus [s]) as tested in many previous
demonstrations of perceptual learning, from [2] on. Fricative
perception typically leads to less markedly categorical
functions than are seen with other consonants [11], but this is
stable across languages. Fricative perception does differ across
languages due to fricative inventory size and composition [12],
but both Mandarin and English have, by world standards,
relatively large fricative repertoires, albeit with somewhat
greater competition for [f] in English and for [s] in Mandarin.
Our results suggest that language similarity is not a prerequisite
for the appearance of L2 perceptual learning.
Also, our study has provided new evidence on the role of
linguistic immersion. Previous research showing perceptual
learning in L2 had mostly been carried out in situations where
the listeners were currently living in an environment in which
their L2 was the expected language. Thus German students in
the Netherlands showed a perceptual learning effect with Dutch
input that was equivalent to that shown by L1 Dutch-speakers
hearing the same training materials [5]. Dutch-born emigres in
Australia showed perceptual learning in their L2 English (which
for many of them had become their dominant language) to a more
significant degree than in their original L1, Dutch [6]. Not only
were both of these results drawing on a situation of immersion
in the L2 linguistic environment, but they also involved related
languages which are phonologically quite similar: Dutch,
German, English. With the same similar languages, perceptual
learning has also been reported with no immersion; [13] for
German-English, [14] for Dutch-English.
However, given the fact that the listeners in our study who
showed less evidence of perceptual learning (Experiment 1)
were those in an immersion environment, while the more
successful learners were those without immersion (Experiment
2), we no longer regard immersion as the most crucial factor
determining the outcome of such studies. Instead, we suggest
that future research should concentrate on determining the exact
role of phonological asymmetries in the L1:L2 comparison.
Although our stimuli were matched in both phonologies (with
the critical phoneme in a word-medial syllable onset in each
case), the two languages were, as described above, equally
carefully chosen for their lack of phonological match.
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facilitative, as it requires learners to pay attention to
phonetic/phonological features absent in their L1 [12]. By
comparing learners of not only Japanese but learners of
unrelated language (Spanish) to monolingual American English
speakers, we hope to gain an insight into the role of specific vs
general FL learning. A group of 10 native Japanese (NJ)
speakers was included as controls. We would expect NJ
listeners to outperform non-native listeners, as they should have
firm cognitive representations for singleton/geminate contrasts
in their L1 Japanese. The non-native learners of Japanese (JPN)
would also be expected to outperform the other two groups of
non-native listeners, as the former has experience learning FL
Japanese and should have greater awareness of Japanese length
categories than those without knowledge of Japanese. It is
unclear if learners of Spanish (SPAN) might outperform native
English (NE) speakers without extensive FL experience.
Research on FL speech learning focusing on non-segmental
features such as length is increasing but still relatively limited,
in particular, for target languages other than English. The
knowledge gained from the present research will advance our
current understanding of not only L1 but also FL transfer effects
in cross-language speech perception and language learning in
adulthood.

Abstract
The perception of Japanese singleton/geminate contrasts by
native and non-native listeners was compared to examine if not
only specific but general foreign language experience might
facilitate the processing of unfamiliar sounds. Three groups of
non-native listeners and a native Japanese control group
participated in the AXB discrimination experiment. As
expected, native Japanese listeners outperformed non-native
listeners in discriminating Japanese length contrasts. While
learners of Japanese did not match the native level of
performance, they were more accurate than listeners with other
foreign language experience, suggesting that general
experience may not transfer positively to the processing of
Japanese length contrasts.
Index Terms: cross-language speech perception, consonant
length contrasts, Japanese, singleton/geminate

1. Introduction
Japanese uses length (e.g. short vs long) contrastively for both
vowels and consonants [1]. For example, /kite/ ‘wearing’
contrasts with /kite/ ‘listening’ on the one hand and with /kite/
‘stamp’ on the other hand. Duration is the primary (though not
the only) acoustic cue to differentiate the short and long
members of the length contrast [2, 3]. It is widely
acknowledged that length contrast is difficult to learn for nonnative learners from diverse first language (L1) backgrounds
[4-9]. Length contrasts may be difficult to acquire, because they
are not as frequent cross-linguistically or as robust as other
phonetic contrasts such as the voicing contrast (e.g. tip vs. dip),
which is supported by multiple co-varying acoustic cues [10].
This study examined the role of foreign language (FL)
learning experience in the processing of unfamiliar
phonological contrasts. We asked native speakers of American
English who were enrolled in Japanese or Spanish courses at a
university to discriminate Japanese consonant length contrasts
in an AXB task. Spanish was chosen, as it is one of the most
popular FLs in the US. However, unlike Japanese, neither
American English nor Spanish uses consonant length
contrastively within a word. We were interested in examining
if not only listeners with experience in Japanese but also
alternatively in Spanish, an unrelated language, may
outperform monolingual listeners from the same L1
background (i.e. American English).
We acknowledge that experience in Spanish may not
provide specific advantage in the processing of Japanese
singleton/geminate contrasts. This is because, as mentioned
above, Spanish does not use duration for lexically contrastive
purposes [11]. However, learning any FL may be generally
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2. Methods
The purpose of this experiment was to compare the perception
of Japanese consonant length by native and non-native listeners
with varying linguistic experience. It examined the
discrimination accuracy of singleton/geminate contrasts via a
forced-choice AXB discrimination test. The stimuli were
produced by multiple NJ speakers as described below.
2.1.

Speakers, stimuli and procedure

Six NJ speakers (3 males, 3 females) participated in the
recording sessions, which lasted between 45 and 60 minutes.
The speakers’ age ranged from late twenties to early forties.
According to self-report, which was confirmed by the first
author who is a NJ speaker originally from Tokyo, all NJ
speakers spoke standard Japanese, having been born or having
spent most of their life in the Kanto region surrounding the
Greater Tokyo Area. The NJ speakers were recorded in the
recording studio at the National Institute of Japanese Language
and Linguistics, Tokyo.
Table 1 shows 12 Japanese word pairs used in this study.
The /(C)VC(C)V/ tokens contained singleton or geminate
consonants intervocalically. As the accent type (High-Low
(HL) and LH) has been reported to affect native and non-native
listeners’ length perception in Japanese [6, 13-15], tokens with
both HL and LH were included in the stimuli. Only tokens with
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stops were considered in this study. As voiced geminates are
very limited in Japanese, only voiceless stops (/t k/) were used.
To record the stimuli, each word was presented on a computer
screen in random order and produced in two separate
conditions: one in isolation and the other in a carrier sentence
(/sokowa _____ to jomimasu/ ‘You read it as ______ there’).
The pace of presentation was controlled by the experimenter
(the first author). The speech materials were digitally recorded
at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and the target words were
segmented and stored in separate files. To avoid inter-speaker
variation in fluency (specifically, the duration of a pause before
and after the target word), only tokens produced in isolation
were used as experimental stimuli in this study.

but responses could not be changed once given. The interstimulus interval in all trials was 0.5 s.
2.2.

Four groups of listeners participated. The first group consisted
of 14 (6 males, 8 females, mean age = 23.3 years, sd = 4.2)
native speakers of American English who were learners of
Japanese (JPN) at different levels of proficiency. One of them
was a heritage learner who was enrolled in the introductory
level Japanese. Excluding this heritage learner, the JPN
listeners started learning Japanese at the age of 18.2 on average
(sd = 6.1) and had a mean length of learning of 3.7 (sd = 4.0)
years. The second group consisted of 10 (4 males, 6 females,
mean age = 23.3 years, sd = 3.8) native speakers of American
English who were learners of Spanish (SPAN) at different
levels of proficiency. One of them was a heritage learner.
Excluding this heritage learner, the SPAN listeners started
learning Spanish at the age of 14.3 on average (sd = 2.7) and
had a mean length of learning of 5.6 years (sd = 1.8). The third
group consisted of 10 (3 males, 7 females, mean age = 19.4
years, sd = 0.8) native speakers of American English (NE) who
were enrolled in Psychology or Linguistics courses and
received credit for research participation. None of the NE
listeners had experience learning Japanese or Spanish formally
at college level, but this is not intended to guarantee their
monolingualism and participants’ language background needs
to be more tightly controlled in future work. The fourth and last
group consisted of 10 (2 males, 8 females, mean age = 21.0
years, sd = 0.8) NJ listeners who participated as control
subjects. All of the NJ listeners were born and spent the
majority of their life in Japan. The NJ listeners started learning
English at the age of 11.1 on average (sd = 2.3). Their mean
length of residence in the US was 0.4 years (sd = 0.22). None
of them participated in the recording sessions. According to
self-report, all four groups of listeners had normal hearing.
All listeners were tested individually in a session lasting
approximately 30 to 40 minutes in a sound-attenuated
laboratory at a university in USA. The experimental session
was self-paced. They heard the stimuli at a self-selected,
comfortable amplitude level over the high-quality headphones
(AKG K240 MKII) on a desktop computer in the sound-treated
experiment room.

Table 1: Japanese words and non-words used.
consonant
/t/

/k/

Without geminate
HL
LH
/kato/
/heta/
transition
unskilled
/mate/
/oto/
wait
sound
/sate/
/wata/
well, then
cotton
/ika/
/ake/
below
open
/kako/
/haka/
past
grave
/saka/
slope
/ʃike/
rough
sea

Participants

With geminate
HL
LH
/kato/ cut
/heta/
decreased
/mate/
/oto/
waiting
husband
/sate/
/wata/
leaving
broke
/ika/ lesson
/ake/
one
appalled
/kako/
/haka/
parenthesis
mint
/saka/
author
/ʃike/
humidity

The format of the perception experiment was a forcedchoice AXB discrimination test. The presentation of the stimuli
and the collection of perception data were controlled by the
PRAAT program [16]. In the AXB test, the first (A) and third
(B) tokens always came from different length categories, and
the listeners had to decide whether the second token (X)
belonged to the same category as A (e.g. ‘yoka2’-‘yoka1’‘yokka3’) or B (e.g. ‘soto3’-‘sotto1’-‘sotto2’; where the
subscripts indicate different speakers).
The listeners listened to 200 trials. The first eight trials were
for practice and were not analyzed. The three tokens in all trials
were spoken by three different speakers. Thus, X was never
acoustically identical to either A or B. This was to ensure that
the listeners focused on relevant phonetic characteristics that
group two tokens as members of the same category without
being distracted by audible but phonetically irrelevant withincategory variation (e.g. in voice quality). This was considered a
reasonable measure of listeners’ perceptual capabilities in real
world situations [17]. All possible AB combinations (i.e. AAB,
ABB, BAA, and BBA 48 trials each) were tested.
The listeners were given two (‘A’, ‘B’) response choices on
the computer screen. They were asked to click on the option ‘A’
if they thought that the first two tokens in the AXB sequence
were the same and to click on the option ‘B’ if they thought that
the last two tokens were the same. No feedback was provided
during the experimental sessions. The listeners could take a
break after 50 trials if they wished. The listeners were required
to respond to each trial, and they were told to guess if uncertain.
A trial could be replayed as many times as the listener wished,

3. Results
Table 2 shows the mean discrimination scores (%) for each
group of listeners broken down to the trials where the target stop
was either singleton or geminate. Although the JPN and SPAN
groups included language learners at different levels of
proficiency and were not as homogeneous as we would have
liked, the discrimination scores were averaged, as the number
of listeners in each group was relatively small. Data collection
is still in progress.
The mean discrimination accuracy ranged from 74.3 (sd =
12.2) for the NE group to 98.8 (sd = 1.3) for the NJ group. The
JPN group discriminated the length contrasts with greater than
90% accuracy. This is considerably higher than the NE group
and demonstrates a positive effect of L2 Japanese speech
learning. The number of JPN listeners whose discrimination
scores reached the range set by the NJ group was 2 (14%) for
target singleton and 10 (71%) for target geminate, respectively.
Thus, the JPN group was more accurate when the target token
presented in the X position contained a geminate than when it
contained a singleton.
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Table 2: Mean discrimination scores (%) by four
groups of listeners. Standard deviations are in
parentheses.
Group

Target singleton

NJ (n = 10)
JPN (n = 14)
SPAN (n = 10)
NE (n = 10)

Spanish did not give the SPAN listeners advantage over the NE
listeners in processing length contrasts in Japanese.
We also conducted a preliminary analysis to examine the
effect of pitch accent type on the discrimination of consonant
length. Figure 2 shows the listeners discriminated consonant
length contrasts more accurately when the pitch accent was HL
than when it was LH. Table 5 shows the results of two-way
(Group x Pitch) ANOVA. While between-group differences are
clearly visible for both accent types in Figure 2 [HL: F(3, 17.9)
= 18.3, p < .001, LH: F(3, 18.0) = 36.8, p < .001], the simple
effect of Pitch was significant only for the JPN group [F(1,
25.1) = 7.2, p < .05, estimated ω2 = .18].

Target geminate

99.0 (1.4)
91.3 (5.6)
78.7 (8.8)
73.4 (10.9)

98.8 (2.1)
94.1 (4.2)
84.7 (9.0)
75.6 (14.8)

Figure 1 shows the distribution of discrimination accuracy
scores as a function of listener group and length category of the
target stop. It can be clearly seen that the NJ group was highly
homogeneous and accurate in discriminating singleton and
geminate stops in their L1 Japanese.

Figure 2: The distribution of discrimination scores (%)
for trials with HL or LH pitch accents by four groups
of listeners. The horizontal line in the box indicates
the median. The bottom and top lines of the box
indicate the first and third quartiles. The points
outside the box are outliers.

Figure 1: The distribution of discrimination scores (%)
for trials with the target singleton or geminate by four
groups of listeners. The horizontal line in the box
indicates the median. The bottom and top lines of the
box indicate the first and third quartiles. The points
outside the box are outliers.

Table 5: Results of Group x Pitch ANOVA.
Factor
G
P
GxP

Table 3: Results of Group x Length ANOVA.
Factor

df
3, 40
1, 40

G
L

F-value
21.6
10.9

p-value
< .001
< .01

િ۵
.59
.03

F-value

p-value

estimated
ω2

3, 17.9

30.6

< .05

.67

F-value
20.7
61.2
5.0

p-value
< .001
< .001
< .01

િ۵
.59
.10
.03

4. Discussion
This study examined discrimination accuracy of Japanese
consonant length by native and non-native listeners differing in
their FL experience. Three groups of non-native listeners and a
control group of NJ listeners participated. Two groups of nonnative listeners had FL experience in Japanese or Spanish, a
language unrelated to Japanese. The third group of non-native
listeners had no college-level FL experience.
As expected, the NJ listeners were highly accurate and
outperformed the non-native listeners. The JPN listeners were
more accurate than both the SPAN and NE listeners who were
comparable in their discrimination of unfamiliar Japanese
length contrasts. Although the JPN listeners were less accurate
than the NJ listeners in discriminating length contrasts, the
majority (71%) of the JPN listeners’ scores reached the range
set by the NJ group when the target stop was a geminate. Thus,
it is unlikely that there is an absolute limit in non-native
learners’ ability to achieve truly native-like length perception.
Although the SPAN listeners’ mean discrimination scores were
higher than that of the NE listeners (78.7% vs 73.4% for the
target singleton and 84.7% vs 75.6% for the target geminate),
the between-group difference did not reach significance,
possibly due to large individual variation as seen in Figure 1.
As the number of participants in each group is relatively small,
these results need to be interpreted with caution.

Table 4: Results of one-way ANOVA assessing the
effects of Group and multiple comparison tests
(significance level at .05).
df

df
3, 40
1, 40
3, 40

Betweengroup
comparisons
NJ > JPN,
SPAN, NE,
JPN
>
SPAN, NE

Table 3 shows the results of two-way (Group x Length)
analysis of variance (ANOVA). The G × L interaction was not
significant, which suggests that the pattern of singleton vs
geminate discrimination was comparable across the four groups
of listeners. In other words, length contrasts were more
discriminable when the target stop was a geminate than when it
was a singleton. Table 4 shows the results of one-way ANOVA
which assessed the effect of Group (not assuming equal
variances) and Dunnett's Modified Tukey-Kramer pairwise
multiple comparison post hoc tests. It appears that learning
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We observed that listeners’ length discrimination accuracy
was higher for the trials with tokens containing a geminate in
the target position than those containing a singleton. It is not
entirely clear what made the length contrasts more
discriminable when the target stop was a geminate than when it
was a singleton. This length effect may be related to the task
used in this study. In the AXB discrimination test, listeners need
to focus on the token in the middle (X) position and decide
whether it belonged to the same category as the first token (A)
or the third token (B). Possibly, stop closure duration for
singletons was too short (i.e. below just noticeable difference in
duration) especially for non-native listeners to process
accurately. Further, unlike many languages that use length
phonemically [18, 19], in Japanese, vowels tend to be
phonetically longer before geminate obstruents than before
their single counterparts [4, 20]. This type of cross-linguistic
phonetic characteristics may affect listeners’ length perception.
Another possibility is that the germinates, which do not occur
in English or Spanish, simply stand out more as they are
unfamiliar features to the listeners, and hence easier to spot.
Although the JPN listeners clearly outperformed the NE
listeners without formal FL learning experience at the college
level and resembled the NJ listeners to a greater extent than
other non-native listeners, these non-native JPN learners may
still need to expend more effort or allocate more attentional
resources in discriminating length contrasts in Japanese. To
examine whether JPN learners have developed cognitive
representations for Japanese length categories that are expected
of NJ listeners, increasing task difficulty (e.g. stimuli presented
at different speaking rates) may be useful.
The SPAN listeners did not significantly differ from the NE
listeners. Thus, general FL experience may be of limited help
in cross-linguistic speech perception of unfamiliar languages.
Spanish does not use length contrastively as was mentioned in
the Introduction. On the other hand, English-speaking learners
of languages such as Thai, Italian or Arabic that use length
phonemically for vowels, consonants or both may be able to
utilize their FL knowledge and may be significantly more
accurate in processing unfamiliar Japanese consonant length
than the NE listeners.
To determine if FL learners of Japanese ever attain
genuinely native-like length perception and, if so, how long it
might take them to achieve that level of accuracy, it would be
necessary to include JPN learners with even more experience in
Japanese. It would also be useful to conduct a longitudinal study
to gain a better understanding of the time course of learners’
speech development.
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processes and outcomes in an understandable way to nonexperts is thus essential. Of course discussing scientific
evidence inevitably involves highly technical concepts
unfamiliar to laypeople, and “what is understandable?” is
arguable, but it is our view that less abstract and more
intuitively understandable processes are preferable in these
contexts.
Thus we believe that ideal FVC features need qualities
additional to the standard requirements of discriminability:
extracted automatically and reliably; robust against poor
recording quality and unpredictable environments; and
relatable to articulatory gestures for better interpretability.
The band-limited parametric cepstral distance (sub-band
PCD) proposed in [11] was identified in [12] as a feature that
potentially meets such criteria. Firstly, sub-band PCD is a
cepstrum-based feature and readily extracted without human
supervision. This facilitates large-scale data processing and
excludes measurer-dependent variability. It also allows the
analysis to exclude unwanted frequency ranges which largely
carry non-speech information. This is particularly attractive in
FVC contexts, as recordings in real life FVC often contain
substantial background noise, such as passing cars, other
peoples’ voices, and television noise. The level and the
characteristics of such noise sources vary from one moment to
next, so the capacity to flexibly focus on relevant frequency
ranges should be a significant advantage.
While the preliminary investigation by [12] was based on
a very small dataset, it made a few promising observations.
First, the F-ratios of sub-band PCDs appear to correspond well
to those from formants. Also, the F-ratios were very similar
across the mobile transmission and microphone recordings,
suggesting that sub-band PCD may be robust against
transmission mismatches.
These observations call for further investigation on this
feature based on a much larger dataset. The current study thus
presents the first part of this investigation. Focusing on
observations to the channel effect in relation to the F-ratio and
the effect of differing frequency ranges and regions of the subbands, we aim to better understand the behaviours of sub-band
PCD and explore its potential as a feature for FVC in court.

Abstract
This paper presents the first of two-part exploration into the
potential of parametric cepstral distance (PCD) as a forensic
voice comparison feature, based on Japanese vowel data
collected from 306 male native speakers under microphone
and mobile transmission conditions. The behaviours of PCDs
were closely examined by altering sub-band settings, and we
found the behaviour of PCDs to correspond well to what is
known about formants, which suggests that PCDs are relatable
to articulatory gestures. Comparison between sub-band and
full-band PCD revealed that limiting the band range to a
specific frequency region makes the feature more robust
against channel mismatch, encouraging further examination of
this potential feature.
Index Terms: Sub-band cepstral distance, F-ratio, Speaker
Classification, Channel mismatch, Japanese vowels.

1. Introduction
In the past few decades, the field of forensic voice comparison
(FVC henceforth) has seen considerable development in its
methodology in classification techniques and in the evaluation
of the systems themselves (e.g. [1-4]). Still, the features to
which such techniques are applied are mostly unchanged:
formants and various types of cepstra, such as MFCC or
LPCC, appear to be the two most commonly used features.
Some past FVC research favours the use of cepstrum-based
features; they generally outperform formants in speaker
classification (e.g. [5-7]). This is unsurprising given the
differences in their nature as features. Formants represent only
the locations of spectral peaks in the frequency domain,
whereas the cepstrum captures richer information by utilising
the entire user-defined frequency range. Also, the cepstrum
can be extracted automatically. Automatic formant extraction,
on the other hand, is known to be highly unreliable (e.g. [8])
and often requires manual supervision and correction. This
leads to two problems: introducing measurer-dependent
variability to the data (e.g. [8-10]), and extreme resource
intensiveness.
However, formants have two major advantages over the
cepstrum: robustness and interpretability. A real-life FVC case
often involves data of poor quality, recorded through different
devices and transmission channels. Formants are known to be
more robust than the cepstrum under such conditions. Formant
frequencies also generally correspond to articulatory gestures
in speech production, and it is therefore easier to communicate
their meaning to the layperson, as well as for the expert to
detect any unusual characteristics or irregularity in the data,
which may or may not be related to speaker characteristics.
In legal proceedings, experts are tasked to assist the court
to reach correct decisions. Communicating their analysis

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Data
This study selected 306 adult male speakers from the NRIPS
database [13]. They are native speakers of Japanese, aged
from 18 to 76 years. Their places of origin spread widely
across Japan, hence so did their dialectal background. Two
non-contemporaneous recordings, separated by 2 to 3 months,
were made for each speaker and the recording tasks were
performed twice at each recording session. Recordings were
made simultaneously through 2 channels: direct microphone
(Ch1), and mobile phone transmission (Ch3).
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𝟏 𝟎 … … 𝟎
𝟎 ⋱ ⋱
⋮
𝐊 = ⋮ ⋱ 𝒌 ⋱ ⋮ ≡ index-weighting matrix
⋮
⋱ ⋱ 𝟎
𝟎 … … 𝟎 𝑴

The speech material consisted of read (C)V syllables: the
5 Japanese vowel phonemes, /a/, /i/, /ɯ/, /e/, and /o/, in
combination with the 11 preceding consonants, ∅ (no
consonant), /k/, /s/, /t/, /h/, /r/, /g/, /z/, /d/, /b/, and /p/. We
excluded the consonants /n/, /m/, /y/, and /w/, for the in order
to facilitate reliable automatic segmentation.
Japanese hiragana syllabary pairs, i.e. ぢ /di/ – じ /zi/ and
づ /dɯ/ – ず /zɯ/, have been merged into phonetically
identical forms, [dʐi] and [dzɯ], although the writing system
still maintains the distinction. Therefore, for /i/ and /ɯ/, we
have the vowel data in 10 different phonological contexts and
11 for /a/, /e/, and /o/.

𝐖 𝜔$ , 𝜔& ≡ band-selective matrix (see [1])
𝑴 ≡ LPCC order
𝜔$ ≡ lower limit of sub-band selected within [0, 𝜋]
𝜔& ≡ upper limit of sub-band selected within [0, 𝜋]

To observe interactions between PCDs and sub-band
ranges, we divided the range from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz in 100
Hz increments, and the range from 1000 Hz to 3500 Hz in
500-Hz increments. In search for the frequency regions that
are relatively rich in speaker information, we also shifted subbands by 100-Hz steps, and calculated PCDs for each step.

3. Procedures
3.1.

Segmentation and full-band LPCC extraction

3.3.

The target syllables were automatically segmented into a
preceding consonant and a vowel based on their power and F0.
The sound files were down-sampled from 44.1 kHz to 8kHz,
and full-band LPCCs were extracted from the selected vowel
sections (order 14, Hamming window, window length 25ms,
time-step 5ms). The LPCCs was averaged across the vowel
duration, and the means across different phonological contexts
were calculated for each vowel. As result, we obtained the
LPCCs for 5 vowels, 2 recording sessions, 2 repeats, and 2
recording channels for each speaker.
3.2.

The four recordings from 306 speakers yielded 1224 patterns
of same-speaker (SS) pairs and 373,320 patterns of differentspeaker (DS) pairs. The 2 different recording channels allowed
us to make comparisons under 3 different channel conditions:
Ch1 (microphone), Ch3 (mobile phone), and Ch1-3 (channel
mismatch).
After calculating the sub-band and full-band PCDs, we
examined their F-ratios and conducted simple verification tests
based on the size of PCDs, so that we can observe the speakerclassification potential of each vowel-and-sub-band
combination. PCDs are already a distance measure, so we
pooled PCDs from 1224 SS pairs and 373,320 DS pairs, and
separately plotted for their distributions. Using the Equal Error
Rate (EER) as the threshold, we classified the PCDs under the
three different channel conditions.

Parametric cepstral distance and F-ratio calculation

The usefulness of FVC features is reflected in the ratio of
between- to within-speaker variances, which are expressed
below by Equations (1) and (2), respectively. The numerators
of both expressions describe parametric cepstral distances
(PCDs) between pairs of full-band LPCCs that are indexweighted by the matrix 𝐊 to emphasise spectral slope
differences, and weighted by the matrix 𝐖 𝜔$ , 𝜔& to focus
on any sub-band selectable by its lower and upper limits
𝜔$ and 𝜔& . It should be noted that the formulation of 𝐖
detailed in [1] affords the flexibility of obtaining sub-band
PCDs directly from full-band LPCCs. Note also that, for 𝜔$ =
0 and 𝜔& = 𝜋, the distances in equations (1) and (2) simply
reduce to full-band PCDs.
5
36$ 𝑛3

𝑑3& 𝜔$ , 𝜔&
𝑁−1

&
𝜎-./0..1
𝜔$ , 𝜔& =

&
𝜎03/<31
𝜔$ , 𝜔& =

1>
&
=6$ 𝑑3=
5
36$ 𝑛3 )

5
36$

(

𝜔$ , 𝜔&
−𝑁

4. Results and discussion
4.1.

(2)

where:
𝑖 ≡ speaker-session index, 𝑁 ≡ number of speakers
𝑗 ≡ token index, 𝑛3 ≡ number of tokens per 𝑖 /< speaker
D

&
𝑑3=
𝜔$ , 𝜔& = 𝐂3= − 𝐂3

D

𝐂3= ≡ mean LPCC for i

th

(3)

∙ 𝐊 D ∙ 𝐖 ω$ , ω& ∙ 𝐊 ∙ 𝐂3= − 𝐂3

≡ PCD between 𝐂3= and 𝐂3

F-ratios

We observed higher F-ratios for the between-Ch1 comparison
than for between-Ch3, with occasional exceptions. This was
expected, as microphone recordings contain more information
and less of the unpredictable variability caused by mobile
phone and telephone transmission.
The F-ratio plots for various sub-band ranges revealed that
sub-band PCDs generally behave similarly in both channels,
although how much they vary across two channels depends on
vowel, with /a/ and /o/ revealing the greater variation than the
rest. In general, the difference between two channels were
greater in the higher-frequency regions.
Also, for all vowels, the greatest peak F-ratios were found
where the sub-band range was set at 100Hz, the narrowest of
all. The frequency region affects F-ratio less as the sub-band
range becomes greater, and gets close to the baseline F-ratio,
obtained from the full-band PCD, as expected.
In observing their relation to the full-band PCDs, we find
that the sub-band PCDs outperform the full-band PCDs in
certain frequency regions. This suggests that the sub-band
PCDs are likely to outperform the full-band PCDs in speaker
classification, when multiple of them are combined.
Figure 1 presents the results for one of the sub-band sizes,
300 Hz, as an example. It summarises the relationship between
F-ratios and frequency regions. The results from Ch1 are
shown in red, and Ch3 in blue. The horizontal lines present the
baseline F-ratio that was produced form the full-band PCDs.

(1)

𝑑3& 𝜔$ , 𝜔& = 𝐂3 − 𝐂 ∙ 𝐊 D ∙ 𝐖 ω$ , ω& ∙ 𝐊 ∙ 𝐂3 − 𝐂
≡ PCD between 𝐂3 and 𝐂

Comparisons

(4)

speaker’s jth token across the vowel

duration
th
𝐂𝒊 ≡ mean LPCC for i speaker across all tokens
𝐂 ≡ grand-mean LPCC over all speakers
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One of the characteristics we seek in FVC features are
interpretability. If we can observe the correspondence between
the expected formant values and the frequency regions which
produced the high F-ratios, it suggests sub-band PCDs’
interpretability similar to formants. Here we present Japanese
vowel formants data obtained from 11 male speakers [14] to
compare with Figure 1. It shows that the frequency regions
where higher F-ratios was observed are, in many cases,
vicinity of the expected locations of the formants.
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Figure 1: F-ratios for varying frequency regions (subband width 300Hz shifted by 100Hz step), horizontal
lines indicating full-band results
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Table 1: Mean and SD of vowel formants from 11
male speakers of Japanese
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Figure 2 presents a sample of the results taken from the
tests using the sub-band range of 300Hz as Figure 1. Here,
what immediately notable is the impact of channel mismatch.
With every vowel and band range including the full-band,
verification rate deteriorated considerably under mismatch
conditions. Although this was expected, its significance is
noteworthy.
The relationship between the two matching conditions, on
the other hand, was somewhat unexpected. With all vowels
but /o/, the Ch3 condition produced a better outcome than the
Ch1 condition. Although it is counterintuitive, it has been
reported that speech put through a mobile phone codec
performs better in speaker classification than un-coded speech
does [15], perhaps because the processing applied by mobile
codec has the effect of reducing within-speaker variability.
This does not agree with what we observed with F-ratios,
however. Why the result for the vowel /o/ should be opposite
to those of the other vowels remains unclear. However, with
the /o/ vowels in Figure 1, F-ratio for Ch3 is notably worse
than that for Ch1 at around 2200-3500Hz. We could speculate
that the mobile transmission strongly affected the frequency
region particularly relevant to speaker information for /o/
vowel (appears to be F3 region), and the positive effect of
within-speaker variation reduction could not compensate this
loss. Further investigation is needed, however.

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

Hz

Verification results

Figure 2: Verification rates for varying frequency
regions (sub-band 300Hz shifted by 100Hz step),
horizontal lines indicating full-band results

Next we conducted a simple verification experiment to gain
some insights into the relative effectiveness of each sub-band
and channel condition as a speaker classifying feature. The
verification rate was calculated from the 2 PCD distributions
(1,224 SS pairs and 373,320 DS pairs), the EER point used as
the threshold, and the frequency regions with a higher speaker
discriminability were sought. Each sub-band size and vowel
combination was tested by altering sub-band ranges and
frequency regions. The whole experiment was then repeated
under 3 different channel conditions: microphone (Ch1),
mobile phone (Ch3), and mismatch condition (Ch1-3).

What is most notable with this experiment, however, is the
relationship between the verification rates of the sub-band
PCDs and the base-line full-band PCDs. The verification rate
difference between two appears to be smaller under the
mismatch condition in almost all the comparisons, suggesting
that sub-band PCDs are more effective under mismatch
conditions. This is a particularly exciting finding for FVC, as
in most forensic cases, the two recordings to be compared
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have been recorded on the different devices and transmitted
through different channels. Telephone speech recordings are
often compared to direct microphone recordings of police
interviews. This channel mismatch has been long recognised
as a hindrance to effective speaker classification. Various
techniques for channel compensation have been proposed (e.g.
[16-18]), but they all appear to require building a channelcharacteristics model. However, since mobile transmission
technology has an inherently highly variable signal processing
path [15], the effectiveness of such approach may be limited.
Further, crime-scene recordings are often very short. Thus the
recording in question may not contain sufficient information
to build a usable channel-characteristics model. Given all
these constraints, it seems more practical to seek robust
features against channel mismatch, rather than to attempt to
compensate for this, at least in FVC casework contexts. The
results from the current study seem to indicate that sub-band
PCDs are promising features in this regard.
In observing the relationship between the full-band PCDs
and the sub-band PCDs, we also found that, in particular
combinations of the sub-band range and the frequency regions,
the sub-band PCDs perform almost as well as the full-band
PCDs, or occasionally better. This confirms the observation
made in relation to F-ratios: the sub-band PCDs are likely to
outperform the full-band PCDs in speaker classification,
especially when multiple sub-bands are combined as partially
independent sources of information.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

5. Conclusion
[12]

This study explored the potential of the sub-band PCD as a
speaker classification feature, using a large Japanese vowel
dataset. Observations of F-ratios and verification rates
revealed some promising characteristics of the sub-band
PCDs. Firstly, the behaviour of sub-band PCDs is mostly
predictable from our knowledge of articulatory and acoustic
phonetics. This is all the more significant because of PCDs
band-limited to formant ranges afford more direct articulatory
interpretations than the typically-measured full-band cepstra.
Secondly, sub-band PCDs seems more robust against channel
mismatch than full-band PCDs. This is a welcome finding as
most FVC casework involves speech data recorded under
mismatch conditions.
The findings reported here warrant us to proceed to the
next step: LR-based evaluation and FVC experiments based
on this feature, which is presented as the second part of this
study.

[13]
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[15]

[16]
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may not contain sufficient information to build a reliable
channel characteristics model. Also, mobile transmission
characteristics change continuously, as the compression rate
and methods change in response to network conditions [7, 8].
This makes the alternative approach, i.e. retrospectively
‘matching’ the conditions by putting a non-telephone
recording (such as a police interview) through a mobile codec
or a telephone network, less attractive. Further, various social
network platforms now offer voice call options. It is thus
increasingly unlikely for analysts to have access to full
information on the processing applied to the speech sample in
question.
These issues suggest that the most practical way forward
in FVC is to search for features which are robust under
forensically realistic conditions: less affected by external
factors, and reliably measurable even with poor quality of
recordings. This led us to the sub-band parametric cepstral
distance (PCD), an approach initially proposed in [9]. PCD
extracts the difference between two cepstral shapes within
user-defined frequency boundaries. Its potential has been
discussed in two studies: [10] examined within- and betweenspeaker variability of PCD, using landline telephone speech
recordings from 297 Japanese speakers. Another study [11]
made small scale observations on the F-ratio of sub-band
PCDs using mobile and microphone recordings. The results
from both studies were encouraging.
This motivated us to embark on the current project: an
examination of the potential of sub-band PCD as an FVC
feature using a large dataset. As the first step, we examined
the behavior of sub-band PCDs in detail with respect to their
F-ratios and verification rates in different sub-band ranges,
using a database of Japanese vowels elicited from 306
speakers [12]. This database permits us to examine the
forensically significant effect of channel mismatch, as it was
recorded simultaneously via two channels: microphone and
mobile phone transmission. The results of the initial
experiments were promising; they suggested that sub-band
PCD is relatable to articulatory gestures in similar ways to
formants. This brings two advantages specific to forensic
application: firstly, the results can be explained in court to
non-experts in a relatively less abstract way; secondly any
unusual results can be detected and reexamined in relation to
articulatory and phonetic characteristics, more easily than fullband cepstra. They also found that speaker verification based
on sub-band PCDs degrades less under a channel mismatch
condition compared to that based on full-band PCDs,
presumably because sub-band PCDs can exclude frequency
ranges unrelated to speaker information.
This paper thus continues to examine the potential of subband PCDs as a speaker classification feature by selecting sub-

Abstract
This study presents the latter part of an exploratory study of
the potential of sub-band parametric cepstral distance (PCD)
as an alternative forensic voice comparison (FVC) feature to
formants and cepstral coefficients. Using 5 Japanese vowels
produced by 306 male Japanese speakers, we conducted LRbased FVC experiments under a channel mismatch condition,
with sub-bands selected in reference to the expected formant
locations. Combining 3 sub-band PCDs from F1, F2, and F3
ranges, sub-band PCDs outperformed the full-band PCDs in
speaker classification, demonstrating their promise as an
automatically extractable, robust, and linguistically
interpretable acoustic feature for FVC.
Index Terms: Sub-band cepstral distance, likelihood ratio,
forensic voice comparison, channel mismatch, Japanese
vowels

1. Introduction
Both speech and voice recognition systems are now part of our
daily lives, and yet forensic voice comparison (FVC hereafter)
is still no easy task. One of the reasons for this is the lack of
control over the data. The speech samples in FVC, especially
those from crime scenes, are often short and contain
considerable background noise. The scarcity of data means
insufficient data for modelling of speakers. Poor recording
quality compromises the accuracy of acoustic feature
extraction. As speakers are modelled based on those acoustic
features, this also contributes to poor quality of the speaker
models.
Also, the speech samples to be compared are most often
recorded under very different circumstances. The speakers
may be in very different emotional states, speak in different
styles, and also be recorded on different devices via different
transmission channels. These factors, which are unrelated to
speaker characteristics, can amplify the acoustic differences
between two samples, contributing to difficulties in producing
strong likelihood ratios (LRs) in support of the same-speaker
hypothesis, even where the speakers are indeed the same.
What the analyst can do to improve the situation is
limited. We may be able to improve the elicitation and
recording process of the known (or suspect) speaker, but crime
scene recordings are largely out of our control.
Over the years, much research has been done on the
impact of channel mismatch (e.g. [1-3]), and various
techniques have been proposed to compensate for channel
mismatch (e.g. [4-6]). However, such techniques all appear to
require building a channel characteristics model. Crime scene
recordings are often very short, so the recording in question
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band ranges based on vowel formant frequencies, and
conducting LR-based voice comparison experiments under a
channel mismatch condition.

𝐷 " 𝐂$ , 𝐂& , 𝜔( , 𝜔" = 𝐂$ − 𝐂&

Database, speakers, and speech materials

This study used the same data as [12]: 306 adult male speakers
from the NRIPS database [13]. They are native speakers of
Japanese, aged from 18 to 76 years. They had widely varied
dialectal background, but dialectal variations appear not to
affect vowel formants much in modern Japanese [14]. Thus
the dialectal variation is unlikely to have contributed to greater
between-speaker variability here. All speakers were recorded
on two occasions, 2 to 3 months apart. They performed the
same recording tasks twice at each recording session, and the
whole process was recorded simultaneously through 2
channels: direct microphone (Ch1), and via a mobile phone
network (Ch3). This study focuses on the cross-channel
comparisons.
Read-out (C)V syllables were used as the speech samples:
that is, Japanese 5 vowel phonemes, /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/ and /ɯ/,
preceded by selected consonantal environment: ∅ (no
consonant), /k/, /s/, /t/, /h/, /r/, /g/, /z/, /d/, /b/, and /p/. The
phonemes /n/, /m/, /y/, and /w/ were excluded from analysis
this time to facilitate reliable automatic segmentation. These
are highly controlled elicitation, not spontaneous. However,
[14] reports relatively small vowel reduction in running
speech in Japanese. Therefore, we regard the current data as
acceptable for this exploratory work.
Japanese kana syllabary writing system maintains the
distinction between the pairs ぢ /di/ – じ /zi/ and づ /dɯ/ – ず
/zɯ/, but they are phonetically identical, both realized as
[dʐi] and [dzɯ]. Consequently, we have the vowel data in 10
different phonological contexts for /i/ and /ɯ/, and 11 for /a/,
/e/, and /o/.
2.2.

(1)

𝟏 𝟎 … … 𝟎
𝟎 ⋱ ⋱
⋮
𝐊 = ⋮ ⋱ 𝒌 ⋱ ⋮ ≡ index-weighting matrix
⋮
⋱ ⋱ 𝟎
𝟎 … … 𝟎 𝑴
𝐖 𝜔( , 𝜔" ≡ band-selective matrix (see [9])
𝑴 ≡ LPCC order = 14
𝜔( ≡ lower limit of sub-band selected within [0, 𝜋]
𝜔" ≡ upper limit of sub-band selected within [0, 𝜋]

Sub-band PCD has the capacity to limit the analysis to the
user-defined frequency regions, allowing us to exclude
frequency regions that are unhelpful in assessing speaker
identity. In the first part of this project, we found that the Fratios tend to be higher in the frequency regions where we
expect to find formants [12]. Thus, this time we select the subband frequency ranges referring to the formant measurements
made in [15]. For each vowel, the mean ± 1 standard deviation
of the first three formants were sought. The frequency ranges
which contain the above values to the nearest 100Hz were
defined as the target sub-band ranges for this study. These
ranges are referred to as subF1, subF2 and subF3 hereafter.
Table 1. Target sub-band ranges for each vowel (Hz).

/a/
/e/
/i/
/o/
/ɯ/

Segmentation and full-band LPCC extraction

The target syllables were automatically segmented into a
preceding consonant and a vowel based on their power and F0.
The sound files were down-sampled from 44.1 kHz to 8kHz,
and full-band LPCCs were extracted from the selected vowel
sections (order 14, Hamming window, window length 25ms,
time-step 5ms). The LPCCs were averaged across the vowel
duration, and further averaged across different phonological
contexts for each vowel. As result, we obtained LPCCs for 5
vowels, 2 recording sessions, 2 repeats, and 2 recording
channels for each speaker.
2.3.

∙ 𝐊 3 ∙ 𝐖 ω( , ω" ∙ 𝐊 ∙ (𝐂$ − 𝐂& )

≡ PCD between 𝐂$ and 𝐂&
where:
𝑖, 𝑗 ≡ speaker-session index
𝐂$ ≡ mean LPCC for 𝑖 DE speaker across all tokens
𝐂& ≡ mean LPCC for 𝑗 DE speaker across all tokens

2. Data and procedures
2.1.

3

2.4.

subF1
from
600
300
200
300
200

to
800
600
400
600
400

subF2
from
1200
1800
1900
1000
1300

to
1600
2200
2400
1300
1800

subF3
from
2300
2500
2600
2300
2200

to
2800
2900
3100
2700
2700

Comparisons

With 306 speakers recorded 4 times (2 non-contemporaneous
occasions, twice per sessions), we had 1224 patterns of samespeaker (SS) pairs and 3373320 patterns of different-speaker
(DS) pairs. All comparisons were made in cross-channel
conditions, i.e. between direct microphone recording (Ch1)
and mobile phone network recording (Ch3).
2.5.

Parametric cepstral distance (PCD) calculation

Modelling and LR calculation

For LR calculation in linguistics-based FVC research, MVKD
proposed by [16] has been a popular choice. It is, however,
inappropriate to put PCDs through the MVKD formula, as a
PCD is already a distance measure between two sets of
information. The PCDs from the SS pairs and those from the
DS pairs represent within- and between-speaker variations of
the distance between two cepstra in the regions of the userselected frequency ranges.
The relatively large data size in this study suggests that
general population is reasonably well represented by the
current data. However, examination of the PCD distributions
revealed that the 1224 comparisons for SS were not sufficient
to produce a smooth distribution, and direct derivation of LR

The parametric cepstral distance (PCD) described in [9]
affords selection of any sub-band range directly from fullband LPCCs. Its formulation is summarised below in Eq. (1),
where 𝐷 " 𝐂$ , 𝐂& , 𝜔( , 𝜔" represents the Euclidean distance
between any pair of full-band LPCCs (𝐂$ , 𝐂& ) for a given subband range. Note that the full-band LPCCs are index-weighted
by the matrix 𝐊 to emphasise spectral slope differences, and
then weighted by the matrix 𝐖 𝜔( , 𝜔" to focus on any subband range selectable by its lower and upper limits 𝜔( and
𝜔" . For 𝜔( = 0 and 𝜔" = 𝜋, Eq. (1) simply reduces to the
familiar Euclidean distance between any pair of (indexweighted) full-band LPCCs.
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from it will result in some arbitrary fluctuations of LRs. The
distributions need to be modelled.
To find an appropriate model, we tested the fit of four
different distributions: normal, gamma, Weibull, and log
normal, with the PCDs from different vowel and band
combinations. Both SS and DS comparisons were evaluated
for their fit to those 4 distributions based on Akaike's
Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). Although AIC and BIC measures fitting
slightly differently [17], both measures selected an identical
model as the best fit in all vowel and band range combinations
in this study. Table 2 presents the counts of each model which
produced the lowest AIC and BIC. SS and DS indicate the
comparison types. The maximum score for each cell is 5, as
we tested for all 5 vowels. Gamma clearly outperformed the
rest.

all vowels and band ranges. The vowel which produces
strongest LRs — i.e. appearing at the furthest positions from 0
on both directions — is /ɯ/, closely followed by /i/. /a/ and /o/
appear to produce weaker LLRs. Comparing subF1, subF2 and
subF3, we can see that subF1 is of limited use. The speaker
information seems to be most richly carried in subF2.
Table 3: Correlation between LLRs (Pearson’s r)
SS comparisons
F1-F2
0.072
0.032
0.055
0.188
0.102

a
e
i
o
ɯ

Table 2: Number of instances each model was selected
as the best fit ()

LLRsum

u

Full
subF1
subF2
subF3
total

gamma
SS DS
4
5
4
2
4
3
5
4
17
14

weibull
SS DS
0
0
1
3
1
2
0
1
2
6

lnorm
SS DS
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
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o

F1-F3
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Figure 1: Mean LLRs for each vowel and band range
The results from the first part of this study [12] and the
theoretical nature of the sub-band PCD predict sub-band PCDs
(such as sum of PCD and sum of LLR) to outperform the fullband PCDs.
Figure 1 shows that this is indeed to be the
case; sum of PCD, and sum of LLR outperformed from fullband, confirming utility of band-selective analyses.
3.2.

(2)

Verification rate and Cllr

Next, we observe the rates of successful speaker verification at
threshold LLR 0. We focus our observation in this section on
the comparison between full-band, sum of PCDs and sum of
LLRs. With all vowels, the LLRs supported the correct
hypothesis well above chance level, /i/ and /ɯ/ reaching over
80% for DS, which is a strong result for a single vowel. For all
vowels but /a/, the sub-band based approach constantly
outperformed full-band. Even for /a/, sum of LLR performed
better than full-band. Here too the high vowels /i/ and /ɯ/
performed better than other vowels.
Verification rate (%)

We tested if lack of independence between testing and
distribution modelling data has any effect by modelling the
distributions with some speakers removed. We repeated 100
times removing a different set of 6 speakers each time, but no
meaningful effect was found, as expected from the data size.
Thus LRs were calculated by: 1) pooling PCDs separately for
SS and DS comparisons and modelling their distributions, 2)
deriving probabilities of the testing pairs to be belonging to
the 2 different distributions, applying them to the models. The
obtained LRs were then converted to Log10LR (LLR) and
calibrated. Cllr [18] was also calculated.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1.

e

full

DS comparisons

F2-F3
0.174
0.169
0.046
0.045
0.102

subF3

Based on this result, we fitted gamma distribution to the
distributions of PCDs. Here, we added another type of PCD:
sum of the PCDS from subF1, subF2 and subF3. This equates
to the sum of area differences in three sub-band regions
obtained from a pair of cepstra. Five vowels, 2 comparison
types, and 3 sub-band ranges + full-band + summed PCD,
resulted in 50 distributions. All were modelled with gamma
distributions defined as below:
f x =

i
u
i

PCDsum

norm
SS DS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F1-F3
-0.022
0.087
0.049
0.128
0.121

LLRs

In this section, we add another feature combination, summed
LLR: the sum of 3 LLRs obtained from subF1, subF2, and
subF3. Summing potentially correlated LLRs such as these
risks introducing inaccuracy. However, the correlation among
LLRs turned out to be very low, as seen in Table 3. The
strongest correlation coefficient found was 0.188 (between
subF1 and subF2 of /o/ vowel), indicating that correlations is
unlikely to distort the results significantly.
Figure 1 presents the mean LLRs for each vowel and
band range selection. It reveals that SS and DS comparisons
are separated well at the theoretical threshold, LLR 0, across

100
80
60
40
20
0
SS DS SS DS SS DS SS DS SS DS
a

e
Full-band

i
PCDsum

o

ɯ

LLRsum

Figure 2: Successful classification rate at LLR 0
Cllr is the cost metric that evaluates the quality of the
classification system [18]. We used half of the SS and DS
comparisons for training the calibration, and the rest to
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6. References

examine Cllr. Cllr can be decomposed to the verification cost
(Cllr_min) and the calibration cost (Cllr_cal). For ease of
interpretation, the decomposed components are presented in
Figure 3. The results are presented separately for each vowel,
/a/ to /ɯ/ from the bottom to the top. The categories “Fullband”, “3_area”, and “3_LLR” indicate full-band PCD, sum of
PCD, and sum of 3 sub-band LLR.
Across all vowels, the scores for Cllr_cal (in dark blue)
were very low, indicating that the system was already well
calibrated, and the classification errors were largely caused by
the PCD’s discriminant capacity. The calibration results
confirmed this; Cllrs did not improve with calibration, as seen
in Figure 4, which presents the comparison of pre and post
calibration Cllr, pooled across all band types in a violin plot.

Cllr_cal + Cllr_min

Full−band

PCDsum
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Figure 3: Pre-calibration Cllr_min and Cllr_cal
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Figure 4: Pre-and post-calibration difference in Cllr

4. Conclusion
This paper further examined the behavior of sub-band PCDs.
We selected 3 sub-bands for each vowel based on their known
formant frequency ranges, and examined their performance
under a channel mismatch condition. The results showed that
individual sub-band PCDs were not as powerful as the fullband PCDs but once combined, they outperformed the fullband PCDs as predicted. Also LLRs produced from PCDs
were found to be extremely well calibrated.
The examinations presented in [12] and here support our
proposition of sub-band PCD being a potentially useful FVC
feature. Most results were predictable from existing phonetic
knowledge, suggesting sub-band PCD to be a feature that is
automatically extractable and more readily interpretable – a
desirable quality for evidence presentation in court.
As future tasks, performance comparison to the existing
approaches is critical, especially to formant-based FVC. We
also plan to do further work on optimal sub-band ranges, and
the effect of sample data size and speech style, and different
approaches to the LR calculation.
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from these individual features and classifiers, the literature
also indicates that the score fusion of different types of
features and systems can perform better in replay detection.
Cepstral normalisation shown to be highly beneficial in
replay detection in the form of cepstral mean normalisation
(CMN) [6] and cepstral mean and variance normalisation
(CMVN) [12], which normalise the temporal cepstral statistics
(mean and variance) of short term (ST) features across each
dimension. Even though, the cepstral normalisation of features
in replay detection may at first seem counter-intuitive, the
study of [12] argued that this may help to align both genuine
and replayed speech distributions on to a similar scale.
However, cepstral normalisation might also remove the
information that could be useful for replay detection. Because,
normalisation techniques are used in many other speech
applications to normalise nuisance channels [13][14], which
arise due to heterogeneous conditions, e.g. recording device
and environment. Also, long term (LT) spectral statistics have
been shown to be effective in spoofing detection [15]. In
addition to that, temporal features based on amplitude
modulation have demonstrated the significance of the long
term temporal dynamics in our previous work [16].
Apart from that, standard replay detection systems model
all the frames identically, however voiced and unvoiced
regions could mask channel information differently and a
speaker’s voice might mask the channel information in voiced
regions, so if unvoiced portions are focused on, the channel
information may become more pronounced [17]. This further
suggests that voiced and unvoiced frames might not contain
identically emphasized discriminative information for replay
detection.
In this paper, we propose systems based on the following
two hypotheses: (a) Cepstral statistics of short term features
that are removed during normalisation may contain
discriminative information for replay detection; and (b) voiced
and unvoiced region artefacts might not be emphasized in the
same manner in the presence of replay channels. Specifically,
we propose separating speech into regions with nonoverlapping and complimentary information and modelling
the differences between replayed and genuine speech in these
regions independently and that are then fused at the score
level. It is noted that the state-of-the-art replay detection
systems model the cepstral normalised (short term) features
only.

Abstract
Cepstral normalisation is widely employed in replay detection
systems. However, incorporating some information that is lost
during normalisation may be useful. Additionally, antispoofing systems may further benefit from not treating all
speech frames identically. In this paper, we separate speech
information based on two different criteria and model them
independently. Three novel approaches are proposed based on
(1) long and short term information; (2) high and low energy
frames; and (3) a combination of the two. Experiments were
conducted on the ASVSpoof2017 (V2.0) corpus and the best
results correspond to an EER of 8.67% with a relative
improvement of 29%.
Index Terms: speaker verification, spoofing detection, replay

1. Introduction
Significant improvements have been made in automatic
speaker verification (ASV) in recent decades; however,
concerns about security vulnerabilities continue to form a
barrier to their widespread use. Speaker verification uses voice
biometrics to verify the claimed speaker from a given speech
utterance [1]. ASV systems are vulnerable to a diverse range
of spoofing attacks, including speech synthesis (SS), voice
conversion (VC), impersonation and replay [1], all of which
have been shown to heavily degrade the robustness of ASV.
Replay attacks, the playback of pre-recorded genuine speech,
are arguably the most common ASV spoofing technique since
they do not require attackers to have any special speech
technology knowledge and can be mounted with relative ease
using common consumer devices.
Developing anti-spoofing techniques to effectively
mitigate the replay attacks generally aims to exploit one of the
several factors: the fact that replayed speech would be a copy
of a previous speech utterance [2]; differences in the
transmission channel; or differences in the spectral properties
of replayed speech. In literature, transmission channel
differences are identified in the form of pop-noise [3], acoustic
channel artefacts [4], and the detection of far-field recording
[5]. Most of other techniques are based on the short term
spectral cue differences. These include rectangular filter
cepstral coefficients (RFCCs) [6] , spectral centroid magnitude
coefficients (SCMCs) [6] , constant-Q cepstral coefficients
(CQCCs) [7], scattering cepstral coefficients (SCCs) [8] and
inverse Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (IMFCCs) [9]. In
addition to the spectral based features, phase [10] and voice
source features [10] have also been investigated. Spectral cues
captured by the short term features derived from a linear
frequency scale have dominated over warped frequency scales
[6]. Different variants of neural network (NN) based systems
[11] have also been investigated. Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) remain superior to other classifiers [6], [11]. Apart

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Proposed System Architectures
We proposed three architectures to individually model the
distribution of (1) cepstral normalised features (short term)
and cepstral statistics (long term) as shown in Figure 2; (2)
high energy (HE) and low energy (LE) frames as shown in
Figure 4, to form two spoofing detection systems that are then
fused at the score level. The third proposed hybrid architecture
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is a combination of the independent parallel paths of high
energy, low energy and cepstral statistics of the short term
feature information.
2.1.

could be helpful for improved replay detection, with an
architecture as depicted in Figure 4. Similar technique has
proved to be effective in synthetic speech detection in our
previous work [18] since the voiced speech and unvoiced
speech are not synthesized in same manner in speech synthesis
and voice conversion algorithms.

Short and Long Term Based Separation

In order to determine the effectiveness of the cepstral mean
and variance in replay detection, a t-SNE representation of
cepstral mean and cepstral variance of RFCCs from genuine
(green) and spoofed speech (orange) is shown in Figure 1,
where the feature spaces within genuine and spoof classes of
the entire training set is compared. It can be seen that the
feature space of the cepstral mean of RFCC feature depicts
good discriminability, while the cepstral variance of RFCC
feature space shows less. It is arguable that the incorporation
of either cepstral mean or cepstral variance (long term) of the
RFCC feature independently with the cepstral normalised
RFCC features (short term) as depicted in Figure 2 could be
helpful for improved replay detection.

Figure 3: t-SNE plots of the RFCC static features from a
subset of the training set for genuine (left) and spoofed speech
(right), in terms of high energy (HE) (blue) and low energy
(LE) (green) frames.
HE Models
Genuine

HE Frames

HE Score

Spoof

Normalized
Speech Cepstral Features
(Short term)

Figure 1: t-SNE plot for genuine (orange) and spoof (green)
RFCCs for Cepstral Mean (left) and Cepstral Variance (right)
on the entire training set.
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Genuine /
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LE Models
Genuine

LE Frames

LE Score

Spoof

ST Models

Normalized
Cepstral feature
(Short term)
Speech

Cepstral
Features
(Short Term)

Genuine

ST Score

Figure 4: System architecture based on high energy (HE) and
low energy (LE) separation.

Spoof

Fusion

Genuine /
Replay

2.3.

LT Models
Cepstral
Statistics
(Long term )

Genuine

Hybrid Architecture

A depiction of the proposed hybrid architecture is shown in
Figure 5, to combine the individual gains of both of the
proposed architectures.

LT Score

Spoof

HE Models
Genuine

Figure 2: System architecture based on short-term (ST) and
long-term (LT) separation

HE Frames

HE Score

Spoof

Normalized
Cepstral Features
(Short Term)

2.2. High Energy (HE) and Low Energy (LE) Based
Separation

LE Models
Genuine

Speech frames are initially categorised as either high energy
(HE) or low energy (LE) frames using a voice activity detector
(VAD). Here we expect the LE frames to contain unvoiced
speech. In order to determine effectiveness of separating high
and low energy frames, we show the t-SNE plots of the
RFCCs from genuine and spoofed speech in terms of HE and
LE frames in Figure 3 and compare the feature spaces of
genuine and spoofed speech. It can be seen that the features
for genuine HE and LE frames occupy different spaces, and a
similar pattern is observed for spoofed speech as well. Thus, it
is also arguable that separate modelling of HE and LE frames

Speech

Cepstral
Features
(Short Term)

LE Frames

Fusion

Spoof

LT Models

Cepstral
Statistics
(Long Term)

Genuine
Spoof

Figure 5: Hybrid system.
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3. Experimental Setup
3.1.

4. Results and Discussion

Database

4.1.

The ASVspoof 2017 database consists of genuine recordings
and their replayed versions as spoofed speech. Genuine
utterances are sourced from the RedDots corpus. Spoofed
utterances are created through recording and replaying
genuine utterances using a variety of recording devices,
playback devices and acoustic environments. This database
consists of three non-overlapping subsets for training,
development and evaluation. The ASVspoof 2017 Version 2.0
(V2.0) database [12] and the CQCC baseline are released
earlier this year by the challenge organisers, is an updated
version of the original ASVSpoof 2017 Challenge database
Version 1.0 (V1.0) [7], correcting several data anomalies
found in the original. As such, previously reported results
using the V1.0 database are not directly comparable with the
V2.0 results. In addition to this, the meta data of recording and
playback devices, and the environmental conditions of the
evaluation set is also released in V2.0. All reported
experiments in this paper are conducted on the V2.0 database.
3.2.

Table 1 shows the development set performance for the long
term cepstral statistics features (i.e. mean and variance) of
static (S) and combined static and dynamic (i.e velocity and
acceleration) (SD) for RFCCs and SCMCs. Firstly, the
systems using cepstral mean features (i.e. LTM (S) & LTM
(SD)) consistently performed better than those using cepstral
variance features (i.e. LTV (S) & LTV (SD)). Secondly the
cepstral means systems, LTM (S) performs better than LTM
(SD), in contrast to the variance systems, while LTV (SD)
performs better than LTV (S). The success of the cepstral
statistics features is reasonable as the temporal dynamics of
the replayed speech tend to be affected, presumably due to the
heterogenous replay channels and environments.
Table 1. Development results in terms of % EER for
individual long term cepstral mean (LTM) & variance
(LTV ) systems, for RFCC and SCMC static (S)
features, and combined static & dynamic (SD)
features.

Voice Activity Detection

Vector quantization based VAD (VQVAD) [19] was
employed in preference to other VAD’s because of its
unsupervised nature as well as it does not depend on a predetermined threshold. Also, it shows better performance on
short duration utterances which is suitable for ASVspoof 2017
V2.0 corpus [19]. The VQVAD is tuned for the ASV
microphone environment with default parameters. HE frames
are expected to include voiced frames, while LE frames are
expected to include unvoiced frames and silence. The
ASVSpoof 2017 V2.0 corpus consists of 54% HE frames and
46% LE Frames.
3.3.

4.2.

System

RFCC

SCMC

LTM (S)
LTV (S)
LTM (SD)
LTV (SD)

13.65
22.53
18.34
20.68

13.64
23.04
16.84
21.20

Comparative Performance

Table 2 shows the development set performance for different
combinations of the proposed systems and the baseline
systems for RFCCs and SCMCs. It is noted that, our baseline
front-ends are better than the improved CQCC system [12]
released with ASVSpoof 2017 V2.0. The proposed HE+LE,
ST+LTM, and hybrid systems outperform the baseline, which
models only the normalised short term features. Again, the
incorporation of the static LTM (S) features seems superior to
the LTM (SD).
Table 3 shows the evaluation set performance for different
combinations of the proposed best systems identified on the
development set, as well as the baseline systems for RFCC
and SCMC features. All of the proposed systems are superior
to the baseline system, which does not independently model
neither the separated speech information nor the cepstral
statistics.

Front-End

RFCCs [6] and SCMCs [6] were used as the front-end for our
experiments, as they are the state-of-the-art short term features
for replay attack detection. They are extracted with a frame
size of 20ms with 50% overlap. 40 dimensional static and
dynamic features (i.e velocity and acceleration) are utilized.
CMN is carried out for all our short term features unless
otherwise specified.
3.4.

Long term Cepstral Statistics Features

Classifier and Score level Fusion

A 2-class GMM back-end was employed for genuine and
spoofed speech detection. The GMMs were trained using the
expectation maximization (EM) criterion, for genuine and
spoofed speech with random initialization. The proportion of
the amount of HE and LE frames in development set is
considered in the selection of number of GMM mixtures. We
investigated a range of numbers of GMM mixtures, eventually
employed 512 mixtures for the baseline (i.e. no separation)
and chose 256 each for the HE and LE models. A small
number of mixtures to model the cepstral statistics (LT) is
sufficient as it is an utterance level feature and 4 mixtures are
found to be optimal. A linear regression based score level
fusion from the Bosaris toolkit [20] is employed in order to
combine the independent classifier scores, since the features
associated with each models are highly complementary.

Table 2. Development set results in terms of %EER for
RFCC and SCMC features for the proposed systems.
Architecture

System

Baseline
Proposed 1

ST [6]
ST+ LTM(S)
ST+ LTM(SD)
HE+LE
HE+LE+ LTM(S)
HE+LE+LTM(SD)

Proposed 2
Proposed 3

RFCC

SCMC

7.76
6.50
6.68
7.15
6.12
6.38

8.66
7.35
7.68
8.41
6.99
7.27

Table 4 compares the evaluation set performances of our
best proposed system (HE+LE+LTM(S)) with the previously
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reported best results [12], for different threat conditions as
defined in [12]. The meta data of ASVSpoof 2017 V2.0
defines the different replay threat conditions for recording
device, playback device and acoustic environments. It can be
noticed that the proposed system is superior under all threat
conditions.

[3]

[4]

Table 3. Evaluation set results in terms of %EER for
RFCC and SCMC features for the proposed systems.
[5]

Architecture

System

RFCC

SCMC

Baseline
Long Term

ST [6]
LTM(S)
LTM(SD)
ST+ LTM(S)
ST+ LTM(SD)
HE+LE
HE+LE+ LTM(S)
HE+LE+LTM(SD)

11.22
16.96
16.94
10.28
11.20
10.42
9.03
9.88

12.23
17.05
15.46
10.09
11.65
11.01
8.67
9.82

Proposed 1
Proposed 2
Proposed 3

[6]

[7]

[8]

Table 4. Proposed best systems results in terms of % EER of
RFCC/SCMC features for different threat conditions (low,
medium and high) as defined in [12] in terms of % EER. (The
best results previously reported on version 2.0 [12] are given
within parentheses).

[9]

[10]

Conditions

Low

Medium

High

[11]

Environment

8.44/8.28
(16.68)
8.24/8.58
(16.64)
7.77/7.27
(10.80)

8.13/7.29
(18.73)
7.04/6.6
(16.44)
8.24/8.01
(15.69)

14.52/13.13
(21.86)
10.65/10.28
(18.37)
9.99/9.73
(17.77)

[12]

Playback
Device
Recording
Device

[13]

5. Conclusions
[14]

A novel framework is proposed in this paper to independently
model speech information separated based on two different
criteria, prior to score fusion. This approach places a greater
emphasis on relevant speech information compared to the
standard approach. This is beneficial since this information
encompasses complementary discriminative ability for replay
detection, which is not well emphasized in the standard
approach whereby all genuine and spoofed speech information
is described by one GMM each. The incorporation of the long
term cepstral statistics of the short term features that are
discarded during cepstral normalization is proved to be
beneficial for replay detection. The approach of independently
modelling the high energy and low energy frames and cepstral
statistics of the short term feature was found to be superior to
the standard approach. The proposed framework has been
validated on the ASVSpoof 2017 V2.0 corpus and the results
consistently showed that the proposed approach is superior to
the standard approach with a 29% relative improvement.

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]
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Abstract

x#»i = (xi1 , · · · , xiF ) in the space of features RF , and each
feature µ = 1, · · · , F representing a dimension. Learning and
validation sets L and V are organized in sets of pairs {x#»i , cm }
# »
– or concisely xci m – where cm are class labels. The set C =
{c1 , c2 , · · · , cm } refers to the m classes of the experiment, with
m = {1, 2, · · · , k}, and the total number of elements n in a set
is given by:
k
X
n=
n cm
(1)

An introductory survey of the application of the Supervised
Variational Relevance Learning (SUVREL), as a preprocessing
tool, to voice comparison and classification was made in conjunction with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) classifier. SUVREL’s algorithm produces an explicitly obtained metric tensor with low computational cost which can be possibly
suitable to perform speaker identification over low processing
devices, for instance, cell phones. The results demonstrate a
considerable increase in the total variance explained by PCA’s
first three components obtained before and after preprocessing
with SUVREL, on the original quality data and after addition of
white noise: 73.17% to 99.87% and 79.15% to 99.96% for data
from 100 male subjects and 71.09% to 99.84% and 76.22% to
99.93% for data from 100 female subjects. Using an ellipsoidal
representation of each subject in the PCA’s space of scores, the
volume intersection was evaluated as an indicator of subject’s
voice similarities. Percentual decrease in the overall volume intersection after preprocessing ranged from 6.65 ± 0.05 % to
20.44 ± 0.05 %.
Index Terms: SUVREL, relevance learning, distance learning,
speech signal processing.

m=1

where ncm is the total number of elements in the m-th class.
One way to define a geometry in the space of features is to
impose a structure through a metric tensor gµν . Let the distance
between two elements i e j be defined by:
X
d2ij =
gµν ∆xijµ ∆xijν
(2)
µν

where ∆xijν = xiν − xjν is the difference between patterns i
e j for the ν-th feature.
SUVREL model introduces the cost function:
X 2
X
E({gµν }; L) =
hdij ia,a − γ
hd2ij ia,b (3)
a∈C

where a and b are class labels indices expliciting intra and interclasses operations and γ is a parameter to control the weigh
given to the relation between inter/intraclasses distances.
The average distance d2ij is defined as:
1 X 2
dij
(4)
hd2ij ia,b =
nab

1. Introduction
The performance of many algorithms for classification depends
fundamentally on them being given a good metric over the input space. Suport Vector Machines (SMV), K-means and several forms of supervised Malahanobis distance learning were
developed to achieve this objective [1]. The present work consists of an introductory survey of the application of the method
Supervised Variational Relevance Learning (SUVREL) to voice
comparison and classification of a database of voice recordings.

i∈a,j∈b

P

where nab = na nb and i∈C is the sum over all elements
pertaining to class a.
Cost function 3 can be rewritten as:
X
E=
gµν ǫµν
(5)

2. SUVREL: Supervised Variational
Relevance Learning

µν

where:

The Supervised Variational Relevance Learning (SUVREL)
consists in obtaining a metric tensor which allows pattern identification based on similarities [2]. In literature, there are several
models and functions which penalize features that increase intraclass distances and favor small interclass distances (e.g. [1]
and [3]). SUVREL method presents a cost function which also
penalize features that increase intraclass distances and favor
small interclass distances but with the computational advantage
that it can be obtained analytically. SUVREL aims to be a preprocessing tool that increase data classification efficiency. SUVREL is a supervised method since it requires previous knowledge in which class each element is contained.
Consider an experiment i and its correspondent data vector
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<a6=b>∈C

with terms:

out
ǫµν = ein
µν − γeµν

ein
µν = 2

X

(6)

# » #»
cov(xaµ ; xaν )

(7)

a∈C

and:
eout
µν = (k − 1)

X

# » #»
cov(xaµ ; xaν ) + k2 cov(mµ ; mν )

(8)

a∈C

where it is defined:
mµ = {maµ } =
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and :
cov(mµ ; mν ) =

1X
1X
maµ maν −
maµ
k a∈C
k a∈C

!

1X
maν
k a∈C

The data formed with each set of MFCCs, already class labelled accordingly to each subject, was preprocessed with SUVREL algorithm. The complete metric tensor gµν (eq. 13) –
rather than only its principal diagonal – calculated for a fixed
γ = 2 (obbeying eq. 14) was used. Both original and preprocessed data were classified using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [7]. The percentage of the total variance explained by
each PCA component were then compared. PCA’s score plots
of the first three components were made to show the distribution
of the MFCCs rescaled in PCA’s space.
Since a direct plot of PCA’s scores would just lead to a visually incomprehensible cloud of dots, and to achieve a better understanding of the results, each subject’s “subcloud” were represented by an ellipsoid centered at the subcloud’s mean value
and stretched proportionally to its standard deviation, always
calculated with respect to each of the first three PCA components. This way, each individual occupies a volume portion of
the PCA’s score space and similarities between each other subjects can be numerically estimated by ellipsoid’s volumes intersections. Volume intersection estimations were calculated with
Monte Carlo’s algorithm, with error below 0.05%. To illustrate
this representation, the plot presented in fig. 3 was drawn with
just a fourth of the standard deviations to accomplish a better
visualization – although all calculations were made using total
standard deviations.

!

(10)

Thus:
ǫµν = [2 − (k − 1)γ]

X

# » #»
cov(xaµ ; xaν ) − γk2 cov(mµ ; mν )

a∈C

(11)
which just depends on data vectors and the provided information about to which experiment each class a refers.
Relevance is obtained by applying the method of Lagrange
multipliers to minimize (5) with respect
P 2 to the metric tensor
gµν , subject to the scale constraint
gµν = 1, with a fixed
µν

γ. Solving:

δ
δgµν
it is obtained:

"

E+θ

X

2
gµν

−1

µν

−ǫµν
gµν = P 2
ǫµ′ ν ′

!#

=0

(12)

(13)

µ′ ν ′

The resolution analytically obtained reduces considerably
computational time in comparison to numerical methods. In
[2], it is proved in details that the necessary condition to get a
positive definite tensor is that γ be greater than a γ ∗ defined as:
γ∗ <

2
(k − 1)

4. Results
MFCC data was obtained from 30 seconds sample utterances
(as described in sec. 3) from each one of 100 male subjects. After addition of white Gaussian noise at SNR = 25 dB to these
same utterances, MFCCs were obtained again. These data sets
were preprocessed with SUVREL. All data were classified via
Principal Component Analysis. Table 1 presents the percentage
of the total variance explained by the first three PCA components. A considerable improvement after preprocessing with
SUVREL and a concentration of almost all variance explained
in the first PCA component can be perceived, which suggests
that information from several frequency channels is now better represented. This can be clearly seen in table 2, that shows
that coefficient construction of the first PCA component – before SUVREL – has positive contribution from few MFCCs.
After SUVREL’s preprocessing, a positive contribution can be
observed from all MFCCs which suggests that this new PCA
score space does not “waste” possibly useful information or let
it be scattered in several PCA’s components. Since more than
90% of all variance explained is compacted amongst the first
three components, less computational effort to make the classification tends to be required if SUVREL is adopted as a preprocessing tool.

(14)

Since SUVREL analytically computes a metric tensor,
therefore with lower computational cost in comparison with numerically obtained metrics, the study of SUVREL’s effects in
conjunction with a classifier such as Principal Component Analysis, Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) etc. for voice comparison may be promising, making its application possibly suitable
to perform speaker identification over low processing devices,
for instance, cell phones.

3. Methods
This section describes the database employed, the data extraction and its analysis.
In this experiment, it was used a database of voice recordings of more than 500 Australian English speakers [4] for
forensic-voice-comparison research which collection protocol
is described in details in [5]. This database consists of three
blocks of recordings where speakers were asked to perform
three speaking tasks: informal telephone conversation, information exchange over the telephone and pseudo-police-style interview. Results here obtained were made over the first block of
recordings, with both males and females subjects. Each record
was used in its original sample frequency 44 100 Hz. There are
comparative results for the original high quality recordings and
after white Gaussian noise addition (SNR = 25 dB)1 .
Using a script developed in Matlab R2016a®, 44 Melfrequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) acoustic features were
extracted for each labelled individual for samples of about
30 seconds divided into frames of 25 milliseconds with an overlap of 10 milliseconds, from which 2nd to 43rd MFCC were retained. The triangular Mel-filter bank used here is defined as in
[6, pp. 351].
1 Signal

Table 1: Percentage of the total variance explained by first three
PCA components. Data from 100 male subjects.

PCA1
PCA2
PCA3
Total

original
quality
51.71
13.79
7.68
73.17

SUVREL

SNR = 25 dB

SUVREL

96.24
3.00
0.63
99.87

60.06
12.71
6.39
79.15

98.17
1.70
0.08
99.96

Figures 1 and 2 present crossed plots of PCA’s scores between the first three components axes. While in fig. 1, produced

to Noise Ratio.
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Table 2: Contribution of each MFCC to the first PCA component. Data from 100 male subjects.
MFCC
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

original
0.892
0.050
-0.267
-0.103
-0.127
-0.202
-0.168
-0.071
-0.093
-0.094
-0.048
-0.020
-0.034
-0.033
-0.026
-0.040
-0.054
-0.021
-0.014
-0.012
-0.014

SUVREL
0.512
0.184
0.042
0.107
0.094
0.066
0.078
0.116
0.107
0.107
0.124
0.136
0.131
0.133
0.135
0.129
0.124
0.137
0.139
0.141
0.140

MFCC
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

original
-0.010
0.000
0.002
-0.009
-0.005
-0.002
-0.003
-0.005
-0.003
-0.003
-0.001
-0.005
-0.004
-0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.001
-0.001
0.000

SUVREL
0.141
0.145
0.146
0.142
0.144
0.144
0.144
0.144
0.144
0.144
0.145
0.143
0.144
0.145
0.146
0.145
0.146
0.146
0.145
0.145
0.145

Figure 2: Crossed plots of PCA’s scores along first three components axes: shows a clear aligning tendency with first component axis.

with original data, any clear tendency towards organization is
not noticed, in fig. 2, presenting data preprocessed with SUVREL, it is possible to note an obvious aligning tendency with
first component axis.

Figure 3: Ellipsoids centered at their PCA’s score’s mean values
and stretched proportionally to a fourth of their standard deviations along each PCA component axis after preprocessing with
SUVREL. Regardless of the repeated colors, each ellipsoid represents an individual.

lead to a better subject classification.
Similar analysis were performed with data set in which a
white noise (SNR = 25 dB) was added. A percentual decrease
of 16.22 ± 0.05 % in the overall volume intersection was observed.
Also, MFCC data was obtained from 30 seconds sample
utterances (as described in sec. 3) from each one of 100 female subjects. Table 3 shows the increase in the total variance
explained after SUVREL preprocessing. In the PCA’s scores
analysis, the percentual intersections of the ellipsoid’s volumes
resulted in a decrease of 6.65 ± 0.05 % in the original quality
case and of 8.15 ± 0.05 % in the case in which white noise was
added.

Figure 1: Crossed plots of PCA’s scores along first three components axes: any clear tendency towards organization is not
noticed.
To have a better visualization of subjects classification, fig.
3 shows each individual as an ellipsoid centered at the PCA’s
score mean value and stretched proportionally to a fourth of
its standard deviation along each PCA component axis, after
preprocessing with SUVREL.
Volume intersections (using complete standard deviation)
were determined via Monte Carlo and each percentage, with
respect to each ellipsoid’s own volume, were plotted: fig. 4 is
for the original data and fig. 5, after SUVREL. In fig. 5, a
percentual decrease of 20.44 ± 0.05 % in the overall volume
intersection in comparison with fig. 4 was observed, which can

5. Conclusions
The present work shows the results of a research on the practical application of Supervised Variational Relevance Learning
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Figure 4: Ellipsoid’s volumes intersections represented as temperatures. Each square represents the percentual of volume
shared between ellipsoids horizontally numbered with vertically
numbered.

PCA1
PCA2
PCA3
Total

SUVREL

SNR = 25 dB

SUVREL

95.68
3.54
0.63
99.84

55.88
14.20
6.15
76.22

98.53
1.25
0.15
99.93

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100

Figure 5: Ellipsoid’s volumes intersections represented as temperatures. Each square represents the percentual of volume
shared between ellipsoids horizontally numbered with vertically
numbered. There is a percentual decrease in the overall volume
intersection of 20.44 ± 0.05 % in comparison with fig. 4.

Table 3: Percentage of the total variance explained by first three
PCA components. Data from 100 female subjects.
original
quality
48.41
14.53
8.15
71.09
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a large number of input parameters, PCAKLR outperformed
MVKD in terms of accuracy. In [9] performance of MVKD,
PCAKLR and MVN models were assessed, both before and
after fusing with a baseline GMM-UBM system. It was reported
that MVKD provided the highest improvement in accuracy to
the baseline system, however reliability was compromised
significantly. PCAKLR resulted in a marginal improvement in
accuracy, but a sizable improvement in reliability. MVN
showed only minor improvements in both accuracy and
reliability. This paper compares the performance of four
probabilistic procedures - three existing, namely GMM-UBM,
PCAKLR and i-vector, and a new approach, namely ICAKLR.
Section 2 of this paper provides an overview of the LR
framework, followed by a brief discussion of GMM-UBM, ivector, PCAKLR and ICAKLR. Section 3 describes our
experimental procedures for comparing their performance
when applied to both data-stream-based and tokenized speech
data. Separate experiments have been conducted for speech
sampled at both 8 kHz and 32 kHz. We appreciate that a
sampling frequency of 32 kHz is not forensically realistic, but
we were interested to investigate the extent to which including
higher frequency information might improve FVC
performance. The results of these experiments are presented in
Section 4, followed by our conclusions in Section 5.

Abstract
The performance of four procedures for calculating
Likelihood Ratios in a Forensic Voice Comparison are
compared in this paper. Three of these are existing approaches,
namely Gaussian Mixture Model-Universal Background
Model, Identity Vector, and Principal Component Analysis
Kernel Likelihood Ratio. The fourth, Independent Component
Analysis Kernel Likelihood Ratio is a new approach modelled
on the latter. As appropriate, experiments were conducted on
both tokenized and data-stream based data using MelFrequency Cepstral Coefficients as the speech features. In terms
of both accuracy and reliability, the new approach is shown to
have comparable performance to the existing methods
mentioned.
Index Terms: FVC, MFCCs, GMM-UBM, i-vector,
PCAKLR, ICAKLR.

1. Introduction
The Bayesian Likelihood Ratio (LR) framework is being
increasingly used for evaluating the strength of speech evidence
in a Forensic Voice Comparison (FVC) [1]. Among the
different procedures available for calculating LRs, Gaussian
Mixture Model-Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM)
[2] is perhaps the most widely used. This procedure was
primarily designed for data-stream-based analysis, but it has
also been applied to tokenized data with good results [3]. Ivector analysis is a popular framework for use in speaker
verification [4] and some researchers have begun investigating
its appropriateness for FVC as well [5]. Similar to GMM-UBM,
i-vector is primarily designed for data-stream based analysis.
Principal Component Analysis Kernel Likelihood Ratio
(PCAKLR) [6, 7] is a relatively new approach for computing
LRs that is primarily designed for token-based analysis. In this
paper we present a new approach for computing LRs for
tokenized data called Independent Component Analysis Kernel
Likelihood Ratio (ICAKLR). This is closely modelled on
PCAKLR but uses Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
rather than Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for producing
uncorrelated feature sets. Multivariate Kernel Density (MVKD)
and Multivariate Normal (MVN) models [8] have also been
used by researchers for calculating LRs but are not included in
our comparison experiments.
Performance comparisons of a number of these
probabilistic methods have been previously reported. For
instance, comparison of MVKD and GMM-UBM when
applied to tokenized data was reported in [3] and it was shown
that the latter outperformed the former both in terms of accuracy
and reliability. The performance of MVKD and PCAKLR for
tokenized data was compared in [7] and it was reported that for
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2. Background information
2.1.

Likelihood Ratio Framework

Mathematically the LR is calculated as:

 =
(1)
(| )
is the conditional probability of E (the
where 
evidence) given  (the prosecution hypothesis) and measures
the similarity between the Suspect and Offender speech
samples. (| ) is the conditional probability of E given 
(the defense hypothesis) and measures the typicality of the
Offender speech samples to a relevant background population.
LR values significantly greater than one support the prosecution
hypothesis, values significantly less than one support the
defense hypothesis, and values close to one provide little
support either way. The Log-Likelihood-Ratio (LLR) is often
computed from the LR, where  =  (). The sign of
the LLR indicates whether it supports the prosecution (positive)
or defense (negative) hypothesis and its magnitude indicates the
strength of that support.
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lower its value, the better the accuracy. Reliability measures the
amount of variation that could be expected in LR values. The
Credible Interval (CI) [21] is a popular metric for evaluating
this, and again, the lower its value, the better the reliability.
The results of a FVC experiment are often presented using
Tippett plots which represent the cumulative proportion of LLR
values for both same-speaker and different-speaker
comparisons [22]. In these plots (see Fig. 1) the solid blue and
solid red curves are the same-speaker and different-speaker
comparison results, respectively. Since positive LLR values
support the same-origin hypothesis and negative values support
the different-origin hypothesis, the further apart the curves (i.e.,
the blue curve towards the right and the red curve to the left),
the better would be the result and therefore generally the lower
the Cllr. The dashed lines on either side of these solid curves
represent the variation in a particular LLR comparison result
(i.e.,  ± ). The lower the CI value, the higher the
reliability of the FVC system.

2.2. Overview of GMM-UBM, i-vector, PCAKLR and
ICAKLR
2.2.1. GMM-UBM
GMM-UBM [2, 10] is a commonly used procedure in both
automatic speaker recognition and FVC. With this procedure a
single background model, typically referred to as a Universal
Background Model (UBM), is created initially. It requires a
large amount of data for its creation and is trained using all data
pooled across all speakers in the relevant background
population. The probability density function for the UBM is
estimated using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) and the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is used for finding
an optimal fit to the data. The Suspect model is then created
from this UBM by adapting it towards a better fit for the Suspect
speech data, this adaptation being achieved via a Maximum A
Posterior (MAP) procedure. The Offender data is compared
against both the Suspect and Background models using
Equation (1) to produce a score. Once calibrated, this score
becomes an LR [11]).

3. Experimental Procedure

2.2.2. i-vector

3.1.

In the first stage of the i-vector procedure a speaker-session
independent UBM is trained in the same way as for GMMUBM. Baum-Welch statistics are then extracted from this [12,
13]. Factor Analysis (FA) is used to represent a new lowdimensional subspace called Total Variability (TV) using EM.
Identity vectors (i.e., i-vectors) are then estimated from this
[12-14]. Unlike GMM-UBM in which acoustic feature vectors
represent the test segments, the i-vector framework test
segments are represented using i-vectors, with Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) being used to reduce their
dimensionality [15]. A Generative Factor Analysis approach
called the Probabilistic LDA (PLDA) is used to model the ivectors [16]. Finally, scores and then LRs are computed from
these.

The XM2VTS (Extended Multi Modal Verification for
Teleservices and Security) speech database [23] was used in
this investigation. This multi-modal database contains read
speech digitized at 16 bits, sampled at 32 kHz, and the
background noise level is low. This data was then downsampled for use in our 8 kHz experiments. The language in the
database is English with predominantly a Southern British
accent. It contains four recording sessions of 295 subjects (156
male, 139 female) collected over a period of 4 months. Sessions
were recorded at one-month intervals and during each session
each speaker repeated three sequences of words twice. The first
two were random sequences of digits from zero to nine: “zero
one two three four five six seven eight nine” and “five zero six
nine two eight one three seven four”. The last sequence was a
sentence: “Joe took father’s green shoe bench out”.
Given that the XM2VTS database contains recordings of
read speech and the background noise level is low, it is
acknowledged that it is not very forensically realistic [24].
However, in support of its use in our experiments, it does
include a large number of speakers with similar accent as well
as multiple non-contemporaneous recordings, both aspects
being highly important in the FVC arena. Of the 156 male
speakers, only 130 were used for this study. The other 26
speakers were discarded because their recordings were either
less audible, or they were judged to have different accents to the
rest of the speakers (see [24] for the rationale behind discarding
recordings on the basis of dissimilar accent).
For our data-stream based experiments, the whole utterance
after removing any silence segments was used. For the
tokenized data exp 
     
one monophthong /i:/ extracted from the words “nine”, “eight”
and “three”, respectively, were used.
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) were used
for this investigation [19-21]. Our tokenized data experiments
used 14 MFCCs, while our data-stream-based experiments used
14 MFCCs, 14 Deltas and 14 Delta-Deltas.

2.2.3. PCAKLR
In PCAKLR the speech features are transformed into a new
set of uncorrelated features using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [6]. Individual scores are computed for each of
these using Univariate Kernel Density (UKD) analysis [17].
Since these transformed parameters are uncorrelated, a final
score can be determined by multiplying the individual scores.
Calibrating this result produces an LR.
2.2.4. ICAKLR
ICAKLR is very similar to PCAKLR except that ICA rather
than PCA is used to transform the speech data into a new set of
independent (i.e., uncorrelated) features [18]. The motivation
for using ICA is that it has been used in speech recognition
applications [19]. We were therefore interested to see how it
might perform in the FVC arena. Scores and LRs can then be
calculated from this set of independent features in the same way
as for PCAKLR.
2.3.

Measuring FVC performance / Presenting results

The performance of a FVC is measured by evaluating its
accuracy (i.e., validity) and reliability (i.e., precision) [20].
Accuracy indicates the closeness of the obtained result to the
true value of the output. The Log-Likelihood Ratio Cost (Cllr)
[21] is one of the recommended metrics for assessing this, the

3.2.

Speech data set

Comparison Process

The 130 male speakers were divided into three mutually
exclusive sets: 44 speakers for the Background set and 43
speakers each for the Development and Testing sets. (Note: the
FVC results from the Development set are used to calibrate and
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fuse the results from the Testing set [11]). Data from three of
the four recording sessions were used for the speakers in the
Background set, while all four recording sessions were used for
each of the speakers in the Development and Testing sets. The
Suspect model for each comparison was formed using data from
recording Sessions 1 and 2. This gives eight tokens per vowel
for token-based analysis and eight utterance segments per
speaker for data-stream-based analysis. Sessions 2, 3 and 4
were used in turn for the Offender data. For the same-speaker
comparisons, Sessions 3 and 4 for each speaker (i.e., Offender
data) were compared with the Suspect model of the same
speaker. For the different-speaker comparisons, Sessions 2, 3
and 4 for each speaker (i.e., Offender data) were compared with
the Suspect models for the other speakers. More details of these
comparisons can be found in [25].
With 43 speakers in each of the Testing and Development
sets, 43 same-speaker comparisons and 903 different-speaker
comparisons are possible (ignoring multiple comparisons
required in order to compute the CI). The results for individual
vowels for the token-based analyses were then calibrated and
fused, but for data-stream analyses, the results were just
calibrated. Calibration and fusion were achieved using logistic
regression [11]. Cllr was calculated from the average of LRs for
the two same-speaker comparisons and the average of LRs for
the three different-speaker comparisons. CI for both samespeaker and different-speaker comparison results were
computed using the procedure outlined in [16].

5. Conclusions
An FVC comparison performance of three existing
approaches for calculating LRs, namely GMM-UBM, i-vector
and PCAKLR, and one new approach called ICAKLR, has been
presented in this paper. The first two methods were applied to
both tokenized and data-stream-based data, whereas the latter
two were applied solely to tokenized data. Separate experiments
were conducted using both 8 kHz and 32 kHz speech data in
order to investigate the impact of sampling frequency on FVC
performance.
Firstly, comparing PCAKLR with the new procedure
presented, namely ICAKLR, ICAKLR has only marginally
outperformed PCAKLR. One could conclude from this that the
de-correlating performance of ICA is very similar to that of
PCA in this application. For token-based analysis, i-vector does
not perform as well as the other three. As expected, if sufficient
data is available in order to conduct a data-stream-based
analysis, significantly improved FVC performance results. As
far as sampling frequency is concerned, though a higher
sampling frequency does result in improved FVC performance,
this is not that significant.

6. References
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Figure 1. Tippett plots showing the results of our investigation. The solid lines indicate LLR values and dashed lines on either side of
these represent estimates of the 95% CI values. PCAKLR for tokenized data: (a,e); ICAKLR for tokenized data: (b,f); GMM-UBM for
tokenized data: (c,g); i-vector for tokenized data: (d,h); GMM-UBM for data-stream data: (i,k); i-vector for data-stream data: (j,l).
Figs. a-d and i-j are for 8 kHz speech and Figs. e-h and k-l are for 32 kHz speech.

Table 1. Mean Cllr and 95% CI for experiments
Tokenized Data

Streamed Data

PCAKLR

ICAKLR

GMM-UBM

i-vector

GMM_UBM

i-vector

8 kHz

Cllr
CI

0.269
2.128

0.233
1.852

0.214
2.245

0.328
1.645

0.008
1.069

0.075
1.555

32 kHz

Cllr
CI

0.129
2.193

0.115
1.759

0.139
3.515

0.352
1.199

0.006
1.796

0.050
2.698
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Emotion Recognition Using Intrasegmental Features of Continuous Speech
Li Tian, Catherine Inez Watson
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Auckland, New Zealand
tli725@aucklanduni.ac.nz, c.watson@auckland.ac.nz
One of the issues is the waveform’s non-periodicity. This can
be partially solved by considering monophthong tokens. A few
studies [5] found the evidence of the emotion discriminative
power of vowels in a sentence using their prosody or glottal
source features. However, knowledge of the topic is still far
from conclusive. Hence, this paper examined both vocal tract
and glottal source features extracted from 4 frequently
encountered long monophthongs of New Zealand English and
developed an automatic emotion recognition system to evaluate
their performance. The corpus used in the study is discussed in
Section 2, followed by the extraction methodology of proposed
47 intrasegmental features and the resulting feature selection in
Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. Section 5 describes the
emotion classification models used and their performance
results are discussed in Section 6.

Abstract
This paper proposed a new emotion recognition system using
intrasegmental features, extracted from long monophthongs in
continuous speech. 36 vocal tract features and 11 glottal source
features were initially extracted and an optimal subset was
selected using Maximum Relevance Minimal Redundancy
Backward Wrapping (MRMRBW). A newly constructed JL
corpus was used to evaluate the system performance. Five
different classifiers were considered. By using the optimal
classifier, we achieved recognition accuracy of 70.5%
regardless of vowel types for five different emotions.
Index Terms: emotion recognition, intrasegmental features,
glottal source, feature selection, IAIF

1. Introduction

2. Emotional Corpus

Advanced human to machine communication systems seek not
only explicit semantic exchange but also the transmission of the
vocal expression of emotion, which carries a person’s hidden
intent, motive and physiology state. A thorough understanding
of a spoken utterance can only be achieved by recognizing the
incorporated emotion. Speech emotion is detected via a
combination of features at all three principal levels of speech
abstraction: suprasegmental, segmental and intrasegmental [1].
Most of the previous studies [2] focused on the suprasegmental
and segmental level. Various acoustic features such as
fundamental frequency (F0), intensity and speech rate are
identified as effective emotion descriptors. However, the
significance of intrasegmental features in emotion recognition
has not been widely investigated. The intrasegmental
characteristics reflect the vocal behavior down to the specific
phoneme level [5]. Since emotions can be differentiated in
segments of running speech as short as 60ms by humans [3],
more insight should be provided into the features for these
phonetic segments. During the intrasegmental period, voice
change affected by vocal expression of emotions can be
implemented through the manipulation of vocal tract shape and
vocal cords vibration pattern. While the vocal tract can be
adequately represented by its spectral features such as MFCCs
[2], parametrizing the glottal source is often problematic [4].

To meet the research goal, a speech corpus (called JL [6]) with
strictly-guided simulated emotions was developed. It has many
of the long vowels (/a:/, /i:/, /o:/ and /u:/), equally distributed in
the words of 15 semantically neutral sentences. Short sentences
with 4-7 syllables were chosen to lower the risk of deviation
from the target emotion when the speakers went throughout
each of the sentences. Four professional New Zealand English
speakers (two male and two female) produced the speech with
ten target emotions (5 primary and 5 secondary ones). The
primary emotions are happy, angry, neutral, sad, excited and the
secondary emotions are enthusiastic, apologetic, pensive,
worried, and anxious. The emotions were elicited and calibrated
by presenting the same strong emotion related backgrounds to
the speakers during the recording. The recording was done in a
soundproofed room. An AKG C460B microphone and a Roland
Octa-Capture pre-amplifier (set to 25 dB) were used to collect
the speech data, sampled at 44.1kHz and stored as 16-bit
numbers. In summary, there are 4 (speakers) × [5 (primary
emotions) +5 (secondary emotions)] × 2 (repetitions) × 15
(sentences) × 2 (sessions), making a total of 2400 sentences.
To enable performance comparison with other existing
corpora [2], the primary emotion subset of the JL corpus was
used for this study. The audio dataset was automatically labeled
at the word and phonetic levels using the Munich Automatic

Figure 1: Overview of the emotion recognition system design
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Figure 2: A segment of the glottal source signal

Figure 3: Glottal source spectral tilt

Web Segmentation System, webMAUS [7], followed by the
conversion to an EMU formatted database [8]. Additional
manual corrections were done to adjust the wrongly marked
vowel boundaries. Then, each vowel segment was extracted
from the vowel onset to vowel offset. The first and last 5%
portion of the extracted vowels were neglected for further
feature extraction to exclude the possible coarticulation from
their adjacent phonemes. The final dataset has 2920 tokens (730
/a:/, 730 /i:/, 730 /o:/ ,730 /u:/), each with an emotion class of
their corresponding sentences. The tokens were permutated to
guarantee a vowel type independent emotion recognition. These
vowels were assumed to be appropriate indicators of the
emotion tag for the whole expression, as per [5].

derivative reached the minimal flow respectively. The peak
point between each GOI and GCI pair represents the maximal
glottal opening when the glottal air flow at a maximum. The
Open Quotient (OQ) is the time ratio of when the glottal folds
are open ( 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 + 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 ) to the corresponding duration of the
fundamental cycle (𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ). The Speed Quotient (SQ) is the
time ratio of the opening phase (𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 ) over the closing phase (𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 ).
The Normalized Amplitude Quotient (NAQ) [14] is the ratio of
the glottal flow cycle peak (𝑀𝑀) to the product of the amplitude
of its first derivative’s minimum (𝑑𝑑) and the fundamental cycle.
The mean and perturbation of OQ, SQ and NPQ within the
analysis frame were extracted as the features. Unlike the
standard deviation, which quantifies the overall variance of the
dataset, the perturbation was reported to be a more robust
reflection of the behaviors of the vocal folds [15]. Based on
jitter and shimmer calculations, perturbation measures the
average parameter difference between cycles divided by the
mean for each cycle. It is given by:

3. Extraction of intrasegmental features
Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering-IAIF [9] was applied to
decompose all the speech waveforms into vocal tract part and
glottal source part. Both parts were used to derive emotion
discriminative information here. IAIF is a two-stage iteration
process based on the principle of discrete all pole modeling
(DAP) [10]. It recursively estimates the vocal tract model for
every Hanning windowed 20ms analysis frame. After obtaining
a re-estimated vocal tract signal, a final glottal source can be
calculated by inverse filtering this vocal tract and lip radiation
model from the original speech (i.e., the vowel segments).
Details can be seen in Figure 1. Whilst an optimal glottal
waveform can be produced by tuning the order of DAP
estimation and lip radiation coefficients for each recording, for
automatic processing, they were set to be constant, 16 and 0.99
respectively, based on pilot experiments [11].

𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 =

1
100 ∗ 𝑁𝑁 − 1 ∑𝑁𝑁−1
𝑛𝑛=1 |𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 |
1 𝑁𝑁
∑
𝑥𝑥
𝑁𝑁 𝑛𝑛=1 𝑛𝑛

(1)

where 𝑥𝑥 can be OQ, SQ or NPQ, and N is the number of cycles
in the analysis frame. Within the same analysis frame, GSZCR
is also derived from calculating zero crossing rate (ZCR).
Welch’s power spectral density estimate [16] was used to
convert the glottal source signal to the frequency domain. This
method reduces the random noise, caused by both irregular
glottal closures and relatively short sample lengths. Various
glottal source frequency tilt values in the region between 0 to
3700 Hz have been found effective in depression disorder
detection [17]. Inspired by their results, this study also
investigated spectral tilt for emotion classification. Figure 3
depicts an example of a glottal source spectrum calculated from
an /a:/ token. The spectral peaks can be easily spotted, and two
lines are well fitted to the first three peaks. The three frequency
features depending on these peaks are defined as:

3.1. Parameterization of the vocal tract and glottal source
For the glottal source signal, a sliding rectangular window,
shifting from beginning to end of each vowel segment by 1ms
was used to identify stationary analysis frame. 7 time domain
and 4 frequency domain features were extracted from this
frame. The preset window length and identification threshold
were adjusted according to the vowel length [15]. Time domain
features used are Glottal Source Zero Cross Rate (GSZCR),
mean Open Quotient (mOQ), Open Quotient Perturbation
(OQP), mean Speed Quotient (mSQ), Speed Quotient
Perturbation (SQP), mean Normalized Amplitude Quotient
(mNAP) and Normalized Amplitude Quotient Perturbation
(NAQP). Prior to these feature extractions, some critical time
instances were first located in each segment, seen in Figure 2.
In accordance with the LF model [12] and sub50 open quotient
definition [13] the Glottal Opening Instance (GOI) and Glottal
Closing Instance (GCI) in each cycle were determined as the
instances when the glottal source signal increasingly crossed a
50% peak-valley amplitude threshold and its corresponding

𝑃𝑃(𝐹𝐹0) − 𝑃𝑃(𝐻𝐻2)
𝐹𝐹0 − 𝐻𝐻2
𝑃𝑃(𝐻𝐻2) − 𝑃𝑃(𝐻𝐻3)
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹2 =
𝐻𝐻2 − 𝐻𝐻3
𝑃𝑃(𝑓𝑓 > 𝐻𝐻3)
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =
𝑃𝑃(𝑓𝑓 > 0)

𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒1 =

(2)

(3)

(4)

where 𝑃𝑃 denotes spectral power, and 𝐹𝐹0, 𝐻𝐻2 and 𝐻𝐻3 represent
the fundamental frequency, the second and third harmonics
respectively. The features FreTilt1 and FreTilt2 describe the
two-step power dropping rate from the fundamental frequency
to the third harmonic while 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 specifies the cumulative
power impact of those high frequency (> 𝐻𝐻3 ) components.
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The backward wrapping followed the MRMR process (see
in Figure 1). It started with the MRMR selected feature set and
removed the poor features in a backward manner. For each
round, one of the existing features was excluded such that the
remaining ones produced the highest recognition performance.
Such performance was measured as the mean of 5 folds crossvalidation accuracy scores using the given classifier. To avoid
being trapped in local minima, the round continued until two
features were left. The highest performance of each round
formed a sequential vector. By sorting this vector, the bestperforming round can be identified, where the optimal feature
subset can be found accordingly. In summary, the whole
MRMRBW process selected the least number of features that
are both emotion-general and classifier-adaptive. All of these
features were centered and normalized using their z-scores
before entering the emotion classifiers.

Additionally, a power based harmonic richness factor (HRF)
[18] was extracted, given as:
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 =

∑𝑛𝑛≥2 𝑃𝑃(𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 )
𝑃𝑃(𝐹𝐹0)

(5)

where 𝑃𝑃(𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 ) is the spectral power of the F0’s nth harmonic and
𝑃𝑃(𝐹𝐹0) is the spectral power of the F0.
As for the vocal tract signal, it was assumed to be
sufficiently parameterized by 36 spectral features: the first 12
MFCC coefficients, the first 12 delta MFCC coefficients
(MFCC first-order derivatives) and the first 12 double delta
MFCC coefficients (MFCC second-order derivatives).

4. Feature selection
Not every proposed feature will necessarily be useful for
emotion recognition, and many are highly correlated.
Therefore, we used a feature selection method to retrieve a
subset from the initial set of 47 features. The method we used
to optimize the feature set is the combination of maximum
relevance minimum redundancy (MRMR) [19] and backward
wrapping approaches. MRMR is implemented by selecting a
feature subset that has a maximum normalized sum of the
relevance of each feature with the category vector, as well as a
minimum normalized sum of mutual information between any
of its two features. In this study, mutual information difference
(MID) scheme [19] was chosen to achieve these two goals
simultaneously. If 𝑆𝑆 denotes a set of selected features within the
overall feature set Ω and 𝑐𝑐 is the class or category vector (for
this study, each element of 𝑐𝑐 is a single vowel’s emotion class),
then the optimal set of features 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂 can be calculated as:
1

5. Emotion classification
Five types of classifiers including Double Round Robin
Quadratic Model (DRRQM) [11], Feed-Forward Neural
Network (FFNN) [20], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [21],
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Gaussian Mixed Model
(GMM) have been used for this study. To avoid overfitting, for
each type of the classifiers, a triple nested cross-validation
scheme was used. The outer 10-fold cross-validation was used
to evaluate the model performance. For each round of the outer
cross-validation, the optimal feature subset was selected using
the MRMRBW approach on the partitioned training data. This
feature selection process further included an intermediate 5-fold
cross-validation as the backward wrapping treated the average
accuracy of this cross-validation as its feature selection metric.
Using the optimal features, a model was re-trained by
combining all the partitioned training data. The partitioned
testing data then chose the same selected features as this model
and was predicted afterwards. For each round of the
intermediate cross-validation, another 5-fold inner crossvalidation was used on the partitioned sub-training data to tune
the hyperparameters of the given classifier prior to the model
refitting. If no hyperparameters exist for the given classifier,
this inner cross-validation is simply skipped. While no
hyperparameters are required for DRRQM, which is the fusion
of double round Robin technique [11] and quadratic classifier,
the number of closest neighbors and Gaussian components were
regarded as hyperparameters for KNN and GMM respectively.
LIBSVM [22] package with one versus all (OvA) scheme was
used to train the SVM classifier. The choice of the kernel
function (radial basis function (RBF) kernel or polynomial
kernel), the order of polynomial if polynomial kernel selected,
the box constrain were all regarded as hyperparameters for this
classifier. Their optimal values or choices were exhaustively

1

𝑆𝑆𝑜𝑜 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 {|𝑆𝑆| ∑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ∈𝑆𝑆 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ; 𝑐𝑐) − |𝑆𝑆|2 ∑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑆 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 )} (6)
𝑆𝑆⊂Ω

where |𝑆𝑆| is the number of features in 𝑆𝑆, 𝑥𝑥 is the feature vector
and 𝐼𝐼 is the mutual information of two arbitrary input vectors,
given as:
𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)
𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥; 𝑦𝑦) = � 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(7)
𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥)𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦)
where 𝑝𝑝 denotes the probabilistic density function. In practice,
an incremental search was applied to find the near-optimal 𝑆𝑆𝑜𝑜 .
For example, suppose we have already found out the optimal
𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛−1 subset with n-1 features, the next step is to find the nth
feature from the rest feature set by calculating:
1

𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 = argmax {𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ; 𝑐𝑐) − 𝑛𝑛−1 ∑𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 ∈𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛−1 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 ; 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )}
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ∈Ω−𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛−1

(8)

And the first feature is selected as the one that has the maximal
mutual information with the class vector 𝑐𝑐. This incremental
search stops when we reach the desired feature set size. This
preset size was heuristically decided as 20, considering 47
original extracted features.

Figure 5: Generally best features selected for the 5
different classifiers

Figure 4: Emotion recognition confusion matrix
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searched from the possible ranges [22]. Concerning the FFNN,
the number of hidden layers and neurons on each were regarded
as its hyperparameters. Based on the actual size of the samples
and some empirically derived rules-of-thumb [23], 2 and 40
were suggested as their tuning range maximum respectively.

[2]
[3]
[4]

6. Result and Discussion

[5]

For different classifiers, the outer cross-validation predicted
emotions against the actual emotions were investigated in the
form of confusion matrix. It was found that SVM outperforms
others in terms of the overall accuracy. Due to the page limit,
only SVM’s confusion matrix is shown in Figure 4. The bold
black numbers in each cell indicate the number of testing
samples, whose actual emotion on the left side was predicted as
the emotion at the bottom side. The last row and column of the
confusion matrix (grey cell) show the precision and hit rate for
each emotion respectively. The overall hit rate for all emotions
is indicated in blue cell. Moreover, for each classifier the
commonly selected features using MRMRBW from each round
of the outer cross-validation were regarded as its generally best
input features. Those features selected for different classifiers
are illustrated in Figure 5. It is observed that 2 glottal source
features (GSZCR and HRF) and 3 vocal tract features (MFCC1,
MFCC2 and MFCC10) are commonly preferred by all
classifiers for generating the best classification performance.
This finding reveals that on the intrasegmental level both the
glottal source and vocal tract can act as suitable indicators of
the speech emotion. Looking at the confusion matrices, the high
arousal emotions (e.g., angry, excited) are well separated from
the low arousal ones (e.g., sad). Some of the most confused
pairs are happy-angry, sad-neutral and angry-excited, which are
apparently different on the valence level. These
misclassifications were extensively reported by other emotional
speech studies [5, 24]. It can be noted that comparing with some
established models [25] using various segmental and
suprasegmental spectral and prosody features on similar corpus
Emo-DB [26], our overall hit rate is not quite competitive
though. One of the cause is that our model is mixed vowel type
based. Reflecting on the features, the emotion difference may
be overlaid by the vowel type difference, as different vowel
types are pronounced using different vocal shapes. This overlay
may also explain why only a few of low-order MFCCs were left
as generally best features by different classifiers since the others
presumably more robust to identify phonetic content rather than
non-verbal voice attributes like emotions. Also, when it is down
to the intrasegmental level, more emotion type uncertainty
should be expected [3]. Vowel type wised modelling is more
likely to achieve a higher classification rate.

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

[20]

7. Conclusion

[21]

In this paper, we proposed an intrasegmental feature based
emotion recognition system. Reasonable emotion recognition
rates were obtained regardless of vowel types for the JL primary
emotion subset. The significance of vocal source features in
emotion recognition was observed through the feature selection
result. This study indicates that the vowel segments alone can
appropriately work as the emotion descriptor when the optimal
glottal source and vocal tract features are extracted.
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Voice quality and breathiness are interesting with respect to
IDS, because breathiness in speech is more strongly associated
with valence than arousal [20]. However, there are still several
open questions regarding voice quality, and specifically
breathiness, in IDS, which the present study aims to address.
Firstly, the one study identifying breathiness in IDS was
conducted in Japanese [13]. A breathy voice quality marks
politeness in Japanese [21, 22], presumably because it signals
intimacy and friendliness [21]. As intimacy and friendliness
are likely properties of IDS, this begs the question whether
IDS is also breathy in languages where it does not serve such a
clear paralinguistic function. A second open question is
whether voice quality is more variable in IDS compared to
ADS, an issue that was not addressed in [13].
Dutch is an excellent language for addressing these two
questions. Firstly, breathiness does not serve a (documented)
paralinguistic function in Dutch. Second, Dutch IDS has a
higher F0, larger F0 range, and higher formant frequencies
than ADS [7, 23]. Yet, the extent of the F0 related
exaggeration in IDS is relatively small compared to some
varieties of English, potentially increasing the likelihood of
Dutch speakers employing other cues in IDS to express their
emotion. Moreover, Dutch IDS displays more F0 variability
across utterances compared to ADS [11], suggesting that
increased variability may be observed in other cues as well.
An important consideration in the study of voice quality
concerns its acoustic measurement. Voice quality can be
assessed from acoustic data by calculating the amplitude
difference between the first harmonic and the second
harmonic in the spectrum (H1-H2) [24, 25]. High H1-H2
values indicate more breathy phonation and low values
indicate more creaky phonation. However, this H1-H2
measure can be affected by both F0 and F1 [26]. Even the
H1*-H2* measure, which has been proposed to reduce the
effect of vocal tract characteristics on the amplitude of
harmonics, shows sensitivity to and a complex relationship
with both F0 and F1 [27, 28]. It is conceivable that the
assessment of voice quality from H1-H2 (or H1*-H2*) in IDS
could be affected by the higher and more variable F0 and F1
in this register (see above). However, the recent observation
that H1-H2 is higher in IDS was made without taking F0 and
F1 into consideration [13]. It is thus an open question whether
the higher H1-H2 in IDS is better understood as a side-effect
of known IDS characteristics, or a true reflection of a voice
quality change. Similarly, one could only validly conclude that
voice quality is more variable in IDS compared to ADS, if the
observed variability extends beyond the variability in F0 and
F1. The present study thus aims to assess whether Dutch IDS
is more breathy (research question 1) and has a more variable
voice quality (research question 2) beyond the F0 and F1
modifications in this register.

Abstract
This study aimed to characterise the difference between Dutch
infant-directed speech (IDS) and adult-directed speech (ADS)
in terms of voice quality. After controlling for the effect of F0
and F1 on the acoustic H1-H2 measurement of voice quality, it
was found that Dutch IDS may not be across-the-board
breathier than ADS, but is spoken with more variability in its
voice quality. These results raise questions about the role of
voice quality and variability in parent-child interactions.
Index Terms: Infant-Directed Speech; Voice Quality

1.

Introduction

Infant-directed speech (IDS) is the emotional register that
speakers cross-culturally adopt when addressing infants [1, 2]
and that infants prefer listening to over adult-directed speech
(ADS) [3]. It is thought that infants’ preference for IDS is
driven by the “happy” sound of this register [4].
The acoustic profile of IDS commonly consists of a higher
fundamental frequency (F0) and larger F0 range within
utterances [5]. An IDS characteristic that is emerging across
studies are higher formant frequencies [6, 7]. These are all
characteristics of speech with positive valence and high
arousal, and thus of “happy” speech [8, 9]. Identifying further
acoustic characteristics of IDS can help disentangle whether
IDS is “positive”, “energetic”, or inherently both.
IDS does not only sound across the board “happier” than
ADS, it is also acoustically more variable: F0 changes more
from one utterance to the next [10, 11] and the spread of the
formant frequencies within vowels is larger [12, 13]. It has
recently been observed that even the changes within F0
contours are more surprising in IDS [14]. This variability
suggests that speakers may not adopt a static positive valence
in IDS, but adapt in a way that signals high arousal [15]. To
begin to understand whether and how acoustic variability
contributes to the “happy” sound of IDS, it is critical to
routinely document it across acoustic characteristics.
A recently identified acoustic feature of IDS is its different
voice quality compared to ADS [16]. The IDS voice quality
may be partially due to the raised formant frequencies
discussed above, but also to excessive “breathiness” [13].
Breathy voice is one of the three main voice qualities together with modal and creaky voice. Breathy voice is
generally defined as having constant airflow through the
glottis during vocal fold vibration, which is commonly caused
by an incomplete closure of the vocal folds during the closure
phase of the glottal cycle [17, 18]. Rather than representing
discrete categories, creakiness, modal voice, and breathiness
vary along a continuum of glottal closure [19], with increasing
values of open quotient towards the breathy end of the scale.
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2.
2.1.

Methods

Participants and procedure

The materials used in this study were the IDS and ADS
recorded from 19 native Dutch mother-infant dyads (10
daughters, 9 sons; infant mean age: 421 days; range: 322-476
days). IDS was elicited during a 10-minute parent-child
interaction, for which the parent was instructed to play with
their infant by unpacking and naming three bags of toys. ADS
was elicited during a 10-minute parent-experimenter
conversation about the play session. Recordings took place in
a soundproofed studio with an omni-directional head-mounted
Samson QV microphone into Enosoft DV Processor, sampled
at 44,000Hz. [11] reported utterance-level F0 in this corpus.

Figure 1. Boxplots (whiskers extending to 1.5*IQR, violin
outlines) of H1-H2 (not accounting for F0 and F1).

2.2. Coding

3.

Waveforms and spectrograms were inspected to mark the
starts and ends of the 1643 tokens [i, u, aː, ɑ] in the toy names.
Coders excluded 695 of these tokens from further analysis, for
example due to sound overlap or an unusual voice quality.
2.3.

Research question 1, asking whether IDS is breathier than
ADS, was first addressed without controlling for effects of F0
and F1. The dependent variable in the analysis was H1-H2.
Fixed factors were Register (contrast-coded: ADS=-1; IDS=1)
and Vowel (deviation coded, with [ɑ] as the baseline that is
not compared to the grand mean). The results revealed that
Dutch IDS has a higher H1-H2 than ADS (βRegister=2.01,
t783.415=4.030, p<0.001). H1-H2 also differs across vowels,
being high for high vowels [i] and [u] (βi=7.573, t781.307=8.312,
p<0.001; βu=3.142, t780.660=3.621, p<0.001) and low for low
vowel [aː] (βaː=-3.557, t784.000=-4.141, p <0.001). There was no
evidence for a Register x Vowel interaction. Figure 1
illustrates that H1-H2 is higher in IDS compared to ADS in
each vowel. These findings replicate those in [13].
A second analysis on H1-H2 with Register as fixed factor
also included the 1st through to fourth-order polynomials of
F1 and F0 as continuous predictors that also interacted with
Register. Critically, this analysis did not detect that H1-H2
was significantly higher in IDS compared to ADS
(βRegister=0.354, t757.934=0.747, p=0.455). These results suggest
that an across-the-board increased H1-H2 in IDS could be
(partially) a side-effect of the F0 and F1 characteristics instead
of indexing increased breathiness.
In these analyses with F1 and F0, both were significant
predictors of H1-H2 across four (F1) or three (F0)
polynomials (main effects not reported). Figure 2 illustrates
the (linear) relationship between F0 and H1-H2. These results
confirm the complex relationship of H1-H2 with F1 and F0
[28].

Acoustic analysis

The H1-H2 acoustic measurements were conducted with a
publicly available Praat script [29]. F0 and the first three
formants were measured at the midpoint of each vowel, and
the F0 (+/-10%) was used to find harmonics in LTAS. If F0
and all three formants could be computed, the maximum
amplitude within the frequency boundaries around H1 and H2
were queried and the uncorrected H1-H2 calculated.
2.4. Final corpus size
Another 7 tokens were excluded due to failed acoustic
measurements. Outliers were identified in the remaining 941
segments for H1-H2, F1, and F0 separately. Within individual
speakers, outliers were tokens more extreme than 1.5*IQR
(interquartile range) across the four vowels and two registers.
Across speakers, but within each vowel and register, outliers
were tokens extending beyond 1.5*IQR. The distribution of
the 149 outliers is reported in the results. A total of 792 tokens
remained for the statistical analyses (see Table 1 for details).
2.5.

Results

Statistical analysis

Mixed-effects regressions models were conducted using R's
lme4 package [30, 31]. Random-effects structures consisted of
by-subject random intercepts, selected as optimal following
the procedures in [32]. The significance of fixed effects was
assessed with the Satterthwaite approximation of degrees of
freedom using the lmertest package [33]. One R-implemented
t-test was conducted.
Table 1. The total number of tokens (min-med-max across
individual speakers) included in the analyses.

[i]
[u]
[aː]
[ɑ]

IDS
201
(1-5-17)
263
(1-7.5-20)
205
(1-7-17)
557
(3-10-33)

ADS
55
(1-2-7)
74
(1-2-12)
62
(1-2.5-9)
82
(1-3-6)

Figure 2. Scatter plots illustrating the association between
F0 and H1-H2 in ADS (dark) and IDS (light).
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H1-H2
F1
F0

IDS
8.90
6.30
3.15

sd over H1−H2 residuals

Table 2. Percentage of outlying tokens per acoustic
measure across the 941 acoustically analysed tokens.

10

ADS
0.20
3.36
0.24

[28]. Moreover, these relationships were different across IDS
and ADS (interactions not reported). To explore these
interactions, the analysis of H1-H2, statistically accounting for
F1 and F0, was conducted within each of the four vowels. The
results revealed that [i] is breathier in IDS than ADS
(βRegister=37.874, t133.579=2.616, p=0.009). The effect of
Register was marginally significant for [aː] (βRegister =5.640,
t158.867=1.807, p =0.073) and not significant for [u] or /ɑ/
(|βRegister|<0.6, |t|<0.7). These results reveal that changes to
voice quality in IDS may be vowel specific.
Research question 2 asked whether voice quality is more
variable in IDS compared to ADS. The distribution of outliers
(see Table 2 for details) provides initial evidence to this effect:
IDS contained substantially more outliers than ADS,
particularly on the H1-H2 measure. These outliers were
equally divided over a high and low H1-H2. Increased voice
quality variability in the IDS within the analysed section of the
corpus is suggested by the elongated violin plots (Figure 1).
However, neither of these observations account for variability
within speakers, or the effects of F1 and F0 on H1-H2.
To obtain a proxy to voice quality beyond F1 and F0, we
extracted the residuals from a mixed effects model with H1H2 as dependent variable and the first through to fourth-order
polynomials of F1 and F0 as predictors. A further 25 tokens
were identified as outliers within these residuals and excluded,
leaving 768 tokens for the final set of analyses. The withinspeaker standard deviations of these H1-H2 residuals can be
taken as a measure of voice quality variability within speakers
and registers. Two speakers only contributed 0 or 1 token in
ADS, making it impossible to compute standard deviations
and leaving 17 speakers for the analysis of within-speaker
variability. A paired-samples t-test on the standard deviations
of the H1-H2 residuals revealed that mothers’ voice quality
was more variable in IDS compared to ADS (t16=4.2845,
p<0.001). Figure 3 displays these standard deviations,
illustrating that IDS is spoken in a more variable voice quality,
even after statistically accounting for variability due to F1 and
F0, and that 15 of the 17 speakers followed this trend.

4.

8
6
4

ADS

Register

IDS

Figure 3. Boxplots (whiskers extending to 1.5*IQR) of byspeaker standard deviations of H1-H2 residuals. Grey
lines represent speakers with a higher sd in IDS, and
black lines those with a higher sd in ADS.
Beyond the cautionary note that the absence of evidence
for an effect in frequentist statistics is not evidence for the
absence of the effect, these findings present methodological
considerations for future work on voice quality in IDS. Firstly,
we excluded vowels with an “unusual voice quality”, an
umbrella category that included whispered speech. If very
breathy tokens were inadvertently excluded as whispered, the
present results may underestimate the breathiness of modalsounding Dutch IDS. Conversely, [13] do not mention
excluding whispered utterances from their analyses, even
though those can make up 4.8%-18% of maternal IDS [34,
35]. The results in [13] may thus present an overestimation of
the breathiness in modal-sounding Japanese IDS. Future work
will need to carefully weigh the arguments for in- versus
excluding whispered speech when characterising voice quality
in IDS.
Second, this study presents a first step toward studying
voice quality in IDS while incorporating recent insights about
the relationship of H1-H2 with F0 and F1 [28]. Our findings
resonate the complexity of those relationships, and future
voice quality research in IDS would benefit from a further
improved understanding thereof. A partial solution to these
measurement issues could be found in complementary
methods of assessing voice quality, including (expert)
perceptual ratings of perceived breathiness [36, 37] and
production measures of the speakers’ laryngeal activity [38].
The novel observation of variability in voice quality in
IDS contributes to a larger literature on increased variability in
IDS in other acoustic measures [5, 6, 7]. The increased
variability in formant frequencies has been interpreted as
contributing to the didactic properties of IDS [12]. However,
voice quality does not serve a linguistic function in Dutch, and
increased variability along this dimension suggests that
parents (implicitly) engage in more vocal play when
interacting with infants. Like F0 variability, an unpredictable
voice quality could evidence parents’ high energy when
speaking IDS [11, 15], and could render this register more
interesting for the infant listener [11, 14].
To summarise, the present study has found that Dutch IDS
may not be across-the-board breathier than ADS, but is spoken
with more variability in its voice quality. This variability
suggests that the “happy” sound of IDS may reflect high
arousal to the same extent or more, than a positive valence.
These results raise questions about the role that voice quality
and variability play in the attuned parent-child interaction.

Discussion

This study set out to characterise the difference between Dutch
infant-directed speech (IDS) and adult-directed speech (ADS)
in terms of voice quality. Previous work on Japanese has
suggested that IDS is breathier than ADS [13]. Although it
appeared as if IDS is breathier in Dutch as well (research
question 1), the observed H1-H2 increase may have been
largely a side effect of F0 and F1 modifications in this
register. After statistically accounting for F0 and F1, IDS was
only significantly breathier in the vowel [i], marginally
breathier in [a:], and not significantly breathier in [u] and [ɑ].
It is therefore currently unclear whether IDS is overall
breathier than ADS. Despite the lack of an across-the-board
difference, these results are the first to show that, even after
statistically accounting for fluctuations in F0 and F1, voice
quality is more variable in IDS compared to ADS (research
question 2).
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Italian [12]. Thus, infants are not simply passive recipients of
mothers’ affective messages, they reinforce mothers’ affective
behaviour with their own behaviours and this supports a
positive feedback loop of communication [13]. While research
has shown that infants can distinguish between comfort,
attention, approval [14, 15] and disapproval [12] it is less well
understood whether mothers produce these distinct affective
intent types when their infant has a sensory impairment.
Not all elements of IDS are present in interactions with
infants that have hearing loss. Studies have shown that
exaggerated pitch is expressed in IDS regardless of an infant’s
hearing ability. Conversely, vowel hyperarticulation (which has
been shown to support speech perception) is only present when
an infant has normal hearing and not present if the infant is
hearing impaired [1, 2]. In fact, it appears that the degree of
vowel hyperarticulation decreases as a function of infant
hearing ability which may be a direct result of reduced infant
responsiveness when hearing loss is induced [2]. Consequently,
the authors argued that hearing impaired infants may be
disadvantaged during early communications because they are
not being exposed to the complete range of IDS modifications.
Mothers typically use the highly animated IDS register to
communicate with infants. Given that infants are interested in
positive affect IDS over ADS [16], testing the quality of IDS to
infants with reduced hearing ability vs. normal hearing, offers
an interesting comparison. More specifically, investigating the
degree of reduced infant responsiveness and increased levels of
caregiving required on the mother’s part in attempt to
successfully engage with infants with simulated hearing loss.
When an infant has normal hearing, a mother’s voice is a
powerful medium to elicit attention and engage in social
interactions necessary for scaffolding early infant development.
It is crucial to examine the quality of mother-infant interactions
as it tends to differ as a function of infant hearing ability.
It was argued that vowel hyperarticulation decreases when
infant hearing loss is induced due to reduced infant
responsiveness [2]. Thus, understanding how non-verbal
communicative gestures may differ as a function of simulated
hearing loss, is important. Non-verbal communicative
behaviours provide information beyond the voice which
contributes to the success of social interactions. There is some
consensus that interactions with later diagnosed hearing
impaired infants are less successful than those of their hearing
peers. In interactions where infants hear normally, there is a
tendency for infants to be more engaged, responsive [17] and
display more signalling behaviours (smiling, greeting and
reaching) compared to infants with hearing loss [18]. Due to
limited responsiveness from a hearing impaired infant, it can
create stressful situations where mothers tend to use less
comforting behaviours and encourage more communication
breakdowns compared to infants that can hear normally [17,
18]. In fact, mothers tend to be more dominant, intrusive and
less encouraging with their hearing impaired infant compared

Abstract
Infant-directed speech (IDS) modifications are adversely
affected by infant hearing loss [1, 2]. This study uses a 2dimensional model [3] to rate the quality of emotion and arousal
in mother’s IDS to infants with normal hearing, simulated
moderate hearing loss and simulated profound hearing loss.
Results from a ratings study show that maternal IDS was rated
more positive and arousing to infants with simulated profound
hearing loss compared to normal hearing. These findings
indicate that despite a reduction in vowel hyperarticulation to
infants with simulated hearing loss, IDS exhibits increased
positive affect as infant hearing loss is induced.
Index Terms: infant-directed speech, infant hearing loss,
positive affect, arousal, mother-infant interaction

1. Introduction
Parents convey a range of emotions and intentions to their child
during social interactions by adapting the quality of their voice.
The distinctive sing song intonation we use to talk to babies is
known as infant-directed speech (IDS) [4], and it is well
established that infants prefer to listen to IDS over the more
monotone style adult-directed speech (ADS) [5]. It is argued
that IDS has three distinct functions: firstly, engaging infants in
social interactions and maintaining infant attention, secondly,
communicating affect, and finally facilitating language
acquisition. Interestingly, the vocal exaggerations in IDS are
often accompanied by exaggerated facial expressions which
have also been shown to convey distinct emotional messages
[6]. Understanding factors that influence the expression of
emotion in IDS will provide new understanding of features that
enhance the quality of early mother-infant communication.
The expression of vocal affect is an important component
of social interactions. The stress that is expressed in the pitch
and intensity of the talker’s voice and the proportion of
hesitation are considered indicators of the expression of affect
[7]. High pitch and expanded pitch range are closely tied with
the expression of positive emotions [8,9], and are used in IDS
to encourage, reward and regulate the arousal level of their
infants [10]. Infants also contribute to these interactions through
active affective responsiveness. For instance, when Werker and
McLeod [11] asked adults to rate infants’ behaviour on Likert
scales of affective responsiveness using videos of infants
listening to IDS and ADS, the infants were rated more
responsive, interested, and ‘cute and cuddly’ listening to IDS
than ADS [11]. Infants discriminate between utterances
conveying different affective intent types and respond
appropriately when they are played IDS utterances that convey
positive versus negative affect in their own, or another language
[e.g., 12,13]. Furthermore, English-learning 5-month-olds
show the appropriate affective responses to approving and
disapproving IDS contours in English, German, Japanese and
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to infants that can hear normally, as these interactions are
challenging. As a consequence, mothers tend to
overcompensate by over-structuring infant’s play [17, 19] and
in turn, breaking that crucial positive feedback loop that
supports successful dynamic interaction. Systematic evidence
on the quality of non-verbal communicative behaviours when
an infant has hearing loss is necessary. Understanding whether
deficits in affective intent and arousal are present during
interactions with hearing impaired infants will contribute to our
understanding of the role of non-verbal communicative gestures
in early mother-infant communication.
This study explores whether the expression of affect in
mother’s IDS differs to infants normal hearing and simulated
hearing loss. In the current study, samples of mother’s IDS
taken from the Lam and Kitamura [2] database were
continuously rated using a 2-dimensional emotional space
(2DES). The 2DES quantifies the level of valence (affect) and
arousal expressed in the prosody of IDS [3, 20].
Lam and Kitamura [2] found that mothers hyperarticulated
their vowels to the greatest extent in the full audibility
condition, vowel hyperarticulation was reduced in moderate
audibility condition and no hyperarticulation was present in the
inaudible condition. It is expected that listeners will perceive
differences in the quality of affect and arousal expressed in the
mother’s voice according to the infant’s hearing ability. It is
hypothesised that mother’s speech along with mother’s and
infant’s non-verbal communicative behaviours will be rated as
more positive and arousing to normal and simulated moderate
hearing loss infants compared to infants with simulated
profound hearing loss.

Likert scales in Experiment 2 after watching mother and infant
behaviours, by including Likert scales in Experiment 1 it will
aid in checking reliability across ratings. Participants listened
to low-pass filtered IDS samples through headphones and made
responses on a laptop computer using mouse clicks. Participants
completed four practice trials before continuing to 48 test trials.
The talkers heard in the trial samples were not played again.
Once a speech sample was played, it was not repeated.
Participants were instructed to move their mouse cursor around
the x-y axes for the duration of the trial (~25 seconds) and rate
samples according to their perceptions of the level of i) Valence
on the x-axis (from low = sadness to high = happiness), and ii)
Arousal on the y-axis (from low = calmness to high =
excitement) conveyed in each sample. On a new screen,
participants were also instructed to complete two Likert scales
by rating i) Emotional Arousal/animation from 1 (low) =
calmness to 7 (high) = excitement and ii) Valence from 1 (low)=
sadness to 7 (high) = happiness. The 2DES software
automatically randomises stimulus presentation for each
participant. The task took approximately 40 minutes.
2.2. Experiment 2
2.2.1. Participants
Forty adults were recruited from Western Sydney University to
rate the non-verbal communicative behaviours of mothers and
infants in [2]. Their mean age was 24 years (range: 18-51 years;
34 female, 6 male). Participants had an average of 3-4 years’
experience caring for children < 5 years (range of experience:
0-18 years).

2. Method

2.2.2. Stimulus materials
Stimuli comprised 48 video excerpts of mothers and infants (N
= 96) corresponding to the excerpts taken for speech ratings in
Exp 1. To ensure that participants focused exclusively on the
non-verbal communicative behaviours (and not speech)
depicted in the video recordings, all ratings were conducted
with the audio turned off. To maintain natural interactive
motion in the videos, each video excerpt was cut as close as
possible to its matching audio counterpart in Exp 1, in Adobe
Premiere, and were approximately 20-25 seconds in duration.
The videos were divided into two sets containing mother and
infant interactive behaviours for counterbalancing purposes
(i.e., to ensure that babies are not compared to mothers
animation levels). Half of the participants rated the mother
videos first (infant videos second), and the other half rated the
infant videos first (mother videos second).

2.1. Experiment 1
2.1.1. Participants
The current sample consisted of 43 participants, with a mean
age of 25 years (range: 18-51 years; 33 female, 10 male),
recruited from Western Sydney University, Bankstown
Campus. Undergraduate Psychology students received course
credit toward their 1st year Psychology subject in return for
their participation. Additional participants were recruited on the
University campus and paid thirty dollars for their participation.
Participants had an average of 3 years’ experience caring for
children < 5 years (range experience: 0-18 years). All
participants had normal hearing and spoke English.
2.1.2. Stimulus Materials

2.2.3. Ratings procedure and apparatus

After excluding the first minute of all recordings to allow the
mother to warm up to the recording environment, the
subsequent 25 seconds of clear speech was extracted for all 48
mother-infant pairs recorded in Lam and Kitamura [2].
Background noise or non-speech sounds (e.g., coughs,
microphone bumped, clicks, clapping, heavy breathing) were
removed. Long pauses were reduced to 1.5 seconds to remove
any unnatural silences from the speech samples. To ensure the
segmental content of the speech samples would not influence
participant ratings, speech recordings were low-pass filtered at
500 Hertz in Praat [21].

Participants used DMDX software with a purpose written script
to record ratings of mother’s and infant’s non-verbal
communicative behaviours, and present excerpts in random
order [22]. Participants completed a practice trial before
continuing to the 96 test trials; once a sample was played, it was
not repeated. Each participant watched a 20-25 second silent
video of a mother/ infant interaction and instructed to complete
two Likert rating scales adapted from the 2DES ratings program
in Experiment 1; that is, i) Negative/ positive emotion (valence)
from -3 (high negative) = sadness to 0 = neutral to +3 (high
positive)= happiness, and ii) Arousal/ animation from 1 (low)
= calmness to 7 (high)= excitement, each of which appeared on
a new screen. The task took approximately 70 minutes.

2.1.3. Ratings procedure and apparatus
Participants completed ratings using MARCS Institute software
to record continuous and fixed interval responses on a 2
dimensional emotional space (2DES) that measures valence
(affect) and arousal. Given that participants will complete
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3.1.2 Fixed Ratings

3. Results

The ANOVAs showed a main effect for hearing condition in
ratings of emotion F(2, 84) = 6.08, p = .003, η =.13, and
arousal F(2, 84) = 17.26, p < .001, η =.29, indicating that fixed
ratings of affect and arousal differed as a function of the infant’s
hearing condition. The planned comparisons between infants in
moderate hearing compared to normal hearing condition
showed greater affective ratings F(1, 42) = .64, p =.428,
η =.02, and lower arousal ratings F(1, 42) = 2.18, p =.147, η
=.05. The comparison between profound hearing loss and
normal hearing condition showed larger ratings of affect F(1,
42) = 10.85, p = .002, ηp2 = .21 and arousal F(1, 42) = 15.25, p
< .001, ηp2 =.27. Overall, the ratings indicate that mother’s
speech was more positive when infants had reduced audibility
of the speech signal and were in the moderate or profound
hearing loss conditions. This contrasted arousal ratings where
mother’s speech was more arousing when infants were in the
normal hearing and profound hearing loss conditions (Figure 2).

ANOVAs were conducted to determine whether there were any
differences in the quality of IDS and non-verbal communicative
behaviours as a function of infant hearing ability. ANOVAs
included two planned comparisons: the first compared the
normal hearing and moderate hearing loss conditions, and the
second compared the normal hearing to profound hearing loss
condition. For all comparisons, the alpha level was set at .05
and ANOVA test assumptions were satisfactorily met in all
experiments, corrections were made where appropriate.
3.1. Experiment 1
3.1.1. Continuous (2DES) Ratings
ANOVAs showed a main effect for hearing condition for
ratings of affect, F(2, 84) = 11.56, p < .001, η = .22, and ratings
of arousal F(2, 84) = 13.69, p < .001, η =.25, indicating that
adults perceived differences in the level of affect and arousal
according to the infant’s audibility condition. Planned
comparisons revealed higher scores for the moderate compared
to normal hearing conditions for ratings of affect F(1, 42) =
16.61, p < .001, ηp2 = .28, and arousal F(1, 42) = 15.52, p <
.001, ηp2 =.27; this was also the case for the profound simulation
compared to normal hearing condition for ratings of affect F(1,
42) = 18.23, p < .001, ηp2 = .30 and arousal F(1, 42) = 26.24, p
< .001, ηp2 =.39. Overall, the analyses show that mother’s
speech was rated more affective and arousing when infants only
had access to IDS with reduced audibility and were in the
moderate or profound hearing loss conditions (Figure 1).

3.2. Experiment 2
3.2.1. Mother’s Non-Verbal Communicative Behaviours
Both ANOVAs showed a main effect for hearing condition in
affect F(2, 78) = 19.76, p < .001, ηp2 =.35, and arousal ratings
F(2, 78) = 5.86, p = .004, ηp2 =.13. The planned comparisons
between infants in moderate hearing compared to normal
hearing condition showed lower affective ratings F(1, 39) =
16.53, p < .001, ηp2 =.30, and arousal ratings F(1, 39) = 7.67, p
= .009, ηp2 =.16; and lower in the profound hearing loss
compared to normal hearing condition for affective ratings F(1,
39) = 52.67, p < .001, ηp2 =.58 and arousal ratings F(1, 39) =
9.88, p = .003, ηp2 =.20. Overall, the results revealed the level
of affect and arousal in mothers’ non-verbal communicative
behaviours was greater when infants had full access to their
mother’s speech in the normal hearing condition, in comparison
to the moderate and profound hearing loss conditions (Figure 3).
3.2.2. Infant’s Non-Verbal Communicative Behaviours
Mauchley’s test of sphericity yielded significant results (p <
.001), in ratings of arousal in infant’s non-verbal
communicative behaviours, therefore the Huynh- Feldt
adjustment was used as the epsilon value was above .75. The
ANOVAs showed a main effect for hearing condition in affect
F(2, 78) = 117.99, p < .001, ηp2 =.75, and arousal ratings F(1.40,
54.70) = 9.31, p = .001, ηp2 =.19, indicating infant’s non-verbal
ratings of affect and arousal differed with infant hearing
conditions. The planned comparisons between infants in
moderate and normal hearing condition showed lower affective
ratings F F(1, 39) = 5.96, p = .019, ηp2 =.13, and arousal ratings
F(1, 39) = 25.75, p < .001, ηp2 =.40; and lower in the profound
hearing loss compared to normal hearing condition for affective
ratings F(1, 39) = 173.34, p < .001, ηp2 =.82 and arousal ratings
F(1, 39) = 3.42, p = .072, ηp2 =.08. These results showed that
infants’ non–verbal communicative behaviours were rated as
more affective and arousing when infants were in the normal
hearing condition compared to moderate and profound hearing
loss conditions (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Mean ratings of emotion and arousal in mother’s IDS
using the continuous 2DES model Error bars indicate SEM

Figure 2: Mean ratings of emotion and arousal in mother’s IDS
fixed ratings. Error bars indicate SEM
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reinforcing mother’s behaviours. Additionally, even though
mothers make comparable modifications to the fundamental
frequency and duration of IDS whether or not their infant can
hear them [1, 2]; as infants lose the ability to hear and mothers
reduce their vowel hyperarticulation, mothers appear to convey
heightened positive affect and arousal in the tone of their voice.
Indeed, it is plausible that as mothers are trying to maintain the
attention of and infant that cannot hear properly and is less
responsive, mothers unconsciously increase the expression of
positive affect and arousal to repair the interaction and reengage the infant. The current study provides a step forward in
alleviating some of these negative effects on child development.
Figure 3: Mean ratings of emotion and arousal in mother’s and
infant’s non-verbal communicative behaviours in fixed ratings.
Error bars indicate SEM.
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F0 peaks are a necessary condition for German infants’ perception of stress in
metrical segmentation
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response 350ms after word onset). Hence, from that study, we
may infer that accentuation generally facilitates segmentation. 
Yet, a behavioural study by Zahner, et al. [2] suggests
pitch accent type and the resulting consequences of
(mis)alignment between the f0 peak and the stressed syllable
(rather than accentedness in general) to modulate the
segmentation success for German infants. Acoustically, pitch
accent types differ in the alignment of the f0 peak in regard to
the stressed syllable, making the position of f0 peak an
unreliable cue to stress [17], see Fig. 1. In medial-peak accents
(H*), used to introduce new information to the discourse [18],
the f0 peak and the stressed syllable coincide. In early-peak
accents (H+L*), signaling accessible information [19], the f0
peak precedes the stressed syllables, while it follows the
stressed syllable in late-peak contours (L*+H / L* H-^H%),
commonly employed for sentence-initial topics [20] or in
(polar) questions [21].

Abstract
Infants exposed to stress-timed languages have been
demonstrated to use the stressed syllable to localize word
beginnings. More recently, intonation has been shown to
interfere with stress-based segmentation [1, 2]: For instance,
stress-based segmentation was limited to accented words with
bell-shaped accents that had the f0 peak aligned with the
stressed syllable (“medial-peak” accents); segmentation failed
when the f0 peak preceded or followed the stressed syllable in
the target word’s contour. Here, we test whether metrical
segmentation is caused by the f0 peak on the stressed syllable
or by the tonal alternation (LHL, bell-shaped contour in [2]).
This allows us to probe whether f0 peaks are necessary cues
for metrical segmentation. To this end, we replicated Zahner,
et al. [2] but used cup-shaped intonation contours on the
targets resulting in a tonal alternation in the opposite direction
(HLH). Looking times obtained in a head-turn preference
experiment showed no evidence of segmentation for the cupshaped contours. This suggests that an f0 peak is a necessary
condition for the stressed syllables to be used in stress-based
segmentation, at least for German infants.


ba
na
na
Medial-peak

ba
na
na
Early-peak 




ba

na
na
Late-peak 

Figure 1: Different pitch accent types on a trisyllabic
word with stress on the second syllable (e.g., banana).

Index Terms: stress, pitch accent type, infant, German

1. Introduction

Specifically, Zahner, et al. [2] familiarized German 9months-olds with trisyllabic words (WSW stress pattern, e.g.,
Lagune [la.u.nə] ‘lagoon’) in sentences; recognition of the
embedded SW units (e.g., gune [u.nə]) was tested. The
WSW words were presented in one of 3 naturally occurring
intonation conditions (between-subjects): medial-peak
condition (peak-stress alignment), early- or late-peak contours
(peak-stress misalignment), Fig. 1. Infants recognized the SW
units only when f0 peak and the stressed syllable coincided.
The authors concluded that a high-pitched accent (bell-shaped
with the f0 peak on the stressed syllable, i.e., including a
rising-falling movement) is important for stress perception and
consequently segmentation.
Here, we test whether an f0 peak on the stressed syllable is
a necessary cue for German infants to use a stressed syllable
for metrical segmentation or whether it is the tonal alternation
(LHL) that rendered the syllable with alternating pitch (the
one with the high tonal target) particularly salient. In other
words, infants may be particularly sensitive to the stressed
syllable when the neighboring syllables differ in f0, e.g., LHL
or HLH, but less sensitive when there is little change, LLH or
HLL, as in the two misalignment conditions in [2]. This is
compatible with an early view on stress perception on the
utterance level by Bolinger [22], arguing that it is a “wide
departure from a contour” (in any direction) that makes a
syllable stand out [22: 112]. It would also be compatible with

In order to extract units from speech, infants use both
general strategies, e.g., transitional probabilities between
syllables, and language-specific cues ([3, 4] for overviews).
Regarding language-specific cues, prosodic properties of the
ambient language shape segmentation behavior. For example,
infants from stress-timed languages develop a stress-based
strategy and interpret stressed syllables as word onsets, for
Dutch [5-8], English [9-13], and German [14-16].
Two recent studies on German showed that intonation
affects infants’ segmentation behavior [1, 2]. Specifically,
using electrophysiological measures, Männel and Friederici
[1] demonstrated that word-form recognition is influenced by
accentuation, i.e., whether or not a trochee (Sirup [zi.rʊp]
‘syrup’) receives a pitch accent. Infants’ event-related
potentials (ERPs) showed that the recognition of trochees
differs with age and is modulated by accentuation: 6-montholds only recognized trochees that were accentuated in
familiarization, surfacing in a positive ERP response 500ms
after word onset, i.e., before the end of the trochee. At 9
months, recognition was independent of accentuation and
manifested in a (mature) negative response 400ms after word
onset; this effect was followed by a late negativity only for
accentuated words. At 12 months, infants recognized words
independent of accentuation during familiarization (negative
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were tested in a three-sided black booth with blinking lights in
the Baby Speech Lab at the University of Konstanz. Sound
was infant controlled, such that a new trial was initiated when
the infant looked away for more than 2 seconds (s) or at the
end of the stimulus. An experimenter with tight-fitting
headphones and masking music controlled the experiment
from behind the booth. All parents gave written consent and
filled in a questionnaire. During familiarization, infants
listened to 2 (out of 4) passages until they had accumulated a
listening time of at least 45 s to each passage (e.g., Laguneand Kasino- passage). For test, all infants listened to the same
4 test lists (gune, sino, rade, none), 2 of which were the SW
units of the familiarized words (thus familiar) and 2 of which
were not (and thus novel to the infants). Familiarization was
counterbalanced across participants such that half of the
infants were familiarized with the Lagune- and Kasinopassages and the other half with the Kanone- and Tiradepassages. The pseudo-randomized order of presentation of
stimuli (right, left) was identical to [2].

a recent proposal on prominence perception according to
which unexpected f0 events lead to increased prominence [23,
24]. In the current study, we tested cup-shaped contours,
which have the tonal alternation in the opposite direction
(HLH). If the change in f0 level is the necessary cue to trigger
stress-based segmentation, gune is expected to be extracted in
the cup-shaped contour. If, on the other hand, the f0 peak is
the necessary cue, gune is not expected to be extracted.
Another test case would be monotonous contours without any
f0 movement. Likely, they would be perceived as unaccented,
discarding them for use in the current paradigm (see [1]).

2. Experiment
2.1.

Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Frequency (Hz)

Eighteen full-term infants (more than 37 weeks of
gestation) from monolingual German families who finished
the familiarization and all 12 test trials were included in the
analyses (9 female, average age: 0;9.2 range: 0;8.18-0;9.17).
Twelve further infants were tested but not included in the
analysis due to crying (5), not attending to blinking lights (5),
fussiness (1), and interference of a sibling (1).

400
300
200
100

Die

2.1.2. Materials

The
%L

For familiarization, we used the 4 passages from [2],
which consisted of 6 sentences each. Each sentence contained
the target once in different positions. The 4 target words were:
Kanone [kha.no.nə] ‘cannon’, Lagune [la.u.nə] ‘lagoon’,
Kasino [kha.si.no] ‘casino’, Tirade [thi.ra.də] ‘tirade’; (1) is
an exemplar passage (SW part in trisyllabic carrier in bold;
italics denote other accented words in the sentence).

La

GU

ne

WSW-Carrier

war

traumhaft

was

wonderful

HL*H

0

H*

L-%
1.711

Time (s)

Figure 2: Example target sentence in the cup-shaped
intonation condition.
Table 1. Acoustic realization (mean values and
standard deviations) of target words in the
familiarization. Last column taken from [2: 1347].

(1) Hier entstand eine Lagune. Die Lagune war traumhaft. Die
blaue Lagune zieht Leute an. Eine kleine Lagune ist schön.
Seine Lagune lag im Süden. Sie fotografierte ihre Lagune.

Acoustic variable
F0 excursion of
movement in st

‘Here originated a lagoon. The lagoon was wonderful. The
blue lagoon attracts people. A small lagoon is nice. His lagoon
was situated in the South. She took a photo of her lagoon.’

Duration of first syllable
(unstressed) in ms
Duration of second
syllable (stressed) in ms
Duration of third syllable
(unstressed) in ms
H1*-A3* ratio in middle
of first vowel in dB
H1*-A3* ratio in middle
of second vowel in dB
H1*-A3* ratio in middle
of third vowel in dB

A female speaker, who was trained in intonational
phonology, recorded the passages, realizing the WSW carrier
words (e.g., Lagune) with a cup-shaped intonation contour
(HL*H), Fig. 2. We used natural productions instead of
resynthesized stimuli to ensure the same stimulus quality
across experiments. Note that the (tritonal) contour is not
described in the German intonational system [21], but it is
indeed present in German infant-directed speech (henceforth
IDS), occurring in 7% of the 426 accentual movements in the
KIDS Corpus [25]. We matched the current WSW words
closely to those in Zahner, et al. [2], see Tab. 1.
For test, the 4 lists from [2] were used. They consisted of
15 tokens of the SW part of the WSW word, i.e., 15 tokens of
[unə], 15 tokens of [radə], 15 tokens of [nonə], and 15
tokens of [sino], respectively. The trochees were falling and
had an inter-stimulus interval of 800ms, see [2: 1346].

2.2.

Cup-shape
HL*
8.4
(1.0)

L*H
8.5
(0.9)

196
(21)
259
(20)
187
(50)
22.9
(7.4)
34.5
(10.7)
31.3
(12.4)

Bellshape [2]
LH*
8.8
(1.7)
182
(36)
253
(25)
193
(66)
21.5
(6.5)
31.5
(14.1)
23.2
(5.3)

Results

Looking times were averaged by familiarity status
(familiar vs. novel) for each infant. Infants looked 9.6s (sd =
3.5s) to familiar and 9.8s (sd = 3.4s) to novel test lists, see Fig.
3 (left). Nine infants out of 18 looked longer to the novel lists.
A pairwise t-test indicated that the difference in looking times
was not significant (t(17) = 0.3, p > 0.78). The null hypothesis
was 3 times more likely than the alternative hypothesis (Bayes
Factor = 0.3 [27]). To compare, infants in the bell-shaped
condition in [2] looked 1.4s longer to novel lists, see Fig. 3
(right). To corroborate the difference across intonation

2.1.3. Procedure
The procedure was identical to the one described in
Zahner, et al. [2], which employed the classic head turn
preference paradigm [26] in a sentence-word order [9]. Infants
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accent type that renders the stressed syllable high-pitched, i.e.,
a medial-peak accent (bell-shaped, involving a rising-falling
movement). Infants failed to extract the trochee when
presented with early-peak or late-peak realizations on the
target word. In the current experiment, infants also fail when
the target is realized with a flipped medial-peak accent (cupshaped) that pertains tonal alternation, but differs from the
medial peaks in Zahner, et al. [2] in tonal height (LH*L vs.
HL*H). These data suggest the f0 peak on a stressed syllable,
comprising a rising-falling movement, to be a necessary cue
for perceiving a syllable as stressed and thus as a word onset
for German infants. The finding extends earlier research on
accentedness and segmentation in German [1] by showing that
high-pitched accent types are beneficial for segmentation.
Results from artificial language studies on linguistic
grouping corroborate our explanation: [29, 30] show that
infants tend to group syllable sequences that alternate in height
(…H-L-H-L-H…) into trochaic units, taking the high-pitched
syllables as the strong element. Currently, we see two
explanations why high-pitched syllables (in our case highpitched stressed syllables) are relevant for infants: first,
medial-peak accents are most frequent in German IDS [25]
(and also in German adult-directed speech [31]), which is why
German infants most often encounter high-pitched stressed
syllables, consequently fusing the concept of pitch peak and
lexical stress; second, high-pitched stressed syllables might
perceptually be more salient for German infants than lowpitched ones (which could either be a result of their acoustic
nature or, rather circularly, a phenomenon which is prompted
by the high frequency of occurrence itself). Teasing apart
these two explanations is a challenge for future research.
Recent studies emphasized the relevance of lively and
exaggerated contours in facilitating segmentation in German
[32] and English [13]. These IDS productions show larger f0
excursions (phonetic modifications in pitch), along with
durational differences. The findings in [2] and in the current
paper demonstrate that different pitch accent types, i.e.,
alignment differences between peak and stress also modulate
the segmentation success, with the f0 peak being a necessary
cue to stress and segmentation. Future research needs to
examine whether the segmentation success in the bell-shaped
condition is also affected by the size of the f0 excursion.
We are currently investigating whether f0 peaks on
unstressed syllables are sufficient to initiate the use of a
syllable as a word onset in German infants, in addition to
being a necessary cue. Visual-world eye tracking data from
German (and Australian English) shows that this is indeed the
case for adults: Adult listeners temporarily activated an
initially stressed cohort competitor (e.g., musical) when a
target, stressed on the second syllable (e.g., museum), was
realized with an early-peak accent, i.e., an accent type in
which the f0 peak preceded the stressed syllable [33, 34].

Average looking time (sec)

conditions, we pooled the data and tested for an interaction
between familiarity status and Experiment in a repeated
measures ANOVA with familiarity status as within-subjects
factor and Experiment as between-subjects factor. The
interaction between the two factors approached significance
(F(1,34) = 3.32, p = 0.08). For the sake of completeness, Fig.
4 contrasts the 95% CIs of the looking time differences
between the current study (left) and the study in [2] (right).
Hence, in contrast to the bell-shaped condition in [2],
infants did not extract the trochaic part-word (SW) from the
cup-shaped WSW carrier in this experiment. A mere
alternation of tonal targets of opposite pitch height (HL*H)
did not lead to a percept of lexical stress and the use in stressbased segmentation for the syllable that had the deviant pitch.
The results obtained in the current experiment pattern with the
misalignment conditions in Zahner, et al. [2], i.e., the earlypeak and late-peak conditions in which the f0 peak is realized
before or after the stressed syllable, respectively, speaking in
favor of a high-pitched accented syllable that guides the
segmentation process, at least in German infants.
*

10
8

Familiarity
Status
familiar
novel

6
4
2
0
cup−shaped
bell−shaped
Intonation condition

95%CI of differences in looking time:
novel − familiar (in ms)

Figure 3: Average looking times in the cup-shaped
condition (left) and bell-shaped condition in [2] (right);
whiskers represent ±1 standard error of the mean.
3000
2000
G

1000
0

G

−1000
−2000
−3000
cup−shaped
bell−shaped
Intonation condition

Figure 4: Average looking time difference in the cupshaped condition (left) and bell-shaped condition in [2]
(right); whiskers represent the 95% confidence interval of the
difference in looking time.
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Estimation of vocal tract and trachea area functions from impedance spectra
measured through the lips
Anne Rodriguez, Noel Hanna, André Almeida, John Smith and Joe Wolfe
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n.hanna@unswalumni.com

In the present paper, we investigate solutions to the
inversion problem in terms of the number of parameters that can
reasonably be extracted from good data and their goodness of
fit. It uses a known target 𝐴/ (𝑥) and a one-dimensional duct
model to generate a target acoustic impedance spectrum 𝑍/ 𝑓 ,
which is then fitted by calculating 𝑍(𝑓) from estimated
functions 𝐴(𝑥) whose parameters are varied to minimise the
squares of differences between 𝑍(𝑓) and 𝑍/ (𝑓). We concentrate
on the vocal tract and use area functions 𝐴/ (𝑥) for the American
English vowels /i/, /o/, /ɔ/, /æ/ and /ɛ/ from [5]. An intended
application of the 𝐴(𝑥) is the back propagation calculation of
the acoustic signal: obtaining the flow and pressure at the vocal
folds, as described in a companion paper in these proceedings
[6]. For this reason, the vocal tract shapes are modified to
provide a consistent lip aperture.
Recent measurements of 𝑍/ (𝑓) during a neutral vowel
gesture show the effects of yielding, lossy walls [7], and
measurements during inhalation show the effects of the
subglottal duct (trachea) [8].

Abstract
Determining the area function A(x) of the airway between the
lips and vocal folds from external measurements is a classic
inverse problem. A(x) is estimated by fitting the acoustic
impedance measured through the lips. Excellent fits are
possible with about eight cylindrical segments representing the
tract. In examples where A(x) has only small slope, moderately
good agreement is found on the scale of about a centimetre.
Calculations of the impedance loading the glottis are affected
by the epilaryngeal tube, which has less effect on the impedance
through the lips. The frequencies of these extrema are better
estimated than their magnitudes.
Index Terms: vocal tract, acoustic impedance, speech
production, subglottal tract

1.

Introduction

Measurements of the acoustic impedance spectrum of the vocal
tract can now be made through the lips rapidly, precisely and
over a large frequency range. Best results are obtained with the
glottis closed, but good results are possible during phonation
and breathing. With no other information, how much can they
tell us about the shape of the tract, the trachea and the acoustic
load they impose on the glottal source?
The vocal tract is often analysed as an acoustic duct with
varying cross section 𝐴(𝑥) along its length x – essentially a one
dimensional (1D) model. Discrete 𝐴(𝑥) models have a long
history. Fant [1] used a simple, two-cylinder model, to
demonstrate the acoustic phonetic model of vowel placement:
the position of the discontinuity between the two segments (of
lengths 𝑙& and 𝑙' ) determined the frontness or backness of the
vowel, while the area ratio (𝐴& /𝐴' ) largely determined the
vowel height. Sets of several or more cylinders approximating
𝐴(𝑥) are now commonly used, and used hereafter in this paper.
Determining the vocal tract A(x) from the acoustic signal
has long been a goal of speech science (e.g. [2,3]) but the speech
signal, sparsely sampled in the frequency domain, does not
contain enough information to do this reliably. Pulse
reflectometry measures the impulse response of the tract at the
lips while sealed around a measurement device; from this 𝐴(𝑥)
can be reconstructed with several assumptions [4], this
approach is used clinically.
The acoustic impedance is the (complex) ratio of acoustic
pressure (𝑝) to flow (𝑈): 𝑍 𝑓 = 𝑝/𝑈. Here we examine
whether recent advances in impedance spectrometry are
sufficient to estimate A(x) reliably. Although the difficulty of
the inversion problem is similar to pulse reflectometry, the
advantage of this approach is the improved signal:noise ratio,
which allows more detailed acoustic information to be used as
an input.

2.
2.1.

Acoustic impedance measurements

Measurements of 𝑍0 (𝑓) through the lips are made as described
in [7]. Briefly, the subject seals the lips around the end of a
cylindrical waveguide on which are mounted three
microphones, which are input via conditioning amplifiers and
an audio interface to a computer.
At the opposite end is a loudspeaker in parallel with a short,
narrow pipe that allows exhaled air to exit. The computer
generates a sum of sine waves in the range 200 to 4000 Hz, with
magnitudes and phases adjusted to improve signal:noise ratio,
via an audio interface and amplifier; this drives the speaker.
With suitable calibration, impedance at the lips may be
calculated at each frequency from the three microphone signals.
This method measures the input impedance 𝑍0 (𝑓) in a
fraction of a second but, on its own, no corresponding A(x).
2.2.

Simulated impedance through the lips and glottis

Whether for measurements at the lips or a calculated load at the
glottal source, impedance spectra for the 𝐴(𝑥) are calculated
using the transfer matrix method [e.g. 9]. Starting with a load
impedance 𝑍1 , the impedance at the opposite end of the adjacent
cylindrical section is calculated as
𝑍=

23

45 6 ∙89 3:; (<=)>'?2@∙;AB (<=)

45 6 ?45 6 ∙89 ;AB (<=)>'2@∙3:; (<=)

(1)

where ρ is the density of air, c the speed of sound, r the radius,
l the length and 𝛤 is the complex wave number
𝛤=
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to approximate the ratio 𝑆R /𝑆Y in Figure 2). This gives an
improvement to the A(x) fits; see Figure 2.
Inside a loop for the minimisation of S, 𝑙O and 𝑟O are varied
within the constraints 0.1 to 100 mm and 0.1 to 30 mm
respectively and with initial values from 5 to 50 mm and
10 mm.

where ω is the angular frequency and α is an attenuation
coefficient [9], which accounts for losses to the tube walls by
viscous drag and thermal conduction. For a closed, immoveable
termination (a reasonable approximation to a closed glottis), the
load impedance is infinite.
Figure 1 shows the radius r(x), for several vowels from the
published A(x) in [5], assuming cylindrical segment geometry
and modified to provide a consistent lip aperture.

3.
3.1.

Results and Discussion

Synthetic vocal tract models

3.1.1. Ideal number of cylindrical segments
The number n of cylindrical segments was varied from 1 to 10,
and a minimum found for each n, so that S may be plotted as a
function of n, as in Figure 2. This figure uses data from the
vowel /ɔ/. For these data, and for the others studied, each
successive added element makes an improvement up to about
n = 7 or 8, but there is no improvement thereafter for 𝑆R or 𝑆Y .
For the results that follow, n = 8.

Figure 1. Shows r(x) for the synthetic vowels /ɔ/, /i/, /æ/,
/o/, and /ɛ/ modified from [5], and the vowel /ɜ/ from [10].
Figure 2. Scaled sum of squares vs number of cylindrical
segments n for fits for the vowel /ɔ/, calculated at the lips. Fits
minimise differences in impedance magnitude, phase or
combination of both. The value at each point shows the initial
li that gave the lowest SSE.

For the case of the open glottis during inhalation, we use a
very simple model for the trachea following [11]. Because the
trachea branches rapidly, a single open cylinder with a large
flange is used.
The 𝑍(𝑓) that loads the glottal source was similarly
calculated by iteration of the transfer matrix method, this time
starting with the radiation impedance at the open lips and
working back to the glottis.
2.3.

Figure 3a compares the radii 𝑟/ (𝑥) and the 𝑟(𝑥) of the n=8
model from Figure 2. On a longitudinal scale of about a
centimetre, the geometrical features are roughly reproduced.
Fig 3b compares 𝑍/ (𝑓) and 𝑍(𝑓) through the lips. Here, the
fit is encouragingly good – but this is expected for a fit whose
difference has been minimised by adjusting 16 parameters.
The match between the load 𝑍f 𝑓 on the glottis calculated
using 𝐴(𝑥) and 𝐴/ (𝑥) is not as good, of course: this quantity
was not fitted. It is worth noting, however, that the frequencies
of the peaks in 𝑍f , which are closely related to the formants
outside the mouth, are fitted fairly well. One can understand
some of the limitations in estimating the magnitude of
impedance at the glottis 𝑍f : varying the cross section of a short
constriction just above the glottis would be expected to vary a
large inertance loading the glottis and in series with the tract:
this would have a large effect on 𝑍f , but relatively little on the
impedance at the lips. The fit is poorest at high frequency, in
part because the 8-element fit has a lower spatial resolution than
the 43-element target. It is also important to point out that, at
frequencies above about 3 kHz, the approximation that
wavelength >> radius, necessary for 1D plane wave
propagation, is less reliable, so one might expect the 1D model
to begin to fail.

Inversion and the optimal number of elements

We begin with an 𝐴0 (𝑥) (subscript t for target) from Figure 1
and calculate 𝑍/ (𝑓). We then consider a candidate 𝐴 𝑥
function having n cylindrical elements with lengths and radii 𝑙O
and 𝑟O , all of which may be adjusted during the fitting. From
these, we calculate 𝑍(𝑓) through the lips as described above.
Scaled sums of squares of errors for magnitude, phase and
combination respectively are calculated:
1
𝑁

𝑆R =
𝑆Y =
𝑆^ =

1
N

'

U:V 8 WU:V 8X

(3)

U:V 8X
𝜙−𝜙𝑡 '

(4)

𝜋

&

log 𝑍 −log 𝑍𝑡

_

log 𝑍𝑡

2

+𝐾

𝜙−𝜙𝑡
𝜋

2

(5)

where there are N frequencies. These are minimised using the
MATLAB non-linear least squares fitting function fit. The
range goes from 1 to 4 kHz for theoretical fits and targets, but
over the measured range of 200-4000 Hz when fitting real data.
The purpose of the semi-log scale for magnitude is to give
impedance maxima and minima similar weight in the sum.
Minimising 𝑆R or 𝑆Y gives similar solutions for 𝐴(𝑥). We
also minimised 𝑆^ . (The denominators in 𝑆R and 𝑆Y give two
sums of order unity. K is a weighting factor set to 1/20, chosen
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(inertance) and specific loss associated with its motion, and an
attenuation coefficient (the 𝛼 in equation (2)) which is increased
to model the increased losses of wet, irregular wall losses in
living tissue (discussed in [7]). These elements are added as a
compact resonant circuit in parallel with the impedance
calculated through the lips.

Figure 3. (left) compares radii: target 𝑟/ (𝑥) (black) and
fitted 𝑟(𝑥) for the vowel /ɔ/ having 43 and 8 elements
respectively. (upper and middle right) compare the 𝑍 𝑓
magnitude and phase through the lips calculated from these
𝑟/ (𝑥) and 𝑟 𝑥 . (lower right) compares the calculated 𝑍f 𝑓
at the glottis.

Figure 4. Measured (black) and fitted impedance magnitude
and phase spectra for a male subject with glottis closed. Fitted
r(x) compared against r(x) from MRI derived geometry [10].
Otherwise, as Figure 3.

3.1.2. Sensitivity to initial parameters
Inversion problems in general have potentially many solutions.
In this case, how much do they differ? To test this, we tried two
methods. One was to vary the initial shape 𝐴K (𝑥) (by changing
𝑙O 𝑜𝑟 𝑟O ) and to compare the final 𝐴(𝑥). Increasing the initial 𝑙O
without constraining the sum of 𝑙O improved the fit up to a
certain point, then reduced the quality of fit. The results shown
in Figure 2 show those whose initial lengths gave the best fit.
Changing the initial 𝑟O had little effect. Another was to compare
the 𝐴(𝑥) determined by minimising 𝑆R , 𝑆Y and 𝑆^ . Although
the sums of squares (quality of fit) varied, the 𝐴(𝑥) were
qualitatively very similar in most cases (see Figures 4 and 5).
3.2.

Although this adds even more parameters, the effect of each
of the parameters is readily apparent and almost independent.
● the mass adjusts the frequency of the first impedance
peak
● the tissue loss adjusts the magnitude of the first
impedance peak
● the wall loss adjusts the bandwidth of all extrema
The first element at the lip has a radius fixed at 13.1 mm
(equal to that of the three-microphone impedance head used for
measurements) and the upper bound for the length was
decreased to 40 mm from 100 mm.
Note, if the very low frequency range below 50 Hz were
to be considered, then an additional tissue compliance
parameter would also be necessary for the fit.
Figure 4 shows the r(x) based on the fits compared with r(x)
derived from MRI. Note that neither corresponds to the target
𝑍0 (𝑓): the MRI is based on a 2D midsagittal image and so is
also only an approximation of the true unknown target 𝐴0 𝑥 ,
since it makes the unrealistic assumption of 1D geometry. The
major shape features are roughly reproduced, although the fitted
radii are generally larger. The total length of the tract is different
in the two cases, however, the 2 cm immediately above the
glottis has little effect on the impedance through the lips. Its
effect on the impedance seen by the glottis is discussed below.
Measurements made on a female subject performing a
similar gesture are shown in Figure 5. Note the relatively high
impedance of the first minimum compared to the second. This
implies that the vocal tract is less well approximated by a
uniform cylinder, and possibly that the resonance due to the
total tract length terminated at the closed glottis is not as strong
as that at the back of the mouth or pharynx, i.e. due to a
constriction less sound power reaches and is reflected back
from the glottis. Indeed, both fits to amplitude and phase give a
large mouth cavity with a constricted pharynx.
Also note the effect of the epilaryngeal tube, the area just
above the vocal folds that includes the aryepiglottic folds, on

In vivo vocal tract measurements

The calculations above assumed rigid-walled ducts and losses
appropriate to dry, hard walls. It is interesting to look at real
measurements of 𝑍(𝑓), which, at low frequencies, show
features associated with walls of finite mass and rigidity. These
require further parameters, for the specific mass, stiffness and
losses in the wall. However, they also show new features: a new
maximum and minimum in 𝑍0 (𝑓), and so are a more demanding
set to fit.
The data from one of the subjects in [7, 8] were used here.
For this subject (S7), MRI measurements of the vocal tract and
the upper section of the trachea were available for the sustained
vowel /ɜː/ [10], the neutral vowel in the word ‘heard’ in
Australian English.
Figure 4 shows a measurement of 𝑍 𝑓 through the lips
with closed glottis. The shape is in qualitative (and even semiquantitative) agreement with the impedance of a uniform 17 cm
cylinder above about 300 Hz. However, it fails at low
frequency, where a new maximum and minimum appear. The
maximum at about 200 Hz is attributed to the mass of the tissue
surrounding the vocal tract vibrating on the compliance
(‘spring’) of the enclosed air. (An impedance minimum at about
20 Hz due to that of the same mass vibrating on the compliance
of its own tissue is not visible in the measurement at this range
[7].) Also superposed is a fit using the technique described
above, but with three new parameters: the compact mass
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the impedance at the glottis. The magnitude and phase fits both
infer very narrow epilaryngeal tubes, which act as a large
inertance on the glottal load (see also Figure 4). However, the
combination fit produces a wider epilaryngeal tube, which has
the effect of greatly increasing the relative prominence of the
first three resonances. Note that here the true 𝐴0 (𝑥) is unknown
so we cannot (yet) know which is better.

reasonable in terms of length, since the acoustic length of that
subject’s subglottal tract has previously been reported as 195 or
216 mm using the frequencies of the measured impedance
extrema and the calculations in [8] and [11]. However, the
combined fit is not, showing that more work is needed.

4.

Conclusions

For a rigid, dry vocal tract model closed at the glottis, seven or
eight cylindrical elements seem to be the optimum model for
𝑍(𝑓). Such a fit gives a rough representation of the shape on a
resolution of about a centimetre, and the fitted 𝑍(𝑓) through the
lips matches very well. The fit for 𝑍(𝑓) at the glottis is
reasonable for the frequencies of its extrema, but not good for
their magnitudes, due mainly to the strong influence of the
epilaryngeal tube.
To fit in vivo measurements, it is necessary to increase the
attenuation coefficient α to account for losses on wet, yielding
tissues, as has been previously reported [7]. At low frequency,
yielding walls introduce the tissue inertance and the tissue
losses. These are included here as free parameters required to
reproduce the extra low frequency minimum and maximum in
𝑍(𝑓) measured through the lips.
In a preliminary trial, an open cylinder below the glottis was
added to reproduce the extra extrema in Z observed when the
glottis was open during inhalation, which allowed acoustic
excitation of both vocal tract and trachea [8].

Figure 5. As Figure 4 for a female subject with glottis closed.
r(x) are estimated from fits, rt(x) is unknown.
3.2.1. Including the subglottal tract

5.

A preliminary trial of fitting to measurements with open glottis
during inhalation, showed that at least three additional
cylindrical elements are needed to represent the glottis and
subglottal tract, which is terminated with an ideal flange, to
represent the rapid branching as suggested by [11]. Without
considering yielding walls, and using the same loss value as for
the vocal tract, this adds six more parameters; three radii and
three lengths. However, it gives several more features to fit:
because it roughly doubles the length of the non-uniform vocal
tract, the number of purely acoustic minima and maxima in
𝑍(𝑓) is approximately doubled.
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Estimating pressure and flow at the glottis in a vocal tract-like duct from
microphone measurements at the mouth
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an uncontrolled variable. In the experiments described here,
known flow and pressure can be input at the ‘glottis’ end using
one impedance head. This can be compared with the
calculations using the propagation model and measurements
made with a second impedance head at the ‘lip’ end. As such
we can report on the acoustic quality of 3D-printed vocal tracts,
benchmarked against some simple geometries. (We shall use
3D for the fabrication technique, and 3d for three-dimensional
in other senses.)
For most of the measurements, a loudspeaker and a
synthetic broad-band signal is used for spectral measurements.
In other measurements, the voice itself or a synthesised glottal
flow is used.

Abstract
We describe a method to deduce pressure and flow at the glottis
from acoustic measurements near or downstream from the lips,
using phonation into a cylindrical duct with three microphones.
In this paper this method is tested on hard one-dimensional
ducts, also reporting the precision of using 3D printed models
of vocal tract area functions. Combining all the approximations
yields results that are poor for the frequency range needed for
phonetics, but they perform better at the frequencies of the first
few voice harmonics.
Index Terms: vocal folds, physics, acoustic propagation

1.

Introduction

2.

One of the long-term goals of voice research is to calculate the
pressure and flow at the glottis from measurements made
through the lips without prior assumptions about the glottal
flow. Several approaches to determining acoustic variables at
the glottis of a speaker or singer have been reported:
Rothenburg measured flow at the mouth using a mask [1] and
Alipour [2] measured flow velocity and pressure directly on
excised larynges of mammals using for instance a hot-wire
probe, while others calculate these quantities using inverse
filtering that requires some assumptions about the shape of the
glottal flow [3,4], or a priori estimations of the vocal tract
transfer function [5]. Inverse filtering has the advantage of
being a non-invasive technique, but the assumptions about the
glottal flow may be sometimes too strong for studies of the 3dimensional motion of real vocal folds.
This paper suggests an alternative technique based on a
method of acoustic impedance measurement that uses the
pressure information provided by two or more microphones
along a cylindrical tube (an impedance head) to deduce pressure
and flow anywhere within that tube. The same formulae that are
applied in that acoustic measurement can, in principle, be
applied to determine the pressure and flow anywhere along the
duct being measured, provided that the duct geometry is known
and the frequencies of interest and the load geometry are such
that the acoustic propagation can be considered as onedimensional (1d). This in turn allows the determination of a
(frequency-dependent) transfer matrix relating the Fourier
magnitudes of pressures and flows at any two positions in the
duct.
To test this approach, acoustic propagation in a known 1d
duct is applied to the calculation of the flow and pressure in
artificial ducts. The artificial ducts (e.g. Fig 1) have an area
function A(x) (cross section A as a function of distance x from
the glottis) calculated from scans of real vocal tracts for given
vowel articulations. 3D printed vocal tract models have been
used to model the acoustic characteristics of vocal tracts using
excitation at the glottis and to test measurements of transfer
functions (e.g. [6,7,8,9]). Sometimes the quality of printing is

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2.1.

Materials and methods

3D printed one dimensional tracts

1d vocal tract geometries were 3D-printed on a Cubicon Single
Plus (3DP-310F) printer in PLA filament (Filaform and
Verbatim 1.75 mm) based on previously published area
functions calculated from MRI scans of real vocal tracts [10].
The area functions were adjusted slightly to match the lip end
smoothly to the 26.2 mm diameter of one impedance head, and
to the 7.8 mm radius at the glottis to match the other impedance
head. Most tracts were printed in two longitudinal halves (see
Fig. 1), in order to inspect the accuracy of the print. The two
halves were later bonded together by applying an epoxy resin
to the join between the two external surfaces to prevent liquid
flowing into the airway.

Figure 1: Half of a 3D printed vocal tract model for
the vowel /a/ from the data of Story et al. (1996). Note
the left (glottis) side has been adjusted to fit the
7.8 mm diameter impedance head, and the right (lip)
side has been adjusted to fit the 26.2 mm internal
diameter impedance head.
A few simple geometries such as cylinders and conical tract
shapes were also printed and prepared in the same way and
some were also printed in one piece for comparison.
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2.2.

because the CAD software uses a spline interpolation to fill in
the low-resolution original profiles. Fig. 4 shows an example of
these measurements on one of the vowel models studied.

Experimental setup

The experimental setup uses two cylindrical impedance
heads as shown in Fig. 2. One head is used to generate a known
acoustic wave at the ‘glottis’, and a second head at the ‘mouth’
measures the output wave and determines the pressure and flow
at the glottis using only the output signal. The printed vocal tract
is fitted between the two heads (0…𝑥" ).

Figure 4: Measurements of profile from printed two
halves compared to the desired geometry
The two profiles agree to 0.2 mm on average with a
maximum difference of 0.5 mm (Fig. 4), an error which is
estimated to be smaller than that due to the measurement of the
profile in a digital photograph.
Although not clear from figure 1, the 3D printing process
adds to the inner surface roughness of about 0.2 mm due to the
thickness of the PLA filament. We chose not to polish this to
avoid unintended changes to the inner geometry.
Another important factor is the finishing of the two ends of
the tract that are used to connect to the impedance heads. The
larger base consists of a flat surface that is somewhat polished
and to which is applied petroleum jelly to provide a better seal.
The opposite end connects to the impedance head via an adapter
ring. Due to rugosity, some petroleum jelly is also needed to
ensure an airtight seal around this ring.

Figure 2. Sketch of the experimental setup used for
generation of known flow and estimation of wave
propagation
In a cylindrical duct, and for wavelengths long compared
with the diameter, the formulae that relate pressure and flow at
any two cross-sections of the duct are simple and accurate, and
results can be improved by calibrating the impedance head
using at least two different known acoustic loads (here a very
high impedance provided by a 2.4 kg metal mass, and a very
long pipe that has very delayed and very attenuated reflections.)
The measuring ‘mouth’ head uses the 3-microphone technique
described in [11]. After careful calibration, the measurements
from the 3 microphones is used to determine the pressure and
flow at 𝑥" (see Fig. 2).
The generating ‘glottis’ head uses a principle similar to that
described in [12]: After calibrating the microphones, the
loudspeaker sends an initial glottal flow signal. The resulting
signal is measured and after a series of iterations, it approaches
the desired acoustic flow at the output 𝑥 = 0. The target and
measured flows agree to less than 0.1% as shown in Fig. 3.

3.1.2. Acoustic accuracy of printed tracts
The main aim of the 3D prints is to provide an accurate known
acoustic system that can be used to test acoustic models. The
most basic test is to make sure that a cylinder is accurately
printed in order to mimic a cylindrical duct, here a PVC pipe
17cm long cut by hand (Fig. 5). The tract printed in a single
piece shows slight changes in positions and magnitudes of
resonances which are presumably due to roughness of the walls.
After bonding, the 2-piece print has lower frequency resonances
than the single piece print although there were no noticeable
leaks at DC pressure.

Figure 3: Target flow pulse (blue) compared to
obtained pulse (orange). After iteration, the maximum
difference is less than 0.1%

3.
3.1.

Results

Benchmark of printing

3.1.1. Accuracy of the print
Using digital photographs of the two halves and by visually
recognising the inner edge of the tracts, the printed profiles
were compared with the shapes that were provided to the printer
and the original profiles. The two latter do not match exactly

Figure 5: Comparison of input impedance model and
measurements for cylindrical straight ducts (a 17cm
PVC pipe, 3D-printed in a single piece, printed in 2
halves before and after bonding). Insets are zooms.
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𝑥" , and from these, using models of the propagation inside the
tract with known geometry, the pressure and flow were
estimated at 𝑥 = 0.
For the vocal tract shown in Figures 1 and 4, the target flow
and the estimated flow are shown in Figure 9, from which it is
apparent that the lower frequency components are reasonably
well estimated, whereas the higher frequency ones are much
less accurate.
The agreement is fairly good for measurements at the
fundamental frequency of the speaking voice, but by 700 Hz it
is of the order of 3 dB with a phase difference of order 𝜋/4.
Above 1 kHz the estimation is poorer with errors larger than 10
dB and phases that are almost uncorrelated with the target
signal. These surprisingly large differences may be due to
relatively rapid variations in A(x) and thus the combination of
multiple errors of the type seen in Figure 6. The poor
performance at high frequency means that the technique is
currently of little use for phonetics. However, for understanding
the auto-oscillation of the folds and their interaction with
acoustic loads at the fundamental frequency, it may have
promise because it makes few strong assumptions.

3.1.3. Accuracy of the acoustic model of printed vocal tracts
To test the modelling of changes in area function, a slightly
more complex duct with a strong discontinuity was printed: it
consists of a 170 × 7.8 mm diameter tube connected to a
26.2 mm tube, also 170 mm long. Figure 6 shows that the
positions of secondary resonances (splitting of the full-length
resonance due to discontinuity in cross-section) are not well
captured by the model, indicating the need for a better model of
acoustic impedance when discontinuities occur in the area
function 𝐴(𝑥).

Figure 6: Acoustic impedance of a cylinder 7.8 mm in
diameter stepping into a cylinder 26.2 mm in
diameter, compared with the model.
1d computational models and 3D printed ducts using area
functions from [10] usually fit well for lower frequencies (up to
around 1kHz) with larger deviations in the 1-4 kHz range. One
example, for vowel /a/, is shown measured from the glottis with
an open mouth (Figure 7) and from the mouth with a closed
glottis in Figure 8. The differences are usually seen in the Q
factor of the resonances and seem more important when there
are more sudden jumps in the area function.

Figure 8: As for Figure 7, but this time measured at
the ‘mouth’ with a closed ‘glottis’

Figure 9: Target flow pulse (blue) and estimated pulse
from measurements at the mouth using propagation
models based on the tract geometry (orange) or
simply approximating it as a straight cylinder (green)
Figure 7: The impedance measured on a 3D printed
tract. Z at ‘glottis’ with an open ‘mouth’; it is
compared with a 1d model calculated with 100
segments
3.2.

3.3.

Measuring downstream impedance from a glide

Given that the main purpose of this work is to deduce the
acoustic wave generated by the vocal folds, the system was also
tested in real-life conditions. It is the long-term aim to replace
all the experimental apparatus upstream of the measuring
impedance head with the mouth of a subject, where the 𝐴(𝑥)
could be determined by the method described in the companion
paper [13]. At the end of the mouth impedance head, a

Estimation of acoustic variables

In a later experiment, the signals recorded by microphones in
the ‘mouth’ head were used to determine pressure and flow at
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loudspeaker is fitted that is used for a different experiment. In
this preliminary experiment, it is shown that the human voice
may be used to measure the impedance of the system
downstream from the mouth.
The hardware setup of the impedance head is similar to the
one in the previous experiment, however the analysis of the
signals recorded by microphones 1-3M is slightly different,
because the excitation signal is no longer strictly periodic.
If the singer performs a pitch glide that extends over at least
one octave, there is, in principle, enough information in the
microphone signals to extract the complex amplitudes at each
frequency. From these, and given the same calibration data as
for the previous measurement, it is possible to calculate
pressure and flow of the plane wave travelling inside the
impedance head. The ratio of pressure and flow gives the
acoustic impedance of the passive system downstream of the
head (Fig. 10). This information is important to determine the
load acting on the vocal folds.

experimental geometries such as straight ducts and slowly
varying cross-sections provide an extended range of usable
frequencies up to 4 kHz, when calculated with the real
geometry. These results point towards improving the
propagation model at discontinuities using lumped elements
that include an inertive end effect and a stagnant air compliance.
The calculations of the transfer matrices can be compared
with the use of inverse filtering, e.g. in [4]. In that work, the
errors in the estimation of the glottal flow are significantly
smaller than in the current study, although in that study the
injected flow follows very closely the assumptions of the
inversion method, in particular the frequency content of the
flow signal follows the model used in the inversion method.
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Figure 10: Downstream impedance of one of the
measurement heads open at the driver end, calculated
from the first harmonic of a sung pitch glide
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Discussion

[7]

3D printing provides a quick and affordable way of producing
test geometries that reproduce approximately the acoustic loads
seen by the vocal folds at frequencies in the range of the
fundamental fo of speech.
In order to produce 3D printed tracts that are useful for
acoustic measurements, the ducts must be printed in a way
allows quality control of the geometry. In particular, extraneous
filaments should be removed, and the geometry of the print
should be checked against the desired geometry. The
disadvantage of this process is that the duct must be printed in
two or more pieces and then glued together after polishing the
contacting surfaces. Extra care needs to be given to ensure the
airtightness of the two halves after gluing and the fit of the duct
to the measurement device, for example by using grease to seal
the contact. Air leaks decrease the magnitude of measured
impedance peaks.
In these conditions, the acoustic properties below 1 kHz are
relatively well predicted by a simple propagation theory that
considers 1 dimensional plane waves (e.g. Figs 6-8).
Geometries with rapidly varying cross-sections are particularly
challenging and will probably need a more sophisticated
propagation model. Using the current propagation model,
calculations that treat the (complicated) duct as a simple
cylinder provide results whose accuracy compares with that
calculated using the real geometry. However, simpler
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voicing and non-modal voicing. In [3], important
coarticulatory correlations were observed between the preaspirated section and its impact on the previous vowel. They
report vocal fold abduction extended in time, which is
suggestive that pre-aspiration should be analyzed as an
articulatory property of the voiceless coda segment and not
exclusively as a part of the plosive articulation itself. This is in
line with what is reported in [2] where it was evidenced that
breathiness is an articulatory transitional section of the vowel.
Place of articulation has also been reported to have a
significant impact on pre-aspiration. In [5], place of
articulation of the target segment showed significant effects on
pre-aspiration duration, with labials triggering shorter
durations than coronals and dorsals. This is in contrast with
[11] in which no significant differences were found between
place or articulation. However, results in [11] showed that
coronal segments are more likely to trigger pre-aspiration than
labials and dorsals.
Another important correlation found in previous studies is
with gender. In [11], female speakers pre-aspirated with more
frequency than males and in [5] it is stated that pre-aspiration
tokens are allophonic realizations identified mainly in female
speakers.
In this study, we examine pre-aspiration in Australian English.
We aim to provide quantitative evidence of pre-aspirated
coronal obstruents.

Abstract
This study analyzed the acoustic characteristic of preaspiration in Australian English. We specifically examined the
laryngeal coordination from vowel to coronal obstruents in 15
Australian English speakers from the Sydney area. The
analysis was based on four acoustic parameters: duration,
Centre of Gravity, Spectral Tilt, and previous vowel formant
frequencies. Results showed that pre-aspiration is attested in
the data in 68% of the cases. This serves as a starting point for
more robust analysis of pre-aspiration in this English variety
as well as its potential sociolinguistic implications.
Index Terms: Australian English, coronal obstruents, preaspiration

1. Introduction
Pre-aspiration is defined as a period of voiceless glottal
friction which can occur before voiceless obstruents, both
stops and fricatives, and is usually preceded by a breathy
transition from the vowel [1,2]. This has been observed and
documented in different English varieties, including
Middlesbrough English [3], Newcastle English [4], Scottish
Gaelic [5], and Welsh English [2]. Pre-aspiration been
observed only rarely in Australian English [1,2]. Studies on
Australian English have mainly reported frication and lenition
of /t/ [1,6]. In [1], pre-glottalization was regularly attested by
one Australian English speaker. This glottalization is
classified as one type of pre-aspiration in [2]. Sporadic
findings of pre-aspiration are also observed in [7,8,9], in
which single speakers show this feature. One study looking at
patterns in the acoustics of /p, t, k/ in children native speakers
of Australian English found that pre-aspiration is attested by
female speakers, but the rate of use decreases as age increases
[10]. These findings therefore suggest that even when it is not
consistent or systematic as in studies in other varieties, preaspiration needs closer inspection in Australian English.
Acoustic studies on pre-aspiration have shown that word
position and previous vowel significantly impact duration and
frequency of pre-aspiration, as in the case of Scottish Gaelic in
which pre-aspiration is a well-established feature in the
phonological structure of the language [11]. In terms of word
position, word-final stops prompt longer pre-aspiration
durations than word-medial stops. In terms of the preceding
vowel, only vowel height showed significant differences in the
pre-aspiration duration, in which non-high vowels trigger
longer pre-aspiration durations than high-vowels.
Another relevant finding in [11] was the existence of a breathy
voice component at the end of the preceding vowel in onethird of the tokens with pre-aspiration. This shows that preaspiration also affects the realization of the previous vowel by
making the vowel breathy at the end of its realization, which is
the result of the same glottal abduction gesture. A distinction
therefore can be made within the vowel between modal

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Methodology
We limit this analysis to word-final contexts, since they
correlate with longer pre-aspiration sections, as in Gaelic [11].
We also present evidence on segments preceded by the open
vowel /æ/ in Australian English, which also correlates with
longer pre-aspiration section compared to high vowels [11].
2.1.

Participants

A total of 15 native speakers of Australian English (all
females) took part in this study. They were all first-year
linguistics students at Macquarie University. None of the
participants reported hearing or articulatory impairment.
2.2.

Stimuli

We analyzed pre-aspiration in the English voiceless coronal
obstruents /tʃ, t, s, ʃ, θ/ in coda position. Segments were placed
in the carrier words, catch, cat, Cass, cash, and Kath,
respectively. These words were chosen to have the same
phonological context for all words, i.e /kæC/, in which C
represents the target segment. All target segments were
therefore preceded by the same vowel /æ/.
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2.3.

Procedure

Speakers were recorded in a sound-attenuated testing room
and exposed to the target words in elicitation sentences, prerecorded by a native speaker of Australian English. Sentences
were presented to the participants in a Microsoft PowerPoint
slide show in a monitor in front of them. Speakers were then
asked to listen then repeat each sentence five times. Each
target word was placed in the carrier sentence Please, utter X,
where X represents the target word. A Shure KSM137
unidirectional microphone was used to record the acoustic
signal. The audio signal was digitized at a sampling frequency
of 48 KHz with 16-bit quantization.
Recordings were then forced-aligned using the Montreal
forced-aligner [12] and then manually corrected by the author.
The acoustic information was extracted in Praat [13] and the
analyzed in Rstudio [14]. Out of the total 379 tokens available,
19 tokens were excluded from the analysis for errors in the
original recordings, resulting in a total of 360 tokens. Token
numbers are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1. Acoustic cues for the segmentation of the
previous vowel and the fricative consonant /s/
2.4.2. Fricatives segmentation
For the onset of fricatives /s, ʃ, θ/, the acoustic cue was
spectral changes, where a distinction between high and low
energy was observed (See Figure 1). The pre-aspirated section
was generally distinguished from the main frication section
(see Frication section in Figure 1) in which the frication
section had major concentrations in high-frequency energy.

Table 1. Summary of number of tokens

2.4.3. Stops segmentation
Segment
tʃ
t
s
ʃ
θ
Total
2.4.

Total
tokens
62
65
78
78
77
360

Pre-aspirated
tokens
25
38
60
61
67
251

Pre-aspirated
percentage
40.3
58.5
76.9
78.2
87
68.19 (Mean)

In this study, we refer to both /t, tʃ/ as stop segments. Onset of
pre-aspiration in stops was identified as the presence of high
energy after the vowel and before complete closure (See PrAsp in Figure 2). The offset of the pre-aspiration section was
identified at the point where the high-frequency energy
disappeared to give way to the closure section of the stop
segment. We also calculated the segment duration, from onset
of Closure to the offset of the Release section.

Segmentation

Challenging issues permeate the literature on pre-aspirated
consonants. Here we follow the parameters as in [2,11] in
which the acoustic dynamic range was reduced to 50-65dB.
This helped the distinction between pre-aspirated sections and
background noise. Since pre-aspiration varies depending on
the phonological environment (stops vs fricatives), we
followed different protocols for each.
2.4.1. Vowel segmentation

Figure 2. Acoustic cues for the segmentation of the
previous vowel and the stop segment /t/

The onset of the vowels was placed in the beginning of visible
formants in the spectrograms and changes in the waveform
coming from the frication of onset /k/. Vowel offset before
non-pre-aspirated stops was defined by the cessation of
vocalic pulses. The offset of the vowel before pre-aspirated
segments was placed at the beginning of aperiodic high
frequency energy belonging to the pre-aspirated section or the
segment in the case of fricatives. Within the vowel, we also
coded for breathiness (see BR section in Figure 1). The onset
of breathiness was located at the end of modal voicing, which
gives way to the breathiness section. The breathy section is
distinguished from the pre-aspirated section by the presence of
formant information from the vowel as well as partial vowellike cycles in the waveform, as done in [2].

2.5.

Measurements

We carry out our measurements following methodologies on
previous studies. Four main parameters have been examined in
the literature: pre-aspiration duration duration, Center of
Gravity (CoG), vowel spectral tilt and formant frequencies of
the previous vowel. In our measurements, we treat the
breathiness section of the vowel as separate from the preaspirated section as suggested in [2]. This is different from
other studies in which these two sections are treated as a single
unit [15]. The former approach (separate sections) is based on
evidence supporting pre-aspiration being phonetically
conditioned by vowel height and length, whereas breathiness
is sensitive to phonetic vowel duration [2].
2.5.1. Duration
In [3,16] it was shown that there is variation in the total
duration of the previous vowel depending on the place and
manner of articulation of the following pre-aspirated segment.
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The total duration of the vowel was calculated as well as the
breathy section to examine their relation to the pre-aspiration
section. We analyzed whether the pre-aspirated consonants
had an effect on the duration of the previous vowel.
We also calculated whether the durations of the pre-aspirated
sections (Pr-Asp in Figures 1 and 2) were significant different
based on Place and Manner of Articulation. Finally, we tested
the relationship between the pre-aspirated sections and the
duration of the segment without the pre-aspirated section, that
is, the Frication section for the fricatives and the
Closure+Release sections for the stops.

Table 2. Summary of means and standard deviations
(in parenthesis) of durational values

2.5.2. Centre of Gravity

Segment
ms

Fricative [188]
Stop [63]
Alveolar [98]
Dental [67]
Pal.-alv. [86]

291 (56)
259 (61)
275 (62)
265 (45)
307 (56)

Preaspiration
ms
60 (19)
52 (21)
60 (20)
57 (18)
57 (22)

Previous
vowel ms
143 (26)
123 (22)
139 (26)
140 (27)
136 (28)

Vowel duration analysis showed that there was a significant
effect for manner (χ2(1)=38.227, p<0.001, shorter durations
by 20.3 ms ± 3.2 for vowels followed by stops), and a
marginally significant difference for place of articulation
(χ2(2)=5.029, p=0.081). With alveolars as the baseline, the
dental had shorter durations by 7.4 ms ± 3.3, and palatoalveolars by 3 ms ± 2.9.
Duration analysis comparing the pre-aspirated sections also
showed significant differences. Manner of articulation was
found to be a predictor between segments (χ2(1)=6.088,
p=0.014, shorter durations by 7.009 ms ± 2.9 for stops). There
were no significant differences for place of articulation.
The analysis comparing the pre-aspirated section of the
consonant with the duration of the segment also revealed
significant differences. Overall, the pre-aspirated section
accounted for 27.19% of the total duration of the segment. The
duration of the pre-aspirated sections were significantly
different than the other section of the segments (χ2(1)=1028,
p<0.001, shorter durations by 166.79 ms ± 2.8 for the preaspirated section).

Centre of gravity (CoG) is an acoustic measure that allows
parameterization of the pre-aspirated section. CoG can
measure the change within fricative productions [17]. This
primarily correlates with the front cavity size and constriction
shape; i.e. smaller front cavities have higher COG and larger
front cavities have smaller CoG. This allows us to examine
whether the front cavity size has an impact on the
presence/absence or length of the pre-aspirated section. A
Praat script was written to calculate the CoG for all the preaspirated sections, both in fricatives and stops.
2.5.3. Spectral Tilt
Spectral tilt (H1-H2) is an acoustic parameter that measures
breathiness or creakiness in vowels [16]. This was calculated
for each vowel to examine the effect of the pre-aspirated
section in the preceding vowels. Spectral tilt was calculated
using a Praat script by [18]. Higher H1-H2 values correlate
with breathier vowels.
2.5.4. Formants of the previous vowel

3.1.2. Centre of Gravity

Previous studies have shown that pre-aspiration has an impact
on the previous vowel F1 values [16], in which F1 values were
significantly different between aspirated and non-aspirated
consonants (the direction of the significance is not reported,
i.e. whether pre-aspirated F1 were higher or lower). We
extend this measurement to include F2 values in addition to F1
values. These were calculated at the midpoint of the preceding
vowel.
2.6.

Context

CoG analysis showed significant differences between the preaspirated sections across all segments. Analysis showed that
place of articulation was the only factor to be a stronger
predictor. The only significant difference was between the
alveolar and the palato-alveolars (t=2.390, p=0.0176, higher
CoGs by 55.4 Hz ± 23.18 for the palato-alveolars). There were
no significant differences for the other comparisons.
3.1.3. Spectral Tilt

Statistical analysis

For all comparisons, we applied mixed effects models, with
the analyzed values as the response variable. We created our
models to check differences based on manner, place of
articulation and duration (fixed factors), and speaker as a
random factor. For manner of articulation we distinguished
stops vs fricatives, and for place of articulation between
palato-alveolars, alveolars, and dental.

Spectral tilt analysis did not show significant differences.
However, average values showed that vowels followed by the
dental segment had breathy sections with the highest energy
(mean = 4.59 ± 5.8 dB), vowels followed by alveolars having
the less breathy segments (mean = 2.86 ± 6.6 dB), and the
palato-alveolar context in between (mean = 3.49 ± 6.6 dB).

3. Results

There were no significant differences in the formant analysis.
However, F1 analysis showed higher values for vowels
followed by a pre-aspirated segment (mean = 984 ± 142 Hz)
than non-aspirated tokens (mean = 960 ± 114 Hz). F2 analysis
showed lower values for vowels followed by a pre-aspirated
segment (mean = 1959 ± 237 Hz) than non-aspirated tokens
(mean = 1982 ± 223 Hz).

3.1.4. Formants of the previous vowel

3.1.1. Duration
Table 2 summarizes the mean durational values (in ms) and
corresponding total tokens for phonological context in all preaspirated tokens.
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analysed in Australian English. More research is needed to
further examine pre-aspiration in more contexts and its
potential sociolinguistic implications in Australia.
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with the remaining 51% using fronted [ɪ]. They also found an
increase in the use of schwa over time, particularly for female
speakers, which they suggest demonstrates change in progress.
Speakers with the greatest use of schwa were of Irish descent
indicating a potential Irish English influence and the possibility
that Weak Vowel Merger may be a phonological remnant of
Irish English in Southern Hemisphere varieties today.
In one of the few acoustic studies of unstressed vowels in
AusE, [1] examined schwa production in the speech of 20 males
from Rockhampton and Sydney. Speakers read 18 sentences
containing schwa in a range of contexts including utterance
initial (indefinite article), utterance final (non-rhotic -er suffix)
and medial interconsonantal (indefinite article preceded by a
word containing a coda stop and followed by a word containing
an onset stop - C1#ə#C2). The results showed that utterance final
/ə/ was positioned lower in the phonetic space (raised F1) than
medial schwa, and that horizontal displacement (F2 variation)
was determined by surrounding consonantal context. [8]
analysed the unstressed vowel in trochaic words of /(C)VɹəC/
type such as in parrot, syrup, barrack in the speech of 28
females from Sydney and found F2 to be significantly affected
by place of articulation of the following stop but that F1 was
not affected by this feature. [9] suggests that extreme contextual
variability in schwa is due to its short duration, explaining
variability with reference to the undershoot model.
Schwa has been described as 'targetless' and entirely
assimilated to its phonetic context ([11]). Coarticulation affects
unstressed vowels more than accented vowels ([12]) so it is not
surprising that schwa is highly susceptible to its environment.
[13], based on an articulatory study of a single speaker of
American English, described schwa as an average of the
articulatory positions of the full vowels (articulated towards the
centre of the vowel space) and a goal driven gesture therefore
one with a specified target rather than being targetless. In
response, [14] tested the hypothesis that schwas contained
within the syllabic past tense affix might arise through
coordination of the consonants on either side rather than any
kind of targetful phonologically specified vowel. They used
real-time MRI to detail the posture, duration, acoustic and
articulatory targets of lexical schwa and the schwa in past tense
affixes (e.g. Nota'd vs noted – where Nota'd was a contraction
of 'Nota had') in the speech of two male speakers of American
English. Their findings showed significant differences in both
acoustic (F1/F2) and articulatory parameters between lexical
schwa and affix schwa but also indicated that the schwa could
not be considered targetless. [15] also suggested targetful schwa
after conducting an analysis of X-ray data from four speakers
of American English showing significant retraction of the
tongue root during schwa relative to resting posture.
In a similar finding to that of [1], [16] found wide variation
in F1 of word-final schwa which was phonetically lower than
non word-final schwa in the speech of 9 female speakers of
American English. They suggest that phonetically low wordfinal schwa is necessary to preserve the contrast with other

Abstract
Contrast loss between unstressed vowels in words like
Rosa's/roses is assumed for Australian English but no empirical
analyses have been conducted to support this assumption. To
address this lacuna we acoustically examined the unstressed
vowels in word-final (e.g. Rosa), segmental possessive (e.g.
Rosa's), and syllabic plural (e.g. roses) contexts for 27 female
Australian English speakers. Results showed that word-final
schwa differed in F1, F2 and duration from the other types.
Unstressed vowels in segmental possessive and syllabic plural
contexts did not differ significantly from one another. Results
support the merger of weak vowels /ə/ and /ɪ/ for Australian
English.
Index Terms: Australian English, schwa, weak vowel merger,
unstressed vowels

1. Introduction
According to [1], Australian English (AusE) has a relatively
high occurrence of schwa (28.4% of all vowels) compared to
Received Pronunciation (RP) (23.7%). In contrast, /ɪ/ makes up
just 11% of vowels in AusE compared to 20.8% in RP. One of
the reasons for this discrepancy is that /ə/ and /ɪ/ are said to have
undergone a merger in unstressed syllables in AusE whereas in
RP and Southern Standard British English (SSBE) the two
vowels remain distinct. [2] refers to this loss of contrast
between /ə/ and /ɪ/ as Weak Vowel Merger. Thus, contrast
between the weak vowels in words such as Lennon vs Lenin has
reportedly been lost in AusE. /ɪ/ is typically retained in suffixes
like -ish, -ic, ism, ing, and /ɪ/ often still occurs when the
following consonant is postalveolar or velar but this could
possibly be considered allophonic (or free variation) e.g.
paddock, stomach, beverage, manage. To explain the
development of Weak Vowel Merger, [3] suggests that the
dialects present in the early European colony in Australia would
have included speakers from Ireland, East Anglia, The West
Country and the far north of England for whom schwa would
occur in unstressed syllables in words like rabbit. Speakers
from Scotland, the London region and central areas of England
would have used /ɪ/ instead. [3] suggests that speakers of the
merged forms would have been in the minority in the early
Australian European colony, yet a merger was ultimately
adopted by the children through a process of simplification that
occurs in dialect contact situations leading to the survival of
those minority variants displaying greater regularity than the
majority variants ([4], [5], but see [6] for an alternative
explanation). New Zealand English also displays Weak Vowel
Merger leading [7] to conduct an auditory analysis of the
unstressed vowel in the rabbit class of words produced by 59
speakers from the historical ONZE corpus who were born in the
latter half of the 19th century. After coding tokens on a threepoint scale of centralisation, [7] found that 16.6% of speakers
used the schwa variant, 32.4% used a retracted variant of [ɪ],
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vowels such as /iː/ and /əʉ/ in unstressed contexts (e.g. in words
like pita, pity, ditto). However, in non word-final contexts (e.g.
in syllabic plural /-əz/) there are no contrastive competitors and
hence no need for lowering as a differentiating strategy.
[10] examined F1, F2 and duration of word-final schwa
extracted from conversational speech of 11 male and 10 female
AusE speakers from Sydney divided into four ethnic groups
(Greek, Lebanese, Italian, Anglo). A maximum of 30 words per
speaker were selected. His results showed considerable
variability in keeping with the uncontrolled phonetic nature of
the extracted data, but a relationship was found between length
and phonetic openness with longer schwa being more open.
Interestingly, [16] showed a significant height difference
between the unstressed vowel in the syllabic plural (affix) (e.g.
roses: lower F1 – phonetically higher) compared to the
segmental plural and possessive forms of schwa-final words
(sofas/Rosa's: higher F1 – phonetically lower). [16] assert that
word-final unstressed vowel qualities are preserved under
affixation of the segmental plural or possessive morpheme (e.g.
sofas/Rosa's), hence their lowered realisation compared to the
syllabic plural (affix) type (e.g. roses). [14] found a similar
height difference in lexical vs affix schwa in their pair of
American English speakers.
The contrast between raised and lowered unstressed vowels
in pairs like Rosa’s vs. roses is said to arise because of the
difference in morphological structure and position of the stem
boundary between the words: in Rosa’s it follows the vowel
(/ɹəʉzə|z/), while in roses the stem boundary precedes the
unstressed vowel (/ɹəʉz|əz/). This morphological effect has not
previously been explored for AusE. However, as AusE is said
to have undergone Weak Vowel Merger, if a true merger exists
we expect that the morphological effect found in [14] and in
[16] will not hold. With this proposition in mind, we examined
schwa in pre-pausal word-final position (e.g. Rosa), in
morpheme final position before the segmental possessive (e.g.
Rosa's), and in the syllabic plural (affix) /-əz/ (e.g. roses).

conducted in SPSS with fixed factors word group (ROSA, NINJA,
schwa type (word-final, segmental possessive,
syllabic plural (affix)), repetition, and the interaction of word
group and schwa type. As repetition did not show any
significant interactions with the other two factors, this was only
included as a main effect in the model. Speaker was included as
a random factor. Post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni correction
were carried out.
LISA, ASIA),

Table 1. Single words extracted from acoustic recordings
Word
group

ROSA
NINJA
LISA
ASIA

Schwa type
Wordfinal
Rosa
ninja
Lisa
Asia

Segmental
possessive
Rosa's
Ninja's
Lisa's
Asia's

Syllabic
plural-affix
roses
hinges
leases
ages

/-zəz/
/-ʤəz/
/-səz/
/-ʒəz//-ʤəz/

3. Results

The results show significant effects for word group and schwa
type and significant interactions for each of F1, F2 and duration
(Table 2). For F1 and F2, post-hoc analyses showed that wordfinal schwa differed from the other two types (p<0.001) for all
word groups and that the possessive and syllabic plural (affix)
did not differ from each other for any word group except ASIA
(F1: p<.013, F2: p<.001) (see Figure 1). This F1 and F2
difference for ASIA can be explained by the difference in the
preceding consonant between the two types (/ʒ/ - Asia's vs /ʤ/ages). Figure 1 shows the F1/F2 ellipses (enclosing two
standard deviations from the mean) for the four word groups for
each of the unstressed vowel types and shows the ASIA (Asia's
vs ages) effect in the bottom right panel. It also shows that
word-final schwa is clearly separated spectrally from the
interconsonantal schwa contexts. The possessive and syllabic
plural schwa did not differ from each other in duration but both
differed significantly from word-final schwa (p<.001) (see
Figure 4). Word-final schwa was longer, lower and more
retracted than the other contexts.
Post-hoc analyses showed that word groups differed from
each other for each parameter in keeping with coarticulatory
effects associated with differing segmental context. Figures 2,
3 and 4 illustrate the F1, F2 and durations for schwa type within
each word group.

2. Method
Twenty-seven female speakers of AusE (18-38 years) with a
mean age of 24 who had all been born in Australia to parents
whose first language was English read 133 isolated words
containing schwa in a range of contexts presented
orthographically and individually on a computer screen three
times in random order. The task also included an additional set
of AusE vowels in the /hVd/ frame read three times in random
order. Recordings were made in a sound treated recording
studio in the Macquarie University Linguistics Department,
using an AKG C535 EB microphone, Cooledit audio capture
software via an M-Audio delta66 soundcard to a Pentium 4 PC
at 44.1kHz sampling rate. We extracted sound files from each
speaker for three repetitions of 12 target trochaic words (see
Table 1) in addition to their /hVd/ words. 45 of the possible 972
tokens were excluded through errorful production. Data were
first processed by the WebMAUS automatic aligner [17]
utilising an AusE model. MAUS automatically returns Praat
[18] textgrids with phonemic boundaries labelled. These were
then checked and hand corrected where necessary to delimit the
segmental boundaries in Praat [18] and Emu (ipslmu.github.io/EMU.html). F1 and F2 were extracted for the
/hVd/ items and for schwa at the midpoint. Duration of schwa
was also determined. Note that the /hVd/ monophthongs are
used for illustrative purposes only here to situate the schwa in
the vowel space. F1, F2 and duration of the unstressed vowels
were examined separately. Linear mixed model analysis was

Table 2. Summary of significant main effects and interactions
Parameter
F1

F2

Duration

90

Variable
Word group
Schwa Type
Word Group x
Schwa Type
Word group
Schwa Type
Word Group x
Schwa Type
Word group
Schwa Type
Word Group x
Schwa Type

df
3,888
2,888
6,888

F
3.874
3765.256
8.939

p<
.009
.001
.001

3,888
2,888
6,888

153.190
1472.224
5.698

.001
.001
.001

3,888
2,888
6,888

22.697
165.741
2.919

.001
.001
.008
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For word-final context, LISA was significantly phonetically
lower than the other three word groups (higher F1) (p<.001) and
shorter in duration (p<.01 or less). In this context LISA and ROSA
were significantly more retracted (lower F2) (p<.001) than
NINJA/ASIA. In the segmental possessive context LISA was
significantly phonetically higher (lower F1) than NINJA/ASIA
(p<.01) (with a similar trend for ROSA). In this context, LISA/
ROSA were significantly more retracted (lower F2) than NINJA
/ASIA (p<.001). In the syllabic plural context, NINJA was
phonetically lower (higher F1) than the other contexts (p<.05 or
less), but LISA/ROSA are again significantly phonetically more
retracted than NINJA/ASIA with lower F2 (p<.001). LISA/ROSA
were also also shorter than NINJA/ASIA (p<.01 or less).

Figure 3: F2 of the unstressed vowel in hertz across word sets.
Whiskers represent confidence intervals.

Figure 1: Position of the unstressed vowel in the F1/F2 plane in
the three separate contexts. Ellipses represent two standard
deviations from the mean.

Figure 4: Duration of the unstressed vowel in milliseconds
across word sets. Whiskers represent confidence intervals.

4. Discussion
The results indicate that schwa in open syllables behaves quite
differently from schwa in the preconsonantal context in keeping
with the findings of [1] and [16]. This result might be expected
as segments before a phrase boundary are typically longer than
those that do not have boundary related lengthening ([19], [20]).
Phrase final lengthening appears to be progressive. The
segment immediately adjacent to the utterance boundary is
lengthened the most and the direction of the lengthening is
leftward from the right edge of the syllable adjacent to the

Figure 2: F1 of the unstressed vowel in hertz across word sets.
Whiskers represent confidence intervals.
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utterance boundary [20]. This may explain some of the different
durational patterns across schwa types as word-final schwa is
adjacent to the boundary. As [9] also suggests, longer vowels
have a greater opportunity to reach their designated 'target'
which may in turn help to explain the significant formant
difference between phrase final schwa and the interconsonantal schwa. Alternatively, coarticulation is reduced in
prosodically strong locations [21], therefore, the open syllable,
in addition to being long, is less prone to be affected by
coarticulation. The interconsonantal context schwas are flanked
by coronals placing considerable coarticulatory pressure on
their production as can be seen by the low values for F1. Wordfinal schwa however, was shown to systematically deviate from
the surrounding context suggesting a targetful production.
The significant formant differences across word types can
be explained by coarticulation. Each word type comprises a
specific phonetic context that affects the schwa uniquely
leading to different realisations. In the case of the LISA word
type the preceding fricatives is voiceless whereas other word
types all have a preceding voiced fricative/affricate. The schwa
in word final Lisa differs significantly from the other contexts
in F1 and duration which may be the result of the preceding
voiceless fricative. Vowels flanked by voiceless consonants
have a higher F1 [22] although in the interconsonantal context
here, when a voiced consonant follows, Lisa's/leases does not
display raised F1. We note that the word final schwa in Lisa
was often glottalised perhaps contributing to its shorter duration
and raising questions for future analyses. Interestingly, schwa
in Lisa was the shortest of all the word-final schwas but was
also the lowest contradicting previous findings correlating low
schwa with length [e.g. 10]. In LISA and ROSA schwa is preceded
by alveolar fricatives whereas schwa in ASIA and NINJA follows
postalveolar fricatives/affricates. Indeed, the pairs of words
with similar preceding fricatives pattern similarly: LISA and
ROSA pattern together and ASIA/NINJA pattern together. The only
statistically significant difference between the segmental
possessive and syllabic plural (affix) occurs for ASIA which can
be explained by the variable preceding consonants – Asia's /ʒ/
vs ages /ʤ/. [23] show that the preceding vowel may also affect
the characteristics of schwa further explaining some differences
across word types. NINJA also has a different syllabic structure
from the other types with a complex preceding consonantal
environment in /-nʤ-/ further complicating the picture.
The height of the possessive and syllabic plural (affix)
schwa suggest barred i [ɨ] as a possible allophonic realisation.
As only coronal flanking consonants have been included here,
it is not possible to say whether this realisation is common for
schwa in other non word-final positions. Despite finding a
raised vowel in the non word-final coronal context, our results
contradict the findings of [16] and [14] that a difference exists
between lexical vs affix schwa. We found no significant
difference between schwa in segmental possessive and syllabic
plural (affix) contexts on any of the dimensions measured: F1,
F2, duration (except for the context-specific effect for ASIA –
Asia's/ages). Schwa did not display any morphological effect
indicating a true Weak Vowel Merger for the items explored in
the present dataset of AusE.

AusE. In contrast, word position and segmental context were
found to play a major role in the realisation of schwa.
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5. Conclusions
Results empirically confirm a merger between unstressed
vowels in segmental possessive and syllabic plural contexts.
Contrary to [14] and [16] we found no effect of morphology on
the production of the unstressed vowel for these speakers of
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Abstract

An example of a potential contrastive focus context is shown
below. In this example (utterance b), MANLY would potentially
be realized with a rising L+H* rather than simple H* accent
(both shown schematically in Figure 1) to emphasise that the
interlocutor went to Manly and not Bondi. The simple H*
shown on the left does not have the strong rising lead tone that
characterizes the L+H* pitch accent on the right (located on
the main stressed syllable of Manly). According to the standard
ToBI descriptions of these accents for other varieties of
English, the H* target of the bitonal L+H* accent is also likely
to be scaled higher in the speaker’s pitch range as shown in
Figure 1.

This paper examines pre-nuclear and nuclear pitch accent
variation and realization in map task interactions for Standard
Australian English. An analysis of pitch accent choice in
accented words reveals that pitch accent type is not always
critical to the realization of information structure categories; for
instance in the case of informational focus participants often use
a range of pitch accent shapes. Nevertheless nuclear bitonal
accents (e.g. L+H* pitch accents) are scaled higher than simple
H* pitch accents across the board in line with previous findings
for other English varieties. Furthermore there is evidence of an
interaction between dialog act, pitch accent choice and
realization with more rising and/or higher scaled accents used
in particular kinds of interactions.

a)
b)

Did you go to Bondi baths yesterday?
No I went to MANLY baths.

1. Introduction
The majority of research on Australian English intonation has
focused on the prevalence and functions of Uptalk in interactive
discourse [see 1 for a comprehensive overview]. Uptalk refers
to the use of rising (often high rising) pitch at the end of
syntactic declarative statements. Conversely in previous studies
of Australian English intonation there has been relatively little
focus on post-lexical pitch accent variation, particularly with
regard to pitch accent type and pitch accent scaling, compared
to other varieties of English. Earlier corpus studies for British
English varieties [2] and experimental studies of American
English [e.g. 3] have revealed that there is strong evidence of
variation in terms of pitch accent type and pitch accent
realization across different speech communities. Moreover, it
has generally been assumed for Australian English that, as in
Southern British English and General American English, pitch
accent choice and realization play a crucial role in signaling
information structure categories (e.g. focus) in spoken
communication. With regard to the realization of neutral,
informational, and contrastive focus, studies of American
English have shown that a high target pitch accent with a strong
lead tone, e.g. L+H*, tends to be used in narrow and contrastive
focus contexts rather than a simple H* pitch accent [3, 4]
although there is some evidence of variation among different
American varieties [e.g. 3]. Moreover the H* tone target of the
rising L+H* accent is generally scaled higher in a speaker’s
range in these narrow and contrastive focus contexts. Similar
effects of focus have been found in many different languages
[e.g. see 5, 6, 7, 8 for an overview]. Preliminary acoustic studies
of Australian English also suggest that rising accents play an
important role in signaling contrastive focus in carefully
scripted laboratory phonology type experiments [e.g. 9].

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

Figure 1. Schematic representation of two major pitch accent
f0 shapes: H* and L+H*.
It remains to be seen whether rising pitch accents are widely
used in less scripted data in Australian English in general,
and/or whether they are used frequently to signal contrastive
focus in spoken interaction compared to what has been
observed in controlled laboratory-style speech. It also remains
to be seen whether pitch accent variation constitutes another
source of potential differentiation between Standard Australian
English and other so called “mainstream” varieties of English.
It may be that rising accents, and not only high-rising
boundaries, contribute to the general perception of Australian
English as a ‘rising’ variety but this remains to be quantitatively
verified, e.g. [1].
The main focus of this study is to investigate pitch accent
variation and realization in a corpus of map task data
(Australian National Database for Spoken Language,
henceforth ANDOSL) for Australian English [10]. The
additional aim of this study is to provide a “reference” dataset
for future comparison with the AusTalk data collection which
also includes a map task [11]. It should be noted that the
ANDOSL Map Task used here was collected in Sydney in the
‘90’s and is indicative of Standard Australian English spoken
in the Sydney/NSW region at that time, although it should also
be noted there is no indication that prosody has changed over
time in Australian English. This study will give a further
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understanding of (rising) prosodic patterns in spontaneous
Australian English.

relative to a pre-nuclear accent in the same intermediate
phrase).

1.1 ANDOSL Map Task

Of particular interest in this study is variation in simple (H*,
!H*) versus bitonal (L+H*, L*+H) pitch accent choice, and
scaling of the L and H targets in pre-nuclear and nuclear
contexts. An example of intonational annotation illustrating two
different pitch accent types, H* and L+H* respectively is
shown in Figures 2 and 3. Both are examples of contrastive
focus constructions which were of additional interest in our
study. Due to the mismatch between the two maps used by the
participants in the task, the IFs often produced these kinds of
constructions in response to a request by the IG. The illustration
in Figure 2 shows the second part of an exchange between an
IG and an IP pair which is shown below.

The Map Task is an exercise in controlled quasi-spontaneous
talk between two participants and therefore constitutes a rich
resource for the investigation of situated interaction and in
particular the interaction between intonational categories like
pitch accents and information structure (analysed in the current
study). The structure of a map task can be summarized as
follows: participants work in pairs, each with a map in front of
them that the other participant cannot see. The maps contain a
number of landmarks, which are not all identical. One
participant (the ‘instruction-giver’ IG) has a route marked on
his/her map and is required to instruct the other participant (the
‘instruction-follower’ IF) to draw the correct route onto their
own map. The mismatching landmarks on each map ensure that
a range of queries, checks and negotiation talk will be elicited.
This is one reason why map tasks are an effective tool to
examine intonational variation given the known relationship of
intonation to utterance modality and discourse segmentation
(e.g. [12]).

IG “Do you have a galah open-cut mine?”
IF “I’ve got a DINGO.”
The IF responds to an information question posed by the IG
about whether or not he has a particular landmark on his map,
in this case “the galah open cut mine”. The IF has a “mine” with
a different name on his map and so in his response, the word
“DINGO” is realized with a simple H* nuclear accent scaled
in the upper part of this speakers’ pitch range, rather than a
L+H* bitonal accent (there is no strong lead tone evident on the
accented first syllable of “Dingo”).

2. Method and Materials
2.1 Participants
Eight dialogs (4 speaker pairs) from the Australian Map Task
corpus of the Australian National Database [10] formed the
dataset for this study. This was a subset of the corpus that was
analyzed in earlier studies of Uptalk and high rising tunes in
Australian English (e.g. [13]) and studies of discourse modeling
(e.g.[14]). Each speaker pair consisted of a male and female
who took it in turns to be Instruction Giver (IG) or Instruction
follower (IF). The dialogs were chosen randomly and the
speakers all belong to the standard Australian English dialectal
grouping. The dialogs were between 485.93 sec and 810.24 sec
in duration and were digitized at 22,500 kHz.

Figure 2. F0 contour showing an example of a nuclear H* pitch
accent produced by a male participant (Instruction follower) on
the accented first syllable of “Dingo” in a map task dialog.

2.2 Word and prosodic labeling
The map data were annotated according to ToBI (Tones and
Break Indices) conventions that have been adapted for
Australian English ([15]). Fundamental frequency contours (f0)
were annotated for pitch accents. Major pitch targets or
movements corresponding to pitch accents (e.g. H*, L+H)
intermediate phrase boundaries (e.g. L-H-) and intonational
phrase boundaries (e.g. L% H%) were labelled using the f0
signal and auditory analysis by four expert ToBI transcribers.
There were 2831 intermediate or intonational phrases in the
dataset with the equivalent number of nuclear accents (recall
that a nuclear accent is the head of an intermediate phrase in the
AM model that underpins AusE_ToBI), and 1964 pre-nuclear
accents (7626 tokens in total). Word boundaries were manually
identified from speech waveforms and spectrograms and
orthographically annotated using ESPS/xwaves and emulabeller [16]. Pitch accent categories were chosen from the
main set of tonal categories proposed for AusE_ToBI: L* (low
tone target realized in the lowest part of a speaker’s pitch
range), H* (high tone target corresponding to a shallow peak in
the higher part of a speaker’s pitch range), L+H* (high tone
target with strong rising lead tone), L*+H tone target (low tone
target on accented syllable with late rising tone), and
downstepped variants including !H* (lowered pitch peak

Figure 3. F0 contour showing an example of a nuclear L+H*
pitch accent produced by a male participant (Instruction Giver)
on the accented first syllable of “bottom” in a map task dialog.
Figure 3 by contrast shows a L+H* pitch accent on the nuclear
accented word “bottom” in the utterance “down to the bottom
of the spruce trees”. In both cases the boundary tones also
differ. This kind of pitch accent variation suggests that we may
find more variation in these kinds of quasi-spontaneous
interactions than has been found in more scripted laboratory
tasks.
2.3.

Data Analysis

f0 was calculated using the Schaeffer-Vincent algorithm in the
Wrassp library in emuR [18] and values extracted for pitch
accent categories at the location of the annotated starred tone.
For H*, !H* and L+H* pitch accents this was usually late in the
rhyme of the accented syllable and for L* and L*+H accents
this was located in the middle of the (low) pitch elbow
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associated with the accented syllable rhyme. The f0 values
extracted at the * tone target were converted to semitones
(benchmark 50). A linear mixed effects analysis was then
performed in R (lmerTest and step [19]) to compare pitch
accent scaling across the corpus. A maximally specified mixed
model was implemented with fixed factors and interactions for
PITCH ACCENT, SEX, POSITION (nuclear versus prenuclear) and map task ROLE (Instruction Giver [IG],
Instruction Follower [IF]) with random factor SPEAKER. Posthoc comparisons using Bonferroni correction were undertaken
to investigate any significant interactions. It is well-attested that
females have higher mean pitch than male speakers and it was
assumed that this would be a significant factor. The main point
of this analysis was to explore any simple main effects and
potential interaction between speaker role and pitch accent
scaling differences, with a particular focus on rising versus
simple high pitch accents in nuclear versus pre-nuclear
contexts.

accents are simple H* and around 15% are rising L+H* accents
and there was no significant effect of speaker SEX (p >0.05) in
terms of pitch accent selection.
1200
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3. Results
3.1.

Figure 5. Distribution of simple and bitonal (two tone) pitch
accents in nuclear (black) and pre-nuclear (grey) position Instruction Follower (IF) role.

Nuclear and pre-nuclear pitch accent distribution

The distribution of major simple and bitonal accents in the eight
maptasks is shown in Figure 4 for speakers in the IG role, and
in Figure 5 for speakers taking the IF role.

3.2.

Pitch scaling of nuclear and pre-nuclear accents

Pitch level (scaling) values in semitones (ST) for the different
pitch accent types (simple and bitonal) in nuclear position are
shown in Figure 6 for female participants and in Figure 7 for
male participants in the Instruction Giver (IG) and Instruction
Follower (IF) roles. Notwithstanding the predictable effect of
speaker SEX (all pitch accents are scaled higher for females
compared to males), there were statistically significant main
effects for ROLE, POSITION (nuclear versus pre-nuclear) and
PITCH ACCENT, with interactions between POSITION and
PITCH ACCENT and ACCENT and ROLE.
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Figure 4. Distribution of simple and bitonal (two tone) pitch
accents in nuclear (black) and pre-nuclear (grey) position Instruction Giver (IG) role.
There is similarity in nuclear pitch accent distribution across the
two roles with some exceptions. Simple H* accents are the most
frequent accent-type across the corpus (more than 50% of all
accents produced by IGs, and 62% of all accents produced by
IFs). L+H* pitch accents also significantly outnumber the
instances of L*+H pitch accents. The higher proportion of
simple high accents in the Instruction Follower sections of the
task can be related to the lower number of downstepped !H*
accents. Speaker turns and utterances tended to be shorter in IF
contexts [see 17] with a high number of IPs and dialog acts
consisting of a single pitch accent and boundary tone
configuration. With regard to rising (L+H*, L*+H) versus
simple H* or !H* accents, around 13% of nuclear accents are
rising in this corpus. The effect of speaker role (IG or IF) was
not significant (χ²=3.3351, p > 0.05) in contrast to speaker SEX
which was (χ²=9.3775, p < 0.001). Females produced more bitonal rising accents (L+H*) in nuclear position than males who
also produced fewer L*+H accents than females. Pre-nuclear
accents show a broadly similar distribution - 60% of pitch
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Figure 6. Pitch level (semitones) of the *tone of pitch accents
produced by female participants in the Instruction follower role
(left panel) and instruction Giver role (right panel
Post-hoc tests (Bonferroni) confirm that the differences in
scaling between rising accents (L+H*) and simple H* accents
is significant in both speaker roles for males and females (M:
t=14.73, p<0.0001; t=-9.95,p<0.0001). It should also be noted
that there is a degree of overlap between pitch values for H*
pitch accents and the H tone of L+H* pitch accents. In terms
of speaker ROLE, H* accents are scaled higher for IGs versus
IFs (t=-5.78, p<0.0001), but there is no significant scaling
difference for L+H* accents according to ROLE. Nuclear H*
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and L+H* accents are scaled higher than pre-nuclear high tone
accents (H*: t=-5.77, p<0.0001; L+H*: t=-13.41, p<0.0001) in
both roles with nuclear L+H* accents consistently scaled higher
than H* accents. Pre-nuclear !H* or L* accents are not scaled
higher or lower than their nuclear counterparts.
Tone scaling − Position and Role − M

IF

IG

Pitch scaling (ST)

30

20

ACCENT
!H*
H*
L*
L*+H
L+H*

single high tone and rising pitch accents in these focus contexts,
although both accent types are typically scaled higher than prenuclear accents in the same intonational/intermediate phrase.
This suggests that the normal downtrend patterns often
observed in an intonational phrase are not apparent in these
cases. Female participants also tend to use more rising accents
than male participants. It may be that the expanded pitch range
associated with female speech makes it easier for transcribers
to annotate a rising versus simple high pitch accent, or we may
be tapping into pragmatic and/or sociophonetic variation
amongst Australian English speakers, but this requires further
investigation. In summary, intonational analysis of situated
interaction (even in quasi-spontaneous speech tasks) produces
significant patterns of variation that should be captured by our
intonational models, and gives a greater understanding of the
nuanced ways speakers use prosody in spoken communication.
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associations are drawn from lower frequency sibilants
produced with a retracted articulation [5], [6]. Regional
affiliation has also been shown to influence sibilant
production, where rural speakers appear to produce more
retracted sibilants in comparison to their urban counterparts
[7].
Examining the acoustic characteristics of children’s
speech particularly highlights the importance of social and
cultural influences on phonetic variation. It is generally
acknowledged that prepubescent children exhibit little to no
sex-based dimorphism in vocal tract morphology [8]. Despite
this, there has been consistent evidence of clear gender
differences in the acoustic measurement of children’s
sibilants, where spectral characteristics correlate with those
expected for their gender [9], [10]. Girls are reported to
produce sibilants with higher spectral frequencies than boys of
the same age. These differences become larger with an
increase in age due to the onset of structural changes in the
vocal tract for male speakers at puberty. Other work has also
shown that gender-specific variation of plosives and connect
speech processes is evident for young speakers prior to
adolescence [11], [12]. These gender-specific features in their
speech have been attributed to articulatory behaviours children
learn from their social environment.
Little is known about sociophonetic variation of sibilants
in Australian English in general. Therefore, this paper aims to
address two gaps in the current literature. First, it examines
gender-specific production of sibilants by children from early
childhood to preadolescence (5-13 years). It also aims to give
a basis for the development of sociophonetic variation specific
to the Australian English context. This study will measure
sibilant spectral moments to examine the effects of gender and
age over the primary school years. It is hypothesised that
speakers in all age groups will produce sibilants with spectral
characteristics that align with those expected for their gender,
and that gender differences will become greater with an
increase in age.

Abstract
This paper examines the spectral characteristics of the
voiceless sibilant fricatives /s/ and /ʃ/ produced by Australian
English-speaking children (5-13 years) from a town in rural
Victoria. It finds that despite the lack of sex dimorphism in the
vocal tract, gender differences are evident in sibilant
production. Girls produce sibilants with higher spectral mean
and lower spectral skewness than boys, even for the youngest
speakers examined. Spectral changes over time suggest
potential influence from social factors such as region and
socioeconomic status. Results provide a basis for the
development of sociophonetic variation of sibilants and
Australian English more broadly.
Index Terms: Australian English, fricatives, spectral
moments, sociophonetics, language acquisition.

1. Introduction
Sociophonetic studies on the production of voiceless
fricatives, particularly voiceless sibilants /s/ and /ʃ/, have
shown that certain spectral features correlate with particular
social factors. Sex and gender are particularly robust social
factors in sibilant production. Studies that have focused on
sibilants have provided much evidence of clear male-female
differences in their acoustic characteristics, most commonly
among adult speakers of English. The origins of these acoustic
differences are held partly in physiology, where sex
dimorphism in vocal tract morphology, the size and shape of
the constriction in the production of the sibilant, the position
of the tongue tip and teeth, and lip rounding all affect the
spectral characteristics of the fricative [1]. It is expected that
females are more likely to have smaller vocal tracts than
males, and it is therefore assumed that the resulting production
of sibilants for female speakers will have higher
corresponding spectral frequencies than males [2].
While physiology may go some way in explaining sex
differences in sibilant characteristics, there is much evidence
to suggest that social and behavioural factors are more likely
sources of this variation. Adjusting the sibilant point of
constriction can affect the resulting resonances: a retracted
point of constriction gives rise to lower frequencies, while a
more fronted articulation results in higher frequencies. An
expanding body of work has given much support for such
articulatory behaviours to be socially influenced, and acoustic
data has shown that speakers adjust their articulation within
their physiological limits in order to align themselves with a
particular social identity. The production of higher frequency
sibilants as a result of a fronted articulation is perceived as a
characteristically feminine and stereotypical of women and
gay men [3], [4], while masculinity and working class

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Method
2.1. Speech community, participants, and recording
Data were collected by the first author as part of a larger PhD
project. The children attended a government-funded primary
school in the rural town of Yarrawonga, Victoria, located
approximately 270km north-east of Melbourne, with a
population of around 8000. It is a town of relatively limited
cultural diversity, where the majority of its citizens are of an
Anglo Celtic background and identify as ‘Australian’ in
ancestry. Yarrawonga is primarily a monolingual town, and
only around 4% of households speak a language other than
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English. Its major industries are in the manufacturing,
construction, and tourism and hospitality sectors. It is
classified as a town of relatively high socioeconomic
disadvantage [13]. Data were collected here as a starting point
for examining sociophonetic variation between rural and urban
speakers of Australian English. 46 speakers were recruited
from three primary school year levels (henceforth referred to
as age groups): Prep, Year Three, and Year Six. These age
groups were selected in order to facilitate an overview of the
seven-year primary school period – a crucial time in the
acquisition of sociolinguistic competence [14]. Here, data are
from 34 of the 46 speakers recorded. Information about each
speaker group is reported in Table 1.
Speakers were recorded in a quiet room on the school
campus during school hours in sex- and age group-matched
dyads. They participated in a casual, interactive sociolinguistic
interaction which involved a combination of laboratory-style
tasks and more traditional sociolinguistic interview-style tasks.
All recordings were made using a Marantz Professional
PMD661 solid-state recorder and two Shure SM94
microphones at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Each speaker had
a separate microphone placed in front of them on a boom
stand. Microphones were placed at around 20-30cm in front of
the speaker’s mouth, or as close to this as possible.
Age
group
Prep
Year
Three
Year
Six

Sex

No.

Age range
(y;m)

Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys

6
6
6
6
6
4

5;7-6;2
5;4-6;4
8;3-9;3
8;2-9;6
11;8-13;0
11;10-12;8

Mean
age
(y;m)
5;11
5;9
8;8
8;10
12;4
12;3

1 – 15 kHz in order to capture the majority of the energy
distribution while filtering out any potential background noise
or adjacent voicing. The midpoint was measured to avoid the
influence of co-articulatory gestures at the fricative onset and
offset and any surrounding vowel formant transitions, making
it the ideal place to examine the spectral qualities of the
sibilant itself.
The measurement of spectral moments is a common and
robust approach in examining sociophonetic influences on
fricative production. Typically, the first four spectral moments
are measured, however this paper will focus only on the first
(M1) and third (M3) spectral moments. These have been
shown to be particularly sensitive to speaker sex [3], [9]. M1
represents the spectral mean and reflects the average energy
concentration. It gives the midpoint frequency at which the
distribution of energy on either side of it is equal. M3 gives a
measure of skewness by measuring the energy above and
below the mean and indicates asymmetry in the energy
distribution. A positive skewness value indicates the
concentration of energy is in the lower frequencies, while a
negative skewness value indicates the opposite. In relation to
sibilant articulation, a more fronted articulation will not only
give a higher peak frequency, but also higher M1 and lower
M3 values.
2.2.3. Statistical analysis

/s/
tokens

/ʃ/
tokens

441
646
852
1127
1351
1070

71
96
94
99
169
127

Linear mixed effects models were built to test the statistical
effects of the social and linguistic factors on the spectral
properties of the sibilants. The spectral parameters (M1 and
M3) served as dependent factors. Effects of sex, age group,
and sibilant, and sex × age group × sibilant interactions were
set as independent fixed factors. Speaker was included as a
random intercept. Sibilant was set as a within-subject factor.
This was carried out using the lmerTest [19] package in R,
with degrees of freedom estimated using the Satterthwaite
approximation method. Post-hoc Tukey pairwise comparisons
were carried out using lsmeans [20]. Significance was set at
0.05.

Table 1 Speaker group information.
2.2. Analysis
2.2.1. Data preparation

3. Results

Each speaker’s recordings were broken down into short,
manageable sections, transcribed, and then segmented and
force-aligned using the WebMAUS-multiple automated
alignment service [15]. Segment boundaries were manually
adjusted using the Emu Speech Database System [16].
Fricatives were segmented by placing the onset boundary at
the onset of the frication noise, and then offset boundary at the
cessation of the frication noise and the onset of the following
segment. Any tokens adjacent to another fricative sound, or
tokens that contained instances of interference, such as
interruption from another speaker or other background noises,
were omitted. Across the 34 speakers, 6213 tokens were
extracted. 69 of these tokens were omitted, leaving 6144
tokens for analysis. 5488 of these were tokens of /s/, and the
remaining 656 were /ʃ/. Tokens were extracted using the
Emu/R interface [17]. Token numbers for each speaker group
are shown in Table 1. Prosodic context, surrounding vowel
contexts, and effect of speech task were not considered for the
current study, but will be examined in future work.

3.1. First spectral moment – spectral mean (M1)
Figure 1 shows the average M1 values for the two sibilants for
each sex in each of the three age groups. It shows that girls’
average M1 is higher than the boys’ for both sibilants in all
three age groups. This gender difference is consistent with
what has been found in previous work. Across the age groups,
the boys show a decrease in M1 for both sibilants with an
increase in age, with the main drop in frequency occurring
between Year Three and Year Six. The girls’ M1 values for /s/
change in parallel with the boys’. A decrease with an increase
in age is apparent, with the main drop in frequency occurring
between the two older age groups. Their /ʃ/ M1 also decreases
over time, but the main decrease occurs between Prep and
Year Three. The girls’ decrease in M1 with an increase in age
is interesting, as previous work has shown girls’ M1 values to
stay relatively steady during this period [9]. The boys’
decrease in M1 over time is expected, especially given the
possibility for 12-year-old boys to be pubertal.
Statistically, speaker sex, age group, and sibilant all
emerged as significant effects on M1, as shown in Table 2.
However, none of the interactions emerged as significant.
Pairwise comparisons were undertaken to investigate the
patterns within the data, the results of which are shown in

2.2.2. Spectral moments
Fricative spectra were estimated using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) with a 20ms Hamming window over the fricative
midpoint. Spectral moments [18] were extracted at the
temporal midpoint of each fricative within a spectral range of
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Table 3. Only significant results (p <.05) are reported in the
interest of brevity. For speakers overall, the girls’ /s/ and /ʃ/
M1 was significantly higher than the boys’. The decrease in
the boys’ /s/ with an increase in age was also significant,
however this was not the case for their /ʃ/. The decrease in the
girls’ M1 with an increase in age was also not significant for
either sibilant.
While girls’ /s/ M1 is higher than boys at all age groups,
statistically significant differences were not apparent until
Year Six. For /ʃ/, M1 was significantly higher for the girls in
the youngest age group compared to the boys, however sex
differences in the two older age groups were not significant.

Year Three and Year Six, and between Prep and Year Three
for /ʃ/. These patterns mirror those found in their M1.
Statistically, sex, age group, and sibilant all emerged as
significant main effects on M3, as seen in Table 4. Again,
none of the factor interactions emerged as significant. Pairwise
comparisons, shown in Table 5, provide more information
about the patterns found for M3. The girls’ M3 values are
significantly lower for /s/ but not for /ʃ/. Between age groups,
the increase in skewness for the boys’ /s/ is significant. As for
sex differences in specific age groups, these become greater
with an increase in age. Significant differences are apparent in
Year Three and Year Six, where the girls’ M3 values are
significantly lower than the boys’ in both age groups.

Figure 1 Spectral mean of the two sibilants by speaker
sex and age group. Error bars indicate standard
error.

Figure 2 Spectral skewness of the two sibilants by
speaker sex and age group. Error bars indicate
standard error.

Effects
sex
age group
sibilant

p-value
<.001
<.05
<.0001

Model output
F[1,29.28]=13.63
F[2,29.23]=5.06
F[1,32.07]=541.89

Effects
sex
age group
sibilant

Table 2 Significant effects on M1.
Factors

Comparison

Sibilant
between
sexes

Girls – Boys
/s/
Girls – Boys /ʃ/

sibilant
within
sexes
between
age groups

Prep – Year
Six Boys /s/

sibilant
between
sexes
within age
groups

Year Three –
Year Six Boys
/s/
Year Six Girls
– Boys /s/
Prep Girls –
Boys /ʃ/

p-value
<.01
<.05
<.0001

Model output
F[1,29.00]=12.73
F[2,28.95]=4.36.
F[1,33.47]=605.87

Table 4 Significant effects on M3.

Difference
(Hz)

Std.
Error

Df

tratio

pvalue

194

61.5

41

3.16

<.05

204

67.8

60

3.01

<.05

299

114.5

42

2.61

<.05

296

113.7

41

2.61

<.05

315

113.7

41

1.29

<.01

266

116.7

68

2.28

<.05

Factors

Comparison

sibilant
between sexes
sibilant within
sexes between
age groups

Girls –
Boys /s/
Prep – Year
Six Boys
/s/
Year Three
Girls –
Boys /s/
Year Six
Girls –
Boys /s/

sibilant
between sexes
within age
groups

Difference

Std.
Error

Df

tratio

pvalue

-0.07

0.02

42

-3.51

<.01

-0.11

0.04

42

-2.86

<.05

-0.07

0.03

42

-2.13

<.05

-0.10

0.04

41

-2.72

<.01

Table 5 Significant pairwise comparisons for M3.

Table 3 Significant pairwise comparisons for M1.

4. Discussion

3.2. Third spectral moment – spectral skewness (M3)

Gender differences in sibilant production are evident for these
prepubescent speakers of Australian English. In all three age
groups examined, girls produced both sibilants with higher
spectral mean and lower spectral skewness compared to boys.
These results are consistent with previous findings on genderspecific sibilant spectral characteristics as produced by adult
speakers [3], and previous findings on gender differences in
children’s sibilants [9]. It is important to note that these
differences are apparent for speakers as young as 5 years of
age. Significant differences in some spectral features begin to
appear at around 8 years of age (Year Three), but differences
are most significant at around 12 years of age. Gender

Figure 2 shows the average M3 values of the two sibilants by
speaker sex and age group. Boys’ M3 values for both sibilants
are higher than girls’ in each of the three age groups,
indicating a concentration of fricative energy in lower
frequencies for the boys. Across the age groups, boys show an
increase in M3 for both sibilants with an increase in age. This
increase is consistent across age groups for /ʃ/, while the main
increase for /s/ occurs between Year Three and Year Six. The
girls’ M3 also increases for both sibilants with an increase in
age. For /s/, the main change in skewness occurs between
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differences in sibilant production were most significant and
consistent for /s/. This result is not surprising, given the
socioindexical power of the voiceless alveolar fricative.
Given the unlikely leading role of physiology in the
gender differences for speakers examined here, behavioural
and social factors appear to be a major influence on sibilant
articulation and the resulting spectral characteristics. The
results found in the changes in spectral frequencies with an
increase in age for boys are consistent with those found in
previous work, where lowering with age is expected [9]. It is
possible for the oldest speakers in this study to be at the
beginning of puberty, leading to a lowering of frequency
characteristics in the male voices. However, the parallel
decrease in the girls’ sibilants was an unexpected result.
Although some decrease might be expected due to an increase
in size of the oral cavity with growth, previous work with
similarly aged girls showed their sibilant spectral frequencies
to stay relatively steady [9]. A similar result was found in the
voiceless plosives produced by a subset of the speakers
examined here, where the girls used fewer female-oriented
variants and more male-oriented variants of /p, t, k/ with an
increase in age [11].
The intersection between gender and other social factors
such as rurality or socioeconomic status may offer some
explanation for the pattern exhibited in the girls’ sibilants as
they approach adolescence, particularly for /s/. Work on /s/
production in rural and urban areas of California [7] has found
that rural women produce /s/ with lower spectral frequency
than women in urban centres. Moreover, women in rural
towns who have more affinity with the country and rural life
produce /s/ with lower spectral frequencies than rural women
who have more of an interest in city life. In terms of
socioeconomic status, work on /s/ in Glaswegian English, for
example, found the young working class women produce /s/
with articulatory and acoustic features more similar to men
than to young middle class women [5]. In an Australian
context, there is an inherent connection between working
class, rurality, and ideals of masculinity [21]. While Year Six
girls still produce /s/ with significantly higher spectral mean
than the boys, growing up in rural Australia and conforming
with peer group norms may influence girls’ lowering of /s/
spectral frequencies, and increased use of more male-related
features.
It is clear from the current results that sociophonetic
variation in Australian English sibilants begins at a young age,
particularly in relation to gender. In order to learn more about
sociophonetic features of Australian English, and to
corroborate the patterns found here, comparing sibilants
produced by adults from the same speech community will give
further insight into sociophonetic acquisition in Australian
English. Moreover, comparing these patterns with sibilants
produced by children and adult speakers in urban areas will
give further insight into sociophonetic variation in Australian
English more broadly.
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Dialogue Acts in the AusTalk Map Tasks
Dominique Estival, Valeria Peretokina
MARCS Institute, Western Sydney University
[d.estival/v.peretokina]@westernsydney.edu.au

information about the speakers is retrievable from the AusTalk
demographic information collected at the time of recording in
the speaker questionnaire (www. alveo.edu.au).

Abstract
This paper reports on the analysis of 12 Map Task dialogues
from the AusTalk corpus, which were annotated for Dialogue
Acts. We describe the annotation process, including the
modifications to the SWBD-DAMSL coding scheme, and
present the results of an analysis of the number, complexity, and
function of turns across conversation role (Information Giver or
Follower), gender, and gender dyad. Significant differences are
found depending on the gender and role of the speakers and on
the gender dyad. Overall, female speakers produce more turns
than male speakers, and female-female dyads produce more
multiple-label and mixed function turns.
Index Terms: speech corpus, Australian English, dialogue
acts

Table 1. Transcribed AusTalk Map Tasks selected for analysis.
Dyad
female-female

female-male

male-female

1. Introduction
male-male

One of the components of the AusTalk corpus [1, 2] is the Map
Task, a data gathering game aimed at collecting naturalistic
conversational speech [3]. Each Map Task participant is given
a map of the same environment. The map given to the
information giver (IG) also shows a route that winds between
landmarks and the IG must describe this route to the
information follower (IF) who draws it on the other map.
Landmark discrepancies between the maps are included to
encourage IF-IG negotiation. Thus, the Map Task allows us to
study discourse phenomena in spontaneous speech.
The AusTalk Map Task was designed for Australian
English by Jette Viethen, Robert Dale and Felicity Cox, with
landmark names chosen to elicit specific phonetic combinations
of interest to researchers studying that language variety. In the
AusTalk corpus, each of the 853 participants participated in two
Map Tasks, once as the IG and once as the IF. This paper reports
on the preliminary results of a project aiming to identify the
Dialogue Acts (DAs) present in AusTalk Map Tasks and their
linguistic features, building on [4, 5], and to investigate whether
any gender, age, and dialect differences are observable in the
participants’ choice of DAs. Specifically, here we discuss the
combined effect of conversation role and gender on the number,
complexity, and function of the participants’ turns.

2.2.

Information
Follower

4_1145
2_534
4_232
3_794
4_1277
1_1119
3_627
4_68
3_42
3_112
3_81
1_178

3_306
3_377
4_644
3_1035
1_738
3_1274
3_705
4_1151
4_923
1_322
3_644
2_113

Data processing

3. Coding the AusTalk Map Task dialogues
In the context of dialogues such as the Map Tasks, the coding
is considered in terms of DAs rather than speech acts (SAs). A
DA refers to a move within a dialogue, so it can link back to a
previous utterance and it assumes there is a conversation. By
contrast, a SA refers to the intention of the speaker, and does
not assume there is a conversation or dialogue or even the
existence of a listener (e.g., praying or swearing). DAs include
questions, answers, directives, statements, and replies. The
taxonomy of DAs is not based on the form of the utterances, but
on their interpretation in context. For instance, an utterance with
the syntactic form of a question is not necessarily a query (e.g., it
can be a rhetorical question) and a query can be realised as a
declarative as well as by a question (e.g., “you want me to go
right?” or “do you want me to go right?”).

Data

Speech from 60 AusTalk Map Task recordings (up to 20
minutes each) had already been transcribed in the AusTalk
Annotation project [6]. The transcriptions, as well as the audio
data, are available from the Alveo Virtual Lab [7]. Twelve (12)
of these 60 transcribed Map Tasks were selected for the current
analysis to counterbalance speaker gender and recording
location, and were then fully annotated for DAs. Table 1
presents the details of the 12 Map Tasks selected. More detailed

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

USYD
UQ
ANU
USYD
UQ
ANU
USYD
UQ
USYD
USYD
UQ
ANU

Information
Giver

The AusTalk speech data had been originally transcribed with
Transcriber [8] and the transcription files were in .trs format.
There were at least two audio files per Map Task, one for the
main speaker, who was the IG (Channel 6), and one for the
second speaker, who was the IF (Channel 1). The audio files for
the two channels were converted into one audio file readable by
Transcriber, which was then opened with corresponding
transcription file(s) and saved in Transcriber. Some
transcription errors were corrected at that stage. The resulting
.trs files were converted to Praat textgrids [9]. Two tiers were
added to the textgrid files: one Dialogue Act label tier for the
IG and one for the IF, as shown in Figure 1.

2. Data and data processing
2.1.

Site
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Figure 1. Textgrid of AusTalk Map Task with orthographic transcription and Dialogue Acts labels for Information Giver (Tiers 1 and
2) and for Information Follower (Tiers 2 and 3). Tier 5 shows the transcription of the AusTalk Recording Assistant.

3.1.

it is specified instead (e.g., “Yep, and then you turn right” is
coded as ny ad: yes-answer + action directive).
5)
fo (other forward function)
Anything used to propel the conversation forward which cannot
be identified as any other label is coded as fo. An example of fo
is "So" produced with long fricative and vowel.
6)
aa (accept) versus ny (yes-answer)
IFs often produce "yep", "yes", "Okay", "alright" in response to
action directives from IGs. If we identified the DA based on the
lexical item, these responses would always be coded as ny or
na. However, we view the DA function in combination with the
previous utterance, that is, whether the interlocutor had asked a
yes-no question or had been giving directions. Thus, in response
to a question, “yes” is coded as ny. If it indicates that the IF is
keeping up with the directions given to them ("After the church
you turn right - yep - and then go southerly"), it is coded as b
(acknowledge). If it indicates that the IF is agreeing with those
directions ("After the church you turn right - yep, got it"), it is
coded as aa (accept).

Dialogue coding scheme

The coding scheme used in this project was adapted from the
SWBD-DAMSL coding scheme [10], using insights from [5]
and [4]. A useful aspect of DAMSL (Dialog Act Markup in
Several Layers) is that it allows coding of dialogue moves at
different levels at the same time, thus permitting the distinction
between Task and Dialogue Management, as well as between
backward- and forward-looking moves as follows:
- Task Management (e.g., request for clarification)
- Communication Management (e.g., clarification or
apology)
- Backward-Communicative Function (e.g., clarification,
confirmation or explanation)
- Forward-Communicative Function (e.g., follow-up or
additional question).
In addition to the DA labels listed in [5], we adopted the
following conventions for coding AusTalk Map Tasks DAs.
1)
Questions
We specify whether a declarative question (^d) is a WH- or a
Yes-No question, parallel to full interrogatives:
qy
yes-no-question
Do you want me to turn left?
qw
wh-question
How far do I go?
qy^d
declarative yes-no question We’re going straight?
qw^d
declarative wh-question
You can find it where?
2)
Short responses (e.g., “Yes.”, “Right.”)
If the preceding DA was a question, the response is coded as ny
for yes-answer, or na for affirmative non-yes answer. If the
speaker is acknowledging a statement, the response is coded aa
(accept/agreement).
3)
Signal non-understanding (br) must be explicit
(e.g., "Excuse me?"), rather than implied (e.g., "mmm").
4)
^e (expansion) in ny^e (answer to yes-no question)
A simple expansion of a yes-answer (e.g., “Yes, that's right”)
remains ^e. However, if a particular function can be identified,

3.2.

Inter-rater agreement

Three Map Tasks were coded independently by two research
assistants. There was an average of 400 DAs per Map Task, 200
each for the IG and the IF, with an average of 36 DAs (16%)
with different labels per Map Task. Manual examination
showed most differences were systematic, with only 15 coding
errors per Map Task (i.e., <4%). The systematic differences
concerned the coding of:
- aa (accept) versus b (acknowledge) for utterances such as
“yes” (see above);
- nn^e (no answer w/expansion) versus nn (no answer) for
“No, I don’t”;
- oo (open option) versus ad (action directives) for “and we
see a yellow church on the west side of the road”.
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forward turns, backward turns, and mixed turns produced by the
IG and IF participants. Similar tests compared the number of
each type of turns produced by females and males, and by each
dyad type. The alpha level for all tests was set at 0.05. Chisquare statistics are presented in Table 3.

4. Analysing Dialogue Acts
The 12 Map Tasks were analysed for differences in number of:
turns; number of DAs per turn; relative frequency of backward
and forward functions; relative frequency of complex and
simple dialogue turns, according to the speakers’ role in the
conversation (IG vs. IF), gender (female vs. male), and the
gender dyad completing the task (female-female, female-male,
male-female, male-male). As Table 1 demonstrates, the chosen
Map Tasks participant pairs consisted of three female-female
dyads, three male-male dyads, and six mixed gender dyads. Of
the mixed gender dyads, three had a female speaker as IG and
a male speaker as IF, with the roles reversed (i.e., male IG and
female IF) for the other three. For each participant, the total
number of turns produced during the whole Map Task was
calculated. Then, each turn was manually coded using the DA
scheme described in Section 3.
Specific DAs and their variants were extracted from the
textgrid by Praat scripts. Turns were grouped into two
categories depending on the number of DAs identified in the
turn. Turns coded with a single DA label comprised the singlelabel category, while turns containing multiple different DA
labels were identified as multiple-label. In addition, the turns
were categorised according to the function of their DAs:
forward, backward, or mixed. Examples of different turn
categories are presented in Table 2.

Table 3. One-sample chi-square statistics (cells containing
significant results are highlighted in grey).
Role
(df = 1)
Total number
of turns
N = 2,815
Complexity
Single-label
N = 1,898
Multiple-label
N = 917
Function
Forward
N = 957
Backward
N = 1,137
Mixed
N = 641

Single-label

Multiple-label

Forward

Backward

Mixed

Example
I want you to go past the
orange castle should be on
your right towards a yellow
church with a tower but no
steeple (3_42_4_10_IG)
have we already been past
this church yes okay
(3_112_3_8_IF)
then we're going to head
west till we get to New
East Tunnel now that
might be called something
else (4_68_4_10_IG)
okay just after the house
(4_232_3_8_IF)
oh okay so I turn right at
the factory
(1_178_4_10_IF)

2 = 0.92
p = .336

2 = 74.84
p < .001

2 = 217.42
p < .001

2 = 12.17
p < .001
2 = 11.12
p = .001

2 = 35.07
p < .001
2 = 44.06
p < .001

2 = 147.21
p < .001
2 = 112.14
p < .001

2 = 260.19
p < .001
2 = 361.37
p < .001
2 = 11.27
p = .001

2 = 53.84
p < .001
2 = 8.97
p = .003
2 = 14.08
p < .001

2 = 113.17
p < .001
2 = 48.01
p < .001
2 = 76.39
p < .001

According to the analyses, there was no statistical difference
between the two roles (IG and IF) in the raw count of total
number of turns used (NIG = 1,382; NIF = 1,433), confirming our
hypothesis that total number of turns should not vary depending
on role. However, the total number of turns was significantly
different between genders as well as across the four dyad types.
Female participants were found to produce more turns than
male participants (Nf = 1,637; Nm = 1,178) and female-led dyads
produced more turns than male-led dyads, with the highest
number of total turns observed in female-female dyads (Nf-f =
976; Nf-m = 803; Nm-f = 514; Nm-m = 522).

Labels assigned
ad (action
directive)

qy (yes-no
question)
b (acknowledge)
aa (accept)
ad (action
directive)
co (offer)

4.1.2. Turn complexity
IGs were found to use significantly more multiple-label turns
(NIG = 509; NIF = 408), forward turns (NIG = 728; NIF = 229),
and mixed turns (NIG = 363; NIF = 278) than IFs. Conversely,
IFs used single-label turns (NIG = 873; NIF = 1,025) and
backward turns (NIG = 248; NIF = 889) more frequently than
IGs. As female speakers produced more turns than male
speakers overall, this difference remained statistically
significant for both the number of single-label turns (Nf = 1,078;
Nm = 820) and the number of multiple-label turns (Nf = 559; Nm
=358). Female-led dyads produced significantly more singlelabel turns (Nf-f = 609; Nf-m = 604; Nm-f = 334; Nm-m = 351) than
male-led dyads. Interestingly, female-female dyads produced
multiple-label turns more frequently than any other dyad type
(Nf-f = 367; Nf-m = 199; Nm-f = 180; Nm-m = 171).

b (acknowledge)
^m (repetition)
b (acknowledge)
aa (accept)
qy^d (declarative
yes-no question)

The aim of the present study was to determine whether
the total number of turns, the frequency of occurrence of
different types of turns (single- vs. multiple-label), and the
dialogue function (forward vs. backward vs. mixed) varied
depending on the participant’s role in the Map Task, their
gender, and the dyad type. There is no theoretical reason to
assume other than the null hypothesis, except for the participant
role (IG vs. IF) and the discourse function: we would expect
that IGs would produce more forward function turns because
they are giving directions to the IF. Conversely, IFs are
expected to produce more backward function turns, either to
acknowledge or question the information provided by the IG.
4.1.

Dyad
(df = 3)

4.1.1. Total number of turns

Table 2. Turn categories.
Category

Gender
(df = 1)

4.1.3. Turn function
As expected, IGs differed from IFs in their frequency of
producing forward and backward function turns. The use of
forward turns was more prevalent in the speech of IGs than IFs
(NIG = 728; NIF = 229), with the opposite pattern found for the
use of backward turns (NIG = 248; NIF = 889). It is interesting
to note that the IG speakers also produced more mixed function
turns than the IF speakers (NIG = 363; NIF = 278). Consistent
with gender differences observed for the total number of turns

Results

One-sample chi-square tests were conducted to compare raw
counts of: total turns, single-label turns, multiple-label turns,
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and the number of turns varying in complexity, females
produced a higher number of turns of each function than males
(forward turns: Nf = 592; Nm = 358; backward turns: Nf = 619;
Nm = 518; mixed turns: Nf = 368; Nm = 273). Female-led dyads
produced significantly more forward turns (Nf-f = 342; Nf-m =
298; Nm-f = 155; Nm-m = 162), and backward turns (Nf-f = 346;
Nf-m = 339; Nm-f = 221; Nm-m = 231) than male-led dyads.
Female-female dyads produced mixed function turns more
frequently than any other dyad type (Nf-f = 256; Nf-m = 130; Nmf = 130; Nm-m = 125).

In addition to providing preliminary observations on the
influence of Map Task role and gender on the complexity and
function of DAs in conversational speech, this project is a good
example of what can be done with the AusTalk corpus, the
audio-visual corpus of Australian English created by the Big
ASC project [1]. This study built upon the Annotation Task of
the Big ASC, which had produced transcriptions for selected
components (both spontaneous and read speech) for a subset of
the 853 AusTalk speakers; it also contributed to the data
repository of the Alveo Virtual Lab, by adding specific
annotations to the AusTalk corpus. Thus, an important outcome
of the project consists of a revised set of transcriptions for 16
AusTalk Map Tasks, combining both IG and IF, and of DA
annotations for 12 of those Map Tasks. As an early user of the
new Alveo functionality allowing adding annotations to data
held in Alveo, this project helped with the development and
testing of the Alveo Annotation Contribution tool and provided
feedback on the usability of the tool and on the interface.

4.1.4. Combined influence of Role and Gender
To disentangle the influence of conversation role from gender
on the number and type of turns produced, a two-factor chisquare analysis was carried out. A significant relationship
between role and gender was found for the total number of turns
used in map tasks, 2(1, N = 2,815) = 31.41, p < .001, for the
number of single-label turns, 2(1, N = 1,898) = 48.84, p < .001,
and for the number of backward turns, 2(1, N = 1,137) = 47.88,
p < .001.
Females produced significantly more turns than males as
IGs (Nf = 877; Nm = 505), but those gender differences were not
as pronounced when males and females assumed the role of IFs
(Nf = 760; Nm = 673). IG males produced significantly fewer
single-label turns (N = 302) than IF males (N = 518), IG females
(N = 571), and IF females (N = 507). Finally, IG females
produced backward turns (N = 183) more frequently than IG
males (N = 65), while the raw counts of this turn category was
comparable (and, as expected, significantly higher) for IF males
and females IFs (Nf = 436; Nm = 453).
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5. Conclusions
This project contributes to the field of Dialogue Analysis by
building upon the work of [5] and [4] and by further extending
the SWBD-DAMSL Dialogue Coding Scheme [10] for Map
Tasks. We refined the coding of questions by adding two labels
for declarative questions, and specified the coding of short
answers and expansions according to dialogue context.
The analysis of the distribution of DAs according to gender
and Map Task role presented in Section 5 revealed interesting
patterns which contribute to a better understanding of gender
and conversation. No single independent variable (role, gender,
and gender dyad) accounted for the communicative pattern
variation observed in the data. Females did not conform to what
we might expect from the conversational role: while producing
more forward-function turns as IG than IF, they produced more
backward-function turns than male IGs. Females also produced
more turns and more complex turns than males, with this being
even more pronounced in female-female dyads. Finally, IFs
produced more single-label turns while IGs produced more
multiple-label and mixed turns. Further investigation needs to
be undertaken to explain these varied and complex data
patterns.
Future work on this subset of AusTalk Map Tasks will
examine the differences between speakers using total speaking
time as a proxy for task success (all AusTalk Map Tasks were
successful but they differed in length, with some pairs
completing the task much more quickly than others) and turn
complexity as a potential marker of difficulty in negotiating the
map discrepancies. Another direction would be to analyse the
differences between turns dedicated to task/conversation
management and whether they also vary depending on the role,
gender, and dyad.
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listeners is limited, Mannell [8] has shown that the perception
of these particular AusE vowels has certainly shifted over time,
so that the perceptual boundary between /ɪ/-/e/ is higher than it
once was, while for /e/-/æ/ it is lower. Mannell [8] attributes the
shifted perceptual boundaries to accompanying diachronic
production, reported in particular by Cox (e.g. [5]). The
processing of vowel merger has also been shown to be highly
variable, as well as being somewhat age-graded [7] and also
geographically defined [9, 10].

Abstract
This paper presents results of a vowel categorisation task of
front lax vowels in /hVt/, /hVl/ and /mVl/ contexts, by 12
native Australian English speakers and 10 Irish migrants
residing in Melbourne. Results show significant differences in
how listeners categorise these vowels, in five out of six
phonetic contexts. Vowels suggested to be undergoing merger
in Victoria, specifically /el-æl/, are not perceived as merged,
indicating this phenomenon may be stratified and/or more agegraded than previously reported. Results show clear
differences between listeners sharing an L1 but speaking
different dialects, even when these dialects are in direct contact
due to migration.

1.2.

As noted by Sumner and Samuel [11] “listeners are confronted
by a remarkably variable signal when they understand spoken
language […] and a central issue in the perception of spoken
language […] is the ways in which this variation is
accommodated.” While this is a complex issue for first
language processing (see also [12]), even greater complexity is
evident when listeners are faced with a second dialect, given the
need to deal with multiple linguistic systems (cross-language
perception is of course another related matter, but outside the
scope of this study).

Index Terms: second dialect acquisition (perception), vowel
categorisation, Australian English, Irish English

1. Introduction
1.1.

Background

Australia has long been known as a “classical immigration
country”, whereby the inflow of individuals taking up residence
in Australia far outweighs the outflow, the numbers of
individuals that leave Australia for elsewhere [1]. The larger
cities of Australia are viewed as highly multicultural,
‘superdiverse’ [2], and multi-layered, with ongoing
immigration resulting in diversification of urban areas, where
new migrants settle amongst those who are more established.
The number of migrants taking up residence in Australia is
currently on the increase, particularly from Ireland, where there
has been a long tradition of emigration, particularly to Englishspeaking countries. Between 2006 and 2014, there was a 39%
increase in Irish-born people residing in Australia [3].

Second dialect acquisition, and its interaction with
sociophonetics, gives us insight into how people cope with
speech and communication in their new environment(s).
Perception research in this area is relatively limited; but opens
up a better understanding of “how sounds and words are
learned, represented, processed and linked to social
information” ([13]; see also references therein).
Evans & Iverson [14] discuss the issue of second dialect
perception as one of potential accent normalisation, where
“listeners may be able to fully adjust to vowel differences
between accents, provided that they have had previous
experience with similarly accented speech”. They assessed how
listeners of the same language (English), but of different British
dialects, categorise vowels – to determine whether exemplar
locations change due to the accent being listened to. Listeners
from London heard two different accents and gave goodness
ratings for vowel phonemes. Results were complex, but some
crucial findings were that listeners were able to adjust their
perception depending on the accent, and that in various ways
participants’ own backgrounds and production impacted
responses. The finding regarding production correlates with a
study by Allen & Miller [15], who found that “speech-specific
experience” likely weighs heavily in guiding listeners to make
choices about phoneme categorisation.

Despite increased contact due to migration, there exists a
paucity of research into how speakers of the same L1 (English),
but a different dialect, produce, process and perceive the sounds
within these dialects. This study focuses on how native Irish
English (IrE) speakers residing in Australia categorise /ɪ e æ/ in
an experimental task. These vowels are of particular interest in
the Australian English (AusE) context, as they are reported to
have changed substantially over the years, raising “to a peak
height” and then lowering again [4], to a point where [æ] is
considered at the bottom of the vowel space [5]; see also [6],
and can thus be challenging for native AusE listeners [7, 8].
Additionally, in Melbourne where the current study is carried
out, a vowel merger is known to be in progress in the
community, where /el/Æ/æl/. This pre-lateral context is thus
also particularly variable in production and perception [7].
While previous research into perception of AusE by native
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1.3.

number of back vowel stimuli, but we do not report on these
here. The items used in this study are shown in Table 1 below.

The ‘Superdiversity’ project

The vowel categorisation task in this study was completed by
participants as part of a larger study examining second dialect
and second language acquisition among two migrant groups
(Irish and Chinese) in Melbourne, along with a ‘control’ group
of native AusE speakers (see 2.2). The study included the
recording of sociolinguistic interviews and wordlists, as well as
the recording of ultrasound images of participants reading a
wordlist. The vowel categorisation task was generally the last
or second-to-last task to be completed by participants, and took
approximately fifteen minutes to complete. While reaction
times were recorded, they are not reported on here. While the
study is in the early stages of analysis, we have previously
found that in production (wordlists), the IrE female participants
in this study have on average lower and more retracted front lax
vowels than the AusE female participants [16], which may well
have an impact on the way they in turn categorise vowels. It is
important to note that there is to date no comparable research
with IrE listeners who have never left Ireland.
1.4.

Table 1. The six continua analysed in this study. Predicted
merger conditions (see [7, 9]) are bolded.
Phonetic context
/i-e/
/e-æ/
/hVt/
hit-het
het-hat
/hVl/
/mVl/

hill-hell
mill-Mel

hell-hal
Mel-Mal

Listeners were timed for each item, and they could not replay
the item, go backwards in the experiment, or change their mind
once a decision was made. Each item was presented four times,
with the orthographic representation shown twice on the left
side of the screen, and twice on the right. Listeners were aware
they were listening to AusE – the overall study was described
to participants as being about the adoption of AusE.
2.2.

Aims

Participants

In total, 12 Australian (7F, 5M) and 10 Irish (5F, 5M) took part
in the study and completed the vowel categorisation task. The
AusE speakers were all born and raised in Melbourne and had
not spent any significant period of time (more than 1 year)
outside Melbourne. The Irish migrants came from different
towns and villages across the island of Ireland (North and
South) and had migrated to Australia at various stages
throughout the 2000s, with lengths of residence in Australia
ranging from 1 to 14 years. Seven of the ten Irish migrants had
only ever lived in Ireland and Australia; three had also lived
elsewhere (UK: 2 years and 11 years; USA: 2 years). Year of
birth among all participants ranged from 1976 to 1991, with the
average age of the Australian group at 33, and for the Irish
group at 35.

The broad aims of this study are to compare how IrE listeners,
living and working in Melbourne, categorise AusE vowel
stimuli as compared to native listeners. As such, this study tests
whether ‘perceptual learning’ or ‘accent normalisation’ has
taken place, or whether IrE listeners are driven by exemplars
from their own accents when categorising vowels. Using vowel
continua, we interrogate the potential nuances within
crossovers between vowel categories in perception, and what
happens in different consonantal environments (i.e. how the
listeners deal with coarticulation).
1.4.1. Research Questions
1. Are there differences in how Irish migrants and native AusE
listeners categorise the lax front vowels /ɪ e æ/ (in ‘control’
condition /hVt/) produced by a native AusE speaker?

3. Results
3.1.

2. (a) How do Irish migrants and native AusE listeners respond
to vowels in coarticulated contexts; prelateral /hVl/ and nasal
onset prelateral /mVl/?

Dialectal differences in /hVt/ perception.

Response curves for the control continua, fit using logistic
functions in the quickpsy [19] package for R [20], are shown in
Figure 1, with /ɪ-e/ on the left, and /e-æ/ on the right.

2 (b) Are there differences between the Irish migrant and AusE
listeners in the categorisation of vowels known to be
undergoing sound change (merger) in southern Victoria,
specifically /el-æl/?

2. Method and analysis
2.1.

Experimental task

The phonetic categorisation task is a forced-choice
identification task, presented on an iPad using a specifically
designed custom app. Individual words were played to listeners
via headphones (Shure SRH840 Reference Studio Headphones)
and items were also presented orthographically on ‘buttons’ on
the screen. Of the two options presented, listeners made a
choice by pressing which of the two items they had heard before
moving on to the next item. To create the stimuli, seven-step
continua were created using the Akustyk vowel synthesis
module [17] in Praat [18]. The continua we use in this study all
involve front lax vowels in various contexts, broadly /hVt/,
/hVl/ and /NVl/, and include a mix of low and high frequency
words, and include proper names. The experiment includes a

Figure 1. Response curves for the control conditions /hit-het/
and /het-hat/
Figure 1 shows that the AusE and IrE listeners have
significantly different crossover points for /ɪ-e/, with the AusE
listeners switching categories at Step 4 (the mid-point of the 7
stimuli) and IrE listeners crossing over much later at Step 6.
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Table 3. Modeled crossover points for /ɪ-e/ continua in
/hVl/ and /mVl/ showing 95% upper and lower CI
*indicates significant differences

Exact crossovers are also shown in Table 2 further below. This
suggests IrE listeners need an acoustically lower and more
retracted vowel to classify a token as /ɪ/ compared to AusE
listeners. Considering the endpoints of the /ɪ-e/ continua, 100%
agreement was reached only for Step 1 of hit and only for the
IrE listeners. 100% agreement was not reached for the AusE
listeners for either end of the continua for this contrast.
Furthermore, at Step 7 the majority of AusE listeners switch
categories to /e/, but this is not true for the IrE listeners, who in
many cases categorise Step 7 as /ɪ/.

50% crossover

95% CI
lower

95% CI
upper

hit-het*

AusE
IrE
AusE
IrE

4.09
6.14
2.13
2.65

3.73
5.79
1.68
2.30

4.37
6.51
2.46
2.95

het-hat

3.2.

50% crossover

95% CI
lower

95% CI
upper

hill-hell*

AusE
IrE
AusE
IrE

5.05
6.59
4.43
5.89

4.85
6.36
4.24
5.74

5.29
6.87
4.60
6.09

Continuing with the issue of coarticulation, and now including
the ‘merger’ context, response curves for the /el-æl/ condition
are shown in Figure 3. This shows significant differences
between how the IrE and AusE listeners respond. For the /hellHal/ context the AusE listeners have a crossover at Step 4
(essentially the exact acoustic midpoint); whereas the IrE
listeners have a very late crossover: close to Step 6 (see also
Table 4). When a nasal is present, the crossovers are somewhat
earlier; as seen in Table 4, it is half a step earlier for the AusE
listeners and a full step earlier for the IrE listeners.

Table 2. Modeled crossover points for /hVt/ control
condition showing 95% upper and lower CI
*indicates significant differences
Variety

Variety

mill-Mel*

For the /e-æ/ contrast, there is more agreement amongst the
listener groups, in the sense that there is no significant
difference in the crossover from /e/ to /æ/ (see also Table 2).
Additionally, both listener groups have switched to hearing hat
at Step 7. At Step 1, there is a lack of certainty for some
listeners, so 100% agreement is never reached for het, and there
is also an overall bias towards hat.

Contrast
pair

Contrast
pair

Coarticulatory effects on categorisation

Figure 2 shows that both IrE and AusE listeners have 100%
agreement for hill. For the IrE group however, a hill response is
sustained until around Step 5, while the AusE listeners have a
gradual decline in hill responses until the category crossover at
almost exactly Step 5. While the majority of AusE listeners hear
hell at Step 7, there is still a large number of Irish listeners
preferring hill.

Figure 3. Response curves for /hell-Hal/ and /Mel-Mal/
The /hell-Hal/ context is dubbed the ‘merger condition’, but
there is little evidence for a merger in perception among the
AusE listeners, as well as (less surprisingly) for the IrE
listeners. The endpoints of the continua show that the majority
of AusE listeners hear hell at Step 1 and Hal at Step 7 –
indicating very little ambiguity. Previous research showing a
merger in perception shows listeners: (a) have a preference for
hell; and (b) have a tendency for answering at random by point
7 (if [el] can be the same as [æl], then it follows that people
cannot accurately categorise Step 7), [e.g. 7, 10]. While many
of the IrE listeners are still answering hell by Step 7, these
results tend to mirror the other continua analysed so far, with
IrE listeners having a late crossover and lack of agreement at
this stage, rather than a merger in perception.

Figure 2. Response curves for /hill-hell/ and /mill-Mel/

Table 4. Modeled crossover points for merger
condition /el-æl/ showing 95% upper and lower CI
*indicates significant differences

For /mill-Mel/, responses are very similar to /hill-hell/, in that
the IrE group sustain mill responses for longer than the AusE
group, and again there are significant differences in the
crossovers. As seen in both Figure 2 and Table 3, however, the
crossovers are slightly earlier in this nasal onset condition.

Contrast
pair

Variety

50% crossover

95% CI
lower

95% CI
upper

hell-Hal*

AusE
IrE
AusE
IrE

4.03
5.94
3.53
4.97

3.76
5.70
3.21
4.75

4.34
6.26
3.78
5.19

Mel-Mal*
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This study provides solid support for the idea that people’s
dominant dialect (in which they have received the most
exposure, and which they evidently speak) influences their
categorisation of vowels in a second dialect. The study also
opens up the question of the amount of processing difficulty
(and even possible misunderstandings) caused in a new dialect
environment, despite the shared language. We will address this
in future research, comparing processing times across the IrE
and AusE cohorts, and with more fine-grained analyses relating
to individual participants’ own productions.

4. Discussion and conclusion
The results presented in this paper show differences in
categorisation behaviour by IrE and AusE listeners when
responding to AusE stimuli. The findings show that Irish
participants tolerate a higher F1 and lower F2 (a more open and
retracted vowel) before switching to the next category in each
of the following pairs: hill-hell, hell-Hal, mill-Mel, Mel-Mal
and hit-het – IrE listeners had significantly different crossovers
from the AusE listeners in these cases. The het-hat contrast was
an exception. Lack of certainty amongst the IrE and AusE
listeners for /e/ in Step 1, and the early crossover for both
listener groups, could be a word frequency effect (het is
infrequent) or could be related to the fact that both listener
groups simply require a phonetically higher vowel in this
context. On the issue of the vowel crossovers for IrE and AusE
listeners, we can say that while AusE vowels have lowered and
retracted over time (e.g. [4]); in perception, the IrE cohort has
even lower and more retracted vowels. For the female speakers
at least, this corroborates with their production of close front
vowels (i.e. [16]).
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Abstract

of babbling. Developmental psychology studies reveal that the
presence of ambient speech influences patterns of babbling [3].
In other words, one can assume that infants explore their vocal
tract configurations not randomly, but based on the comparative listening experience between their babbling and the ambient language. Thus, many models of speech acquisition implement babbling algorithms to imitate the infant’s learning process. Exploration of the articulatory space is a common method
of acquiring articulatory configurations used in successful imitation of desired sounds [4], [5]. One of the most recent models
of babbling has been presented in [6]. This model overcomes
some of the limitations of the previous studies outlined in [7],
[8] by applying the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to the highly dimensional acoustic space and generating a low-dimensional goal
space. This paper describes a solution of similar accuracy, but
significantly higher sampling efficiency (defined as a number of
sampling operations per one run of the algorithm), which could
be an important criteria in cases when sampling takes significant amount of time compared to the time spent on the whole
algorithm to run.

This study presents a sampling efficient algorithm of a goaldirected exploration for learning complex non-linear sensorimotor mappings. The proposed generic approach uses sampling
from weighted Gaussian Mixture Models (GMs) with both positive and negative weights that is shown to be an efficient way of
searching in a non-linear space with multiple local minima. The
simulations were performed by training the articulatory model
to learn five distinct sounds of English vowels: [a], [e], [i], [o],
[u]. The results demonstrated that after 400 iterations, the algorithm generated sounds with the competence values above 82%
for all 5 vowels.
Index Terms: speech acquisition, speech modelling, articulatory synthesis, Gaussian mixtures

1. Introduction
Sensorimotor tasks belong to a family of tasks where both, sensory and motor coordination, are required. One of the most
complex real-life examples is the ability of controlling the vocal tract for producing particular sounds. The significant challenges presented by this task are not only due to the high degree of freedom of the vocal tract and high dimensional sensory
stimuli, but also due to the necessity to build the model of relationship between the motor and sensory space denoted here as
X and Y respectively. According to the [1], strategies of learning this relationship, are based on defining the so-called ”goals”
in the sensory space Y that outperform another group of strategies where, at each time step the agent explores the motor space
X. A common aspect of these different approaches is that in
both cases, the agent has to sample points in a chosen space [1].
This study presents an efficient approach to perform this
sampling with modifications that increase the speed of the learning process. It should be noted that this study doesn’t propose a
completely new view on the problem of learning sensorimotor
tasks. It rather serves as a complementary approach that could
be applied to the existing strategies in order to improve the efficiency of the searching process. In addition, despite the fact that
this study is focused on the example of the articulatory control
of the vocal tract for speech production, the proposed algorithm
can be easily generalized and applied to various similar tasks.
Speech acquisition is the task that all humans face during first
years of their lives. It is believed that the phenomenon known as
”babbling” is the crucial aspect of the speech learning process.
During the period of babbling infants explore abilities of their
vocal tract and develop strong connections between particular
vocal tract configurations and sounds produced with these configurations [2]. It is not clear yet how infants achieve the goal

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Method
2.1. Generation of ambient speech samples
The focus of this study was to imitate five distinct English vowels: [a], [e], [i], [o], [u]. The reason for considering this set of
sounds is that all of these are cardinal vowels when the tongue is
in an extreme position, meaning that learning process of producing the cardinal vowels requires an extensive exploration in the
whole motor space. Each vowel was represented by 100 audiosamples synthesized by VocalTractLab (VTL)[9]. In order to
imitate natural speech diversity, Gaussian noise was added to
the predefined shape of the VTL for the corresponding vowel.
Therefore, shapes distribution, used for the synthesis of ambient vowel sound samples, were given as X ∼ N (µ, Σ), where
µ denotes the predefined shape of vowel for JD2, and Σ is a
diagonal covariance matrix given as Σ = σ 2 I, where σ 2 denotes the variance for all variables. JD2 is the configuration of
the male vocal tract with specified anatomical parameters and
predefined settings for distinct speech sounds of the German
language. For the purpose of low-dimensional representation
of the ambient speech, 13 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) were estimated for each ambient speech sample as in
[6]. Despite the relatively low dimensionality of this representation it has been successfully used in speech processing for many
years. Then for each vowel, an average MFCC vector y ∗ was
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These are further explained in the following sections.
2.3. Proposed exploration algorithm
We suggest to represent h(x) as a Gaussian Mixture (GM)
where, each Gaussian component N (x|µi , Σi ) is added to the
GM as a result of a single babbling iteration:
h(x) =

N
X

wi N (x|µi , Σi ) + w0 ,

(2)

i=1

where N is the number of iterations, wi is the weight of the i-th
component that could be both positive and negative, µi , Σi are
the mean and the covariance matrix of the i-th component respectively, and w0 denotes the initial state of the system when
all configurations x are equally likely to be selected for the exploration. For the sake of simplicity, an isotropic multivariate
Gaussians were considered, meaning that the covariance matrix
was a matrix with identical values on the main diagonal (i.e.
Σ = σ 2 I). In regards to the Gaussian components weights
wi , it was important to ensure that the model allows for both,
positive and negative weight values. This in turn, allows the
model to either decrease or increase a probability of exploration
in some regions. This property is likely to facilitate more efficient exploration of the articulatory space that can lead to faster
search for the best values of x∗ .
Despite the fact that having negative weight values was considered to be advantageous in terms of the search efficiency, it
was not obvious how to sample the vectors x to maintain the
probability distribution given by the function h(x). Hence, an
advanced sampling algorithm has been considered. The following modified version of the Rejection method described in [10]
was proposed. At the k-th iteration the PDF function h(x) is
given as in (2), where N = k − 1 denoted the number of Gaussian components. The proposed algorithm proceeds as follows:
Step 1. Filter all components with non-negative weights:
w ∈ Wpos , ∀w ≥ 0.
Step 2. Calculate cumulative distribution function (CDF)
denoted by F (w) for Wpos
Step 3. Sample a random value rnd0 from the uniform
distribution in the range rnd0 ∈ [0, max(F (w))].
Step 4. Find the index i that: F (wi−1 ) < rnd < F (wi+1 ).
Step 5. Sample a random configuration xrnd from the i-th
component of the h(x).
Step 6. Calculate PDF of xrnd given only non-negative
components of the GM: hpos (xrnd ).
Step 7. Calculate PDF of xrnd given only negative components of the GM: hneg (xrnd ).
Step 8. Sample a random value rnd1 from the uniform
distribution in the range rnd1 ∈ [0, hpos (xrnd )].
Step 9. Accept xrnd if rnd1 > |hneg (xrnd )|, otherwise go
to Step 3.
Fig. 2 shows an example of sampling using the proposed algorithm from a randomly generated distribution with six Gaussian components, where each dotted trace represents a corresponding gaussian component with additional straight line reflecting a prior uniform component. The solid contour illustrates the sampling function h(x) and the bars show the histogram of the x values sampled by the proposed algorithm. According to the aim of the proposed method, the PDF of the sampled distribution follows the contour of h(x) for positive values
of h(x).

Figure 1: Flowchart of the ”babbling” procedure.

calculated over all 13-dimensional feature vectors and used as a
target for the model. This process can be described as:
P
y∈Y y
y∗ =
,
(1)
|Y |
where y ∗ - target vector, Y - sample set representing a particular
vowel and |Y |- size of the sample set Y .
2.2. Babbling procedure
Given the target y ∗ , the goal of the model was to learn how
to imitate, or reproduce this target using a feed forward articulatory synthesizer. In other words, the aim was to find
the vocal configuration x∗ that produced the target sound y ∗ :
f (x∗ ) = y ∗ , where f (x) is the feed forward articulatory synthesizer’s function. As mention before, the VTL synthesizer
was used in this study. A number of previous studies proposed
different approaches to the task of x∗ estimation. This study
is focused on one of the naturally-plausible methods assuming
that babbling can be described as a process of iterative exploration of the articulatory space and development of connections
between the articulatory and the auditory spaces. The convergence of this process is controlled by the auditory feedback,
where the infant compares his own sounds with the memory of
ambient sound samples. In technical terms, the goal of babbling
can be formulated as a process of finding an inverse function
g(y ∗ ) of the feed-forward synthesizer: g(y) = x. A general
scheme for the described procedure is shown in Fig. 1, where
N (x) is a Gaussian distribution. At each iteration, the babbling
procedure could be split into two stages, exploration and adaptation. The aims of the proposed approach are to: (i) Encourage
the model to explore regions, where previous explorations have
shown results close to the target y ∗ ; and (ii) Inhibit the exploration of regions with negative exploration results.
In order to achieve highlighted aims, we suggest to introduce a function h(x) strongly correlated with the probability density function p(x) of the exploration configuration x:
p(x) ≈ h(x). Given the high level of correlation between p(x)
and h(x), h(x) could be used to sample vectors x from the articulatory space during the exploration stage. These vectors could
be then passed to the VTL to synthesize speech sounds. Both,
the form of the sampling function h(x) and the sampling algorithm, are considered to be the key contributors of this study.
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Figure 2: An example of sampling from a randomly generated
GM with k = 6 components.

Figure 3: Competence values (averaged over 10 trials) resulting
from learning 5 vowels .

2.4. Adaptation stage of babbling
For each of the 5 vowels, the learning procedure was executed
10 times. Each trial consisted of 500 babbling iterations. The
learning outcomes averaged over 10 trials and are shown in Figure 3. In this experiment, no stop condition within the training
process was implemented. In future studies, an adaptive algorithm for stopping the training will be considered. It should be
mentioned that this experiment is mainly focused on observing the dynamics of the training rather then estimating the final
accuracy of the model. The contours show how the model competence is improved with an increasing number of iterations for
each vowel. It can be seen that only after 100 iterations the competence for four out of five vowels become greater than 0.80,
and after 400 iterations - reached a plateau with the competence
above 0.82 for all five vowels. The competence results, reported
in a related recent study [6] (we considered this algorithm as
a conventional way of exploration) using a different approach,
did not fall below 0.9 after 400 iterations. It should be mentioned that in the former, each iteration requires sampling of
a batch with 10 targets, whereas our algorithm performs only
one sampling per iteration. Competence scores in [6] were calculated over a 2-dimensional goal space, while in our study it
was determined over a 13-dimensional space of the MFCC parameters, which makes direct comparison between scores irrelevant. Consistent with [6], the learning outcomes shown in our
study varied slightly across different vowels with [u] achieving
the highest results followed by [o], [a], [e], and [i] indicating
that different vowels may need different number of exploration.
Thus, [a] was gradually improved during the whole training process indicating that this specific sound can be produced in many
different ways, in other words demonstrating many-to-one projection from motor to auditory space.

Once the articulatory configuration x was sampled by the algorithm, it was used to produce a sound by the feed-forward
model f (x), and calculating the MFCC feature-vector y characterizing the sound acoustics. The pairs of vectors (x, y) were
then passed to the adaptation step. The goal of the adaptation
process was to evaluate how closely the estimated vectors y and
the target vectors y ∗ were positioned within the auditory space.
Euclidean distance measure d was used to determine the distance between parametric representations of these two sounds:
v
u n
uX
∗
∗
d(y, y ) = ky − y k2 = t
(yi − yi∗ )2
(3)
i=1

Given the distance d, a new Gaussian component was added to
the GM with the weight w(d) estimated based on the value of
d:
2
w(d) =
−1
(4)
(1 + e2∗(d−C) )
The formula given in (6) represents an inverted and shifted logistic (sigmoidal) function.The idea of using this formula was to
encourage the model to explore more thoroughly regions around
x that were within radius distance d smaller then C. This means
that, areas of the parametric space that were less likely to provide optimal solutions were explored less thoroughly, thus reducing the overall number of computations. The mean value µ
of a new component was kept constant for all components. At
each iteration the ”best match” hy ∗ i estimation of y ∗ was updated only if a new acoustic vector y was closer to the target
vector y ∗ than the current best match i.e.:
hy ∗ i = yi , d(yi , y ∗ ) < d(hy ∗ i, y ∗ )

(5)

4. Conclusion

3. Experiment

In this paper, a new modelling approach of the infant’s babbling
stage of speech acquisition was investigated. The presented
learning process was based on random sampling of the articulatory configurations from the weighted GMs. While the positive components of the GMs encouraged the model to explore
regions related to the target configurations, the negative components of the GMs discouraged exploration of regions loosely
related to the target configurations. The experiments demonstrated that after 500 learning iterations, the proposed model

The exploration and adaptation stages described in the previous
sections, have formed a complete single babbling iteration. It
is expected that after a sufficient number of iterations, the algorithm should be able to find an articulatory configuration hy ∗ i
providing the best match for a given target configuration y ∗ . To
determine how close these two configurations are correlated, the
competence parameter was calculated as follows:
comp(hy ∗ i, y ∗ ) = e−khy

∗

i−y ∗ k

(6)
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generated sounds of 5 vowels, namely [a], [e], [i], [o], [u] with
the competence score exceeding 82%. Future study will investigate integration of the babbling procedure into modeling of
more complex components of speech.
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Abstract

the power spectrum of the speech. Several modulation domain
speech enhancement algorithms, such as modulation domain
spectral subtraction [8], MMSE modulation magnitude estimation [9], and the modulation domain Kalman filter [10] have
been reported to outperform their acoustic frequency domain
analogues in terms of the quality of the enhanced speech.
In this paper, we investigate whether the advantage offered
by recent modulation domain speech enhancement algorithms
that are tuned for human listening, also results in improved
performance in hidden Markov model (HMM)-based speech
recognition. The feature vectors used in typical ASR systems
comprise a parametric representation of the power spectrum,
such as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [11], as
well as their first and second derivatives (also known as delta
and delta-delta coefficients) [12], in order to exploit the temporal movements of the vocal tract. These derivatives have been
shown in [13] to be equivalent to applying bandpass filters on
the time sequences of spectral parameters (or TSSPs). Therefore, modulation domain enhancement methods have the potential to provide a better set of feature vectors for the ASR system.
Previous studies on modulation domain-based preprocessing in ASR, such as RASTA IIR filtering [6] and FIR-Slepian
bandpass filtering [13], have demonstrated improvements in
ASR accuracy when using basic filtering techniques in the modulation frequency domain. Therefore, this study examines the
ASR performance when the noisy speech is preprocessed by
recent and more sophisticated modulation domain speech enhancement algorithms. ASR experiments were performed on
the TIMIT speech corpus [14] using the HMM Toolkit (or HTK)
[15], that compare the performance across several acoustic and
modulation domain enhancement methods for the white, F16
and babble noises. Phoneme correctness results from these experiments are presented along with speech quality (PESQ and
segmental SNR) and intelligibility metric (STOI).

This paper investigates whether modulation domain speech enhancement methods are better than corresponding acoustic domain methods when used as a preprocessor to automatic speech
recognition. It is well known that linguistic information of
speech is contained not only in the short-time magnitude spectrum but also in its temporal evolution. In addition, this study
investigates whether popular metrics used in speech enhancement (such as PESQ, segmental SNR, STOI) are indicative of
ASR performance. ASR experiments on the TIMIT speech corpus corrupted by various noises were performed to compare recent modulation domain methods with their acoustic domain
variants.
Index Terms: modulation domain, robust speech recognition,
speech enhancement

1. Introduction
It is commonly known that automatic speech recognition (or
ASR) systems trained on clean speech will perform poorly
when applied to speech that has been corrupted by environmental noise, in so-called mismatched conditions. A number
of approaches have been investigated to mitigate the degrading
effects of noise in ASR systems and these have been reported
widely in the speech literature [1]. One popular approach is to
apply a speech enhancement-based preprocessor on the noisy
speech before it is passed to the ASR system. The premise for
this approach is to use a speech enhancement algorithm to reduce the level of noise in order to improve the quality and intelligibility of the speech, which should assist in improving the
ASR performance.
A large number of speech enhancement algorithms have
been reported in the literature. We can classify all of these algorithms into two categories, based on the domain they process
in. Typically, the short-time Fourier transform (or STFT) of
the speech signal is processed, where the speech is windowed
into short frames and a discrete Fourier transform is computed
for each frame. In acoustic frequency domain methods, such as
spectral subtraction [2], Wiener filtering [3] and MMSE-STSA
(minimum mean squared error-short time spectral amplitude)
[4, 5], the estimation is performed on the magnitude or power
spectrum across all acoustic frequencies within each frame. A
notable characteristic of acoustic frequency enhancement methods is that they generally process each short time frame independently without exploiting inter-frame dependencies that
model the temporal dynamics of speech. For modulation domain methods, the estimation is performed on the modulation
frequencies within the time trajectory of the magnitude [6] or
the real/imaginary parts [7] of the STFT at each acoustic frequency; they are able to enhance the temporal dynamics of

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Method
In this paper we aim to evaluate the effect of applying modulation domain and RI (real and imaginary)-modulation domain based speech enhancement methods in the preprocessing
stage, on the recognition rates of ASR. For this purpose, noisy
stimuli were processed using various modulation domain, RImodulation domain, and (for comparison) acoustic domain enhancement algorithms, then ASR experiments were conducted
on these preprocessed speech stimuli. Details of these experiments are described below.
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2.1. Speech corpus

Table 1: Enhancement methods evaluated for preprocessing
stage of ASR. Important parameters used for each method are
also given. These include Acoustic frame duration (AFD),
Acoustic frame shift (AFS), Modulation domain frame durati on
(MFD), Modulation frame shift (MFS), Smoothing factor α,
number of Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPCs) used to model
speech p , and the number of LPCs used to model noise q.

The TIMIT speech corpus [14] was used for the ASR experiments. This corpus consists of 6300 utterances recorded from
630 different male and female speakers. The dataset is sampled at 16 kHz, and divided into training and testing sets. The
training set consists of 3696 clean utterances from 462 speakers.
The core test set, consists of 192 utterances from 24 speakers.
Clean stimuli of the test set were corrupted with various noise
types at input SNRs ranging from 0 dB to 20 dB. Noise types
investigated include white (AGWN), babble, F16 and factory
noises, and were generated with use of noise samples from the
NOISEX-92 noise corpus [16]. Noisy test stimuli were processed by each speech enhancement method before their use in
the ASR experiments.

Method
AcSSUB

Implementation details
Acoustic domain spectral subtraction [2]
AFD = 20 ms, AFS = 10 ms, Power spectral
subtraction.[17]

MdSSUB

Modulation domain spectral subtraction [8]
AFD = 32 ms, AFS = 8 ms, MFD = 256 ms, MFS =
32 ms, Power spectral subtraction

RISSUb

RI-modulation spectral subtraction [18]
AFD = 25 ms, AFS = 2.5 ms, MFD = 120 ms, MFS
= 15 ms, Magnitude spectral subtraction

2.2. Speech enhancement algorithms
The speech enhancement algorithms that were investigated include spectral subtraction, minimum mean-square error amplitude estimation, and Kalman filtering. Methods were implemented in the modulation domain, the RI-modulation domain,
and for comparison in the acoustic domain. A total of 8 different enhancement methods were considered. Table 1 summarises
each speech enhancement method evaluated, along with key parameters used in their implementation. Parameters applied for
each are consistent with those given by the cited reference work
and/or implementation.

LOGAcMME Acoustic MMSE Log-amplitude estimation [5]
AFD = 20 ms, AFS = 10 ms, α = 0.98 [17]
LOGMME

Modulation MMSE Log-amplitude estimation [9]
AFD = 32 ms, AFS = 1 ms, MFD = 32 ms, MFS =
2 ms, α = 0.996

LOGRIMME RI-modulation MMSE Log-amplitude estimation
[19]
AFD = 32 ms, AFS = 1 ms, MFD = 32 ms, MFS =
2 ms, α = 0.996

2.3. ASR experiments
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) experiments made use of
the TIMIT speech corpus (see section 2.1). The ASR model
was generated using clean stimuli from the training set only.
To prevent the biasing of the results, we removed the sa* utterances from both the training and testing sets, as was done in [1].
For testing, noise corrupted stimuli from the core test set were
first processed by each enhancement method described in section 2.2. Recognition tests were then conducted for each noise
type, input SNR, and enhancement method type.
ASR experiments were conducted using an HTK-based triphone recogniser. Three states per HMM and 8 Gaussian mixtures per state were used. Consistent with [21], the set of 48
phonemes was reduced to 39 for testing. A frame size of 25 ms,
and frame shift of 10 ms was used. MFCC features, energy
coefficients, and first and second order derivatives were used,
to give 39 coefficients in total. Cepstral mean subtraction was
also applied. The bigram language model was used. Recognition used the Viterbi decoder, with no pruning factor, likelihood scaling factor of 8 and a penalty of 0. Recognition rates
of phonemes were determined for each noise, input SNR, and
treatment type in terms of correctness (Corr %).

AcKal
[20]

Acoustic domain Kalman filtering
AFD = 50 ms, AFS = 6.25 ms, p = 20, q = 10.

MdKal
[10]

Modulation domain Kalman filtering
AFD = 32 ms, AFS = 4 ms, MFD = 40 ms, MFS =
40 ms, p = 4, q = 8.

performed AcSSUB, and LOGRIMME and LOGMME outperformed LOGAcMME at lower SNRs. For utterances corrupted
with F16 noise at low SNRs, we similarly found that processing with LOGRIMME resulted in better recognition rates than
when LOGAcMME was used. When considering babble noise,
LOGAcMME was in general found to be the highest performing
method. However, for the spectral subtraction-based methods,
MdSSUB and RISSUB were found to outperform AcSSUB.
This trend was also noticed in the Kalman filters, where MdKal outperformed AcKal. The recognition accuracies for babble
noise indicated some degree of consistency with PESQ scores
shown in Table 2. However, in general for the other noise types,
it was found that high PESQ was not indicative of good recognition accuracy. This was expected since PESQ was originally
developed for measuring perceptual speech quality in speech
coding applications for human listeners.
The intelligibility metric, short-time objective intelligibility measure (or STOI) [22], on the other hand, consistently
gave preference to MdSSUB. On the other hand, segmental
SNR gave preference to LOGMME for babble noise, and either LOGMME or LOGRIMME for white and F16 noise types.
These results highlight the difference between various metrics
and ASR recognition rates, and the difference between methods
yielding improved human listener preference and those yielding
better ASR rates.
Considering the results reported for LOGMME and LO-

3. Results and discussion
Results for ASR experiments for each noise type are shown in
Table 2. Objective evaluation of the enhanced utterances used in
each experiment are also shown in terms of mean PESQ score.
Table 3 shows mean segmental SNR and STOI for each treatment type.
For higher SNRs, LOGAcMME was shown to be very effective in improving speech recognition rates. However, for
lower SNRs, the results were less clear. When dealing with
white noise, AcKal, a method originally designed for compensating AWGN corrupted stimuli, resulted in the highest recognition performance at all SNRs. RISSUB and ModSSUB out-
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Table 2: TIMIT experimental results: mean PESQ scores and phoneme correctness (%) scores for babble, F16, factory, and white
noises (clean corr = 75.82%). Highest scores are in bold .
Algorithm

SNR (dB)

Noisy (babble)
AcSSUB
MdSSUB
RISSUB
LOGAcMME
LOGMME
LOGRIMME
AcKal
MdKal
Noisy (F16)
AcSSUB
MdSSUB
RISSUB
LOGAcMME
LOGMME
LOGRIMME
AcKal
MdKal
Noisy (white)
AcSSUB
MdSSUB
RISSUB
LOGAcMME
LOGMME
LOGRIMME
AcKal
MdKal

0
1.75
1.74
1.99
1.88
2.01
1.87
1.90
1.92
1.88
1.64
1.91
2.32
2.15
2.24
2.05
2.14
2.13
2.10
1.37
1.69
2.20
2.08
2.01
1.92
1.97
2.14
1.94

Mean PESQ
5
10
15
2.10
2.45
2.79
2.21
2.64
3.06
2.38
2.73
3.04
2.31
2.70
3.05
2.38
2.74
3.08
2.31
2.72
3.11
2.33
2.73
3.11
2.22
2.51
2.83
2.26
2.62
2.95
2.01
2.37
2.73
2.38
2.84
3.28
2.63
2.91
3.17
2.52
2.85
3.15
2.61
2.94
3.23
2.45
2.87
3.24
2.54
2.92
3.26
2.51
2.88
3.20
2.45
2.75
3.01
1.71
2.09
2.46
2.19
2.66
3.11
2.53
2.79
3.04
2.41
2.71
2.99
2.43
2.79
3.09
2.32
2.69
3.03
2.37
2.72
3.05
2.51
2.83
3.15
2.33
2.64
2.91

20
3.13
3.44
3.33
3.37
3.39
3.44
3.44
3.13
3.25
3.08
3.66
3.41
3.43
3.51
3.56
3.56
3.47
3.27
2.83
3.52
3.29
3.27
3.38
3.37
3.38
3.43
3.16

0
24.64
26.01
33.58
31.21
34.46
32.48
32.03
31.46
31.58
16.48
28.52
38.47
38.74
35.56
38.21
40.68
39.34
35.54
11.39
24.51
31.91
33.20
27.39
31.80
32.69
36.32
30.13

5
34.81
35.76
43.05
40.48
45.13
39.80
40.10
37.49
40.23
27.65
40.02
47.86
46.41
48.38
48.47
50.70
49.00
45.57
20.57
36.98
41.75
41.03
38.63
41.90
42.69
46.77
40.80

Corr (%)
10
46.16
47.18
53.65
51.52
55.04
49.33
49.67
43.95
49.76
39.53
50.75
57.43
56.36
59.30
57.59
58.66
56.13
53.29
30.58
47.06
50.93
49.32
50.27
52.31
53.32
56.40
50.23

15
57.66
54.21
62.79
61.43
63.39
58.15
58.62
50.31
58.29
53.27
58.76
63.94
61.75
66.10
62.35
62.51
62.49
58.37
43.24
57.00
59.07
56.01
60.64
57.97
59.38
62.96
57.00

20
66.24
62.44
69.08
67.43
69.32
65.29
65.70
55.29
64.06
63.11
64.98
68.34
67.08
69.27
65.42
65.77
65.86
62.93
54.65
64.90
64.98
62.35
66.62
62.36
63.27
67.00
61.10

GRIMME, it was noted that these methods incorporated the use
of a smoothing parameter α which provided a trade-off between
musical type noise distortion and slurring in the resulting reconstructed speech. The value of α applied was determined experimentally using human listening tests. Therefore, a preliminary
investigation was made to determine if this parameter might significantly impact on the resulting recognition rates. Results for
experiments were conducted utilising various α values between
0.96 and 0.998 and the results are shown in Table 4. The recognition rates shown are for the first 110 utterances of the test corpus, with the stimuli being corrupted with 5 dB of babble noise.
Results show that reducing the value of α improved recognition
rates, particularly for LOGMME. This suggests that further improvement could be attained by further tuning of the modulation
domain based algorithms so that they are optimised for speech
recognition.

methods were under-performing, preliminary tests were performed to determine if better tuning parameters could improve
the ASR performance. The results demonstrated that further
tuning have the potential to improve their competitiveness in
ASR performance. Lastly, common speech enhancement metrics for speech quality and intelligibility were not found to be
reliably indicative of ASR accuracy.

4. Conclusions
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Table 3: TIMIT enhancement evaluation in terms of mean STOI scores and segmental SNRs for babble, F16, factory, and white noises
(Highest scores are in bold ).
Algorithm
Noisy (babble)
AcSSUB
MdSSUB
RISSUB
LOGAcMME
LOGMME
LOGRIMME
AcKal
MdKal
Noisy (F16)
AcSSUB
MdSSUB
RISSUB
LOGAcMME
LOGMME
LOGRIMME
AcKal
MdKal
Noisy (white)
AcSSUB
MdSSUB
RISSUB
LOGAcMME
LOGMME
LOGRIMME
AcKal
MdKal

SNR (dB)

0
0.620
0.670
0.667
0.656
0.643
0.651
0.600
0.658
0.647
0.751
0.754
0.711
0.687
0.707
0.729
0.704
0.601
0.718
0.706
0.686
0.668
0.679
0.743
0.685

5
0.761
0.793
0.792
0.772
0.763
0.776
0.700
0.774
0.789
0.856
0.854
0.818
0.800
0.823
0.817
0.811
0.762
0.833
0.822
0.797
0.792
0.804
0.831
0.798

Mean STOI
10
15
0.866
0.934
0.884
0.944
0.883
0.941
0.863
0.925
0.862
0.933
0.874
0.940
0.776
0.834
0.862
0.923
0.890
0.950
0.924
0.964
0.920
0.959
0.895
0.944
0.893
0.951
0.907
0.957
0.882
0.926
0.889
0.938
0.880
0.948
0.910
0.955
0.901
0.948
0.881
0.935
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0.941
0.893
0.944
0.900
0.945
0.884
0.939

20
0.969
0.975
0.971
0.962
0.971
0.974
0.876
0.969
0.978
0.984
0.979
0.972
0.979
0.981
0.950
0.968
0.979
0.980
0.974
0.967
0.972
0.973
0.970
0.968

LogMMEM
Corr (%)
40.92
43.52
44.42
44.98
47.13
46.67

Mean Segmental SNR
5
10
15
-5.997
-5.395
-5.016
1.090
5.147
9.294
0.784
4.839
8.946
1.033
4.702
7.989
0.216
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5.868
9.963
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5.691
9.573
-4.155
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4.947
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9.418
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These instrumental measures may be aerodynamic or
acoustic. Aerodynamic measures (e.g., subglottal pressure,
phonation threshold pressure maximum flow declination rate)
are used extensively in the clinical environment to diagnose
and examine the differences pre- and post-treatment [10,11].
Acoustic measures (e.g., f0, waveform and spectral inspection,
jitter and Long Term Average Spectrum) are also utilized in
both diagnosis and treatment evaluation. Multiple measures
are required, as voice quality does not have a single acoustic
or aerodynamic correlate. Evidence suggests that voice quality
may not even be independent of frequency and amplitude [9].
In addition to pitch and loudness, which are easily quantifiable
as they have single acoustic correlates, voice quality is
influenced by numerous different factors; including effects of
the spectral envelope and its changes in time, periodic
fluctuations of amplitude or fundamental frequency, and any
noise component in the signal. Often measures are selected
based on their suitability for a particular population. This
paper presents a case study of how the consideration of these
measures impact on methodology.
Infants form an interesting population for voice quality
study as a large proportion of the vocalizations they produce
are deemed to be non-modal [12]. This is a result of infants
still developing the control and coordination necessary for the
acquisition of speech. [12] created a regime classification
system that utilized both perceptual and instrumental aspects
of voice quality evaluation. However, they also introduced
specific infant related phonation categories. In contrast [13,
14] created a system that utilized perceptual aspects and adult
voice quality categories with infants. These two ideas can be
combined so that a classification scheme is developed that can
utilize common adult voice quality categories but will also
take into account the perceptual and instrumental aspects of
voice quality evaluation.

Abstract
The classification of voice quality is utilized across the fields
of linguistics and speech pathology. This paper proposes a
methodology to classify voice quality utilizing both auditory
perceptual and acoustic references that provide a high level of
inter-rater reliability. Using a case study from the field of
infant language acquisition we show that this classification
scheme provides a systematic way of combining
spectrographic and wave inspection together with an auditory
impression for a replicable methodology.
Index Terms: voice quality, classification, perceptual,
acoustic

1. Introduction
Traditionally the quality or timbre of a sound has been defined
as "that attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which a
listener can judge that two sounds similarly presented and
having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar" [1: 45].
Given this broad definition, it is no surprise that previous
reviews have reported as many as 67 terms for vocal quality in
the literature [2]. Multiple systems such as those by [3, 4, 5]
and [6] have endeavored to capture the variety of phonation
types. These systems provide a wide range of options for
classifying non-modal voice quality. They are routinely used
in a number of fields, and auditory-perceptual evaluation of
voice quality is the most commonly used clinical voice
assessment method [7]. Perceptual methods are often utilized
to classify consensus features of speakers during the
production of sustained vowels, sentences, and running
speech. Perceptual protocols are often referenced in the
literature, and many studies have developed these, primarily
for the evaluation of pathological voices. However perceptual
evaluation has been heavily criticized because it is subjective
[8]. [8: 14] notes that “building detail and complexity into a
coding system does not guarantee that the listener’s auditoryperceptual decision space is equal to the demands of the
analysis task.” As such a broader transcription that is more
dependable has benefits over a narrow transcription with more
detailed information but poorer reliability. In addition,
perceptual methods do not necessarily provide information
about actual vocal tract function; the complicated relationship
between human auditory perception, acoustic measures of
voice quality and vocal tract configuration limits the extent
which perception of voice quality can reveal the underlying
vocal tract physiology [7]. Despite this, a perceptual analysis
allows for considerable advantages in terms of convenience,
economy, and robustness [8]. Therefore [7] recommends
multiple methods of voice quality evaluation: both subjective
notation and appropriately implemented instrumental
measures.

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Methodology
A subset of 8 voice quality categories was chosen after
consideration from a broad range of literature: harsh voice,
creaky voice, whispery voice, modal voice, breathy voice, loft,
whisper and voiceless. [13, 14, 15] have previously used these
terms in an auditory analysis of voice quality parameters
where the degree of laryngeal constriction (defined primarily
in terms of the degree of sphinctering of the aryepiglottic fold
in the larynx) distinguishes phonation types. These categories
are based on laryngoscopic observations of the adult pharynx
and larynx [16]. Thus there is some defined relationship
between the vocal tract configuration and the perceptual voice
quality categories in this proposed classification scheme. The
use of these terms within this framework provides a broad
spectrum of vocal behavior and an ability to speak to some
extent of the vocal tract configuration. As such the
methodology is similar to [12: 553] because “it [is] internally
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Is there a ‘normal’
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amplitude noise and
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Are there identifiable
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and a ‘creaky’ quality?

Creaky
Voice
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energy bands over 300
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‘growl’ like quality?
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Voice
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Voice
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with ‘whispery’ quality
but also a voicing band?

Figure 1: Proposed classification schema for labelling voice quality categories
comprehensive in the sense that all phonation are classified
but it is not exhaustive in the sense that all vocal qualities are
thereby represented.”
It thus takes into account [8]’s
requirements for limiting complexity and detail. Acoustic
correlates for each category were developed based on previous
literature (e.g. [17], [18]). These included f0, waveform, and
broadband spectrogram visual inspection. A decision–making
tree was created based on these different categories (see
Figure 1).
To test the methodology, a corpus of infant data was
classified for voice quality. Two female infants comprised the
study. Each infant was video-recorded using a Sony DCR
TRV16E digital video camera recorder with an integrated
electret condenser microphone. This integrated microphone
was shown to have a wide-band flat response through the
range of 100Hz to 10kHz. Infants were recorded in 16-bit
stereo and at a sampling rate of 48kHz. Each recording session
occurred in the infant’s home in the presence and under the
control of one of their caregivers. The camera was positioned
on a stationary tripod and directed at the infant at a distance of
approximately one to two meters. The infants were recorded
for approximately one hour each week during the study (from
3 weeks up to 26 weeks of age). A full range of vocal behavior
was recorded. Randomly selected vocalizations from each
week of the study were chosen. For the purposes of the case
study, a vocalization was any discrete sound produced with
varying degrees of constriction occurring within one
respiration cycle. Each vocalization was labeled by utilizing
the classification tool by the author. A total of 761 separate
vocalizations were labeled.
As auditory perceptual judgments are susceptible to a
variety of sources of error and bias, inter-rater reliability
measurements were used to quantify the consistency with
which these judgments are made. An independent analyst was
trained to utilize the classification scheme on practice tokens
for approximately an hour. Any reflexive sounds (hiccup,
sneeze, and cough) were labeled as such; all other
vocalizations were labeled for voice quality. If the

independent analyst was unsure about the category, they made
the decision based on their perception of the sound
irrespective of the acoustic references. The tokens were
presented to them in a randomized order, and they were
blinded to the participant.

3. Results
A total of 761 vocalizations were labeled with a voice quality
category by two analysts. The categories were then compared.
The scheme can provide a technique for the comprehensive
classification of a child’s recorded productions, but in this
case study, 96% of all vocalizations were analyzed by both
raters as 4% were left unlabeled by the independent analyst.
No attempts were made to establish a consensus or to re-train
the independent analyst for increased discrimination. Table 1
provides the results from the study. Overall 82% or Cohen's
Kappa of 0.77 utterances were labeled independently in
agreement representing a high level of agreement. Modal,
creaky, harsh, breathy, loft and voiceless voice qualities were
all recognized with accuracies approaching or exceeding 80%.
When the errors for each voice quality were examined in turn
the following results emerge:
•
Creaky voice: most confused with harsh voice
o (n=8, 7%)
•
Harsh voice: most confused with creaky voice
o (n = 4, 4%)
•
Whispery voice: most confused with breathy voice
o (n = 3, 13%)
•
Modal voice: most confused with breathy voice
o (n = 10, 6%)
•
Breathy voice: most confused with modal voice
o (n = 4, 8%)
•
Loft: most confused with modal voice
o (n = 2, 6%)
•
Whisper: confused with breathy voice and voiceless
o (n =1, 13%)
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Table 1: Results from analysts’ determining the voice quality of each vocalization
review questions about the ease and use of the scheme and
underlying issues of classification would also add to the
understanding about why some voice qualities cannot be
categorized confidently.

Voiceless: either labeled as vegetative vocalisation
or not labeled
o (n = 10, 4% and n = 20, 8%)
Whilst the Kappa statistics indicated overall good
performance, it is evident that some voice qualities were either
more challenging to classify accurately or with confidence.
This was particularly true for voiceless vocalizations where
the largest number (n=20) of unlabeled vocalization was
located. As the classification of voice quality categories
required definitive decisions the first type of error was in
determining phonation. This occurs at the first node ('Is there
voicing present?') (see Figure 2). There was the possibility of
an analyst recording a voice quality where there was none
(Category 1a), or saying there was none when there was
eligible phonation (Category 1b). The largest number of
Category 1a errors was where voiceless vocalizations were
labeled with the combined vegetative class (cough, sneeze,
hiccup, n=10) and where the analyst was unsure and therefore
did not make a decision (unlabeled n=20). However, when
these are removed, there was a high level of agreement about
whether a vocalization was voiceless or had some sort of
phonation present (94%). The largest number of Category 1b
errors was when the independent analyst misjudged a modal
voice as voiceless (n=7).
Other voice qualities were also confused for each other.
Category 2 errors account for the misclassification between
modal and breathy. Category 3 errors account for the
misclassification between creaky and harsh. These category
errors occur because the scheme requires a forced decision.
It is also suggested that voice quality categories may be
incorrectly categorized due to the perceptual similarities
between them (e.g. whispery voice and breathy voice).
Improved familiarity with borderline cases would help
differentiate between the more easily confused voice qualities.
Future training of analysts should focus on this. Qualitative
•

4. Discussion
The results from this case study have shown that infant
vocalizations can be exhaustively classified by the scheme
shown at Figure 1. The combination of acoustic and
perceptual cues to decide on the voice quality laid out in the
decision tree enables a systematic way to delineate voice
quality in infant vocalizations. The results of the inter-rater
reliability study compare very favorably with those of [12].
When categorizing infant voice quality using their schema,
[12: 560] obtained a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.76. The Kappa
statistics indicate overall good performance. To enhance the
scheme amendments have been made as shown in Figure 2.
These minor changes remove two unnecessary decision nodes.
By demonstrating this scheme’s utility on an area of
linguistic study known for its challenges it can be inferred that
it will fare as well or better in other areas of study. Further
application of this methodology is not limited to the field of
language acquisition. As defining voice quality categories
across disciplines continues to be an issue (including interrater and inter-lab reliability) this scheme may fulfill a need
for a replicable method of voice quality classification. Due to
the voice quality categories being based on adults rather than
infants it would be possible to extend the scheme to work with
adult populations as well. This scheme particularly commends
itself for application in any field where the classification of
voice quality provides discriminatory insight including but not
limited to the fields of socio-linguistics, forensic linguistics
and speech pathology. Preliminary studies are currently
underway investigating its suitability for its use with
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Figure 2: Amended classification schema for labelling voice quality categories
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disordered voices.
Within the field of infant language acquisition, the
technique provides the ability to show the change in dominant
voice qualities over time as well as adding other acoustic
dimensions (e.g., f0 or duration) to the task of describing
speech development in these early stages [19]. Extended
longitudinal research with large sets of infants including from
a variety of linguistic backgrounds would provide additional
data to systematically delineate the development of vocal
quality and the emergence of control over modal voice.

5. Conclusions
Voice quality is variously utilized across the fields of
linguistics and speech pathology. This paper proposes a
methodology to classify voice quality utilizing both auditory
perceptual and acoustic references that provide a high level of
inter-rater reliability. Using a case study from the field of
infant language acquisition, it is shown that this classification
scheme provides a systematic way of combining
spectrographic and wave inspection together with an auditory
impression for a replicable methodology.
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individual phones [7]. For example, when /u/ occurs between
two voiceless consonants, it undergoes devoicing 84% of the
time, this increases to 98% if the C1 is a voiceless fricative and
the C2 is a voiceless plosive, and further still to 99% if the C1 is
an /s/ and the C2 is a /p/ (See Table 1). Others have proposed
that the predictability of the preceding consonant in CV
sequences [8] or the frequency of the words that carry the target
vowel [9] can affect deletion/devoicing.
In Japanese, devoiced vowels that follow stops are typically
phonetically realized differently from those that follow
fricatives and affricates. Some argue that devoiced vowels that
follow fricatives and affricates are deleted (See discussion in
[6]) and that these instances of deletion may result in
consonantal syllables [10]. Electropalatography [10] and
electromagnetic articulography [11] studies have also
suggested that these vowels are undergoing deletion, with
speakers not exhibiting lingual configurations typical of the
Japanese /u/ in some devoiced tokens.
In the following, we refer to these post-fricative devoiced
allophones as “deleted” vowels in order to distinguish them
from devoiced vowels that follow voiceless stops. Phonological
vowel deletion in these contexts would mean that voiceless nonhomorganic consonant clusters were phonotactically
permissible in Japanese and therefore unlikely to elicit
perceptual epenthesis; numerous experiments—including those
featured in the present paper—have shown that this is not the
case. Instead, we propose that some surface level representation
of deleted vowels remain but that these near-zero allophones act
as a better match to vowel-less sequences. These near-zero
allophones maintain fewer or less salient acoustic cues than
devoiced or voiced vowels, making them perceptually minimal.
In line with the aforementioned extension of the Perceptual
Assimilation model, we also propose that the perceptual
minimality of the expected allophone has an influence on the
perceptual distance between illicit sequences and their
perceptually nearest, predictable match. Indeed, we argue that
this is due to sequences that predictably stimulate perceptually
minimal allophones eliciting less discriminable illusory vowels
because the assimilation distance between the illicit sequence
and its nearest match is narrowed. We test this hypothesis in
two experiments that examine epenthetic vowels which occur
after voiceless fricatives, voiceless plosives and voiced
consonants. In Experiment 1, participants assign VCCV and
VCVC tokens to VCVCV categories and assign goodness of fit
(GoF) ratings to how well they adhere to a given category. In
Experiment 2, participants discriminate VCCV and VCVC
tokens from VCVCV tokens in a series of AXB discrimination
experiments.
.

Abstract
This study investigates a relationship between perceptual
epenthesis and vowel devoicing in Japanese. Across two
experiments, epenthetic vowels are compared in environments
where devoicing and deletion occur. In Experiment 1,
participants assign illicit /VCCV/ and /VCVC/ tokens to
/VCuCV/ and /VCVCu/ categories and judge how well tokens
fit to the allocated category. In Experiment 2, participants
discriminate between phonotactically illicit and licit tokens in
AXB tests. The results show that illicit tokens are a better match
to—and more difficult to discriminate from—their perceptually
nearest legal counterpart when the target vowels are deleted
than when they are merely devoiced.
Index Terms: Phonology, Phonetics, Japanese, Perceptual
Epenthesis, Vowel Devoicing, Perceptual Assimilation.

1. Introduction
Standard Japanese (hereafter: Japanese) phonotactics do not
allow non-homorganic consonant clusters and word-final, nonnasal consonants. As a result, Japanese listeners sometimes
perceive an illusory, epenthetic /u/, which serves to
perceptually repair the input to adhere to Japanese phonotactics
[1], when they are exposed to such violations. It has been
proposed that /u/ is epenthesised in these contexts because it is
the shortest of all Japanese vowels [2], making it the
phonetically minimal element of the language [1]. In line with
a novel extension of the Perceptual Assimilation model [3],
which predicts and accounts for the influence of L1 transitional
probability on L2 perception [4], we propose that perceptual
epenthesis is a process whereby illicit non-homorganic
consonant clusters and word-final, non-nasal consonants are
assimilated to their perceptually nearest and most predictable
match. This process of assimilation reduces—or even
eliminates—the perceptual distance between tokens that
contain ether illicit consonant clusters (VCCV) or word-final,
non-nasal consonants (VCVC) and tokens that adhere to
Japanese phonotactics (VCVCV), resulting in the illusory
vowel effect.
Vowel devoicing in Japanese can occur with all
phonemically short vowels (hereafter: vowels); however, it is
only systematic with high vowels (/u/ and /i/) [5]. Japanese
vowel devoicing typically occurs either between voiceless
consonants (/C̥VC̥/) or after a voiceless consonant at the end of
a word (/C̥V#/) [6]. A comprehensive corpus analysis identifies
several other contributing factors that influence vowel
devoicing including the manner of articulation of the preceding
(C1) and following (C2) consonant, as well as variation among
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Table 1. List of experimental tokens and rates at which /u/ undergoes devoicing in Japanese discourse. Here, Env .% =
devoicing rates in the specific environment tested, Manner = rates based on the manner of articulation of the C1 and C2 in
/C̥VC̥/ sequences and Voicing = devoicing rates based purely on the voice/voicelessness of the C1 and C2 [7].
Location
Medial
Medial
Medial
Medial
Medial
Medial
Final
Final

Allophone
Deleted
Devoiced
Devoiced
Voiced
Voiced
Voiced
Deleted
Devoiced

Licit Token
/esupo/
/ekupo/
/epuso/
/egupo/
/ezubo/
/ebuzo/
/epusu/
/esupu/

Illicit Token
/espo/
/ekpo/
/epso/
/egpo/
/ezbo/
/ebzo/
/epus/
/esup/

Stimuli

A full list of all 16 tokens appears in Table 1. The stimuli were
produced by three phonetically trained female Australian
English (AustE) speakers. These were recorded in a recording
studio located at the University of Melbourne and had a bit
depth of 64kb/sec and a sample rate of 48kHz. Each speaker
produced five consecutive repetitions of each of the 16 tokens.
The first and fifth repetitions were not used in Experiment 1 to
avoid any effects of list initial unfamiliarity and list final
intonation patterns. The remaining three tokens were excised
with a 20 ms ramp-in and a 10 ms ramp-out. On average, /u/
duration in medial licit tokens was 85 ms (range 67-106 ms, SD
=13 ms); average target /u/ duration in word-final licit tokens
was 152 ms (range 95-279 ms, SD = 40 ms). Contrasting
licit/illicit token pairs were designed so that the production of
licit stimuli would predictably produce varying allophones in
the target /u/; deleted (e.g., /esupo/), devoiced (e.g., epuso) and
voiced (e.g., /ezubo/) (see Table 2).
2.2.

2.4.

Manner
98%
80%
74%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Voicing
84%
84%
84%
2%
1%
1%
N/A
N/A

Procedure: Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was conducted directly after Experiment 1 in the
same location. In Experiment 2, participants were required to
respond to 192 AXB discrimination trials, 24 triads for each of
the 8 licit/illicit contrasts (Table 2). To avoid speaker or phone
sequence bias, tokens were organized into six speaker
sequences (123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321) and each of the
speaker sequences was organised into four token sequences
(AAB, ABB, BAA, BBA). All contrasts were presented to
participants in a single block from which each AXB triads were
drawn at random with a replace paradigm so that any trial that
timed out was replayed later during the experiment. Both
discrimination accuracy and response times were recorded.
Tokens were spaced with a 1000 ms inter-stimulus interval.
Here we predict that listeners will have greater difficulty
discriminating between contrasts with voiceless fricatives in the
C1 position due to the smaller perceptual distance between the
deleted vowel and the vowel-less sequence.

Participants

34 undergraduate students from the Mita campus of Keio
University were recruited as participants for Experiments 1 and
2. Participants were all L1 Japanese speakers, born to L1
Japanese speaking parents. Participants were recruited by word
of mouth. Participant ages ranged from 18 to 26 (M = 20, SD =
1.6) and were selected on the basis of limited exposure to
languages other than Japanese although all participants had
previously studied English due to it being a compulsory subject
in the Japanese education system.
2.3.

Env. %
99%
88%
60%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

participants were asked to assign a GoF rating to indicate how
well the token fit to the assigned category. This was presented
to participants as a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 7. To explain
that a low score was supposed to indicate a poor fit, the 1 on the
Likert scale was labelled 㐪࠺ (different) and the 7 was labelled
ྠࡌ (identical). We predict that listeners will assign higher
GoF ratings to illicit tokens with C1 voiceless fricatives due to
deleted vowels being a better match to vowel-less sequences.

2. Method
2.1.

Environment
/s_p/
/k_p/
/p_s/
/g_p/
/z_b/
/b_z/
/s_#/
/p_#/

3. Results: Experiment 1
3.1.

Categorisation Rate

Participants categorised most tokens to their perceptually
nearest phonotactically licit category where the phonotactic
violation is repaired by a /u/. All illicit tokens but one were
categorised according to this prediction at a rate of 90% or
greater. The one illicit token that did not adhere to a 90%
categorisation rate was /egpo/, which was categorised as
/ekupo/ 25% of the time. Licit tokens were also assigned to their
predicted category at a rate of 90% or greater except in the case
of the /epusu/ token which was categorised as /epuso/ 30% of
the time and was only assigned to its predicted /epusu/ category
67% of the time; this is less than its illicit counterpart, /epus/,
which was categorised as /epusu/ 95% of the time.

Procedure: Experiment 1

Experiment 1 took place in a quiet room located at the Mita
campus of Keio University. The experiment consisted of a
single block of trials which contained all 16 tokens. Participants
were asked to categorise tokens into 8 categories. These
categories were presented to the participants as on-screen
buttons with Hiragana labels (categories, tokens and Hiragana
labels presented in Table 3). Tokens were drawn at random
from a library of 144 stimuli (16 tokens x 3 speakers x 3
repetitions each). Upon assigning each token to a category,

Table 2. AXB contrasts organized by word position and the most likely target allophone in licit tokens.
.
Deleted
Devoiced
Voiced
/esupo/-/espo/
/ezubo/-/ezbo/
Word Medial
/epuso/-/epso/
/ebuzo/-/ebzo/
/ekupo/-/ekpo/
/egupo/-/egpo/
Word Final
/epusu/-/epus/
/esupu/-/esup/
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Table 3. Categorisation rates and Goodness of Fit ratings for licit and illicit tokens. Goodness of Fit ratings are presented in
parenthesis. Categorisation rates less than 1% are not featured.
Medial Contrasts


/esupo/
/espo/
/ekupo/
/ekpo/
/epuso/
/epso/
/egupo/
/egpo/
/ezubo/
/ezbo/
/ebuzo/
/ebzo/
/epusu/
/epus/
/esupu/
/esup/
3.2.

࠼ࡃࡱ

࠼ࡑ

࠼ࡄࡱ

࠼ࡎࡰ

࠼ࡪࡒ

࠼ࡍ

࠼ࡍ

esupo
98% (5.67)
94% (5.81)

ekupo

epuso

egupo

ezubo
1% (2.5)
1% (2)

ebuzo

esupu

epusu
1% (2.75)
5% (5)

5% (2.93)
1% (2.75)

4% (3.83)
4% (3.17)

100% (5.72)
100% (5.21)
3% (2.56)
1% (2.75)

67% (4.62)
95% (4.78)

90% (5.44)
91% (5.18)

10% (4.43)
9% (3.59)
91% (5.5)
95% (5.18)
100% (6.03)
75% (4.79)

25% (4.13)

100% (5.43)
97% (4.62)

3% (4.5)

30% (4.47)
4% (3.00)
9% (4.86)
9% (1.93)

90% (4.97)
91% (3.81)
least accurate at discriminating between deleted contrasts (M =
68%, SD = 14%), followed by devoiced contrasts (M = 75%,
SD = 16%) and finally voiced contrasts (76%, SD = 14%). A
one-way ANOVA between voicing conditions was conducted
to compare the effect of voicing of the predictable allophone in
the target position on test accuracy. The ANOVA revealed a
significant main effect; F(2, 201) = 3.1, p < 0.05. Post hoc
comparisons using the Bonferroni correction revealed a
significant difference between deleted and voiced contrasts (p
< 0.05) but not between deleted and devoiced (p = 0.185) or
devoiced and voiced contrasts (p = 1).
In medial contrasts, response time results largely mirror the
results in terms of accuracy whereby participants required more
time to respond to contrasts that were difficult to discriminate.
Participants took longest to respond to deleted contexts (M =
1279 ms, SD = 136 ms), followed by devoiced contexts (M =
1261 ms, SD = 135 ms), and finally voiced contexts (M = 1241
ms, SD = 139 ms). A one-way ANOVA of voicing conditions
on response time also revealed a significant effect; F(2, 4895)
= 6.5, p < 0.01. As with accuracy, a post hoc comparison with
Bonferroni correction revealed a significant difference between
deleted and voiced conditions (p < 0.01) but not between
deleted and devoiced (p = 0.087) or devoiced and voiced (p =
0.338).

Goodness of Fit Rating

Overall, licit tokens achieved a higher average GoF rating
(5.37) than illicit tokens (4.91); t(271) = 6.24, p = < 0.001. The
only tokens that did not adhere to this pattern were those with a
voiceless fricative preceding the epenthetic context. In these
deleted contexts, the illicit tokens achieved higher GoF ratings
than the licit tokens, /espo/ (5.81) was rated significantly higher
than /esupo/ (5.67); t(33) = -2.95, p = 0.006, and /epus/ (4.78)
was rated significantly higher than /epusu/ (4.62); t(33) = -6.56,
p = < 0.001, despite being assigned to the /esupo/ and /epusu/
categories respectively.
Table 4. Average scores for licit and illicit tokens,
difference between scores and results from paired
sample t-tests.
Licit
Token
esupo
ekupo
epuso
egupo
ezubo
ebuzo
epusu
esupu
Average

GoF
5.67
5.44
5.5
6.03
5.43
5.72
4.62
4.97
5.42

Illicit
Token GoF
espo
5.81
ekpo
5.18
epso
5.18
egpo
4.79
ezbo
4.62
ebzo
5.21
epus
4.78
esup
3.81
4.92

Diff.
-0.14
0.26
0.32
1.24
0.81
0.51
-0.16
1.16
0.5

t
-6.87
10.92
10.11
24.54
25.54
17.29
-5.32
31.11

p
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

4.2.

Word-Final Contrasts

As with medial contrasts, participants were less accurate at
discriminating between the word-final deleted contrast
(/epusu/-/epus/ M = 81%, SD = 8%) compared to the word-final
devoiced contrast (/esupu/-/esup/ M = 86%, SD = 12%). A
paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the accuracy
results of /epusu/-/epus/ and /esupu/-/esup/ contrasts. This
revealed a significant difference between the two word-final
contrasts (t(33) = 2.5, p < 0.05). Participants also took longer to
respond to the /epusu/-/epus/ contrast (M = 1325 ms, SD = 131
ms) compared to the /esupu/-/esup/ contrast (M = 1299 ms, SD
= 156 ms). A paired samples t-test calculated on this difference
revealed a significant difference (t(813) = 2.19, p < 0.05).

4. Results: Experiment 2
4.1.

Final Contrasts

࠼ࡍࡱ

Medial Contrasts

The discrimination accuracy results support our hypothesis that
deletion contexts (e.g., /esupo/) are harder to discriminate from
vowel-less tokens than devoiced or voiced contexts (e.g.,
/epuso/ or /ezubo/). Of the medial AXB tests, participants were
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Figure 1. AXB test accuracy. Error bars represent standard deviation.
nearest, most predictable match, making illicit tokens (e.g.,
/espo/) more acceptable and making contrast pairs (e.g., /espo//esupo/) less divergent.

5. Discussion
5.1.

Experiment 1: Categorisation and Goodness of Fit
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Experiment 2: AXB Discrimination

In Experiment 2, we predicted that listeners would have more
difficulty discriminating between contrasts where the
epenthetic context would predictably undergo vowel deletion.
This hypothesis is reflected in both medial and word-final
discrimination accuracy results which show that contrasts were
less discriminable when the C1 was a voiceless fricative
compared to other consonants. Deleted contrasts were
significantly more difficult to discriminate than devoiced or
voiced contrasts. This suggests that contrasts are more
discriminable when the epenthetic vowel would predictably
elicit voicing if the token were spoken by a Japanese speaker.

6. Conclusion
The present report demonstrates that Japanese listeners are
more likely to perceive an epenthetic /u/ when the C1 is a
voiceless fricative when compared with voiceless stops or
voiced consonants. In line with the aforementioned extension
of PAM [4], phonotactically unattested sequences are
assimilated to a predictable match. When the epenthetic context
is preceded by a voiceless fricative, the assimilation distance is
shortened due to the perceptual minimality of “deleted” vowels.
One possible explanation for the difference between C1
voiceless fricative and C1 voiceless plosive contexts is that the
turbulent aperiodic energy of the fricative masks the acoustic
cues of the target vowel more substantially than the release of
the stop. This masking makes these near-zero allophones a
better match to vowel-less sequences, encouraging assimilation
to the target phoneme. This assimilation reduces or eliminates
the perceptual distance between illicit sequences and their
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presupposed by the question [7]. Other functions of RQs are to
change a topic or to engage the audience in monologues or
retorts, (e.g., Is the Pope Catholic?, cf. [10], [12]). These other
functions are not investigated in this paper. Regarding
syntactic form and lexical cues, a rhetorical illocution may be
signaled by strong negative polarity items (e.g., Who on earth
needs holidays?, cf. [13], [7]), and, in German, by the
discourse particles schon and auch1, cf. [14], [7]. These
discourse particles are sufficient to trigger an RQ
interpretation, but they are not necessary. That is, RQs and
ISQs can be string-identical on the surface and can be
disambiguated by the context (3), as well as by their prosodic
realization.

Abstract
Rhetorical questions (RQs) differ from information-seeking
questions (ISQs) in that they do not require an answer and
instead seek commitment of the addressee regarding the
underlying proposition. We tested the prosodic differences
between ISQs and RQs in German and showed that polar RQs
were mainly realized with a high plateau (H-% in the GToBI
system) and polar ISQs with a high-rise (H-^H%). Wh-RQs
almost exclusively ended in a low edge tone whereas wh-ISQs
showed more tonal variation (L-%, L-H%, H-^H%).
Irrespective of question type, RQs were mainly produced with
L*+H accents. Phonetically, RQs were – compared to ISQs –
more often realized with breathy voice quality in the
beginning of the utterance and with longer constituent
durations. The object noun was particularly lengthened.
Classification and regression trees showed that polar questions
can be classified on the basis of the boundary tone alone, and
wh-questions by an interaction between phonological events
and duration. We discuss the findings with respect to the
phonology-semantics interface.
Index Terms: rhetorical question, information-seeking
question, prosody, classification, German

(3) ISQ context:
At a party, you offer cake made with limes. You would
like to know which of the guests like this fruit and would
like some of it. You say to your guests:
Q: Does anyone like limes?
RQ context:
Your aunt offers limes to her guests. However, it is known
that this fruit is too sour to be eaten on its own. You say to
your cousin:
Q: Does anyone like limes?

1. Introduction

Previous pilot data from German [15] showed that polar
RQs have a higher proportion of high plateaus (H-% in the
GToBI annotation system [22]) than polar ISQs, which were
typically produced with a high rise (H-^H%). Wh-questions
generally ended in a fall (L-%), with a higher proportion of
L*+H nuclear accents in wh-RQs than in wh-ISQs. RQs were
also produced with longer constituent durations than ISQs and
had a breathier voice quality. Here we present results from a
more controlled production experiment. Based on the pilot
data and on claims made in the literature on English [6, 8, 16,
17], we tested the following prosodic parameters in the
realization of string-identical ISQs and RQs in German:
nuclear pitch accent type, boundary tone, voice quality in the
major constituents (verb, subject, and object noun in polar
questions; wh-word, verb, and object noun in wh-questions),
constituent durations (here operationalized as speech rate), and
voice quality. In this paper, we focus on the usefulness of
these parameters for the automatic classification of illocution
type (RQ vs. ISQ). Given previous claims (often inaccurate)
about the meaning of boundary tones in previous relevant
literature [8, 16], our results are highly relevant to semantic
modeling, as well as to the extraction of the functions of
interrogatives in human-computer interaction.

This paper deals with the prosody of rhetorical and
information-seeking questions in German in terms of
intonational events and phonetic realization, and addresses the
question of which of the parameters are needed to
automatically classify utterances with an interrogative form as
either rhetorical or information-seeking. RQs can have the
form of a polar question (with subject-verb inversion in
German, see (1)), or a wh-question with a fronted wh-element
(see (2)). Other question types are also possible, but here we
only investigate polar questions and wh-questions.
(1)

Mag denn jemand Limonen?
Likes PRT anyone limes?
'Does anyone like limes?'

(2)

Wer mag denn
Who likes PRT
'Who likes limes?'

Limonen?
limes?

The literature discusses RQs mostly in terms of their
semantic and pragmatic properties: Canonical ISQs are used to
seek information from the addressee. The answer to an ISQ
can only be given by the addressee and not by the speaker [1].
In contrast, RQs do not require or expect answers from the
addressee as stated by several authors [2-8]. Instead, they are
used when the answer is obvious or at least inferable to all
discourse participants [1, 9-11]. Moreover, the purpose of RQs
is to seek the addressee's commitment to the proposition that is
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These particles also have a lexical meaning (schon: 'already',
auch: 'also, too'). The lexical meaning does not trigger RQs.
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2. Production data
2.1.

was expressed about the polarity (in polar questions; e.g.,
whether or not your guests like it) or about the subject (in whquestions; e.g., who likes it). Each target interrogative ended in
a mostly sonorous sentence-final object noun, consisting of
two to four syllables with lexical stress on the penultimate or
antepenultimate syllable. All target interrogatives contained
the modal particle denn, which frequently occurs in both
question types in German [19]. The use of denn facilitated the
creation of natural target sentences in both conditions without
biasing the interpretation of the utterance towards a rhetorical
or information-seeking reading [20]. Hence, the illocution of
the target was determined only by the contextual information.
As fillers, we used six questions with structural (PPattachment) ambiguities, each of which occurred in two
contexts. In addition, we constructed 22 exclamatives with V1
word order, i.e., the same word order as in polar questions.

Methods

2.1.1. Materials
We constructed 11 wh-interrogatives that fitted both a
rhetorical and an information-seeking reading (e.g., Who likes
celery?). To this end, we used predications that – out of
context – may be true for some people and false for others
(e.g., 'liking celery'). From these wh-interrogatives, we derived
polar questions by replacing the wh-word by the indefinite
pronominal subject anyone and adapted the syntactic structure
to verb-first (V1). The polar questions thus contained an open
element, similar to the wh-pronouns in wh-questions. In sum,
we had 22 pairs of matched wh- and polar questions,
henceforth referred to as interrogative pairs. Within the pairs,
only the syntactic structure (wh-pronoun + verb vs. verb +
subject) varied between question types, but the proposition
expressed by the sentence radical was the same. Within RQs,
the set of propositions denoted by the wh-interrogative and the
set of propositions denoted by the polar interrogative with the
indefinite subject are roughly the same.
For each interrogative pair, we constructed two contexts,
one triggering an information-seeking interpretation of the
interrogative and one triggering a rhetorical one. An example
of the resulting quadruple is given in Table 1. To control for
information structure and specifically to avoid effects of
information structure on nuclear accent position and type, each
context introduced the predication expressed in the sentence
radical (e.g., liking celery in Table 1), rendering the referents
of the constituents in the verb phrase discourse-given (see [18]
for more details).

2.1.2. Procedure
Two basic experimental lists were constructed. Each list
contained the polar question for half of the question-pairs and
the wh-question for the other half. Illocution type was
manipulated within-subjects. That is, each participant
produced both the rhetorical and the information-seeking
version of each target interrogative, but only one question type
of each interrogative pair. The 34 filler items were added to
each list. The experimental lists were randomized anew for
each participant with the constraint that two readings of a
target interrogative were separated by at least four other trials.
Each experiment started with four familiarization trials,
followed by a short break in which participants were allowed
to ask questions if anything was unclear. The experiment was
controlled using the experimental software Presentation
(Neurobehavioral-Systems, 2000). Each trial started with the
visual display of the context, which the participant had to read
silently, followed – upon button press – by the target
interrogative on the next screen. The target sentence had to be
produced aloud. Participants were asked to produce the
questions in such a way that they were suitable in the given
context. The experiment was self-paced. The recording started
simultaneously with the appearance of the interrogative on the
screen. After the production of the target, participants pressed
a button to proceed to the next trial. The recording of the
previous target was stopped at that point. Participants were
allowed to repeat the question in case of mispronunciation or
other mistakes (participants only rarely used this option, <
0.5% of the cases). No feedback was provided during the
actual experiment. The experiment lasted about 25 to 30
minutes. Productions were recorded using a headsetmicrophone (Shure SM10A) and digitized directly onto a PC
(44.1 kHz, 16Bit, stereo).

Table 1. Contextual settings for polar and wh-questions in
both illocution types (ISQ, RQ); contexts and target
interrogatives are translated from German.
ISQ

RQ
polar question
You cooked a dish with In the canteen they have
celery. You would like to casserole with celery on the
know whether your guests menu. However, you know
like this vegetable and will that nobody likes this
eat it or not. You say to your disgusting vegetable. You
guests:
say to your friends:
Mag denn jemand Sellerie? 'Does anyone like celery?'
wh-question
You cooked a dish with In the canteen they have
celery. You would like to casserole with celery on the
know which of your guests menu. However, you know
likes this vegetable and that nobody likes this
would like some of it. You disgusting vegetable. You
say to your guests:
say to your friends:
Wer mag denn Sellerie? 'Who likes celery?'

2.1.3. Participants
Twelve monolingual speakers of German (average age=21.7
years, SD=2.3; 10 female, 2 male) participated for a small
payment. They were students at the University of Konstanz
and unaware of the purpose of the study. The participants were
randomly assigned to one of the two lists (6 in each list). None
of them reported any speaking or hearing disorders.

The rhetorical contexts for a given interrogative pair
(polar, wh) were identical. They all contained a sentence
stating that it is generally known (or that the speaker knows)
that nobody agrees with a certain proposition (e.g., you know
that nobody likes celery). The information-seeking contexts
differed from the rhetorical contexts in that they stated that the
speaker was looking for some piece of information. The
information-seeking contexts were largely identical for the
two question types and differed only in whether uncertainty

2.1.4. Data Treatment
In total, we collected 528 target interrogatives (44 contexts x
12 participants), of which 26 realizations (4.9%) had to be
excluded due to mispronunciation (N = 14), laughter (N = 2),
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technical errors (N = 2) or audible pauses between the
syntactic constituents (N = 8). In case of multiple recordings,
the second recording was analyzed. The final data set
consisted of 259 polar (RQ: 124, ISQ: 125) and 253 (RQ: 127,
ISQ: 126) wh-questions.
The files were annotated at the word level using standard
segmentation criteria [21] in the software package Praat [22].
Voice quality was classified as modal, breathy or glottalized in
the initial word (verb in polar questions, wh-word in whquestions), the second constituent (subject in polar questions,
verb in wh-questions), and the final object noun. A perceptual
classification was deemed more robust than acoustic
measures, given variation in the materials regarding the
quality of the stressed vowel and the word-prosodic structure
of the words. For intonational analysis, pitch accents and edge
tones were annotated according to the GToBI guidelines [23,
24]. The annotations were done by three trained annotators
with substantial interrater reliability (kappa>0.71, [25]).
The continuous variables were analyzed with linear mixed
effect regression models with illocution-type (ISQ vs. RQ) as
fixed factor and participants and items as crossed random
factors (adjustment of intercepts). Random slopes were added
if this improved the fit of the models. P-values were calculated
using the Satterthwaite approximation of degrees-of-freedom.
Categorical variables were coded as 0 or 1 and analyzed using
logistic mixed models. To avoid Type I errors, p-values were
adjusted by means of the Benjamini-Hochberg correction [26].
2.2.

times in the illocution type where it was most frequent. The
initial model included all phonological and phonetic
properties. Instead of absolute object duration, which is
dependent on the lexical material, we included speech rate
(number of intended phones per second). Acoustic measures
of voice quality (harmonics-to-noise ratio and H1*-A3*) were
also included [28, 29]. To avoid overfitting, the resulting tree
was pruned using the complexity parameter that resulted in the
lowest cross-validation error [30]. To test the generalizability
of the tree, we used a 10-fold cross-validation procedure
(splitting the data in 10 random sets, training the tree on 8 sets
and testing it on 2 sets). Accuracy was calculated on the 20%
unseen data.
For polar questions, three data points with !H-% were
excluded. Utterances ending in H-% were classified as RQ
with only one exception (83 of 84 items were classified
correctly). The other edge tones were mostly classified as ISQ
(117 of 157). For the unseen data, classification accuracy was
87.5%.
For wh-questions, we removed eight data points (with the
rare accent !H* and the rare boundary tones H-% and !H-%).
The classification results showed that the initial split was
caused by accent type, see Figure 1. Further factors were
speech rate (duration of the final object) and the final
boundary tone. An unseen test set (20% of the data) was
classified correctly in 85.4% of the cases.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

Results

The results of the production study showed that illocution type
affected both intonational information (nuclear pitch accent
types and boundary tones) and phonetic parameters (object
duration and voice quality) in polar questions and whquestions. For automatic classification, only the final
boundary tone was used for polar questions. Utterances ending
in H-% were classified as RQs in 99% of the cases; all other
boundary tones as ISQs. RQs were classified more accurately
than ISQs, which either suggests a very specific prosodic
realization of RQs and more variability in ISQs, or a
classification bias towards RQs, or both. Possibly, ISQs allow
for the coding of other facets, such as politeness, emotional
attitude, etc. Semantically, it is sufficient to use the boundary
tone to model RQs, in line with previous semantic approaches,
but against those approaches, it is a high plateau rather than a
falling contour that specifies RQs. Similar intonational
findings have been reported for English [31].

The production data resulted in the following differences
between illocution types [18]. Phonologically, polar RQs
typically ended in H-% (67%) and polar ISQs in H-^H%
(88%). Wh-RQs almost exclusively ended in a low edge tone
L-% (94%) whereas wh-ISQs exhibited more tonal variation
(L-%: 44%, L-H%: 28%, H-^H%: 25%). Irrespective of
question type, RQs were mainly realized with an L*+H
nuclear accent (polar: 57%; wh: 57%), while polar ISQs were
mostly realized with L* (81%) and wh-ISQs with L+H*
(47%). Phonetically, irrespective of question type, RQs were
realized more often with breathier voice quality than ISQs in
the first word (37% vs. 7%, p<0.0005). Furthermore, RQs
were on average 190ms longer than ISQs (p<0.0005), a
lengthening of 15% relative to ISQs. The object noun was
over-proportionally lengthened.
We trained separate classification and regression trees for
the two question types (using the package rpart in R [27]). To
this end, we excluded parameters that occurred less than 5

nuclear_acc
H+!H*,H+L*,L*,L+H*
H*,L*+H
speechrate

final_bt
H−^H%,L−H%

>= 9.5
< 9.5

ISQ
104 / 124

L−%

RHQ
16 / 24

ISQ
8 / 10

RHQ
82 / 83

Figure 1. Result of a pruned classification and regression tree for wh-questions. The values below the classified labels indicate the
probability of the fitted class.
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For wh-questions, the initial split was caused by accent type,
i.e., an intonational parameter. Further splits were due to
accent type and speech rate. This suggests an interaction of
phonological and phonetic cues for the classification of whquestions. The interplay between phonetic and phonological
parameters shows that wh-questions cannot be modeled based
on intonational parameters alone [against 8, 16]. Recent
perception studies point in the same direction. [32] tested the
role of pitch accent type and voice quality in German whquestions (L*+H L-% vs. H+!H* L-%, produced with breathy
vs. modal voice quality). The L*+H L-% contour typically
resulted in RQ judgments (with breathy voice: 93%, with
modal voice over 61%), while H+!H* L-% resulted in mostly
ISQ responses (modal voice: 92%, breathy voice: 72%).
Hence, pitch accent type and voice quality are additive cues.
In future work, we plan to use the current findings from
automatic classification to derive further hypotheses for
perception. In particular, the classification results suggest that
speech rate may be a useful discriminator for certain accent
types in wh-questions. Furthermore, we plan to test the
classifier on non-experimental data. We will also include data
from other languages to probe the language-specificity of
these parameters.
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Abstract

The aforementioned studies tested contrast perception on
continua of manipulated stimuli, therefore little is known about
if and how contrast production is associated with listeners’ ability to cope with variation in unmanipulated speech. To further
our understanding of the production-perception link, this study
examined if and how contrast production is associated with
word recognition and processing in Australian English (AusE)
lateral-final rimes.
The AusE vowel inventory contrasts 18 stressed vowels, using both spectral and durational contrasts [14]. Some vowel
pairs differentiated by duration exhibit smaller spectral differences (e.g. /5:-5, i:-I/, in cart-cut, beat-bit), others exhibit bigger spectral contrast (e.g. /0:-U/, in kook-cook) [14]. There are
diphthong-monophthong pairs in which the first or the second
target of the diphthong coincides with a monophthong [14].
These inherent spectral similarities increase vowel confusion
[9]. Coda /l/ further reduces the spectral contrast between /i:I, 0:-U, æO-æ, @0-O/ (e.g. feel-fill, fool-full, howl-Hal, dole-doll);
however contrastive duration may be maintained [15]. It is not
clear if listeners can use durational differences in /l/-final rimes.
This study examined perception of duration contrast in CVl
minimal pairs contrasting /i:-I, 0:-U, æO-æ, @0-O/ in the speech
of two Source Speakers, one of whom maintains a more robust duration contrast than the other. The association between
participants’ production of the same duration contrast and their
perception was tested in three hypotheses:

Words containing /l/-final rimes challenge listeners as coda /l/
reduces certain vowel contrasts. Lateral-final rimes therefore
allow us to gauge the link between individuals’ word recognition and production. We tested whether participants producing
a larger durational contrast between word pairs containing the
rimes /i:l-Il, 0:l-Ul, æOl-æl , @0l-Ol/ were better at recognising
minimal pairs contrasting the aforementioned rimes. 46 Australian English speakers produced 24 /l/-final minimal pairs and
identified the same minimal pairs spoken by two speakers. Participants producing a longer durational contrast took longer to
respond and were only more accurate when the stimuli contained a bigger durational contrast.
Index Terms: durational vowel contrast, production, perception, lateral-final rimes, Australian English

1. Introduction
A growing body of experimental evidence shows that individuals’ speech production and perception are linked [1–4]. Listeners who robustly produce a contrast are better able to perceive the same contrast than listeners with less robust contrast
production [1–4]. For instance, listeners who more accurately
differentiate voiced from voiceless stops also produce longer
voice onset time [1]. Listeners who are better at discriminating the /s-S/ contrast in perception maintain a more consistent
tongue-tip contrast in production [2]. Listeners who are better
at discriminating /A-2, u-U/ produce greater spectral differentiation between members within these vowel pairs [3].
In perception, the phonological contrast between vowels is
cued by several acoustic cues, i.e. formant values of vowel targets [5], vowel inherent formant change [6], and duration [5].
English, including Australian English, listeners rely more on
spectral than durational contrast and use durational contrast
only when spectral contrast is diminished or unavailable [5, 7].
That is, spectrally similar vowels are more likely to be confused [8] even when they differ in length [9].
Spectral contrast is weighted more heavily than durational
contrast at an individual level [10]. Listeners from a speech
community where spectral contrast is maintained between the
vowels in PULL - POOL - POLE in the pre-/l/ context cannot discriminate these vowels in the speech of another speech community, where only durational contrast is maintained [10]. However, speakers who reduce spectral difference but maintain durational difference in production can utilize durational cues in perception even when spectral cues are not available [10]. This indicates that listeners rely on the same cues in perception which
they produce and perceive as phonologically contrastive. In
contrast, in the production and perception of voiced and voiceless consonants, listeners were found to weight voice onset time
and f 0 differently [11].

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

1. if AusE listeners rely on durational cues in /l/-final rimes,
increased duration contrast in the stimuli would aid word
recognition for all listeners regardless of their contrast production
2. if production and perception are linked, listeners producing
a consistent length contrast would have an overall advantage
in recognising /l/-final words that differ in the duration of the
rime in the speech of both Source Speakers
3. if listeners rely more on cues that they themselves produce,
then listeners who produce a more robust duration contrast
would only perform better when the Source Speaker does so
too.

2. Method1
2.1. Participants
Forty-six female [mean age = 21.5, range = 18 – 40] native
speakers of AusE participated in the study. All participants were
born in Australia to Australian-born parents. None of the participants reported any reading, hearing, or speaking disorders.
Participants received course credit or $15 for participation.
1 Data
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2.2. Materials

headphones at participants’ preferred listening level. Participants’ responses accuracy and response time (RT) of the first
keypress were measured. After the word recognition task, participants were asked to fill out a self-evaluation questionnaire.

The stimuli consisted of 32 CVC targets and 38 (C)V(C) fillers.
4 vowel pairs (/i:-I, 0:-U, æO-æ, @0-O/) were embedded in two
sets of /l/-final and two sets of /d/-final minimal pairs to create
32 target words (See Table 1 for the /l/-final words). Here we
analyse only production and perception data of /l/-final words.

3. Data analysis
3.1. Production data

Table 1: Target words ending in /l/
/i:-I/
feel-fill,
heel-hill

Vowel pair
/0:-u/
/æO-æ/
fool-full, howl-Hal,
pool-pull vowel-Val

Recordings were segmented automatically [17]; rime durations
were extracted automatically [18]. Rime duration is a measure
combining vowel and coda /l/ length. Duration values 1.5 times
above or below the interquartile range for a given vowel were
hand-checked and corrected for measurement errors.
Mean rime duration was calculated by participant and
vowel. The ratio of long:short vowels for each vowel pair and
for each participant was calculated; increased ratio indicates an
increased duration contrast.

/@0-O/
mole-moll,
coal-Col

To create the stimuli for the perception experiment, targets
and fillers were read by two female native speakers (Source
Speakers) of AusE upon orthographic random presentation on
a computer monitor. Source Speaker 1 was 25, and Source
Speaker 2 was 57 years old at the time of the recording. All
stimuli were recorded with an AKG C535EB Condenser Microphone onto an iMac using Presonus Studio Live 16.2.4 AT
Mixer in a sound treated studio. Stimuli were recorded at 44.1
KHz, amplitude-normalized, truncated to have 1 s silence before and after the word, and digitized as 16 bit WAV files.
Long:short rime duration ratios were calculated for the
vowel-pairs /i:-I, 0:-U, æO-æ, @0-O/ from the experimental stimuli
produced by the two Source Speakers (Table 2). Source Speaker
2 maintained a bigger long:short ratio, therefore maintained a
bigger duration contrast for all vowel pairs except /æO-æ/.

3.2. Perception data
Responses to 46 (participants) x 64 (/l/-final tokens) = 2944
trials were collected. Responses were rated for accuracy.
Responses were classified as Intended Answer, Phonetic Respelling, Typo, Minimal Pair Error, and Other Error. Responses
were classified as Intended Answer if spelled as the target. Unambiguous but nonstandard phonetic spellings (e.g. cole for
coal) were classified as Phonetic Respellings. Single letter deletions, additions, letter transpositions, and substitutions within
one key distance of the target letter were classified as Typos
[19], unless the result was an English lexical item. Confusion
of members of minimal pairs (e.g. fool for full) was classified as
Minimal Pair Error. Any other error (e.g. cool for pool, howled
for howl) were classified as Other Error. For the purposes of the
analysis of accuracy, Intended Answers, Phonetic Respellings
and Typos were accepted as Correct; Minimal Pair Errors and
Other Errors were classified as Incorrect.
RT of the first keypress was collected. RT within 210
ms [20] or above 5000 ms [21] of stimulus onset were excluded from analysis. Individual RT exceeding or less than
mean+±2*sd for each participant were excluded from analysis [22]. 5.1% of responses were excluded according to these
criteria, leaving 2,794 tokens for analysis.

Table 2: Long:short rime duration ratios in the stimuli
Informant
Source Speaker 1
Source Speaker 2

/i:-I/
1.27
1.47

Vowel pair
/0:-u/ /æO-æ/
1.3
1.23
1.45
1.23

/@0-O/
1.23
1.42

2.3. Procedure
The experiment consisted of a production task followed by a
perception task, carried out in a one hour long session in a sound
treated studio at Macquarie University, Sydney NSW. Participants were tested individually with the experimenter present.
Firstly, participants read orthographically presented words
aloud. Words were pseudo-randomised, presented one by one
three times in three blocks and recorded with an AKG C535EB
Condenser Microphone onto an iMac using Presonus Studio
Live 16.2.4 AT Mixer. The production task helped participants
familiarise with the stimuli for the perception task.
Next, participants carried out the perception task, consisting of a practice phase and a test phase. In the practice phase,
10 single words were individually presented auditorily. Participants were asked to type the word that they heard quickly and
accurately and received immediate feedback on what the correct responses were. In the test phase, participants were presented with individual words auditorily and were asked to type
the words as they perceived them as quickly and accurately as
possible. First, participants heard the words spoken by Source
Speaker 2, repeated twice in two blocks, and then by Source
Speaker 1, repeated twice in two blocks; blocks were separated
by 30 s long forced break. Items within a block were pseudorandomised so that no /l/-final words followed each other. Stimuli were presented with Expyriment [16] on an Asus X550JX
laptop. Audio stimulus was presented via Sennheiser 380 Pro

4. Results
4.1. Individual variation in production and perception
Participants produced /l/-final rimes with a mean long:short ratio of 1.34 and a range of 0.99-1.38.2 Participants consistently
produced a decreasing durational contrast from /i:-I/ to /0:-U/ to
/æO-æ/ to /@0-O/. In the perception data, participants were consistent across the vowel pairs.
4.2. Production-perception link
To measure the association between accuracy, RT, and duration ratio, we constructed two Generalised Linear Mixedeffect models [23] with the dependent variables Accuracy and
RT. The independent variables were Participant Duration Ratio
(long:short, scaled), Vowel Pair (contrast coded and each compared against the grand mean), Source Speaker (contrast coded),
and Lexical Frequency (from [24], log-normalised); Participant
and Block were random intercepts. All two-way interactions
2 Mean
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F(1, 5572)=9.74, p=0.002): participants with a larger long:short
ratio recognised words more accurately when produced by
Source Speaker 2, who produced larger duration contrast. Participant Duration Ratio and Source Speaker did not show significant interaction on RT.
Vowel Pair effects showed that /i:-I/ was disambiguated
more accurately (β=1.43, F(3, 5572)=105.95, p<0.001) and
more quickly (β=-0.64, F(3, 4097)=99.11, p<0.001) than other
Vowel Pairs. /0:-U/ was disambiguated less accurately (β=0.92, F(3, 5572)=105.92, p<0.001) but more quickly (β=-0.05,
F(3, 4097)=99.11, p<0.001) than other Vowel Pairs. /0:-U/
and Source Speaker 2 showed a negative interaction on RT
(β=-0.02, F(3, 4097)=8.25, p<0.001): the RT difference between responses to Source Speaker 1 and 2 was smaller for /0:U/ than for other Vowel Pairs. /æO-æ/ was disambiguated less
accurately (β=-0.18, F(3, 5572)=105.92, p=0.048) and more
slowly (β=0.11, F(3, 4097)=99.11, p<0.001) than other pairs
with 59% response accuracy and log-normalised 7.23 ms RT,
in contrast with the overall response accuracy of 73% and lognormalised RT of 7.18 ms. Interactions between Participant Duration Contrast and Vowel Pair /æO-O/ showed that participants
with larger long:short ratio disambiguated /æO-O/ less accurately
(β=-0.22, F(3, 5572)=3.08, p=0.012) and more slowly (β=0.1,
F(3, 4097)=1.69, p=0.04). Interaction between Source Speaker
2 and Vowel Pair /æO-æ/ showed that /æO-æ/ was disambiguated
less accurately when produced by Source Speaker 2 (β=-0.25,
F(3, 5572)=7.23, p=0.001).
Increased Lexical Frequency lead to increased accuracy
(β=0.52, F(1, 5572)=256.3, p<0.001) and to increased RT
(β=0.02, F(1, 4097)=63.23, p<0.001). Increase in RT with the
increase in Lexical Frequency was probably due to the fact that
there were more high frequency words among the targets with
long acoustic duration.

between Duration Ratio, Vowel Pair, and Source Speaker were
included in the model, but three-way interactions were not; Lexical Frequency did not interact with the other independent variables. Effects on accuracy were tested using the binomial family and effects on RT with the gaussian family with log-normal
link, as raw RT followed a log-normal distribution.

Figure 1: Correlation of participants’ duration ratio (x-axis)
and recognition accuracy (y-axis) by Source Speaker (blue:
Speaker 1, black: Speaker 2) and Vowel Pair (panels). Top:
/i:-I/ and /0:-U/ contrast. Bottom: /æO-æ/ and /@0-O/ contrast.

4.3. Summary of findings
1. Contra to hypothesis 1, increased durational contrast in the
speech of Source Speaker 2 did not assist word recognition,
suggesting that not all listeners rely on durational cues.
2. Contra to hypothesis 2, participants who produced an increased durational contrast were not overall better at word
recognition but they were overall slower.
3. In accordance with hypothesis 3, participants producing a
larger duration contrast were more accurate on the contrast
produced by Source Speaker 2, who, like them, maintained
a larger durational contrast.

5. Discussion
Accuracy data showed that increased duration contrast in the
stimuli aided word recognition only when participants also produced a more robust durational contrast. This indicates that
perception is aided by cues that speakers themselves produce,
but speaker-listeners without a robust durational cue production
could not gain perceptual benefits. We found no evidence for
overall better perception by participants with more robust duration contrast, contrary to [2, 3]. These discrepancies may be
attributed to the differing methods, as we used an open-ended
word recognition task, not contrast discrimination.
RT data showed that participants’ increased rime duration contrast was associated with overall longer RT, indicating
that these participants might consistently monitor for durational
contrast. Durational contrast might take longer to process than
spectral cues, as spectral cues may be available earlier in the

Figure 2: Correlation of participants’ duration ratio (x-axis)
and perceptual RT (y-axis) by Source Speaker (blue: Speaker 1,
black: Speaker 2) and Vowel Pair (panels). Top: /i:-I/ and /0:-U/
contrast. Bottom: /æO-æ/ and /@0-O/ contrast.
Participant Duration Ratio did not affect Accuracy significantly, but participants with larger Participant Duration Ratio had significantly slower RT (β=0.02, F(1, 4097)=9.53,
p<0.001). Source Speaker did not affect Accuracy significantly, but participants responded more slowly to words produced by Source Speaker 2 (β=0.03, F(1, 4097)=0.0002,
p=0.01). Participant Duration Ratio showed a significant positive interaction with Source Speaker 2 on accuracy (β=0.13,
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vowel, whereas the whole rime needs to be processed for the
perception of durational cues [25, 26, c.f. 27]. The overall
increase in RT with the increase in durational contrast in production indicates that speaker-listeners who rely on durational
contrast in perception always monitor for it. However, the fact
that these speaker-listeners are not overall more accurate indicates that they cannot always find durational contrast.
All participants responded more slowly to Source Speaker
2, despite Source Speaker 2 producing overall shorter target
words than Source Speaker 1. The reason might lie in the potentially different spectral quality of the Source Speakers’ vowels,
in Source Speaker 2 always being presented first, or in the fact
that Source Speaker 1 was closer in age to the participants.
Words contrasting the four vowel pairs were recognised
differently and showed complex interactions with participants’
production. Words contrasting /i:-I/ were recognised more efficiently, potentially due to the F2 differences between /i:/ and
/I/ at vowel onset in the stimuli. Minimal pairs contrasting
/æO-æ/ were poorly recognised, probably because neither of the
Source Speakers produced a robust durational contrast for this
vowel pair. All participants performed less accurately on Source
Speaker 2’s production of the /æO-æ/ contrast. Moreover, participants with a bigger durational contrast performed worse on the
overall recognition of the /æO-æ/ contrast. That is, participants
with bigger durational contrast did not perform better on Source
Speaker 2, contrary to their performance with other vowel contrasts, as they may have been looking for a durational contrast
that was not present. Patterns of minimal pair recognition contrasting /æO-æ/ are consistent with hypothesis 3, in which listeners’ perception is aided by cues that they themselves produce.
These findings suggest that listeners can only benefit from
durational cues in vowel perception when they themselves produce it. Similarly, in [10]’s study listeners who could not use
durational contrast were members of a different speech community and maintained spectral contrasts (and presumably a
non-phonological durational contrast as well), whereas participants in our study were members of a single speech community.
These results do not allow us to determine the cues that listeners without a durational contrast use to identify /l/-final words.
Future work will analyse listeners’ spectral contrast production
and link it to their perception of /l/-final minimal pairs.
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[4]
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[7]
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[9]

[10]
[11]

[14]

[15]
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6. Conclusion

[20]

Slower discrimination of /l/-final rimes by individuals who
produce larger durational contrast implies that these speakerlisteners may monitor for durational contrast. This makes word
identification slower, but only leads to increased accuracy when
the speaker produces a sufficient durational contrast too. This
implies that robust durational contrast production may come at
a price and with limited benefits in word recognition.
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voiceless and voiced codas were examined together, they
found that glottalisation provided no benefit in the recognition
of words with voiceless codas. On the other hand,
glottalisation had an inhibitory effect on the identification of
words with voiced codas, with listeners taking longer to
identify words with voiced codas when glottalisation was
present. A recent study examining the effect of co-varying
vowel duration and glottalisation on AusE listeners found that
glottalisation had a facilitative effect on the perception of coda
voicelessness, with listeners providing more voiceless
responses when glottalisation was present compared to when it
was absent, even when this was paired with extended
preceding vowel duration (i.e. a competing cue) [13].
Although this finding suggests glottalisation may strengthen
the perception of coda voicelessness, it is not known whether
the addition of glottalisation facilitates faster coda stop
identification by AusE listeners. Thus, in this paper, we
examine AusE listeners’ RT to stimuli in which vowel
duration and glottalisation are co-varied in order to explore
whether the presence of glottalisation facilitates more rapid
perception of coda stop voicelessness.
As older AusE speakers have been shown to utilise
glottalisation less in production than younger speakers [10], in
this study we also explore whether age-based differences are
apparent in relation to listeners’ RT. Differences in RT
between older and younger groups are of course to be
expected, as previous studies have shown that RT increases
with age [14, 15]. However, our interest lies in whether older
listeners exhibit a similar or different pattern of overall results
to younger listeners: [13] found that, despite age-based
differences in production, the presence of glottalisation had an
enhancement effect for both older and younger listeners, as
shown by an increased proportion of voiceless responses to
stimuli containing glottalisation. Here we are interested in
whether the presence of glottalisation also results in faster
identification by listeners, in addition to facilitating perception
of coda voicelessness as shown in [13]. Based on the
observations above, we predict:
•
Listeners’ reactions will be faster for voiceless
responses (and conversely slower for voiced responses)
when vowel duration is short, and slower for voiceless
responses (and conversely faster for voiced responses)
when vowel duration is long.
•
If glottalisation can facilitate listeners’ perception of
coda voicelessness, we predict that listeners’ RT will be
faster when glottalisation is present and vowel duration
is short (i.e. as an additional cue congruent with a
voiceless coda) but slower when it is present and vowel
duration is long (i.e. as a competing cue).
•
Listeners may also respond faster overall when
glottalisation is present, regardless of vowel duration, if
they only attend to the portion of the vowel that is
modally voiced, as this is necessarily shorter in
glottalised vowels than in non-glottalised vowels.

Abstract
Australian English speakers employ both vowel duration and
glottalisation to cue coda voicelessness. However, it is unclear
how they use these cues in speech perception. Two groups of
Australian English listeners (older/younger, n=77) responded
to stimuli in which vowel duration and glottalisation were covaried. Analysis of listeners’ reaction times to stimuli suggests
that glottalisation facilitates faster perception of coda voicing
when paired with a congruent cue, but results in slower
reaction times when paired with a competing cue. Despite agebased differences in production (older speakers use
glottalisation less), in perception older and younger listeners
used glottalisation in similar ways.
Index Terms: glottalisation, vowel duration, coda voicing,
Australian English, reaction time.

1. Introduction
In syllable onset position, one of the major cues to voicing of
singleton oral stops is voice onset time (VOT): the lag
between the release of the stop closure and the onset of
phonation [1]. In coda position, where VOT cannot apply
unless there is a following voiced segment, one of the major
cues to voicing is the duration of the preceding vowel. Vowels
preceding voiced stops are longer than those preceding
voiceless stops [2, 3, 4]. Additional acoustic cues such as
differences in coda closure duration, differences in
fundamental frequency (F0) at vowel offset, presence of
voicing during the stop closure, and the presence or absence of
glottalisation [5, 6] may also signal the coda stop voicing
contrast.
Glottalisation is used to signal coda stop voicelessness in
multiple varieties of English, for example, in American
English (AmE), British English, Scottish English, and
Australian English (AusE) [7, 8, 9, 10]. In AusE, preceding
vowel duration and glottalisation may occur in a trading
relationship. In a speech production study, [10] found that
younger AusE speakers utilised preceding vowel duration as a
voicing cue less than older AusE speakers, however they
employed glottalisation more than the older speakers.
Complementarily, both older and younger speakers produced
less glottalisation in high vowel contexts, which in both age
groups exhibited the greatest coda voicing related durational
differences.
While glottalisation is used in voiceless coda production,
little work has been conducted on how listeners utilise this cue
in perception. In a phoneme monitoring task, [11] found that
AmE listeners’ reaction time (RT) and accuracy in identifying
/t/ were improved when glottalisation was present, though
listeners were not presented with voiced coda stops in that
experiment. In an eye-tracking task, [12] also found that AmE
listeners were marginally faster in identifing /t/ when it was
glottalised compared to when it was not glottalised, though the
effect was not significant. Furthermore, when words with
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•

However, in this set the final portion of each vowel was
replaced with glottalisation (taken from the sustained vowels
produced with creaky voice). For the inherently long vowels
the final 25% of the vowel was replaced with glottalisation,
and for the inherently short vowels the final 35% was replaced
with glottalisation, consistent with previous reports [10].

Older listeners will demonstrate overall slower RT than
younger listeners due to their age, but will show a
similar general pattern, as in [13].

2. Methods
In order to examine the hypotheses we recorded listeners’ RT
to a two-alternative forced choice word identification task.
Each participant was randomly presented with 648 items in
which vowel and coda durations as well as the presence of
glottalisation were manipulated. The subset of data analysed
here comprises responses where only vowel duration and
glottalisation were manipulated.
2.1.

2.3.

Participants were presented with audio stimuli through
Sennheiser HD 380 pro headphones while orthographic
representations of minimal pairs differing only in coda voicing
were presented on an Apple Macbook notebook. The minimal
pairs were bead/beat, bard/bart, bid/bit, and bud/but. Prior to
the perception task, all participants took part in a production
task, in which all of these words (as part of a larger set) were
produced in randomised carrier sentences. For the presentation
of each audio stimulus a fixation cross was first displayed for
600 milliseconds in the middle of the screen, followed by the
display of the orthographic representations of one of the
minimal pairs (two words). After 500 milliseconds
participants were presented with a single word audio stimulus
over the headphones. Participants selected which word they
heard by responding with a key press. Following the
participant’s response, the sequence began anew for the next
stimulus. RT was measured from the onset of the audio
presentation of the vowel to the participant’s key press
response.
All of the items presented had the form /bVC/, with /V/
one of the vowels /iː, ɪ , ɐː, ɐ/, and /C/ an alveolar stop with
ambiguous voicing. Listeners were randomly assigned to
either the inherently long vowel /iː, ɐː/ or the inherently short
vowel /ɪ, ɐ/ condition, with each vowel presented in a separate
block. This was necessary as the task would be too long and
taxing for participants if they were to engage with the full set
of stimuli. For each step in each continuum, a token without
glottalisation and a token containing glottalisation were
randomly presented. Participants were presented with three
repetitions of each item.

Participants

A total of 77 participants took part. Participants were allocated
to one of two groups: an older or a younger group. The older
group consisted of 31 listeners aged 50 years and above (f: 22;
m: 9; mean age: 61); the younger group consisted of 46
listeners aged between 18 and 36 years (f: 38; m: 8; mean age:
21). All participants were native speakers of AusE and were
either born in Australia or moved to Australia at a young age.
All completed primary and secondary education exclusively in
Australia and reported normal hearing for their age.
2.2.

Task procedure

Stimuli

A 25 year old, female AusE speaker provided the original
productions for the stimuli used in this study. The speaker was
recorded in a sound treated recording studio at Macquarie
University, using an AKG C535 EB microphone through a
Presonus StudioLive 16.2.4 AI mixer to an iMac at 44.1kHz
sampling rate. The speaker produced the words bead, bard,
bid and bud in phrase medial position. All of the items were
produced with modal voice. To enable the creation of an
additional set of glottalised stimuli, sustained productions of
each of the four vowels with creaky voice were also produced.
In order to create ambiguity regarding the voicing of the
coda stops, we removed the original coda stops. These were
then replaced with a low intensity coda stop release burst that
had been produced in an unstressed syllable, and which our
pilot tests had shown to produce ambiguous (i.e. neither
consistently voiced nor voiceless) responses. In addition, we
removed other acoustic cues to coda voicing by replacing the
stop closure periods with silence and truncating the vowels
before the F1 formant transitions into the following consonant
began. Finally, we manipulated intensity contours to ensure
consistency across all of the items, and manipulated F0 so that
each token had a falling pitch contour ranging from 265hz at
vowel onset to 203hz at vowel offset.
We then created a continuum for each item in Praat [16],
in which vowel duration was increased in nine equally spaced
steps. Minimum and maximum vowel durations were based on
those reported for young females in [10]. The first (i.e.
shortest) step corresponded to two standard deviations less
than the mean duration for that vowel in a voiceless coda
context, and the ninth (i.e. longest) step corresponded to two
standard deviations greater than the mean duration for that
vowel in a voiced coda context. The minimum and maximum
durations for each continuum in milliseconds were as follows:
bead: 104/340; bard: 165/370; bid: 65/166; bud: 64/201. The
coda closure duration in each continuum was held constant
and was based on the mean reported for each vowel context in
[10]. In order to create an additional glottalised set of vowel
duration continua, a duplicate set of continua was produced.

2.4.

Data analysis

We obtained RT data for 108 responses per participant (9
steps x 2 conditions x 2 vowels x 3 repetitions), resulting in a
total of 8316 responses. RT responses below 200 milliseconds
from the vowel onset were discarded, as this is below the time
required to respond to a stimulus [17]. Similarly, responses
that were greater than two standard deviations from the mean
(>5261ms) were not included in the analysis. After trimming a
total of 8223 responses remained for analysis.
We fitted a linear mixed effects model using lme4 [18] in
R [19]. The logRT of each response was included as the
dependent variable. The fixed factors included were
continuum step (from shortest to longest vowel duration), age
group (older/younger), condition (non-glottalised/glottalised),
and listener response (voiced/voiceless). Note that as
inherently long and inherently short vowels were included in
the data, as were high and low vowels (which also exhibit
inherent durational differences), it was not possible to examine
RT differences between the different vowels. Therefore, our
analysis examines RT across all of the vowels. We also
included as a control variable the logRT to the preceding
stimulus, as doing so may improve model fit and assist in
better estimation of the other factors of interest [20]. We also
included interaction terms for condition, age, and step, and for
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condition, response, and step. Random intercepts were
included for participant and item.

longer tokens simply because the time between the stimulus
presentation and the end of the vowel is longer. In contrast, in
the glottalised condition we observe more extreme reactions,
particularly at the lower end of the continuum: RT for the
lower steps is faster than in the non-glottalised condition,
whereas for the higher steps RT is the same as (younger), or
slower than (older), in the non-glottalised condition. Post-hoc
tests with Tukey correction show that, for the younger group,
responses in the non-glottalised condition differ significantly
from responses in the glottalised condition for steps 1-5
(p=0.008 and below), but not for steps 6-9. For the older group
the result is similar, with significant differences between nonglottalised and glottalised for steps 1-5 (p=0.017 and below)
and step 9 (p=0.046), but not for steps 6-8.

3. Results
Table 1. Summary of significant effects in linear mixed
effects model.
preceding RT
condition
response
step
age
conditionXresponse
conditionXstep
responseXstep
conditionXageXstep
conditionXresponse
Xstep

Est
0.149
-0.254
-0.225
-0.013
-0.109
0.150
0.044
0.044
-0.012
-0.035

SE
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

t
22.28
-4.57
-8.21
-2.85
-2.21
2.79
5.48
8.43
-1.98
-4.13

p
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.0044
0.0291
0.0053
<.0001
<.0001
0.0477
<.0001

Table 1 displays a summary of significant effects in the
model. As can be seen, the fitted model showed significant
effects for preceding response RT, condition, response, step
and age, as well as significant two-way interactions between
condition and response, condition and step, and response and
step. We also found significant three-way interactions between
condition, age, and step and between condition, response and
step. The significant effect for the control variable preceding
response RT demonstrates that slower responses to a
preceding stimulus resulted in a slower following response. In
what follows we focus on the significant higher order
interactions.

Figure 2: Model estimates of logRT time for listener
response according to continuum step in nonglottalised (upper panel) and glottalised (lower panel)
conditions.
The three-way interaction between condition, response,
and continuum step suggests that listeners’ RT varied
according to which continuum step they were presented with
and whether they selected a voiced or a voiceless coda, and
that this differed between the non-glottalised and glottalised
conditions. Figure 2 illustrates the estimated logRT for voiced
and voiceless responses at each continuum step in each of the
two conditions. As can be seen, in the non-glottalised
condition listeners reacted faster with voiceless responses
when the stimulus contained a shorter vowel (i.e. in the lower
continuum steps), and their voiceless response RT increased as
the vowel duration increased (i.e. in the higher continuum
steps). For the voiced responses, on the other hand, the
opposite pattern is observed: RT was slower when vowel
duration was short, with a slight decrease as vowel duration
increased. In the glottalised condition, however, the pattern is
different: for both voiceless and voiced responses there is an
increase in RT as vowel duration increases. Post-hoc tests with
Tukey correction show that in the non-glottalised condition
voiced and voiceless responses differ significantly from each
another at each step (p=0.0027 and below) apart from steps 5
and 6. In the glottalised condition, however, there were no
significant differences between voiced and voiceless
responses.

Figure 1: Model estimates of logRT for older and
younger listeners according to continuum step in nonglottalised (upper panel) and glottalised (lower panel)
conditions.
The three-way interaction between condition, age group,
and continuum step suggests that there are differences in RT
according to the continuum step that is presented between the
older and younger listeners, and these differences also vary
between the non-glottalised and glottalised conditions. Figure
1 shows the estimated logRT for each age group according to
continuum step in both of the conditions. As can be seen, the
older speakers have slower RT compared to the younger
speakers at each step in both conditions, as is to be expected.
However, the pattern of responses is similar between the older
and younger groups. In the non-glottalised condition there is a
gradual increase in RT as vowel duration increases, consistent
with the fact that listeners may take longer to respond to

4. Discussion
The results suggest that glottalisation does impact upon the
time listeners require to respond to the stimuli. Overall, as
expected, listeners responded more quickly when vowel
duration was short than when vowel duration was long.
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However, when glottalisation was included, listeners
responded faster than when it was absent for the lower steps,
but not for the higher steps. This suggests that glottalisation
may facilitate faster perception of coda stops, but only when it
is a congruent cue. That is, when glottalisation occurs with
vowels of shorter duration (consistent with vowels preceding
voiceless codas), i.e. the environment in which glottalisation is
generally present, it improves listeners’ RT. In contrast, when
glottalisation is paired with longer vowels, it does not appear
to benefit speed of identification. In addition, the fact that
there was no decrease in RT for a voiceless stop percept in the
glottalised compared to non-glottalised condition at the higher
steps demonstrates that listeners were not faster to respond in
the glottalised condition simply because the modally voiced
portion of the vowel was shorter than in the non-glottalised
condition. If this were the case, then we should expect to see
faster reactions in the glottalised condition in the higher steps
as well as in the lower steps, when compared with the nonglottalised condition (see Figure 1).
As predicted, older listeners were slower to respond than
younger listeners, consistent with the literature on RT and age
[14, 15]. Nevertheless, the effect of glottalisation decreasing
RT for the lower but not the higher steps was observable in
both age groups. This suggests that glottalisation affects speed
of identification for older and younger listeners in the same
way, similar to [13] where glottalisation promoted perception
of voicelessness in both age groups, despite older speakers
being less likely to utilise glottalisation in production.
When listeners’ responses (i.e. selecting a voiced or
voiceless coda) are considered, in the non-glottalised
condition participants responded faster when selecting a
voiceless response when vowel duration was short, and slower
when vowel duration was long. Conversely, voiced responses
were slower when vowel duration was short and faster when
vowel duration was long (despite the fact that the stimulus was
longer in the higher continuum steps and as such we might
expect an increase in RT). This suggests that, as expected,
listeners make use of the vowel duration cue, with congruent
vowel duration reducing the time taken to respond, and
incongruent vowel duration resulting in increased RT. The fact
that there were voiced responses to the lower steps and
voiceless responses to the higher steps suggests that (at least
some) listeners were not basing their judgements solely on
vowel duration, though it should be noted that these accounted
for a only small proportion of responses (see [13] for more
details).
When glottalisation was present, RT for voiceless
responses was faster (than when glottalisation was not present)
at the lower steps, supporting the claim that the addition of
glottalisation improves listeners’ perception of coda
voicelessness, but only when vowel duration is not a
competing cue. This result appears contrary to [12], where
glottalisation was not found to improve listeners’ reactions to
words with voiceless codas, though it should be borne in mind
that in [12] the coda stop voicing was not intentionally
ambiguous as it was here.
For voiced responses to the higher steps with glottalisation
we saw an increase in RT, consistent with listener conflict
upon being presented with competing cues, and also consistent
with results in [12], suggesting that listeners associate
glottalisation with voiceless but not voiced codas. Curiously,
however, the addition of glottalisation improved rather than
delayed listener RT for voiced responses to the shorter steps,
despite the fact there were two cues to voicelessness in the
stimuli (i.e. shorter preceding vowel and glottalisation). This

may be explained by the low number of voiced responses at
the lower steps in the glottalised condition (6% voiced
responses to steps 1-4 in glottalised condition vs 31% in nonglottalised condition). It is also possible that these responses
were made in error.
Overall, we found that listeners’ reactions times were
improved by the addition of glottalisation, but only when this
was paired with vowels of short duration. When vowel
duration was extended, the addition of glottalisation did not
result in faster reactions. This effect was visible for both older
and younger listeners, suggesting that both age groups utilise
the glottalisation cue to coda voicing similarly in perception.
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Abstract

[5]. There is some evidence, through comparisons with historical records and with cognates in closely-related languages,
that these complex syllable onsets may have arisen through the
deletion of selected medial vowels, but the status of and environments for vowel deletion have remained unclear [3]. Ongoing work indicates that vowel deletion is both a historical and
productive process, and that at least for the productive process
as used by contemporary speakers, short vowels are frequently
deleted when they occur in the penultimate syllable of the word,
though this appears to be mediated by lexical, grammatical, and
speaker-specific factors [6]. These observations raise the question of whether vowel deletion in Nafsan, when it occurs, is
pre-tonic, but given that prominence patterns in Nafsan remain
under-described, this has not been clearly established.

Though Oceanic languages are often described as preferring primary stress on penultimate syllables, many different patterns
have been noted across and within language families, and may
interact with segmental and phonotactic factors. This is exemplified across linguistically diverse Vanuatu. However, both impressionistic and instrumentally-based descriptions of prosodic
patterns and their correlates are limited for languages of this region. This paper presents preliminary acoustic and durational
results for Nafsan, an Oceanic language of Vanuatu, which suggest a preference for prominence at the right edge of words,
with fundamental frequency as a primary correlate.
Index Terms: Oceanic, stress, duration, f0, intensity, F1, F2

1.3. Stress in Oceanic languages

1. Introduction

It is often observed that many Oceanic languages display primary stress on penultimate syllables [4], but crosslinguistic examinations suggest that this tendency is not as widespread as
previously thought [7]. Contemporary Oceanic languages exhibit a range of prominence patterns, including stress which is
regularly penultimate, generally penultimate but final if the final syllable contains a coda and/or a long vowel or diphthong,
final, initial, antepenultimate, lexically specified, or dependent
on morphological factors [7]. All of these have been reported
for at least some of the 130+ languages of Vanuatu, and varied
prominence patterns are noted even across closely-related languages, such as Nafsan and neighbouring varieties [8, 9, 10].
For Nafsan, previously suggested patterns include initial and final stress, though the unclear status of vowel length has been a
complicating factor [3, 11], and recent auditory impressionistic
analyses suggest possible final prominence [5], but this has not
yet been examined experimentally. Crosslinguistically, various
acoustic and durational cues may correlate with lexical prominence [12], but for the languages of Vanuatu, impressions of
stress correlates are only occasionally noted, and have not yet
been supplemented by instrumental data. Perceived correlates
include combinations of increased duration, pitch, and intensity/loudness for stressed vowels or syllables [13, 14, 10], but
in some cases, for languages with a vowel length contrast such
as Anejom̃, duration may not be a salient cue [15, 16].

Nafsan (South Efate) is a Southern Oceanic language spoken by
an estimated 6,000 people in three villages (Erakor, Eratap and
Pango) on the island of Efate in Vanuatu. Though the phonology
of Nafsan has been discussed in comparative and descriptive
work [1] [2] [3], some challenges remain in understanding Nafsan segmental and prosodic patterns. Key questions are whether
there is a vowel length distinction, why some vowels undergo
deletion, what patterns of word- and phrase-level prominence
are used, and how different parts of the sound system interact.
This study is part of a wider project using instrumental phonetic
approaches to address these questions, and presents selected results focusing on prominence patterns within words.
1.1. Segmental inventory of Nafsan
Nafsan has an inventory of 15 consonant phonemes, and has five
contrastive vowel qualities, as is typical of Oceanic languages
[3] [4]. Though the possibility of a length distinction has been
mentioned in previous work [2], the status of length within the
Nafsan vowel system was until recently unresolved. New phonetic data allowing for a targeted investigation of Nafsan vowels provides evidence for a monophthong inventory comprising
/i, i:, e, e:, a, a:, o, o:, u, u:/; each of the five vowel qualities
may occur either phonemically short or long, in various syllable
types. Ongoing experimental work suggests that at least in CVC
syllables, long vowels are close to twice as long as short vowels, and the duration difference between long and short vowels
is approximately the same across all five vowel qualities [5].

2. Research aims
Given that recent work establishes that vowel length is distinctive in Nafsan, and that vowel deletion patterns and auditory
impressions raise the possibility of word-final prominence, two
key questions emerge. Are there phonetic differences in the realisation of vowels in final syllables, on the basis of duration, intensity, fundamental frequency, and formant frequencies, which
suggest they are more prominent than preceding vowels? Relatedly, do long and short vowels show similar phonetic characteristics in the same word position or are they treated differently?

1.2. Vowel deletion and phonotactic patterns in Nafsan
Nafsan phonotactic patterns are strikingly complex both compared to patterns for languages spoken further to the north in
Vanuatu, and compared to the more typologically common preference for CV syllables among Oceanic languages [2] [4]. The
language exhibits a range of heterorganic consonant clusters
in syllable onsets, with various possible sonority profiles [3]
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3. Method

performed via the web interface of the Munich Automatic
Segmentation System (WebMAUS) [19], using the languageindependent model for segment identification. Segment boundaries in the output TextGrid files were checked and manually
corrected where necessary with reference to wideband spectrograms and corresponding waveforms in Praat. A hierarchical database was constructed using the EMU Speech Database
Management System [20], including tiers for the phonemic segments, syllables, and words. The acoustic and durational characteristics of vowel tokens produced in the target words were
queried and analysed using the emuR package in R [21, 22].
Measures of interest in this study are vowel duration (in ms), intensity at vowel midpoints relative to the midpoint of the (typically light) coda lateral in the preceding word (root mean square
amplitude, in dB), fundamental frequency at vowel midpoints
(in Hz), and first and second formant frequencies at vowel midpoints (in Hz). The data were tested with linear mixed-effects
models using the lme4 package [23] with random slopes and
intercepts for speaker and word. Model validity was checked
using a likelihood ratio test, and differences are reported based
on Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference post-hoc tests.

3.1. Participants
The participants in this study were four adult speakers of Nafsan from Erakor village in Efate, Vanuatu: three men (GK, LE,
MJ) and one woman (MK). All identify Nafsan as their first language, and the language they use at home. In addition, all speak
Bislama, the English-lexified creole which is a lingua franca in
Vanuatu, have knowledge of either English and a little French
or French and a little English, and also have some knowledge of
language varieties spoken in other parts of Vanuatu.
3.2. Materials and procedures
A set of two-syllable and three-syllable word forms was compiled as stimuli, drawing on existing databases and corpora for
Nafsan. The words were selected to comprise only CV(C) structures (no complex onsets), and to have long and short vowels
in different word positions, to allow investigation of whether
these different phonotactic structures influence potential prominence patterns. The majority of the vowels were open /a, a:/.
Results presented here pertain to two-syllable words only, with
the following structures: CV.CVC, CV.CVVC, CVV.CVC, and
CVV.CVVC. Examples include /rakat/ ‘bite (DUAL)’, /rapa:k/
>
‘delouse (DUAL)’, /ka:kas/ ‘be sweet’, and /ta:kpa:r/ ‘sin’. The
duration values of vowels in initial and final syllables are not directly comparable in these structures, given that initial syllables
are open and the final syllables are closed, but it is the characteristics of non-final CV syllables which are of particular interest,
given that this is an environment in which vowel deletion occurs
(though deletion is not attested for vowels in the word forms
included here). In addition, though medial CVC syllables are
possible in Nafsan, they are less frequent, and word-final CV
syllables are much less common than final CVC syllables.
Each word was recorded three times in a medial frame, following a spoken prompt; the frame was komam util
sernrak ‘We say
usually’. Recordings were made in a sheltered area during fieldwork in Erakor, and have been archived
with other recordings relating to the wider project on Nafsan
phonetic and phonological patterns [17]. Data were recorded
at an archival sampling rate of 96kHz and 24-bit depth, using
a Zoom H6 audio recorder and a Countryman H6 headset microphone with a hypercardioid polar pattern, and downsampled
to 44.1kHz 16-bit for analysis. Tokens were balanced across
speakers but not vowel length category and word structure (Table 1), given the limitations of available lexical data and the frequency with which different structures occur. The final dataset
contained 1,114 vowel tokens drawn from 557 utterances produced (containing 46 different Nafsan words as the target word).

4. Results
4.1. Duration
CV_CVC

Duration (Z-transformed)

3

initial /V/

final /V/

initial /V:/

final /V:/

CV.CVC
CV.CVVC
CVV.CVC
CVV.CVVC
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-
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128
75

125
75
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V
V:
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syll 1

syll 2

syll 1

syll 2

syll 1

syll 2

syll 1

syll 2

Figure 1: Duration (Lobanov-normalised) of short and long
vowels in initial and final syllables of disyllabic Nafsan words
(by word structure).
Duration values for vowels, shown in Figure 1, clearly illustrate the vowel length distinction across the different word
structures in this data. The likelihood ratio test shows that there
is a significant effect of context (X2 (7)= 1304, p<0.001), but
post-hoc tests reveal that almost all significant differences are
between vowels whose phonemic length differs. Final long
vowels are an estimated 72 ± 2 ms longer than initial short
vowels in CV.CVVC words (p<0.001), and initial long vowels are an estimated 61 ± 2 ms longer than final short vowels
in CVV.CVC words (p<0.001). There are no significant differences between long vowels in any of their four contexts. For
short vowels, there is a small but significant difference of 8 ±
2 ms between initial and final short vowels in CV.CVC words
(p<0.001), but there are no other notable differences. Though
larger differences may be observed for initial and final vowels
of the same quantity in data with open rather than closed final
syllables, the distributions shown here suggest that any duration differences correlating with word position are likely much
smaller than those correlating with phonemic length. Vowel
quality was not found to be a significant factor affecting duration when statistical models were compared (recalling that most
tokens, 91%, were /a, a:/). Short vowels were on average 61ms
in initial syllables and 66ms in final syllables, and long vowels
126ms in initial syllables and 134ms in final syllables.

Table 1: Number of tokens in dataset.
word shape

CV_CVVC

3.3. Data processing and analysis
Utterances were transcribed orthographically in Praat [18], and
orthographic transcriptions were converted to phonemic transcriptions in the Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet (SAMPA). Using the TextGrid files and associated
WAV files, automatic segmentation of the speech signal was
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4.2. Intensity
CVV_CVC

CVV_CVVC

V
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-10

syll 1
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syll 2

syll 1

syll 2

syll 1

4.4. First and second formant frequency

syll 2

before_CVC

Figure 2: Root mean square amplitude at midpoints of short and
long vowels (relative to midpoints of sonorant coda in preceding
word) in initial and final syllables of disyllabic Nafsan words
(by word structure).

F1 (Z-transformed)

-2

Intensity patterns for vowels, based on the difference in
root mean square (RMS) amplitude between the vowel midpoint and the midpoint of the sonorant coda in the preceding
word, are shown in Figure 2. The effect of context is significant (X2 (7)= 88, p<0.001). However, post-hoc tests show that
there are no significant differences between vowels of the same
phonemic length in CV.CVC words (p=0.14) and CVV.CVVC
words (p=0.97), nor between any vowels of the same phonemic
length in other comparisons. For CV.CVVC words, there is a
significantly larger increase in intensity for the final long vowels than the initial short vowels, by an estimated 2.9 ± 0.4 dB
(p<0.001). For CVV.CVC words there are also significant differences but with higher values for the initial long vowel rather
than the final vowel, of an estimated 1.7 ± 0.4 dB (p<0.001).
As for duration, then, differences on the basis of RMS amplitude correlate more with vowel length than word position.
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A subset of the data containing only open vowels /a, a:/,
which as noted comprised the majority of the data (1,012 tokens), was used to examine any differences in first formant frequency (F1) and second formant frequency (F2). Results for
F1 and F2 measured at the vowel midpoint are shown in Figure 4. Likelihood ratio tests show that the effect of context is
significant for both F1 (X2 (7)= 587, p<0.001) and F2 (X2 (7)=
217, p<0.001). The results of post-hoc tests include significant
differences between short and long vowels in initial syllables;
preceding CVC syllables, short /a/ has F1 values an estimated
189 ± 12 Hz lower than long /a:/ (p<0.001), and F2 values
an estimated 144 ± 31 Hz lower (p<0.001). Preceding CVVC
syllables, short /a/ similarly has F1 values an estimated 196 ±
21 Hz lower than long /a:/ (p<0.001), but F2 differences are
not significant (p=0.16). In final syllables, the formant characteristics of /a/ and /a:/ differ less. Following CV syllables,
F1 values for /a/ are an estimated 76 ± 13 Hz lower than for
/a:/ (p<0.001); this is smaller than the quite substantial F1 difference in initial syllables, and there are no significant F2 differences between /a/ and /a:/ in this context (p=0.6). Following CVV syllables, there are no significant differences between
short and long vowels on the basis of F1 (p=1.00) or F2 (p=0.5).

0.0

syll 2

2

Figure 4: First and second formant frequency (Lobanovnormalised) at midpoints of short and long vowels in initial and
final syllables of disyllabic Nafsan words (by word position).
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4.3. Fundamental frequency
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CV_CVVC
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across the four word structures. The effect of context is significant (X2 (7)= 361, p<0.001), and post-hoc tests confirm that
there are significantly higher f0 values in final compared to initial syllables in each case. The differences are also of a similar
magnitude; vowels in final syllables are an estimated 15 ± 1
Hz higher in CV.CVC words (p<0.001), 14 ± 2 Hz higher in
CV.CVVC words (p<0.001), 14 ± 1 Hz higher in CVV.CVC
words (p<0.001) and 19 ± 2 Hz higher in CVV.CVVC words
(p<0.001). There are no significant f0 differences between
vowels of the same phonemic length occurring in the same word
position.

syll 2

Figure 3: Fundamental frequency (Lobanov-normalised) at
midpoints of short and long vowels in initial and final syllables
of disyllabic Nafsan words (by word structure).
For fundamental frequency (f0), measured at the vowel
midpoint, a subset of the data was used; 74 vowel tokens which
returned zero values, due to breathiness or devoicing of the
vowel, were excluded. Of these, 70% were from the same
speaker, whose speech rate was noticeably faster than that of
the other participants. 92% were short vowels; 45% of these
were short vowels in initial syllables, and 49% were short vowels in final syllables. Results for the remaining 1,040 tokens
are shown in Figure 3, and a consistent pattern can be seen
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5. Discussion and conclusions

6. Acknowledgements

These findings provide compelling evidence that disyllabic Nafsan words are more prominent at the right edge. The consistent
pattern of higher f0 values in final compared to initial syllables,
regardless of the phonemic length of the vowel, suggests that f0
likely plays an important role in prominence marking. Results
for F1 and F2 at midpoints of vowels in different contexts offer supporting evidence for right-edge prominence; in final syllables, the spectral differences between /a/ and /a:/ are minimal, but in initial syllables, F1 values are substantially lower for
short /a/, and F2 values are somewhat lower, indicating centralisation and some degree of retraction for these short vowels. This is of particular interest given impressions that where
productive vowel deletion occurs, it is generally of penultimate
short vowels in CV syllables [2, 3, 6]. Penultimate short vowels
in this dataset are not deleted, but still show some reduction.
Duration and intensity are likely only minor cues to prominence; the only difference between vowels of the same phonemic length was for the duration of initial and final short vowels
in CV.CVC words, and the size of the estimated difference was
very small in this case. Instead, duration and intensity appear
to be robust correlates of vowel length and bolster evidence for
the status of quantity distinctions in Nafsan [5]. Vowels identified as being phonemically long show reliably and substantially
higher duration values than short vowels in different contexts,
as well as higher intensity values as indicated by RMS amplitude at vowel midpoints. While there may be larger duration
differences correlating with word position in data where both
the initial and final syllables are either open or closed, duration differences correlating with vowel length are likely to be
preserved regardless of syllable prominence. Similar observations have been made based on exploratory duration measures
for vowels in the closely-related language Lelepa [10].
The results presented here accord with other impressions of
final prominence in Nafsan [11, 5], and in pointing towards the
importance of f0 as a major correlate, also suggest the possibility that prominence marking in Nafsan is more like that of languages such as Japanese which have been described as having
non-stress accent [24]. Given that other preliminary work on
Nafsan indicates that high f0 targets at the right edge of a word
may demarcate the right edge of an accentual phrase, it will also
be worth considering whether the language has a prosodic system like that of Korean or French, with high tone targets at right
edges relating to constituents that are not necessarily lexical.
This is the subject of ongoing research. The present results for
vowels produced in an utterance-medial frame controlling for
word length and syllable structure will provide a useful point
of reference in ongoing work, which includes comparisons of
the phonetic characteristics of Nafsan words of different lengths
and syllable structures in initial, medial and final contexts.
Oceanic languages are under-represented in prosodic research, and as overviews of proposed prominence patterns
show, there is much that remains to be understood [7]. The languages of Vanuatu are especially well-suited to investigations
of the different ways that segmental and prosodic phenomena
interact; they show enormous diversity in their sound systems,
and appear to have responded in different ways to various sound
changes which can be traced back to Proto-Oceanic. These
results show that a more detailed understanding of languageinternal prosodic patterns may offer insights into the phonetic
mechanisms underpinning historical changes, while also contributing to a better understanding of the typological profile of
these languages.

Sincere thanks to all the Nafsan speakers who have participated in and facilitated this and earlier work, in particular Gray
Kaltap̃au, Lionel Emil, Michael Joseph and Marinette Kalpram
for their involvement in this study, and Carol Lingkary and
Yvanna Ataurua for their assistance during fieldwork in Erakor.
This research was conducted with support from the ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language (Project ID:
CE140100041).
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Abstract

They share several properties, like a rich vowel system that includes a length distinction, a lack of weight sensitivity regarding
stress, which in turn is described as demarcative and fixed. Simlarly, in Drehu, Iaai, and Nengone the rhythm type was analysed
as trochaic [6, 8, 9, 10]. However, there are no phonetic studies
further investigating the acoustics of rhythm or prosody in these
three languages.
In this study the prosodic and phonetic realization of word
prominence under informational focus is investigated in order
to see whether the patterns recorded in the literature are born
out in this pragmatic context. Our analysis is couched in the
Autosegmental Metrical theory and aims at providing a first exploratory analysis of prosody in Drehu. According to intonational phonology [11], tonal events are defined through relative
contrast from one tone to another. This contrast is perceived
in relative tonal height and differs depending on the speaker’s
tone range. High tones are denoted with an (H) and low tones
with an (L). Tonal events can be simple monotonal targets (H
and L) but they can also be complex and bitonal (HL) falling
or (LH) rising tones. In languages that bear stress, like Germanic languages, the stressed syllable acts as nuclear accent
when in focus [12, 13]. Duration and fundamental frequency
will be investigated to examine how they cue focal prominence
and whether or not there is a specific set of acoustic parameters
that are localised on particular syllables in the focal word. Regarding F0 it has also been pointed out that a nuclear accent in
focus isn’t necessarily realized with an increase in F0 but rather
that a tonal event will accompany the syllable where it is realized. Hence, we are first of all interested in the tonal patterns
as well as tonal movements found in focused constituents, and
secondly in the acoustic measurements of F0 that accompany
these tonal events.

This study investigates the realization of informational focus in Drehu, an Oceanic language from New Caledonia. Stress
in Drehu has informally been described as being demarcative
and always falling on the first syllable of words. Our analysis
of post-lexical accentuation shows a tendency for salient cues
to be realized on a phrasal level. Results show a preference
for marking the right edge with longer acoustic duration of final syllables and more extreme pitch movements. This evidence
stands in contrast with the stress pattern reported in the literature
and suggests a more detailed investigation of stress realization
in Drehu is needed.
Index Terms: prominence marking, stress, Oceanic languages,
Melanesia, Drehu, bilingual.

1. Introduction
Drehu is an Oceanic language from Lifou, New Caledonia, and
the language with the largest number of speakers [1] in the
archipel. According to the 2009 census [2], Lifou counts around
8600 inhabitants from which approximately 5500 are Drehu
speakers older than 14 years old. Protestant missionaries developed the first writing system [3], which is in its majority still
used for Drehu language class in primary, high school, and religious Sunday school. New Caledonia is a French overseas territory and the education system on the island follows the French
metropolitan model. This means that apart from the optional
Drehu language class all other subjects are taught in French.
Today almost all speakers, especially younger generations, are
bilinguals of French and Drehu.
Regarding the phonology of the language, it has been established that Drehu has a 30 consonants system including stops,
nasals, fricatives, laterals, and approximants. Further, the inventory for vowels includes short and long vowels, and the language’s phonotactics allow a syllabic structure with V, VC, CV,
CVC and VV, VVC, CVV, CVVC [4]. Drehu has informally
been described as a stress language with a word prosodic system [5, 6]. Stress is classified as demarcative, marking out word
edges, and is not weight sensitive. According to [5], stress (accent d’intensité) always falls on the first syllable of a word, pëkö
["pEk2] (none, there is nothing), fifikë ["fifikE] (toy). In word
derivation, when words obtain a prefix, the stress pattern remains and stress shifts to the inserted first syllable e.g.: malan
["malan] (to fall) vs. amalan ["amalan] (CAUS-fall). Compound
words behave in the same way meaning that stress always shifts
to the first syllable of the word. Finally, [6] proposes secondary
stress in polysyllabic words, with it always falling on the third
syllable ["amalan (CAUS-fall)]. Within the Oceanic languages
Drehu is classified as a language of the Southern Melanesian
linkage and belongs to the Loyalty Islands family [7]. Drehu,
Iaai, and Negone are closely related languages (Loyalty Islands)
and were described as having similar phonological systems.

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Materials and Method
2.1. Participants
Four female speakers (age 29 - 47) were recorded in Lifou. Participants responded to a linguistic questionnaire similar to the
Bilingual Language Profile [14]. All reported they acquired
French and Drehu during childhood (starting at no later than
7 years with either language), were schooled in French, and had
varying degrees of school instruction in Drehu (0 to 10 years).
Participants were not only literate in French but also in Drehu.
Additionally, they work in the local community in professions
that require them to speak in the two languages (e.g. librarian,
secretary).
2.2. Materials
Elicitation materials consist of three carrier phrases, in which 56
target words consisting of 2, 3, 4 and 5 syllables were inserted.
Target words only contained short vowels, and had varying syl-
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Figure 1: The plot illustrates F0 contours and annotations of sentences containing the token ‘wanono’ (grey shrike) in sentence initial
(si), and ‘wanamani’ (water drop) in sentence medial position (sm) with subsequent pause. The labels L1H1 indicate there is only one
rise within the token. LiHi indicate there is one initial rise, and L2H2 indicate there is a second rise within the token.

lable structure at the beginning or end of the word (V- CVC),
but only CV syllables were included in the analysis for duration. Target tokens that included stop consonants or fricatives
that did not allow reliable labelling of the F0 curve were not included in the analysis of intonation either. The position of the
target phrase in the sentence was initial (si), medial (sm), and final (sf ). Example (1) shows the carrier phrase used in sentence
medial position. Prior to elicitation, the materials were checked
for comprehensibility and suitability with a native speaker of
Drehu.
(1)

used to investigate intonation in Drehu. The tonal targets were
marked with L for low and H for high tones. Every subsequent
tone identified in a token was also marked with an additional
number. Figure 1 shows the points marked for tokens in si, and
sm positions.
2.5. Duration hypothesis
As in [22] identified, duration has been recognized as the most
frequent correlate of stress in a series of languages. Similarly, duration has been found to correlate with focus marking
[23, 24]. Therefore, this parameter is the first one investigated
in our study. Recall, stress in Drehu has been described as word
initial, regardless of the number of syllables or morphological
modifications, like affixation, adding additional syllables. As
mentioned earlier, it has been claimed Drehu shows no weight
sensitivity, meaning that also light syllables and short vowels
can attract stress. Hence, we hypothesise that the first syllable
and vowel contained in this syllable will show a greater duration
in comparison to all other syllables in the word. Measurements
of vowel duration for each CV syllable, in words of different
lengths, were taken and then fitted into a linear mixed effects
model in order to be compared. The model included 959 observations and included position of syllable and position in carrier
sentence as fixed factors, plus speaker, word, and vowel as random factors. We used the step function to arrive at a final model
and to obtain significance values, and used post-hoc Bonferroni
correction to confirm significance of any interactions. All statistical analyses were carried out in R [19], using lme4 [25].

Ame la ___ tre ka lolo
tSe ka lolo
ame la
___ PRS2 STAT beautiful
‘This ___ is beautiful/good’

PRS1 ART

2.3. Procedure
Recordings were made with a Zoom H6 in a quite room of a
community centre. Materials were provided using powerpoint
and partcipants had a training phase prior to recording. Sound
files were manually transcribed, force aligned in WebMAUS,
using a parameter model based on SAMPA [15], and then manually corrected in Praat [16]. Two acoustic parameters were
analysed in this study, first duration, and second fundamental
frequency. As exemplified in Figure 1, the target tokens, position, syllables and phones were marked. Subsequently, Tones
were also manually annotated. A hierarchical database was constructed using the EMU Speech Database Management System
[17]. It included tiers for the Tones, phonemic segments, syllables, target token position, and words. The acoustic and durational characteristics of vowel and word tokens produced in the
target words were queried and analysed using the emuR package in R [18, 19].

Table 1: Identified tonal patterns, only in sentence initial and
medial positions, Total = 205.
Pattern
Count
%

2.4. Analysis
The experiment included three positions for the target tokens:
sentence initial (si), sentence medial (sm), and sentence final
(sf ). Lifou speakers tended to insert pauses between the target
tokens and the subsequent stream of speech. Pauses were coded
and tokens followed by a pause were not included in statistical
analyses. Due to the potential variability in duration of the onset
consonants, and to allow for a more consistent comparison, the
duration of all vowels in CV syllables was measured and analysed. Additionally, a broad ToBI-style annotation [20, 21] was

LH
122
59.5

LHLH
38
18.5

LLH
24
11.8

HLH
16
7.8

LHL
2
1

HL
3
1.4

2.6. Intonation hypothesis
Similar to duration, F0 (fundamental frequency) has been recognized as the second most frequent acoustic correlate of stress
showing most commonly (but not exclusively) greater F0 values on stressed syllables [22]. In many stress languages that
have been previously analysed in an AM framework, the nu-
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clear accent is a prominence lending pitch movement or target
-i.e. a pitch accent, that is associated with the most prominent
(stressed) syllable within the segmental string. If stress is word
initial in Drehu, we hypothesise that under conditions of informational focus, this will also be the site of a pitch accent or
major pitch event. Tonal targets were labelled and F0 values
were extracted using Emu-R [18] in order to identify different
tonal patterns of the experimental tokens. Additionally, measurements for F0 were taken for tonal targets (L and H Tones)
found in tonal movements within tokens. Due to the nature of
our data we examined rises and sought to find out if there was
a difference in marking focus depending on where the rise was
placed. We measured pitch range of rises as the difference in
Hz between a H tone and its preceding L tone (See Figure 1).
These values were fitted into a maximally specified linear mixed
effects model which included 186 observations. The model included position of rise within token (LiHi, L1H1 or L2H2) as
a fixed factor, and speaker as random factor. We used the step
function to arrive at a final model and to obtain significance values, and used post-hoc Bonferroni correction to confirm significance of any interactions. This analysis was restricted to tokens
in si and sm positions since the right edge of tokens followed
by a pause or in sf position could be related to the marking of a
higher prosodic level.

200

Duration in ms

150

0
First

Duration in ms

Third

Fourth

Final

3.2. Intonation
Table 1 shows the six different intonation patterns identified in
our corpus. Four of these patterns represent 97.6% of all occurrences, and are constituted or end on a rising tone (LH). The
most frequent pattern found (59,5%) was a rising tone with a
H peak towards the right edge of the constituent. Rising tones
were found to be either the tonal pattern of a whole constituent
or a tonal movement within or at the right boundary of the constituent. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the three types of rises
observed in our data: L1H1 tones that spread over the whole
constituent; L2H2 tones occurring at the right edge; LiHi tones
happening internally, prior to L2H2 (See also Figure 1). In tokens were the initial rise (LiHi) was found, 68% of the words
had three or more syllables. There was a statistically significant difference in pitch range depending on the type of rise,
with L1H1 (Est. 17 ± 5 Hz, p<0.002) and L2H2 (Est. 17 ±
6 Hz, p<0.002) showing greater pitch range expansion when
compared to LiHi.

Position

si
sm
sf

50

0
Second

Second

Figure 3: The plot shows duration in milliseconds of vowels in
CV structure of tokens containing four to five syllables, in three
different positions: sentence initial (si), sentence medial (sm),
and sentence final (sf) positions.

150

First

si
sm
sf

50

200

100

Position

100

Final

Figure 2: The plot shows duration in milliseconds of vowels in
CV structure of tokens containing two to three syllables, in three
different positions: sentence initial (si), sentence medial (sm),
and sentence final (sf) positions.

150

100

F0 in Hz

Rise
LiHi
L1H1
L2H2
50

3. Results
3.1. Duration

0
LiHi

Figures 2 and 3 show the duration in milliseconds for vowels in
CV syllables, and position of the syllable. Statistical analyses
show that in the three different positions included in the experiment the vowel of the final syllable is significantly longer than
the first vowel (t = - 8.39, p<0.001) and than all other vowels in
preceding syllables. Hence, the first syllable of the word does
not contain the longest vowel in the token. Additionally, there
is no significant difference between vowels in initial versus medial syllables. These duration results do not provide evidence
of word initial stress.

L1H1

L2H2

Figure 4: The plot shows differences of pitch range in Hz of
three different rising tones.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
This study sought to provide a first evaluation of the phonetic
marking of informational focus in Drehu. Our hypothesis re-
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garding acoustic correlates of focus were confirmed by this data
since duration and F0 proved to cue focal prominence consistently at the right edge of the constituent. Previous descriptions
of Drehu phonology claimed that the language has initial word
stress. In view of these analyses of Drehu as a stress language,
we expected the first syllable of target tokens to constitute the
location of a nuclear pitch accent in a word insertion task where
the tokens were in informational focus. As duration and fundamental frequency have been widely claimed to be major correlates of stress and focus marking, we predicted the first syllable
of the word should show longer duration values and a strong
prominence-lending tonal movement. Contrary to our predictions, it was found that vowel duration was significantly longer
on the final syllable of target tokens. Similarly, a rise was often
observed, which in 97.6% of the cases ended on a peak at the
right edge of the constituent. Measurements of F0 and a comparison of the pitch range of three different types of rises revealed that rises going across the whole constituent (L1H1) or
rises placed directly prior to the right boundary (L2H2) showed
significantly greater expansion than rises placed within the constituent (LiHi). Presumably, this word internal rise led to earlier interpretations of stress being placed on the first syllable
of words. The results reported in our study show consistent
tonal and durational marking of the right edge of constituents
in focus. As the target tokens measured in our study are in informational focus, we can only interpret our findings in terms
of the marking of focused constituents in Drehu. However, the
lack of any durational or tonal cues associated with word-initial
syllables calls for a further investigation, and a revaluation of
previous stress analyses of Drehu, and perhaps also for other
languages from the Loyalty Islands family. Finally, a more detailed study of prominence marking, for instance in non-focal
words seems desirable in order to provide a more advanced description of Drehu prosodic phonology.
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quality, in some cases additional data was associated with in
poorer alignment accuracy [3].
One of the more powerful tools in forced alignment is the
train/align method. While some forced alignment works on the
basis of a pre-existing acoustic model, with the train/align
method, an acoustic model is created on the basis of the data
input to the program, and that model is then applied to the
forced alignment of the same input data [11]. This procedure
has been successfully used to force align minority languages
without established acoustic models [12, 13].
In working with minority, and under-resourced, languages,
there may be limited data available, and thus maximal use
must be made of the data that is available in order to build an
acoustic model from scratch. The standard treatment of forcealigned data follows a linear approach, whereby the data is
examined only once prior to creating a model. In contrast, in a
recursive approach, the data is examined several times in
different stages, and at every new stage, the algorithm learns
from the previous stage and adapts accordingly [10]. It is
therefore particularly valuable for working with small
datasets.
This paper compares the application of a linear vs.
recursive approach to force-aligned data from Matukar Panau,
a minority language of Papua New Guinea, with no preexisting acoustic model and with a moderately sized speech
corpus [14, 15]. We demonstrate that the recursive approach
yields very high quality alignment, and suggest that applying a
recursive approach facilitates high quality forced alignments
of under-described languages.

Abstract
We compare recursive and linear approaches to force-aligned
data from Matukar Panau, an endangered language of Papua
New Guinea. Data were force aligned with the train/align
procedure in the Montreal Forced Aligner. Using manual
alignments produced by a trained phonetician as a benchmark,
the recursive approach was found to outperform the linear
approach. The recursive approach produced alignments that
overlapped more with those made by human coders, and
resulted in fewer fluctuations in both Overlap Rate and Error
Rate. We conclude that a recursive approach enhances the
quality of automated alignment of languages lacking a preexisting acoustic model.
Index Terms: forced alignment, accuracy, robustness,
recursion, minority language

1.   Introduction
Forced alignment is increasingly prevalent in phonetic
research, as it dramatically increases the speed of achieving
analysable data, and therefore the number of tokens that can
be examined phonetically [1, 2]. Forced alignment has
primarily been applied to major world languages with fully
established acoustic models (in particular, English) [3, 4].
Thus, there exists a significant gap between the forced
alignment resources available for minority languages, and
those available for major languages. Minority languages have
been force aligned using acoustic models from major
languages, with varying success [5-8]. This approach is less
than ideal because of the reliance it places on matching
phonemic inventories and orthographic systems of often
completely unrelated languages. We argue that current forcedalignment programs with a train/align procedure offer the
means to effectively align data from languages which lack
acoustic models, and, by applying a recursive approach, this is
so even in the absence of large amounts of speech data with
which to work.
A number of factors that affect the accuracy of forced
alignment have been presented in the literature to date. Focus
has been placed on best practices for addressing transcription
errors [9], the impact of long pauses and noisy environments
[10], as well as the optimal number of speakers and type of
data for successful alignment [3]. Previous studies have also
found that alignment accuracy tends to reach a ceiling, after
which point additional data does not significantly improve the
alignment. One study on spontaneous spoken English found
that this ceiling was reached at five minutes of transcribed
speech [3]; another, on read French data, exhibited a ceiling
effect at two minutes [11]. Instead of increasing alignment

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2.   Methodology
2.1.

Montreal Forced Aligner

The aligner chosen for this study was the Montreal Forced
Aligner (MFA) [4]. MFA has been demonstrated to be more
accurate than FAVE [16], MAUS [17] and Prosody labAligner [18], and marginally more accurate than the train/align
procedure in LaBB-CAT [19]. (See [20] for a comparison of
these aligners.) One key difference is that these other forced
aligners use the HTK toolkit, while MFA uses the Kaldi
toolkit, which employs triphone acoustic models to better
capture variability in phone realisations. Another is that MFA
(like LaBB-CAT) allows for the application of the train/align
method, facilitating extension to languages lacking an acoustic
model.
2.2.

Matukar Panau Speech Data

Matukar Panau is an endangered Oceanic language spoken by
around 300 people in Madang Province, Papua New Guinea,
in the village Matukar and hamlet Surumarang.
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Documentation for this language is ongoing [14, 15]. It is an
agglutinating, non-tonal language with 17 consonants, a small
vowel inventory, and a fairly transparent orthography. There is
no existing acoustic model of the language.
The data for this study come from a corpus of sixty short
recordings of monologic narratives produced by 36 native
speakers of Matukar Panau. The narratives were transcribed
by a trained linguist in conjunction with six trained, semispeakers of Matukar Panau (native speakers of Tok Pisin who
have familiarity with Matukar Panau). Transcription was done
at the utterance level, using a phonemically transparent
orthography. For this study, we worked with 3.75 hours (or
225 minutes) of transcribed speech. We built a dictionary to
map the 2,468 word types that occur in this sub-corpus to their
phonemic representations, and force aligned the audio files
using the train/align procedure in MFA. Data were then
prepared following both a recursive and linear approach, as
described below.
2.3.

Figure 1 Alignment process according to
linear and recursive datasets

3.   Measures of alignment quality
The standard for determining the quality of forced alignment
is comparison with a human benchmark. One method
available for doing this is a comparison between boundaries
placed by forced alignment vs. boundaries placed by a trained
phonetician [3, 22]. Following the same protocol as that
applied in previous work, we selected two speakers (one male
and one female), and manually corrected the automatic
alignment of the first 60 seconds of the file of each speaker.
These 549 segments (261 consonants and 288 vowels) serve as
the benchmark against which the automatic alignments are
compared.
Two quality measurements are employed in this study:
accuracy and robustness [cf., 23]. Accuracy was
operationalized as the time difference between the placement
of a boundary as the result of forced alignment vs. the human
benchmark. Robustness is the rate of alignment error based on
a specified boundary threshold, here set at 20 ms, following
[3]. Any force-aligned boundary placed greater than 20 ms
from the human benchmark is classified as an alignment error.
These measurements provide different indications of the
quality of the forced alignment. An alignment may have high
accuracy but not be robust if there are a large number of
alignments that occur just beyond the 20 ms threshold, but
close to that threshold. On the other hand, an alignment can
have robust alignments with low accuracy if there are few
alignments beyond 20 ms, but those that are beyond 20 ms are
at a high degree of distance from the benchmark. Together,
these measures provide a strong indication of the overall
quality of the resulting alignments.

Data Recursion

How much data is required for effective forced alignment
when working with a language with no acoustic model? To
test the quality of forced alignment with different quantities of
data, we needed to create subsets of the data of different
lengths. To control for speaker effects, we had to include
multiple speakers in each subset. Thus, a script was written to
create a TextGrid file in Praat [21] which separated all files
into increments of 30 seconds. The starting point was one
minute from each of four files representing four speakers.
From there, we created five-minute iterations by drawing 30second increments from each file, until the file’s duration was
exhausted, at which point we drew a 30-second increment
from a new file. We increased the data being aligned by fiveminute iterations, until we reached the maximum duration of
transcribed speech (225 minutes). The 30-second increments
ensure that speakers were equally represented at each fiveminute iteration, controlling for speaker effects at each step.
The five-minute iterations allow for the quality of the forced
alignment with different amounts of data to be compared, to
identify the point at which alignment quality is optimised.
This process resulted in a mean of 487 word tokens and 2,444
segments per five-minute iteration.
Two datasets were prepared from the forced alignment
output: a linear dataset and a recursive dataset. Figure 1
provides a representation of the difference between the two.
Linear processing is the default for forced alignment. To
prepare the linear dataset for this study, the force-aligned
boundaries were reset at each five-minute iteration. In
contrast, the force-aligned boundaries for the recursive dataset
were adjusted. That is, for each iteration, the alignment was
recalculated based on the information from the current
iteration and from previous iterations, utilising an algorithm
that was written for this process. This methodology is adapted
from [10], which utilised a recursive algorithm to improve
forced alignment in long audio segments. A recursive
algorithm works by inspecting the data multiple times; at
every new iteration, new information is added, re-evaluated,
fed back into the existing information from previous iterations,
and then applied at the next iteration. This output then serves
as the basis for analysis.

3.1.

Accuracy Measurement

For accuracy, we calculated Overlap Rate (OvR) [3, 23], that
is, the proportion of overlap between the intervals established
by the human coder and the intervals established by the forced
aligner. Greater overlap is associated with greater accuracy.
The time representation is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Representation of Overlap Rate
Common_Dur is the time shared by the interval created by
the human coder (Dur_hum), and that created automatically,
by the forced aligner (Dur_auto). This is measured as a
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proportion of the duration from the earliest onset and latest
offset boundary of the two intervals (Dur_max). The Overlap
Rate was calculated for both linear and recursive datasets.
3.2.

than 20 ms from the human benchmark, was very similar
across the two approaches (recursive dataset = 21.5%, linear
dataset = 23.2%). Overall mean distance from the human
benchmark for tokens classified as errors was also similar
(recursive dataset = 93.6 ms, linear dataset = 94.9 ms). Thus,
according to this measure of robustness, the recursive dataset
produces only marginally better results.
However, mean distances across data iterations differ.
Figure 5 shows the mean distance from the benchmark across
data iterations for tokens classified as errors. Here we see that,
while the recursive dataset exhibits a steadier trajectory
throughout, the linear approach is characterized by heavy
fluctuation, with pronounced differences between peaks and
troughs. As with Overlap Rate, the recursive approach seems
to be able to soften the impact of errors more efficiently than
the linear approach.
We also see here that both linear and recursive datasets
show stabilisation at approximately 35 minutes (a similar
point at which improvement in accuracy according to Overlap
Rate begins to diminish). And both datasets show a decrease
in robustness at the latter stages of data iteration—the linear
dataset exhibits striking variability, and the recursive dataset
shows a gradual increase in mean distance. One possible
explanation is that the greater number of speakers included at
these latter stages may result in more variability, and we leave
this for future exploration.

Robustness Measurement

For robustness, we are interested in the proportion of
boundaries that lie beyond a pre-determined threshold, here 20
ms. Following [13], this was calculated on the basis of the
difference between the midpoint of the manually created
interval and the force-aligned interval. Figure 3 shows a
hypothetical midpoint of an interval produced by a human
coder, and two hypothetical midpoints from distinct forced
alignments. If a force-aligned midpoint falls within 20 ms of a
manual midpoint (as for (a)), it is considered a non-error; if it
is at a greater distance (as for (b)), it is considered an error.
The Error Rate is the ratio of total number of errors to nonerrors. As a further measure of robustness, we calculated the
mean distance from the manual midpoint of the error tokens.
Higher mean distances correspond to less robust tokens, thus
less reliable alignments. The two measures of robustness were
calculated for both linear and recursive datasets.

Figure 3: Representation of errors,
using a 20 ms threshold

4.   Results
4.1.

Accuracy

Figure 4 compares the Overlap Rate for the linear and
recursive datasets across iterations for the two speakers who
were manually aligned. The greater accuracy for the recursive
dataset, captured with the solid line, can be seen in three ways
(all of which hold for each speaker).
First, the overall mean Overlap Rate is higher in the
recursive than the linear dataset. Second, the recursive dataset
exhibits fewer fluctuations than the linear dataset, suggesting
that a recursive approach smooths out major alignment errors.
And third, in the recursive dataset, there is a marked increase
in Overlap Rate up to 35 minutes of data; beyond this point,
the increase is more gradual. In comparison, the linear dataset
retains significant fluctuations throughout, though they
become less marked from approximately 125 minutes. Thus,
the recursive dataset improves more rapidly, follows a steadier
trajectory, and overlaps more with alignments placed by a
human coder than the linear dataset.
Evidence of the quality of the alignment can be seen by
comparing these results with the findings of [3] for English.
The Overlap Rate of 0.67 attained at 35 mins in the recursive
dataset here is at the upper end of the range reported in [3]; but
in [3], this was attained earlier, with just five minutes of data.
4.2.

Figure 4: Overlap Rate across data iterations:
Linear and Recursive datasets

Robustness

Figure 5: Mean distance of error tokens across data
iterations: Linear and Recursive datasets

The overall Error Rate, that is, the proportion of midpoints
determined automatically that occurred at a distance of greater
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5.   Discussion
[6]

In this study, we applied a recursive approach to forced
aligned data from Matukar Panau, a minority language of
Papua New Guinea lacking an acoustic model. To do this, we
utilised the train/align procedure in MFA, and aligned the
same data at different iterations, from 5 to 225 minutes. We
then applied two approaches to prepare data for analysis: a
linear approach, where alignment values are reset at each
iteration, and a recursive approach, where alignment values
are adjusted based on previous iterations. Results indicate that
a recursive approach outperforms a traditional linear
approach—forced alignments derived via recursion were more
accurate, with a higher rate of overlap between manually and
automatically placed boundaries. The recursive approach was
also more robust than the linear approach in the sense that it
was less susceptible to major alignment errors. This suggests
that the algorithm learns as more data is processed, in line
with observations that adjustments early on in alignment
improve alignment in later stages [10]. In this way, the
recursive approach may be able to protect alignment in
sections of audio files (or whole audio files) that prove
challenging to aligners. As the recursive approach employs an
algorithm that is self-correcting, these mistakes can be
adjusted for as the data is processed; the algorithm learns from
these examples and this ultimately improves the alignment
later in the data stream.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

6.   Conclusions
The recursive approach to the force-aligned data outperforms
traditional linear implementations, and yields highly accurate
alignment, even from a relatively small dataset—here, 35
minutes of transcribed speech was sufficient to achieve high
quality alignment. This method expands the potential for
large-scale phonetic and sociophonetic studies for underresourced minority languages, and is a very promising step
towards making available to minority languages tools that to
date have been primarily utilised for work on major world
languages. Future studies on languages of different types will
further advance methods and the ability to obtain the best
results for automated phonetic alignment.
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performance [5], and this mismatch needs to be addressed in
order to make short duration speaker verification a viable
option. Some methods to tackle this problem have been
previously proposed [5-8] under the assumption that i-vector
is representative of a given utterance. For example, in [6],
score domain compensation for duration mismatch was
introduced. Most recently, the Twin Model GPLDA (TMGPLDA) was proposed to model variations in distributions
caused by duration mismatch [7]. However, given that the ivector is a point estimate based on the posterior distribution of
the latent variables in a total variability model, the uncertainty
of this point estimation will become larger as the duration of
utterance reduces [9]. Thus, the i-vector becomes less reliable
when the utterance is short. A variation of the GPLDA model
that takes into account this uncertainty of the i-vector was then
proposed and shown to be effective [10, 11]. As illustrated in
[5, 7], utterances with different duration (even from the same
speaker) leads to differences in the distribution of i-vectors,
which is addressed by the TM-GPLDA. On the other hand, the
GPLDA with uncertainty propagation [10], which targets
arbitrary durations, focuses on uncertainty in the distribution
of latent variables.
From the observations above, it can be seen that a single
model that explicitly takes into account both the uncertainty of
i-vectors and the distribution mismatch between long and
short durations would be beneficial and is the focus of this
paper. The effectiveness of the proposed TM-GPLDA with
uncertainty propagation was tested on the NIST SRE 2010
8CONV-10SEC condition and additional 5 and 3 seconds
conditions.

Abstract
In automatic speaker verification, uncertainty propagation in
Gaussian Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis
(GPLDA) was proposed to take into account duration
variability in utterances. Independently, the Twin Model
GPLDA for speaker verification was developed where long
utterances were used for speaker enrolment and the system
was tested on short utterances. In this paper, we introduce the
use of uncertainty propagation in the Twin Model GPLDA to
further improve its modelling ability under duration
mismatched conditions. This approach takes into account both,
the differences in distributions of i-vectors from long and short
duration utterances, and the uncertainty associated with each ivector. The proposed approach was tested on the NIST SRE
2010 8CONV-10SEC condition as well as additional 5 and 3
seconds conditions. Experimental results show that the
proposed approach leads to improved speaker verification
performance, especially when there are a limited number of
speakers in the training data.
Index Terms: uncertainty propagation, GPLDA, Twin Model
GPLDA, short duration, automatic speaker verification

1. Introduction
Automatic speaker verification systems can be broadly
categorised into one of two types: text-dependent and textindependent systems. In text-dependent systems, the lexical
content of utterances are fixed (e.g., speaker-specific passphrase), which in turn allows text-dependent models to
identify speakers given the phonetic context [1]. In contrast,
speakers are free to speak any phrases and the system cannot
rely on prior knowledge of fixed pass-phrases in the textindependent case [2]. While the development of textindependent systems is recognised as a more challenging task,
text-independent systems also have a greater number of
applications compared to text-dependent systems. Most stateof-the-art text-independent speaker verification systems are
based on i-vector/GPLDA systems [3, 4]. Typically these
systems utilise long utterances (e.g. 2 to 3 minute utterances)
for both enrolment and testing. However, short duration
speaker verification (i.e., short test utterances) would be
significantly more practical. For example, access control
usually requires machines to verify identities within a few
seconds and a speaker verification system that requires a long
utterance (several minutes) for verification would not be
suitable. Since enrolment is carried out only once in an offline
manner, it is still reasonable to assume that long utterances can
be used for enrolment. Consequently this paper focusses on
the use of long utterances for enrolment and short utterances
for testing.
It has been shown that such duration mismatch between
enrolment and test data can lead to significant degradation in

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Background
Given a set of i-vectors  =  ;  = 1,2, ⋯ , ; =
1,2 ⋯ ,  , where  denotes the i-vector corresponding to the
 utterance from the   speaker, GPLDA [12] decomposes
them as:
 =  + Φ + 

(1)

where Φ is a factor loading matrix,  is a vector of latent
variables that follow the distribution (0, I), and residual
term  is assumed to follow Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and a full covariance matrix denoted by .
In contrast, the generative model of TM-GPLDA [7] can be
written as:
 + Φ  +  , for long utterances
= 
 + Φ  +  , for short utterances

(2)

where  denotes the i-vector;  and  are mean vectors for ivector correspond to long and short utterances, respectively;
Φ and Φ are the corresponding factor loading matrices;  is
the vector of normally distributed latent variables and is
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The posterior probability is then proportional to a product of
two Gaussian kernels, expressed as:

shared by all the utterances from the same speaker (for all long
or short utterances), and  and  are residuals that vary
across utterances and are assumed to be normally distributed
with zero mean and covariance given by the matrices  and
 for long and short utterances respectively. Note that the
speaker label subscripts are omitted in this generative
equation.
Finally, the generative model behind GPLDA with
uncertainty propagation [10] is
 =  + Φ +   + 

(3)

 ∗

where
is the Choleskey decomposition of posterior
covariance matrix associated with corresponding i-vector and
 is a hidden variable having a standard normal distribution.
Other parameters are the same as those used in equation (1).
Training and scoring formulae corresponding to these models
can be found in [7, 10].

?   , Σ@ &( |0, E)
( | , ) ∝ " | + Φ

3. Uncertainty propagation in TM-GPLDA

Based on the fact that the outcome of product of two
Gaussians is still a Gaussian, after some algebraic
manipulations, the first and second moment of the posterior
probability are expressed as

In order to introduce uncertainty propagation, the generative
model of TM-GPLDA is modified as:
 = 

 + Φ  + , , + , , for long utterances
 + Φ  + , , + , , for short utterances

(4)

G#

?  ∗ Σ@G# Φ
? & Φ
?  ∗ Σ@G# ( −  )
F( ) = "E + Φ
G#
∗
?  Σ@G# Φ
?  & + F( )F(∗ )
F( ∗ ) = "E + Φ

where,  denotes long utterances class and  for short;  ,  ,
Φ , Φ and  are as defined for the standard TM-GPLDA
given in (2); the residual terms , and , follow (0, Σ )
and (0, Σ ) respectively; , and , are latent variables
∗
having standard normal distributions; , ,
and
∗
, , are the Choleskey decompositions of posterior
covariance matrices associated with corresponding i-vectors.
The EM algorithm is used to estimate the model hyperparameters and the formulations are developed in following
sections.

∗ (Φ
∗
F",- & = HE + ,- Φ- +
G# ∗
∗
G#
G#
Σ- ) ,- J ,- (Φ- Φ- + Σ- ) ",-

3.2.

(11)

(5)
 speaker.

= ' ' ' * ",- | , ,- , &",- &.,-

L(, MN ) = * (O|, MN )PQ[(|O)(O)].O

The

(12)

where, O denotes the collected latent variables including 
and , and they are independent,  denotes i-vectors, and MN
denotes the model hyper-parameters from the previous
iteration of the EM algorithm. It is regarded as a lower bound
of log-likelihood of observable data and each step will
increase the log-likelihood, leading to a local optimum of
parameters. By observing the generative model, it can be
found that given the latent variable, the observable variables
are independent and parameters are associated with
corresponding long or short class. This indicates that the
auxiliary function is a linear combination of different classes.
In the M-step, we optimize the auxiliary function:

(6)

-∈,

where
",- | , ,- , & = ",- |- + Φ- 
+ ,- ,- , Σ- &

Maximization step

The auxiliary function of EM algorithm is of the form:

( | , ) = " | , #, , … , $% , , #, , … , $% , , &


G#

where K ∈ {, }.

( | , ) ∝ ( | , )( )



− - &

∗
∗ (Φ
∗
G#
& = HE + ,F",- ,- Φ- + Σ- ) ,- J
∗
+ F",- &F",- &

In the E-step, posterior probabilities of latent variables are
estimated. According to Bayes rule, the posterior distribution
is proportional with the production of likelihood and prior,
which is expressed as
where  denotes the set of i-vectors from the 
likelihood term is expanded as:

(10)

Similarly, the first and second moment of the posterior
probability of latent variable ,- are calculated as:

Expectation step

3.1.

(9)

(7)

and the prior distribution of latent variable  is a standard
normal distribution. According to the convolution of Gaussian
kernel [13], the integral in (6) is valued as (ω,- |- +
∗
∗
Φ-  , Σ- + ,- ,). Notice that the term ,- ,is now
part of the residual covariance.
As in [14], we write the likelihood term as a stacked
equation as follows:

L@ (, MN ) = R L(- , MN )

(13)

L(- , MN ) = * (O|, MN )PQ[(- |O)(O)] .O

(14)

-

where
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where, - denotes i-vectors from K class (long or short
utterance). The auxiliary function is written as a summation of
long and short class in terms of parameters, which means that
these two sets of parameters can be updated separately. By
setting the derivative with respect to each parameter to zero,
and after some algebraic manipulations, the update equations
can be written as:

To solve this problem, scaling factors are introduced into TMGPLDA with uncertainty propagation model. The generative
model is then revised as:
 = 

% $%,T

(15)

,- F",- &J",- − - &J

where K ∈ {, }.
3.3.

Scoring

Based on the TM-GPLDA with uncertainty propagation
model, given an enrolment i-vector U and a test i-vector 
from a trial, the log-likelihood ratio between the hypothesis
that the two i-vectors are from the same speaker (OV ) versus
the hypothesis that they are from different speakers (O# ) is
calculated as:
(U ,  |OV )
WPXY(ωU , ω ) = PQ
(U ,  |O# )

4. Experiments and discussion
The 8CONV-10SEC task (condition 5) of the NIST SRE’10
[16] was chosen for the experiments. Two additional
conditions were created by truncating the 10 seconds test
utterances to 5 and 3 seconds (using the first 5 seconds and 3
seconds of each utterance).
The baseline system is an i-vector/GPLDA system.
Standard MFCC features of 13 dimensions with their first and
second derivatives were used in conjunction with a vector
quantization model based voice activity detector [17] prior to
feature warping [18]. Only female speakers were considered in
the experiments reported in this paper and a gender-dependent
universal background model (UBM) of 1024 Gaussian
mixtures was created using utterances from female speakers
from NIST SRE’04, 05, 06, 08, Switchboard II Part 1, 2, 3 and
Switchboard Cellular Part 1 and 2, which are served as
background data. A T matrix of rank 400 was estimated using
all utterances from the female speakers in background data. ivectors and corresponding covariances were computed for
each of the background, training and test utterances using the
estimated T-matrix. LDA was then applied to further reduce
the dimension to 200. I-vectors were then radial Gaussianised
followed by length normalization as described in [12]. The
post-processing procedure for covariances were the same as in
[10, 11], whereby the covariances were transformed by LDA,
whitened, and then scaled by the norm of the corresponding ivector. To be consistent with [5] and reduce the number of
covariances stored in memory, the TM-GPLDA model with
uncertainty propagation was trained using long utterances as
well ‘short’ utterances obtained by truncating the long
utterances into 20 second segments. To reduce the total
number of short duration utterances, we randomly selected
around 25% of short duration utterances from each long
utterance.
Table 1 presents the performances when using different
scaling factors. To simplify the experiments, we used equal
scaling factors for both long and short utterances and a limited
number of values were compared. From the table we can find
that, compared with no scaling, results with scaling factors
gain significant improvements for all three conditions. It is
also found that when continuing to increase the scaling
factors, the model tends to overfit. The scaling factors are then
selected as 1/2 for the rest of the experiments.

(16)

where
(U ,  |OV ) = * (U ,  |, U ,  )()(U )( )..U .
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Figure 1: (a) Hypothesis that test and enrolment i-vectors are
from same speaker (share latent variables - ); (b) Hypothesis
that test and enrolment i-vectors are from different speakers
(distinct latent variables - U and  )
Figure 1 shows the graphical models corresponding to the two
hypotheses. The evaluation procedure is similar to the E-step.
Likelihood terms are calculated as:
(ωU , ω |OV )
U  Σ + Φ Φ∗ + U U∗
Φ Φ∗
=  Z\ ^ | \ ^ , _ 
`b
Φ Φ∗
Σ + Φ Φ∗ +  ∗

(ωU , ω |O# )
U  Σ + Φ Φ∗ + U U∗
0
=  Z\ ^ | \ ^ , _ 
`b
0
Σ + Φ Φ∗ +   ∗


3.4.

(18)

where d and d are scaling factors. The values are empirically
determined by experiments. Our basic assumption is that the
structure of covariance matrix for a given class (long or short)
is important and scaling factors are introduced to balance the
contributions from different uncertainties (uncertainty from
single i-vector or from the residual in equation 4). The
validity of this assumption is supported by [15], where an
identical covariance can be shared by utterances that are of
relatively same length. Instead of using same covariance, we
relax it to have the same scaling factor. The scaling factors can
be directly absorbed into the ,- term and the same
modelling, training, scoring equations can be used.

G#
H∑ F( ∗ )J

Φ- = ∑H,- − - − ,- F",- &JF( )
∗
#
Σ- = ∑
∑ H",- − - &"- − - & − HΦ- F( ) +

 + Φ  + d , , + , , for long utterances
 + Φ  + d , , + , , for short utterances

(17
)

Scaling covariance

From previous sections, it can be seen that the uncertainty of
an i-vector is propagated into the covariance of the marginal
distribution in the calculation of posterior probability and final
score. This covariance consists of three terms, which are Σ- ,
Φ- Φ-∗ and uncertainty of corresponding i-vector. As the
uncertainty tends to be larger with decrease in duration, the
covariance of latent variable in total variability model of short
utterances may become overwhelming in hyper-parameters
training phase, leading to poor modeling ability of GPLDA.
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Table 1. Performance (equal error rate (EER)) of TM-GPLDA
with uncertainty propagation on SRE’10 8CONV-10SEC and
additional 5sec and 3sec conditions (female speakers only)
with different values of scaling factors with 500 speakers in
training data.
(d , d )
(1,1)
(j⁄k , j⁄k)
(1⁄3 , 1⁄3)
(1⁄6 , 1⁄6)
(1⁄12 , 1⁄12)

10s
8.04
6.60
6.60
6.36
6.33

Test duration
5s
13.20
11.75
11.48
12.06
12.06

compensation can also be carried out in the speaker factor
space in TM-GPLDA with uncertainty propagation, and will
be pursued in our future work.
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Cue Equivalence in Prosodic Entrainment for Focus Detection
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Subsequent experiments [9] using the same phoneme
detection paradigm revealed that listeners can still forecast an
upcoming focused word even when the F0 information in the
preceding prosody is rendered uninformative (by being
monotonised). Similarly, listeners can still process upcoming
focus when the duration of the closure before the burst of the
target stop phoneme is controlled. Building on these findings,
the present paper seeks to further examine the role of different
prosodic information by using natural speech from sentences
recorded by different speakers who happened to have used
different prosodic cues in producing the same set of stimuli.

Abstract
Using a phoneme detection task, the present series of
experiments examines whether listeners can entrain to
different combinations of prosodic cues to predict where focus
will fall in an utterance. The stimuli were recorded by four
female native speakers of Australian English who happened to
have used different prosodic cues to produce sentences with
prosodic focus: a combination of duration cues, mean and
maximum F0, F0 range, and longer pre-target interval before
the focused word onset, only mean F0 cues, only pre-target
interval, and only duration cues. Results revealed that listeners
can entrain in almost every condition except for where
duration was the only reliable cue. Our findings suggest that
listeners are flexible in the cues they use for focus processing.
Index Terms: prosody, entrainment, focus, speech perception

2. Experiment 1
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants

1. Introduction

The sample consisted of 22 native speakers of Australian
English (Mage = 24.23 years, SD = 8.76 years; 15 females). All
of the participants reported that they were born and raised in
Australia.

Humans use prosody to signal information structure, and
possibly universally [1]. Speech perception involves a number
of mental challenges where listeners not only need to process
the segmental features that make up the words and phrases in
the speech stream, but also the prosodic features that
determine the wider discourse structure and the speaker’s
intended message. On this view, attending to prosody may be
a useful strategy for finding the most important highlighted
part of the utterance, and research has indeed shown that
prosodically focused words are more perceptible [2], are
recognised more rapidly [3], are processed more deeply in
lexical activation [4], and are better retained in memory [5, 6].

2.1.2. Materials
Twenty-four unrelated experimental sentences were recorded
in three versions by a female native speaker (see Figure 1). In
the first version, the target-bearing word received emphatic
stress. In the second version, emphatic stress was instead
placed on a word that occurred later in the sentence than the
target-bearing word, which, as a result, received very reduced
stress. In the third version, the target-bearing word and the
sentence as a whole were produced in a neutral manner. In all
of the experimental sentences, the phoneme target was a
voiceless aspirated bilabial stop [ph] occurring at the start of
the target word’s first syllable (e.g., [phi:nʌts] “peanut”).

However, it remains unclear whether some prosodic
cues (e.g., F0 versus duration) may prove more informative to
listeners’ processing of information structure. In earlier
experiments [7, 8], Cutler and colleagues discovered that
listeners could anticipate an upcoming accented word by
entraining to various features in the utterance prosodic
contour. Using a phoneme detection task, Cutler and
colleagues asked participants to listen to a series of sentences
and respond as fast as they could to words that began with a
specified phoneme stop target (e.g., /d/ in “duck”). Listeners
responded faster to the target in sentences where the preceding
intonation contour predicted high stress on the target-bearing
word, compared to sentences where the intonation predicted
low stress. Importantly, response times were still faster for
sentences with predicted high stress contexts, even when the
original target words in both contexts were replaced by an
acoustically identical neutral version of the same words. Since
the only difference was in the preceding intonation, it was
concluded that listeners can already entrain with the cues in
the preceding prosody to anticipate an upcoming focus before
they receive the acoustic signals of the focused word.

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

Using Praat [10], the target-bearing words were excised
from all three versions of each experimental sentence. The
high- and low-stressed target-bearing words from the first and
second versions were replaced by an acoustically identical
token of the same target word from the neutral version.
Thereby, two experimental conditions were constructed, each
containing one version of each of the 24 spliced experimental
sentences, plus an additional set of 24 filler sentences. The
experimental sentences with predicted high versus predicted
low stress were counterbalanced across the two conditions. To
avoid interference between the sentences, sentence beginnings
were varied and semantic content that could be associated with
another sentence in the set was avoided. In addition, apart
from the target-bearing word, none of the sentences had any
additional occurrence of the target phoneme or any other stop
phonemes similar to the target phoneme (e.g., [b]). All of the
sentences were produced at a natural fast-normal rate.
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2.1.3. Procedures

Target: [ph]

Participants were tested in a sound-attenuated booth at the
MARCS Institute, Western Sydney University. The phonemedetection task was administered using E-Prime software on a
laptop computer, with attached to it a set of headphones and a
Chronos USB-based device for button pressing. Participants
were told that the experiment aimed to examine listeners’
memory and language comprehension. All participants were
told that they would listen to a series of sentences and had two
tasks: first, pay careful attention to the meaning of each
sentence, and second, press the button as soon as they heard a
word that began with the target phoneme. Participants
received two practice trials and feedback before starting the
actual experiment. At the end, all participants completed a
follow-up recognition test in which they were asked to judge
whether or not each of the 20 sentences in the list was from
the experiment. We only included data from participants who
scored 65 percent or above in the test.

(a) The old lady thought she saw three [PIXIES] in her garden.
(b) The old lady thought she saw three pixies in her
[GARDEN].
(c) The old lady thought she saw three pixies in her garden.

(a)

2.2. Results and Discussion
Response times (RT) longer than 2500 milliseconds were
excluded from final analyses, because such a delayed response
may indicate a reprocessing of the sentence [7]. A two-tailed
within-subjects t-test with an alpha threshold of .05 was
conducted to assess the difference in RT between the predicted
high versus low stress sentences. RTs were significantly faster
in predicted high stress sentences (M = 414.92, SD = 71.68)
compared to sentences with predicted low stress (M = 447.09,
SD = 59.81), t(21) = 2.83, p = .010 (see Figure 2).

(b)

With respect to detection accuracy, we performed a twotailed binomial sign test to determine whether participants
were more likely to miss a button press to the phoneme target
in sentences with predicted low stress than in predicted high
stress. In total, there were one miss in predicted high stress
contexts and five misses in low stress contexts, which was not
statistically different from chance, p = .219 (see Table 1).
Consistent with previous studies, the results revealed that
Australian English speakers can entrain with the preceding
contour to forecast an upcoming focused word. However,
because the acoustic analyses of the stimuli revealed
significant differences for all measurements, it remains
unclear as to whether some types of cues are more informative
than others. Therefore, we conducted a second experiment
using the same sentences produced by a different speaker.

Figure 1: Waveforms and pitch contours of an example
experimental sentence in predicted high (a) and low (b)
contexts; text (c) gives the neutral context. The shaded
portion – three syllables preceding the target-bearing
word – was analysed acoustically (section 2.1.2).

3. Experiment 2
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants

We conducted acoustic analyses of the stimuli
experimental sentences based on simultaneous inspection of
the waveform and the spectrogram in Praat. Segments
consisting of around three to four or five syllables before the
onset of the target-bearing word were annotated and duration,
mean F0, maximum F0, and F0 range were measured. We also
measured temporal signals such as the pre-target interval, the
part of the utterance between the onset of the target-bearing
word and the offset of the word before it (usually around 60 to
100 milliseconds). Results show that, for all measurements,
the preceding intonation contours of sentences with predicted
high stress contexts were significantly higher than the
sentences with predicted low stress.

We recruited a new sample of 23 native speakers of Australian
English (Mage = 22.16 years, SD = 5.37 years; 17 females).
3.1.2. Materials and Procedures
The procedures and sentences were identical to those in the
previous experiment, only this time, the sentences were
recorded by another female native speaker. Acoustic analyses
of the experimental sentences only revealed significantly
higher mean F0 in the predicted high stress sentences. It is
important to note that no explicit instructions were given for
the speaker to produce the sentences in any particular way
(e.g., produce the preceding prosody with higher pitch).
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** p = .010

*** p = .001

ns

* p = .019

Figure 2: Response Time (ms) as a function of intonationally predicted high and low stress in Experiment 1
(with significant acoustic differences in mean F0, maximum F0, F0 range, pre-target interval, and overall
duration), Experiment 2 (significant acoustic difference only in mean F 0), Experiment 3 (significant difference
only in the pre-target intervals), and in Experiment 4 (with only significant difference in overall duration). Error
bars indicate standard error of the mean.
3.2. Results and Discussion

4.2. Results and Discussion

Consistent with the results from Experiment 1, participants’
RT in Experiment 2 was faster for predicted high stress
sentences (M = 379.65, SD = 68.12) compared to low stress
sentences (M = 404.52, SD = 80.44), t(22) = 2.54, p = .019. In
terms of accuracy, there was one miss and one false alarm (i.e.
responding before the target phoneme occurred) for the
predicted high stress sentences and only one false alarm for
the low stress contexts.

Consistent with the results from the previous experiments, RT
was faster for predicted high stress sentences (M = 405.19, SD
= 108.50) compared to low stress sentences (M = 445.37, SD =
126.41), t(22) = 3.96, p = .001. In terms of accuracy, there
were only two misses and one false alarm for the predicted
low stress sentences.

5. Experiment 4

The results indicate that listeners are as likely to use the
cues from the preceding intonation regardless of whether there
is a combination of many different cues (as in Experiment 1)
or whether there is only one type of cue (Experiment 2).
However, it is still an open question whether listeners of
Australian English can still entrain if the most informative cue
in the preceding prosody is not F0-based. In the following
experiments, we used the same set of sentences recorded by
speakers who happened to have signalled upcoming focus
using mostly duration-based cues.

5.1. Method
5.1.1. Participants
These were 22 college-aged native speakers of Australian
English (16 females).
5.1.2. Materials and Procedures
We used the same procedures and sentences from the previous
experiments using stimuli produced by a fourth female
speaker. Acoustic analyses of the experimental sentences from
this speaker only revealed significant differences in duration,
such the preceding part of predicted high stress sentences three
to five syllables before the onset of the target-bearing word
were longer (i.e. produced slower) than the preceding parts of
the low stress sentences. There were no significant differences
in the pre-target intervals or in any of the F0 measures.

4. Experiment 3
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants
There were 23 native speakers of Australian English (Mage =
22.04 years, SD = 6.80 years; 19 females).

5.2. Results and Discussion
4.1.2. Materials and Procedures

In striking contrast to the previous experiments, there was no
significant RT difference between the predicted high versus
low stress sentences, t(21) = 0.96, p = .346, although in the
same direction. In terms of accuracy, both the predicted high
and low stress sentences had an equal number of misses and
false alarms (i.e. three misses and one false alarm).

All sentences and procedures were identical to the previous
experiments. Acoustic analyses of the experimental sentences
recorded by the third female native speaker only revealed
significantly longer pre-target intervals before the target words
in the predicted high stress sentences.
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Predicted

Predicted

High Stress

Low Stress

Experiment 1

1

5

Experiment 2

1

0

Experiment 3

0

2

duration but low F0) [13]. The pre-target intervals in
Experiment 3 may be informative temporal cues because they
represent an intake of breath or pausing before the focused
word, which is in line with previous research showing that
speakers tend to pause to single out new information [e.g., 14].
Future research can also assess whether listeners’
flexibility in prosodic entrainment could also partly be based
on a statistical learning mechanism. For example, one way in
which listeners can use the different cues is by extracting the
statistical information about the types of prosodic cues that are
characteristic of a particular speaker.

Experiment 4

3

3

7. Conclusion

Table 1. Number of misses as a function of predicted high
versus low stress contexts in Experiments 1 to 4.

Our findings provide evidence that (1) individual speakers
within a given language (i.e., Australian English) can differ in
the prosodic cues they display, (2) despite these differences,
listeners can entrain with almost any cue or combination of
cues in the speech signal to efficiently anticipate an upcoming
focused word, and (3) it is unlikely that there is a hierarchy of
cues in terms of how well they facilitate prosodic entrainment.

6. General Discussion
The present series of experiments provides a useful insight
into how listeners use different prosodic information to detect
an upcoming focused word. Consistent with previous findings,
we demonstrate that listeners of Australian English can entrain
with a variety of prosodic cues to forecast the location of an
upcoming focused word in the utterance intonation contour.
Results from Experiments 1 and 2 show that sentences that
were recorded by the speaker who only consistently produced
one type of cue (e.g., mean F0) to distinguish predicted low
and high stress contexts were just as likely to facilitate
prosodic entrainment as the sentences produced by the speaker
who produced a variety of cues. Further, in Experiment 3,
having only pre-target interval as a significant temporal cue
further supports the view that F0 is not a necessary component
of the preceding prosody for focus detection. However,
Experiment 4 revealed that preceding prosody with longer
duration (i.e. slower speech) before the predicted focus can be
insufficient to support listeners’ prosodic entrainment.
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frequency (F0), the acoustic reflex of the rate of vibration of
the vocal cords. This is because of promising results in early
speaker recognition research; and also because F0 is
(relatively) easily measurable and there is usually lots of it. It
is relatively immune to channel distortion (for although the
fundamental and H2 might be attenuated by phone
transmission, many harmonics remain in higher frequency
ranges to permit estimation of the so-called missing F0. The
use of intonational F0 in a real case, and equally importantly
the validity of the method, is documented in [5].
As well as the many linguistic uses of F0, which encodes
tone, intonation and stress, many non-linguistic factors, like
state of health, are also known to affect it. This multiplicity of
factors has an adverse effect on its between- to within-speaker
variance ratio by increasing the latter. Since the inherent
strength of forensic speaker recognition features relies
primarily on their ratio of within- to between-speaker
variance, one would not expect particularly good strength of
evidence (SoE) from global F0 properties, and this has been
demonstrated in several studies, e.g. [1,8,9]. These studies
have, however, also used arguably ecologically less than valid
material – or at least material less likely to occur in real cases.
For example, contemporaneous recordings were used in [8],
and monologs of varying, but atypically long, duration in [1,
9]. Such conditions also have the potential to overestimate the
SoE of uncontrolled global F0. Finally, one relationship
between suspect and offender recordings which is commonly
found in real-world case-work, but which does not seem to
have been tested, is mismatch in formality between the
conditions under which the suspect and offender voice
recordings are obtained. Typically, the suspect’s recordings
are taken from a formal police interview, whereas the
offender’s recordings are from informal conversational
exchanges. This paper’s aim is to test, within a likelihood ratio
framework, how well F0 from natural speech performs, in
particular under these mismatched conditions.
The likelihood ratio (LR) framework [10] was recently
endorsed as best practice in forensic automatic and semiautomatic speaker recognition by the Board of the European
Network of Forensic Science Institutes, representing 58
laboratories in 33 countries [11]. As far as this paper’s aim is
concerned, the LR framework has two merits. Demonstrating
that a forensic speaker identification method actually works is
called validation. The LR framework allows a system to be
validated in a forensically realistic manner [12], and the
discriminability of forensic speaker recognition systems has in
fact been tested with it now for nearly two decades. Secondly,
a likelihood ratio also quantifies the SoE of a particular feature
or system, and from this, as will be shown, an estimate of the
weight of evidence, and expected weight of evidence, can also

Abstract
We describe a speaker verification experiment to investigate
the effect of mismatch in conversational style on the strength
of evidence furnished by long-term fundamental frequency in
forensic voice comparison. Non-contemporaneous recordings
of informal conversations, simulated police interrogations, and
information exchanges from 90 male Chinese speakers were
compared within the likelihood ratio framework. Evaluation
with Cllr and error rates shows rather poor strength and weight
of evidence for matched comparisons, which degrades still
further with mismatched comparisons. This suggests that longterm F0 should only be used forensically in conjunction with
other features.
Index Terms: forensic voice comparison, likelihood ratio,
long-term F0, Chinese, validation, weight of evidence

1. Introduction
In forensic speaker identification, the expert typically
compares questioned and known voice samples to help
determine whether the questioned voice has come from the
known speaker. Usually the questioned sample is from an
offender and the known sample from a suspect, and the
beneficiary is a fact-finder (judge or jury), an investigating
authority (police), or legal representative [1]. Although not
included in the most recent general report on the scientific
validity of feature comparison methods in forensic science [2],
technical forensic speaker identification also typically relies
on such feature comparison methods [3], whether the features
be the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients of automatic
approaches [4], or more transparent, but less powerful,
acoustic-phonetic properties like formant frequencies in socalled forensic-semi-automatic speaker recognition [5].
Features used to help identify voices forensically should
ideally be common and easy to extract, and relatively immune
to channel distortion. But most importantly, of course, the
feature must be demonstrably effective in discriminating
same-speaker speech samples from different-speaker speech
samples, and have been shown to do so under the conditions
of the forensic case in which they are being used:
Without actual empirical evidence of the ability of a forensic
feature-comparison method to produce conclusions at a level of
accuracy appropriate to its intended use under circumstances
reasonably related to this use, an examiner’s conclusion that two
samples are likely to have come from the same source is
completely meaningless.” [6, pp. 1-2].

One popular acoustic-phonetic feature in forensic semiautomatic speaker recognition – its mean and standard
deviation values reportedly used by 94% and 72% of forensic
voice comparison experts world-wide [7] – is fundamental
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easily be derived [13].

speech per speaker of ca. 220 seconds. The different tasks also
resulted in different amounts of net voiced speech, with the
interview having the most (mean = ca. 280 sec.) and the fax
the least (mean = ca. 150 sec.). A small difference also
obtained between the two non-contemporaneous recordings,
with the second showing a slightly narrower range.

2. Procedure
2.1.

Database

We used a database of 90 male Chinese speakers recorded in
2011 for the purpose of aiding forensic voice comparison
research and practice. The speakers were recruited from the
Chinese Police College of Criminal Investigation 中国刑事警
察学院 in Shenyang and all spoke varieties of North-Eastern
Mandarin. The database was structured according to the
protocol in [14], which was designed to elicit realistic (i.e.
non-contemporaneous, natural speech) recordings for testing
forensic voice comparison. Speakers were recorded on two
occasions separated by about a month. Three different
conversational tasks were recorded in sound-proofed rooms at
44.1 kHz and 16 bit resolution: a conversation, a simulated
police interview, and a co-operative exercise where both
speakers were given different copies of a badly transmitted fax
and had to work out its contents. For the conversation and the
fax tasks, speakers were paired, and communicated on a
landline phone while being recorded on separate channels
using lapel mikes. For the interview, each speaker was
interviewed separately by a research assistant with internship
experience in interrogating suspects, and was again recorded
on a lapel mike. Thus there were six recordings per speaker,
labeled C1 (for conversation recording 1), I1 (interview
recording 1), F1 (fax recording 1), and C2, I2, F2.
2.2.

Figure 1: Empirical kernel density distribution of long-term
F0 from speaker 35’s C1 recording. Coloured lines = 30 sec.
replicates. X-axis = F0 (Hz), y-axis = probability density.
Vertical line = modal F0.
Each speaker’s F0 data for each recording was then
divided into 30-second chunks to act as replicates from which
within-speaker variance could be estimated – an important
part of the procedure for estimating multivariate likelihood
ratios. Figure 1 shows data thus prepared for a single speaker.
The grey distribution represents a kernel density for the 15000
F0 measurements from his 150 sec. voiced speech. The
coloured lines show the distributions of the five different 30
sec. replicates from this. The majority of the speaker’s F0
values are concentrated in a typically mildly positively skewed
distribution with a modal value of 107 Hz. The speaker also
has quite a lot of much lower F0 values centered at about 50
Hz which come from creaky phonation. Quite a lot of speakers
show this bimodality.

Front-end

For convenience in extracting F0, the quiescent portions of
each speaker’s recordings were removed, and the remaining
non-silent portions saved as separate short .wav files using the
‘sound file cutter-upper’ Matlab code [15]. A Praat script was
written to cycle through and inspect each putative vocalization
and downsample it to 8k (to eliminate fricative and aspiration
noise which can affect automatic F0 extraction). The
inspection was used to estimate appropriate settings for the F0
extraction (which were between 30 Hz and 300 Hz) and a
voicing threshold (0.3). Praat extracted F0 with these settings
every centisecond, using autocorrelation.
Not all non-silent portions of the recordings were
deliberate utterances, of course. Visual inspection also showed
that some of the short .wav files contained extraneous noise
with artefactually extracted F0, or brief hesitation phonation
with badly extracted F0, and these were excluded by rejecting
any short .wav file with a duration less than 35 csec. In
Chinese speech, the shortest utterances (usually a
monosyllabic CV or CVC word) will probably be slightly less
than this; but it is obviously more important to exclude F0
measurements from non-speech than include all speech. It was
also noted that longer stretches of speech sometimes contained
hesitation phenomena a little before or after a longer utterance,
with badly extracted F0 between the utterance and the
hesitations. Such examples were excluded by ensuring that the
extracted F0 consisted of at least 60% of the overall duration
of the portion.
R code was then written to retain only extracted F0 values,
and combine the remaining portions into a single file from
which a density could be estimated. Speakers differed slightly
in the amount they spoke during their tasks. Consequently,
differing amounts of voiced speech were obtained, ranging
from ca. 60 to 630 seconds, with a mean amount of net voiced

2.3.

Parameterisation

Previous LR-based discriminations using LTF0 distributions
[1,9] have used six parameters from the F0 distribution: mean,
mode, standard distribution, skew, kurtosis and maximum
probability density. These were separately estimated from
each speaker’s 30-second replicates. One of the advantages of
the MVLR formula used in this analysis is to be able to take
the inevitable correlations between such parameters into
account, and a principle components decorrelation, which will
result in slightly degraded performance, was considered
otiose.
2.4.

Back-end

The multivariate kernel-density (MVKD) likelihood ratio
formula [16] was used to compare the parameterized acoustics
from each speaker's first recording with their second
recording, and with the parameters of the other speakers' first
recordings to get scores for same-speaker and differentspeaker comparisons. (Only one set of different-speaker
comparisons was used: between a first speaker’s first
recording and a second speaker’s second.) The scores were
then converted to likelihood ratios with logistic regression
calibration using the Focal tool-kit [18]. A leave-one-out
cross-validation was used as a strategy against overfitting,
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whereby the test data were removed from the reference data
for the estimation of the covariance matrices. A leave-one-out
cross-validation was also used in the estimation of the logisticregression coefficients for calibration.
The performance of an LR-based detection system like
this, equivalently its validity, is currently assessed by the
information-theoretic log likelihood ratio cost Cllr [19]. Cllr
relates to the average amount of information the system
provides to its end-user. Positive Cllr values below unity – the
smaller the Cllr the better – indicate that the system has the
capability of reducing the user’s uncertainty in the hypothesis.
Error rates for same- and different-speaker comparisons were
also calculated.
With three different tasks, six different comparisons are
possible: three with matched tasks, where speakers are
compared using data from the same task, e.g. fax - fax; and
three mismatched tasks, with comparisons based on speech
from different tasks, e.g. fax - interview. For each of these
mismatched tasks, two comparisons were possible from
reversing the task (i.e. fax – interview and interview – fax).
Nine comparisons were thus made. We are above all interested
in seeing how well F0 performs with the realistically
constituted data in the mismatched condition when
conversation speech is compared with interview speech, which
is the common type of comparison between offender and
suspect in forensic reality.

the left. The slight rightwards displacement of the equal errorrate point, which of course results in exaggeration of the
different-speaker error-rate and attenuation of same-speaker
error-rate, is typical but mysterious and may be related to the
logistic-regressive nature of the calibration.
It can be appreciated that figure 2 depicts a feature with a
very poor strength of evidence: the maximum log10LR
observed for same-speaker comparisons was 0.46 – a LR of
ca. 3 – and the mean same-speaker LR was 1.7. Even under
the most advantageous conditions for the prosecution, i.e. with
evidence of maximum strength and suspect just one of two
who could have said the incriminating speech, the posterior
probability would be just ca. 75% in favour of the suspect
being the unknown speaker. Given less favourable priors – say
suspect one of five possible perpetrators – and the average LR
for the comparison, the posterior would be [1.7 /(1.7+4) =] ca.
30%, suggesting rational belief in a different-speaker
hypothesis.

3. Results
Table 1 gives the results – Cllrs and error-rates – for the three
matched and three unmatched comparisons. The expected
weights of evidence in the right column are explained in
section 4. It can be seen first of all that, with the exception of
the fax-fax comparison, all Cllr values are high, ranging from
0.75 to 0.87. This indicates that the long-term F0 is on average
providing some information to reduce the user’s uncertainty,
but not much. The better performance of the fax-fax
comparison (Cllr = 0.53) might be due to factors contributing
to smaller within-speaker variation like more constrained
subject matter, or less emotion. Finally, it can be seen that
mismatched conditions do result in less information, with the
forensically most relevant comparison, between conversation
and interview, having one of the two worst performances (Cllr
= 0.87).

Figure 2: Tippett plot for 90 speakers’ conversation-interview
comparison. X-axis = log10LR greater than …, y-axis =
cumulative proportion of different-speaker comparisons ~ 1cum.prop. of same-speaker comparisons.

4. Strength and Weight of Evidence
In English, the two properties commonly metaphorically
predicated of evidence – strength and weight – both highlight
the important fact that evidence can have different,
continuously varying values (another metaphor!). The strength
of evidence E in favour of a proposition H like these two
speech samples have come from the same speaker is properly
measured by the likelihood ratio: the ratio of the probability of
getting E assuming H is true to the probability of getting E
assuming it is not: P(E|H)/P(E|~H) [10, pp.95ff.]. The odds
form of Bayes’ theorem at (1) makes it clear that the strength
of evidence is also the Bayes’ Factor, by which the prior odds
in favour of the hypothesis [O(H)] have to be multiplied to get
the posterior odds in favour of the hypothesis once the
evidence is adduced [O(H|E)] [13, p.88].

Table 1. Results. ER = error rate (%), SS/DS = same/different-speaker comparison, EWoE= expected weight of
evidence (decibans), conv = conversation, int = interview.
comparison
conv-conv
int-int
fax-fax
conv-fax
fax-conv
conv-int
int-conv
int-fax
fax-int

Cllr
ERSS
matched
0.79 16.7
0.75 15.6
0.53 11.1
mismatched
0.87 20
0.80 14.4
0.87 18.9
0.85 20
0.86 21.1
0.85 21.1

ERDS

EWoE

36.5
33.5
23.5

2.0
2.4
4.2

43.5
37.7
42.1
40.5
42.0
41.7

1.2
2.3
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.3

(1)
The additive property of evidence suggested by weight can
be modeled by simply taking the logarithm of the Bayes’
Factor [13, p.89]. Turing suggested a base of 10, calling the
unit a ban, with a deciban being the smallest change in weight
of evidence we can conceptually process [13, p.90; 20, p.92].
For example, the maximum same-speaker Bayes Factor of ca.
3 for the conversation-interview comparison in figure 2 has a
weight of about [10*log103 = ] 4.7 db in favour of it being the

Figure 2 shows the Tippett plot for the forensically
relevant conversation-interview comparison. Same-speaker
LRs increase towards the right; different-speaker LRs towards
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same speaker. Given flat priors (i.e. 0 db), a LR of 3 from a
comparison of LTF0 from suspect’s conversations and
offender’s Police interview should rationally tip the scales a
little in favour of your belief that the same speaker was
involved. But the average LR has a hardly noticeable weight
of only (10*log101.7 = ) 2.3 db: you would hardly notice the
scale moving!
As with Cllr, an overall evaluation of weight is perhaps
more informative than evaluation for individual Bayes’
Factors. This can be captured with an expected weight of
evidence in favour of the same-speaker hypothesis (EWoEss).
This can be conventionally estimated as at (2) from the
product of the probability of the two mutually exclusive
outcomes and their respective weights [13, p.91].
[

]

[

]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

The expected weights of evidence from the various
comparisons were given in table 1. With the exception of the
fax-fax comparison they are decidedly light.

[6]

5. Summary and conclusion

[7]

This paper has shown that strength of forensic speaker
recognition evidence from LTF0, already weak when
conditions are matched, becomes even weaker under
mismatched conditions. The expected weight of evidence of
systems seeking to extract forensically useful information
from comparisons of LTF0 was shown to be very light indeed.
LTF0’s demonstrated weakness as an acoustic phonetic
parameter – at least when quantified as in this paper – does not
appear to warrant its popularity, at least when considered on
its own.
The poor strength of evidence from LTF0 – and it should
be remembered that the parameters were obtained from quite a
lot of speech – indicates that it can at the moment at best only
be used in conjunction with other features. Perhaps its strength
can be improved by better modeling of the LTF0 distributions.
One might for example separate the creaky values from the
modal, and model the latter with an appropriate non-normal
(log-normal? Gamma?) distribution; certainly a means should
at least be found for compensating for the mismatch.

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]
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Abstract

databases are replicates of each other.
Currently, there is neither a principal guide nor set of
recommended test batteries including speech modes that
adequately detail what methods are most effective for reliably
assessing disorders/diseases using automatic speech analysis.
Automatic speech processing researchers have advocated
more transparent collection methods for clinical speech data
[6, 7]. However, they have yet to propose audio collection
standards with clear terminology, specific test criteria, and
elicitation protocol materials based on solid clinically
motivated investigations.
A major difficulty is that similar abnormal speechlanguage symptoms are shared and observed across many
different disorders/diseases. Further, many individuals have
more than one medical condition present. For instance, 25% of
adults have multiple chronic conditions, and this rate rapidly
increases to 75% after the age of 65 years [8]. Therefore,
elicited speech modes for automatic analysis require more
specific disorder/disease-dependent validation. Broader
investigation of speech modes will help to: identify illnessspecific speech characterizations; reduce the diagnostic
number of plausible disorders/diseases; and enable automated
monitoring of an isolated disorder/disease.
This paper presents an insightful review discussing
elicitation speech modes drawn from a range of clinical
speech-language and automatic speech processing studies.
Each speech mode is described along with advantages,
limitations and healthcare-related applications. Although not
entirely exhaustive, this text serves as one of the first
informative frameworks for speech elicitation methods within
the emerging automatic clinical speech-processing domain.

As the use of machine-learning techniques expand throughout
the healthcare industry, the future of automatic speech analysis
holds substantial promise for a non-invasive, investigative
diagnosis or monitoring method for numerous medical
conditions. However, depending on the disease/disorder, there
is still significant uncertainty about which elicitation speech
mode or modes should be adopted as a test battery. For
automatic speech analysis, the clinical test application of
systematic elicited speech modes remains mostly unexplored,
unchallenged, and/or under-researched across many medical
diagnoses. Herein we review prevalent speech modes from the
perspective of controlled speech elicitation within the
imminent automatic processing healthcare domain. We
identify and address the shortage of comparative data in terms
of speech modes for automatic diagnostic analysis.
Index Terms: Corpus specification management; database
techniques; elicitation speech modes; voice language disorders

1. Introduction
Healthcare clinicians perform speech-language evaluations to
assess, diagnose, and monitor many prevalent illnesses [1, 2,
3]. Clinicians pay close attention to any speech production
disruptions in articulation, phonation, voicing, resonance, and
prosody, which may indicate a disorder or disease. They also
have an equal interest in evaluating verbal language abilities
because abnormal cognitive-linguistic behaviors may denote
health concerns. Contrasting between observations of speech
and language ability helps to practically localize and discern
different neurological or disease-related pathologies.
Clinicians rely on a battery of evidence-based tests and
their subjective assessment experience to help diagnose
patients. Depending on the clinician’s expertise and the
patient’s issue, different speech modes may be used to elicit
and test against healthy speaker norms. In [4], it was
suggested that speech mode test material include at least four
criteria: (1) speech sounds representative of those found in
spontaneous conversations; (2) considerations of the economy
of speech production; (3) recording methods similar in quality
across all speakers; and (4) tasks that include meaningless
syllable combinations, meaningful words given out of context,
or meaningful phrases with contextual relations among words.
Despite the groundwork set by [4] and others [1, 5], still
today the majority of clinical speech studies contain dissimilar
data collected differently in terms of number of speakers,
demographics, languages, speech modes, stimuli, cognitive
load, recording methods, and number of sessions or durations.
Further, with so much variation in speech parameters and test
materials, it is hard to establish the optimal speech mode for
analysis because it is exceedingly rare that two clinical speech

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Speech Modes
2.1.

Diadochokinetic

Diadochokinetic (DDK) speech mode is a conventional
component of oral clinical neurology and speech-language
pathology articulatory assessment protocols [9, 10, 11]. DDK
speech consists of syllables with rapid articulatory repetitions.
During this mode of speech, speakers are instructed to produce
a fixed number of repetitive syllable combinations as quickly
as possible without articulatory errors. DDK tasks involve
different combinations of consonant-vowel sounds or viceversa that are constructed of mono-, bi-, or tri-syllabic tokens.
A common DDK speech task is /pa-ta-ka/, which contains
three different stop consonant positions.
A speaker’s articulatory ability during DDK speech is a
measure of his/her fine-motor control and muscular dexterity.
Thus, ideally the belief is that healthy speakers are able to
rapidly execute this task without error, whereas speakers with
illness perform poorly in terms of speed and/or articulation
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accuracy. DDK speech does not encompass speakers’
maximum articulatory velocity, but rather is a contrived
articulatory measure of maximally rapid modulation of
antagonistic muscle groups to produce alternating motion [10].
DDK speech production is tested across a wide range of
medical conditions (e.g. aphasia, dementia, depression,
Parkinson’s disease) [7, 11, 12, 13]. While many different
types of clinicians utilize DDK, unless previously diagnosed,
this speech mode is a very generalized indicator for health
concerns. For example, DDK speech alone cannot provide
information about a speaker’s cognitive-language abilities or
exact a precise clinical condition.
In [14, 15, 16] it was noted that the DDK speech mode is
different from what occurs during normal speech; for example,
DDK task speeds are relatively low relative to speeds
observed in spontaneous speech. Further, due to the limited
successional-temporal demand, DDK tasks induce articulatory
fatigue, which is scarcely observed in natural speech [14].
Despite minimal gender-effect differences in DDK
performance [17], within a healthy speaker population, DDK
performance had variability among speakers in syllable rate
and regularity [14, 15]. Essentially, the DDK speech mode is
an indicator of which articulatory strategy is employed to
maximize speech and approximate-target phonemes
successfully [14]. Speakers use articulatory strategies to
maximize their speech production and transition per syllable.
This includes generalizing the articulatory location of the
consonant-vowel targets and tongue, as well as lip closure.
Noticeable differences in speaker strategies and DDK
performance exist depending on the speaker-task combination.
In [12], DDK compensatory strategies limited identification of
individuals with early onset Parkinson’s disease.
Although very constrained, DDK has remained a popular
speech mode for clinical speech assessment analysis because it
has a clinical origin, instructive simplicity, and requires a
minimal amount of data for assessment. However, [18] has
suggested that DDK has shortfalls in terms of specificity to
disorders, repeatability, languages, and demographics. The
inter- and intra- rater reliability was also found to be lower
than should be accepted for clinical diagnostic assessment
[18]. Other work has revealed that speakers exhibited a greater
number of speech errors for the DDK mode than is normally
expected in conversational speech, advising that the DDK task
is more unnaturally difficult than natural speech tasks [19, 20].
Alternatively, DDK speech can be obtained via automatic,
read, and spontaneous speech modes. For instance, the word
‘buttercup’ is similar in articulatory respects to non-word
DDK tasks. Assessing DDK production by natural real-word
tokens was found as a more useful diagnostic gauge than
standard non-word DDK stimuli with children [15, 16].
Research [13] has asserted that DDK speech tasks are
immune to language-dependent properties, and may be
universal in characterizing speech motor disorders. But, this
universal language DDK concept has since been disputed. In
[17], it was discovered that significant between-language
DDK variation norms exist. Thus, there is a need to clinically
validate language sensitive norms for DDK speech tasks [14,
16]. Large-scale DDK language-dependent studies will help to
determine trends and its effectiveness as a speech mode for
wider scope clinical assessments.
2.2.

(e.g. voicing, hoarseness, timbre) and respiratory control. In
clinical audio analyses, held-vowel tasks often simply
comprise the /a, i, u/ corner vowels. Surprisingly, despite only
consisting of a single phoneme, the held-vowel mode has
demonstrated usefulness in identifying and monitoring
depression [7], dysphonia [21], oral cancer [22], Parkinson’s
disease [23], and respiratory disorders [24].
Since the held-vowel speech mode provides trivial
linguistic content, it is not very useful for assessing cognitivelanguage disorders. For held-vowel analysis it is important
that speaker instructions include duration and quality criteria
per vowel example. To our knowledge, there is no study
across any medical condition that examines differences in
automatic assessment performance based on different speech
held-vowel durations. However, it is known that betweensession performance may vary even with the same speaker due
to everyday circumstances (e.g. cold, tiredness, stress) [7].
2.3.

Automatic

Automatic speech mode is both articulatory and language
driven. Additionally, it deals to a great extent with explicit
knowledge and relies on information retrieval. When
observing automatic speech, clinicians are primarily
concerned with the articulatory accuracy, speed and
appropriateness of a patient’s verbal response. Examples of
automatic speech include counting, birthdate, alphabet,
months, repeating audible sentences, yes/no responses, image
identification, word opposite, and categorization tasks [25].
Automatic speech also includes sentence-level tasks, such
as rule-based unprompted dialog, prompted-question
answering, device command-control, and spelling diction.
Automatic tasks can combine aspects of semi-read and semispontaneous speech. For example, such a task may include
reading aloud part of a common idiom and verbalizing its
completion (e.g. “It is raining cats {and dogs}”). Automatic
speech tasks have been used to help identify and monitor
patients with aphasia [11], dementia [26], depression [7],
dysphonia [21], learning disabilities [27], respiratory disorders
[24], and traumatic brain injuries [28].
In [25], it was shown that automatic speech typically does
not engage the language cortex; however, reiterating prose
passages produces activation in both Broca’s and Wernicke’s
language areas. Thus, if analysis of an isolated cognitivelanguage area or language skill is of particular interest,
automatic speech task materials require thoughtful planning.
Automatic speech tasks require careful consideration in regard
to a speaker’s age, native language, and cultural background.
2.4.

Read

The read speech mode consists of pre-selected words,
sentences, or paragraph excerpts that are read aloud by a
patient. Similar to automatic speech elicitation, clinicians
select certain read tasks depending on the patient’s articulatory
or language concern. Clinicians can easily manipulate the
degree of articulatory-linguistic difficulty via the text stimuli,
and consequently elicit larger amounts of the target behavior
of interest [29]. Other advantages to read speech tasks include
simple instruction, repeatability, isolated cognitive demand,
and phonetic variability control.
Read speech tasks have been used to clinically assess
patients with aphasia [11], apraxia [11], depression [7],
learning disabilities [28], and Parkinson’s disease [12].
Among the most popular read speech excerpts for clinical
speech analysis are [30-35]. However, many of these texts are

Held-Vowel

The held-vowel speech mode is effective for providing
fundamental information about an individual’s voice quality
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antiquated and are unnatural in terms of modern-day speech
[36]. Further, [37] found that some of these texts comprise
unusual English syntax, which impact speakers’ testing
performance.
Perhaps the strongest argument against using many of the
aforementioned texts is they were not all designed or
originally intended for diagnoses of multiple types of
disorders – in fact, many of these texts were only intended as
subjective tests for speech intelligibility [30-33, 36]. For read
speech tasks there is a need to address age, cultural and
diagnostic appropriateness. Additionally, pre-screening
evaluations for reading ability and eyesight should be
completed to further substantiate read speech task results.
2.5.

mock context-specific scenarios. Inappropriate speech types or
affect can reflect psychogenic disorders (e.g. depression,
stress), neurological illnesses (e.g. schizophrenia, dementia),
or congenital genetic disorders (e.g. autism, hearing loss) [11].
All speech modes can be produced using a distinctive and
controlled vocal technique. Besides ordinary speech, vocal
techniques include: singing, whispered, motherese, elderspeak,
impersonation, and speech under mental/physical stress.
Although there is little known regarding the usefulness of
speech various vocal techniques for clinical assessment, it has
been shown that different types can impact clinical assessment
results. For example, [38] found that stuttering was reduced
considerably when whispering versus normal speech. Also,
during whispered speech, increased airflow expenditure was
helpful in isolating respiratory issues and speech articulators
[39]. Studies [40, 41] suggested that singing in neurologically
impaired patients provides another means for monitoring
progress in patients’ speech abilities.
Paralinguistics is also an additional speech parameter [4].
Emotional analysis of speech has often included opposite
situations, affective versus non-affective pictures, and stressed
versus non-stressed stimuli [1]. More recently, text-based
speech analysis measures related to linguistic structure and
word affect have been used to automatically evaluate
individuals’ responses. Text analytics on session transcripts
have been used to monitor depression, dementia, and stress
[3]. In a clinical setting, linguistic and affect measures have
been used in the design of speech task materials, allowing
more control over linguistic complexity and sentiment. It was
demonstrated that the degree of spoken articulation effort,
linguistic complexity, and word affect impacts automatic
speech-based depression classification performance [42].
Another important measure often overlooked in clinical
speech databases pertains to speaker description metadata.
Metadata is essential to de-generalize big populations,
allowing the creation of more specific speech-language
speaker models. Metadata speaker trait examples that can
influence clinical speech-language analysis include a
speaker’s personality; parent’s language; accent/dialect; prior
pathologies; age; height; weight; drug use (e.g. drinking,
smoking); hearing; education; and profession. In addition,
metadata information regarding the interviewer can also be of
interest, as it has been shown in studies this influences a
speaker’s social behaviors [1, 4]. Metadata adds considerable
value to a speech data collection because it allows for stronger
result validation of specific, isolated speaker criteria.
Additionally, metadata also increases the opportunity for new
discrete speech-illness correlations to be discovered.

Spontaneous

The spontaneous speech mode is synonymous with spoken
open-thought or conversational speech. This mode is often
called ‘free’; however, in a clinical assessment setting
restrictions (i.e. familiarity, structure, topic) usually still apply.
Spontaneous speech allows the examination of an individual’s
explicit and tacit knowledge in parallel with a high level of
organization when compared to other speech modes. The most
compelling argument for analysis of spontaneous speech is its
ecological validity, which represents a person’s cognitivelanguage ability and unrestricted natural social behaviors [3].
Spontaneous speech is usually collected using the
following tasks: interview-type questions, telling personal
stories, conversing on a particular topic, summarizing a short
video, opinion/review, or the Rorschach test. For spontaneous
speech interviewing, even though the same questions are
repeatable across different speakers, there is no guarantee that
all speakers will interact using a suitable useful response for
analysis. It has been shown that interviewers’ demeanor,
personal bias, interviewing skill, and cultural sensitivity
influence how patients verbally socialize [1, 4].
Even within the spontaneous speech mode, there exists a
wide range of spoken content. It is relatively unknown how
this varied content impacts behavior and automatic speech
processing performance. For example, spontaneous speech
constitutes numerous variables related to socialization, such
as: point-of-view accounts; impersonal to personal;
multidisciplinary to highly specialized focused subject matter;
monologue to competitive discussion; unilateral to multilateral
discourse; and question-answer to unconstrained formats.
Spontaneous speech also contains a high number of natural
disfluencies and auxiliary speech behaviors (e.g. sighs, laughs,
pauses). During spontaneous speech, speakers often openly
discuss their life, family, workplace, and medical history.
Therefore, a pervasive complication in using recorded
spontaneous speech is maintaining patient confidentiality.

4. Conclusion
With new advances in machine learning, a major shift towards
digitally automated analysis in every area of clinical
healthcare is inevitable. It is crucial that metadata
considerations are taken into account when designing,
choosing, and executing clinical speech elicitation materials
for automatic analysis. Also, rather than reinventing the wheel,
future elicitation collection methods should be more targeted
to help investigate the overall effectiveness of different speech
modes for specific clinical analysis. When collecting and
automatically analyzing healthcare speech data, it is
imperative that researchers ask, “What are we trying to
capture? Is this speech mode clinically validated for this
particular disorder/illness and are its tasks suitable?”

3. Additional Considerations
During interviews, clinicians explicitly or implicitly evaluate a
speaker’s voice quality, which can vary remarkably from
person to person. These differences in the voice can be
genetic, acquired, or a temporary speech attribute (e.g. age,
cold, strain). Examples of voice quality include: rate-ofspeech, loudness, pitch, and timbre (e.g. breathy, creaky,
hoarse, tremulous). Although voice quality has many
perceptual terms, it is usually measured via a continuous
human-perceptual scale based on a clinician’s experience.
During interviews/tests, clinicians also often evaluate the
appropriateness of a particular speech type or affect using
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In this study, each recording is modelled using the
statistical features (mean, sd, skew, kurtosis, modal F0 and
modal density) based on the distribution of the sampled F0
values. In this study, it is called the “six parameter method”
[1].

Abstract
This paper investigates the efficacy of fundamental frequency
(F0) to discriminate between speakers for the purposes of
likelihood ratio-based forensic voice comparison (FVC) in
Australian English. The experimental results indicate that the
usefulness of F0 as an FVC feature in English is comparable
with that of other languages. The results also indicate that
registers (e.g. formal and casual) may differently contribute to
the performance of the FVC system.
Index Terms: forensic voice comparison, F0, Australian
English, likelihood ratio, different registers

1.

2.

This study is an LR-based FVC study. In the context of
forensic science, as given in (1), an LR is the probability (P)
of the evidence (E) occurring if an assertion is true (e.g. the
prosecution hypothesis (Hp) is true), divided by the probability
that the same evidence would occur if the assertion is not true
(e.g. the defence hypothesis (Hd) is true) [8].
(| )
(1)
 =
(| )
In FVC, the LR value would indicate the probability of
viewing the difference between two speech samples (e.g. the
offender and suspect speech samples) if they had come from
the same speaker, relative to the probability of viewing the
same evidence if the two speech samples had come from
different speakers. The LRs that are higher than one (LR > 1)
support the Hp, and those that are lower than one (LR < 1)
support the Hd. The further away the LR is from unity (LR =
1), the stronger it supports either hypothesis.

Introduction

This paper investigates to what extent long term fundamental
frequency is useful to estimate likelihood ratios in male
Australian English speakers. Previous studies have reported
the usefulness of fundamental frequency (F0) for forensic
voice comparison (FVC) in pitch-accent languages (e.g.
Japanese [1]) and tonal languages (e.g. Cantonese [2]).
However, the linguistic function of pitch in these previouslystudied languages is quite different from English, which is a
stress-accent language. As English is the national language of
Australia and many other countries, it is important to test the
usefulness of F0 for the purposes of FVC.
The database used in this paper is populated by more than
500 Australian English speakers, providing three different
elicitation tasks [3]. Only two elicitation task samples were
used to see whether there was any difference in the
performance of the FVC system according to register
differences. The database uses only male speakers as there has
been a consistent trend of males offending at approximately
three times as much as females [4].
There are pros and cons for F0 being used as an FVC
feature. F0 meets three of the integral criteria advanced by
Nolan [5] which are that the data is easily available,
measurable and robust in terms of being unaffected by
environmental effects. F0 correlates to pitch and the issue with
pitch is that it can be consciously and unconsciously changed.
Despite this, although F0 is not necessarily a strong feature in
terms of the magnitude of the LR that can be obtained [cf. 6],
F0 is still a valuable resource as FVC is not conducted with
only one feature of voice in mind; the LR based on F0 can be
combined with the LRs based on other acoustic features.
Variation within speakers must also be taken into
consideration when designing any FVC experiment. F0
variations within speakers can be affected by emotion, such as
panic or grief [7], as well as physical conditions such as
inebriation.

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

Likelihood ratio

3.
3.1.

Methodology

Database

The database used to conduct the experiment was compiled by
Morrison [3] specifically to enable researchers/forensic
scientists to perform FVC research and casework. As
mentioned previously, the database consists of more than 500
Australian English speakers from the ages of 18 to 65 both
male and female. They all participated in three elicitation tasks
which were recorded in two or more non-contemporaneous
sessions for the majority of participants.
The elicitation tasks were designed to obtain different
types of speech registers, and simulate common scenarios
which would likely occur in real life forensic work.
The first task, coded as CNV, was a conversational task
with two participants who were known to each other were
separated in different booths and used a two way intercom
with a telephone style handset. They were then instructed to
have a conversation about any topic they wished to. This was
in an effort to obtain a conversation style as natural as possible
for each participant.
The second task was an information exchange task where
each participant had the corresponding missing information
their interlocutor had.
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Speaker 514

mean

sd

skew

kurtosis

modal f0

modal density

S1
S2

132.41
137.27

47.24
45.65

0.96
0.87

5.01
5.21

124.25
124.23

0.02
0.01

Table 1: Six parameter values of Speaker 514 for the two sessions (S1 and S2).
Lastly the third task, coded as INT, was a mock police
interview where the researcher conducted the interview, and
audio was recorded on lapel microphones. The researcher
conducting the interview was under strict instructions to stop
speaking as soon as the participant started, and the use of lapel
microphones instead of a table microphone helped to reduce
the amount of audio being affected by the researcher’s voice.
Samples from the CNV and INT tasks were chosen in this
study due to the nature of the tasks being close to what a
forensic linguist may actually deal with for a case and being
different in their registers.
In order to see how the amount of samples influences the
performance of the FVC system, only the speakers whose
recordings were longer than 120 sec voiced segments in two
contemporaneous sessions have been selected, resulting in 100
speakers. The average duration of speech for obtaining 120
sec voiced segments is 3.38 minutes.
The 100 speakers were separated into three mutuallyexclusive databases of test (34 speakers), background (33) and
development (33) databases. The test database is used to
simulate the comparison of offender and suspect samples. Out
of the 34 speakers of the test database, 34 same-speaker (SS)
and 1122 different-speaker (DS) comparisons are possible.
The background database is used to generate statistical
information for typicality whilst the development database is
used for estimating the calibration weights.
3.2.

accounting for correlation. Morrison [10] supports the usage
of MVKD in FVC stating that it should be considered standard
procedure in the calculation of LRs. In this study, the MVKD
formula is used to estimate LRs.

Figure 1: Example long term F0 distributions of two noncontemporaneous sessions from Speaker 514

Fundamental Frequency Extraction

Using the ESPS tool of the Snack Sound Toolkit, F0 was
extracted from each recording, which was sampled and
downloaded at 16kHz, at every 0.02 sec with a hamming
window, shifting every 0.01 sec.
3.3.

3.5.

To assess the outcomes of the experiment, we have used three
measures. First is the Equal Error Rate (EER) which is a
measure of discriminability in an LR system, it is the point
where the SS comparison and DS comparison error rate is the
same. The second assessment is the log likelihood ratio cost
(Cllr), which is a cost-based function in which the contrary-tofact LRs are penalised heavily; the closer the C llr is to zero the
better the system is performing in terms of validity. The final
metric is the 95% Confidence Interval (95%CI) which is a
measure of reliability of a system and also provides a metric
for how precise a system is. The lower the 95%CI value, the
less distributed the performance.

Six Parameter Method

All sampled F0 values are pooled together for each recording
to obtain the six parameters of mean, sd, skew, kurtosis, modal
F0 and modal density for modelling the recording [1]. Figure
1, which includes the long term F0 distributions of the two
non-contemporaneous sessions of Speaker 514, shows a high
degree of similarity in the distributional shapes between the
two sessions.
Table 1 contains the calculated six parameter values of the
long term F0 distributions given in Figure 1. Reflecting the
similarity between the two distributions, the six parameter
values of Table 1 are also similar between the two sessions.
The six parameters were calculated using a different
amount of F0 samples: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 110 and 120 sec of voiced segmental duration. In the
current studies, linear and log10 F0 are used.
3.4.

Metrics of Assessment

4.

Results

The Cllr values of the CNV and INT are plotted in Figure 2 as
a function of the voiced duration of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 80, 90, 100, 110 and 120 sec. The results based on the
log10 F0 are given in this section as the results based on the
linear F0 showed an essentially identical trend.
Except the Cllr values of the INT with 40 and 120 sec of
voiced duration, although there are some minor ups and downs
in the Cllr values, the validity of the system shows an
improving trend as a function of voiced duration, with a large
improvement until 40-50 sec of voiced duration, after which
the improvement is minimal. We double-checked the samples
of 40 and 120 sec for the INT, but could not find any

Likelihood Ratio Calculation

It is common knowledge that F0 is not normally distributed. In
addition, some of the variables, or parameters, we are using in
this study are correlated, which makes estimating an LR value
quite complex. The Multivariate Kernel Density (MVKD)
formula posited by Lucy and Aitken [9] allows the researcher
to compute a single LR value from multiple variables, whilst
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irregularities. This may be due to the instability of the MVKD
formula [11] and not having enough erroneous classifications
for the SS and DS comparisons for Cllr, but it requires further
investigation.
There seems to be a difference in performance between the
two elicitation tasks: CNV and INT. It is evident from Figure
2 that the CNV performs better than the INT in most cases.

Another helpful way to visualize the results is by using a
tippet plot to see the magnitude of the derived LRs. Figure 4
contains Tippett plots of the CNV with 5 and 120 sec.

a
Figure 2: Cllr values are plotted as a function of voiced
duration, separately for CNV and INT.
The 95%CI values of the CNV and INT are plotted as a
function of the different voiced durations in Figure 3. Again
the 95%CI values of the INT with 40 and 120 sec of voiced
duration show non-conforming behaviours. However, it can be
generally observed from Figure 3 that 1) the reliability tends
to deteriorate as a function of the voiced duration up to ca. 50
sec, and 2) after ca. 50 sec, they are relatively stable or show a
downward trend, in particular for the CNV. In terms of 95%CI
too, the CNV performs overall better than the INT.
Some studies [12] reported that 95%CI is negatively
correlated to Cllr. However, the results of the current study are
intriguing in that 1) the CNV performs overall better than the
INT for both the validity (Cllr) and precision (95%CI), and 2)
the Cllr continues to improve as a function of voiced duration
(with lesser degree after 40-50 sec), while there seems to be a
ceiling around 50 sec in terms of 95%CI, after which even a
moderate downward trend can be observed for the CNV.

b

Figure 4: Tippet plots showing the magnitude of LRs for
CNV with 5 (panel a) and 120 (panel b) sec of voiced
duration. Solid curves = calibrated LRs; Broken
curves = uncalibrated LRs; Red = SSLRs; Blue =
DSLRs.
In Figure 4, the broken curves represent the uncalibrated
LRs and the solid curves represent calibrated LRs. The red
curves represent SSLRs and the blue curves DSLRs.
It can be observed from Figure 4 that the LRs are very
well calibrated even before any calibration is applied. The
impact of calibration is mainly for scaling in that the
magnitude of the calibrated LRs (solid curves) is more
conservative than that of the uncalibrated LRs (broken
curves). The impact of the increase in the amount of data (i.e.
voiced duration) is clear from Figure 4 in that 1) the system
discriminability is substantially better with 120 sec of voiced
duration (EER = 0.14) than with 5 sec of voiced duration

Figure 3: 95% CI values are plotted as a function of
voiced duration, separately for CNV and INT.
The above observations about the 95%CI values indicate
that the validity and precision of an FVC system may tend to
be negatively correlated up to a certain amount of data, but
after that, both of them can improve as a function of the
amount of data. Needless to say, this point warrants further
investigation with more experiments with other datasets.
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(EER = 0.36). Moreover, the magnitude of the consistentwith-fact LRs is (far) greater with 120 sec of voiced duration
than with 5 sec of voiced duration, in particular for the
DSLRs.

5.

It has been shown that different register types affect the
performance of the FVC system in that the FVC system
performs better with data elicited in a casual setting (e.g.
CNV) than a formal setting (INT). The degree of
expressiveness associated with different registers has been
discussed as a possible reason for this, but a further study is
required for confirmation.
Although a trade-off between the system validity and
reliability has been reported in some previous studies, the
results of the current study indicate that an FVC system can be
improved both in its validity and reliability with an
appropriate amount of data. Yet, again this also warrants
further studies.

Discussions and Future Studies

One of the most interesting results that was revealed through
the experiments is how the speech register affected the
performance of the system; the CNV performed better in both
validity and reliability than the INT.
One potential factor could be that relaxed conversation
between two speakers known to each other may allow for
more expressive communication, providing a more
individuating F0 distribution. Gibbon [13] supports this theory
and posited that intonation in language is linked to semantic
structures, and that the notion of emphasis and contrast in
‘tone’ is a result of accentuated elements that are specific to
semantic relations in the discourse. This infers that the topic of
conversation greatly influences the intonation/F0 contours in
the speech sample. This result may seem counterintuitive as
there is more opportunity for a wider range in pitch for the
CNV would lead to more within speaker variation and thus
more erroneous SS comparisons but this hasn’t occurred in
this study. This avenue of investigation certainly warrants
further research.
It is useful to compare the results of the current study to
those of other similar studies. Table 2 is a concise summary of
the results of the current and previous studies.
Papers
Li & Rose 2012 [2]
Zheng & Rose 2012 [14]
Kinoshita et. al 2009 [1]
CNV with 40 sec duration

Cllr
0.86
0.52
N/A
0.65

7.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

EER
40%
ca. 22%*
ca. 17.5%*
24.3%

[5]
[6]

Table 2: A summary of the current and previous studies
for comparison. *[1, 14] did not provide an actual
value for EER at 40sec. These values were
interpreted from the Tippett plots and tables
provided in the papers.

[7]

[8]

[9]

The voiced duration of the current study was altered to 40
sec to match the study [14] which found the mean available
voiced duration of 41 secs. As demonstrated by Table 2, the
male Australian speakers’ long term F0 are not significantly
superior or inferior to other languages as an individuating
FVC feature. However, it needs to be emphasised that we
cannot directly compare these experiments as they were not
carried out in an identical way.

6.

[10]

[11]

Conclusion and Future Studies

[12]

This research has dealt with the discriminating potential of
long term F0 in male Australian English speakers in the
context of the LR-based FVC. The strength of evidence (LRs)
was estimated using the multivariate kernel density (MVDK)
formula together with the F0 based features extracted by the
six parameter method.
It has been demonstrated that long term F0 is useful for
FVC cases in (Australian) English, in particular when the
sample size is relatively large. However, the samples were
collected under laboratory conditions, and it would be useful
to be able to test the efficacy of long term F0 under more
realistic conditions.

[13]

[14]
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perceived it as similar to the Cantonese high-falling C53
allotone of C55. In other words, in this case they relied on
their native tone phonology. Thus, as PAM predicts, for nonnative tone assimilation listeners tap into both L1 phonetic
details and L1 phonological tone space with respect to
accessing information about allophonic variation of tones.
Similarly, Mandarin listeners categorised the Thai (T)
high-level tone T45 to the phonetically similar Mandarin midrising tone M35 [2], [11]. However, they assimilated the Thai
mid-level tone T33 to the phonologically similar Mandarin
high-level tone M55 and the Thai low-level tone T21 was
categorised by participants in [2] as the Mandarin high-level
tone M55, which is the only level tone in Mandarin but has a
different pitch height. In these cases, they used the same
abstract phonological type across the non-native language
target tone and their L1 tone (both phonologically ‘level’
tones) even though the phonetic pitch height was dramatically
different. Mandarin listeners in [11], however, categorised
T21 as the Mandarin high-falling tone (51). They chose the
same phonetic contour (falling pitch) even though the abstract
phonological type and the starting pitch height differed. Thus
participants in the two studies seem to have based some
choices on the phonetic level but other choices on the
phonological level of their L1 tone systems. This necessitates
further investigation of the phonetic versus phonological basis
of non-native tone assimilation.
The present study tested how Mandarin (4 tones),
Northern Vietnamese (NV, 6 tones) and Southern Vietnamese
(SV, 5 tones, with a tone merger) listeners categorised the
tones of the unfamiliar target language, Thai (5 tones), into
their native tone inventories. One motivation to use Mandarin,
NV, and SV listener groups is that the differences in the
number of tones in the listeners’ native language phonological
tone inventories could affect non-native tone assimilation.
This is important to address given that prior findings on
whether tone inventory size benefits non-native tone
perception [12] or not [13] are inconsistent.

Abstract
This study explores the influences of listeners’ native tone
inventory on cross-language tone perception. Mandarin,
Northern Vietnamese and Southern Vietnamese listeners (n =
13 per group; naive to Thai) categorised Thai tones into their
native tone categories. Results show that all three groups
categorised most Thai tones into their native tone categories.
Their performance suggests that they attended to the phonetic
details of the non-native tones, and that their assimilation
patterns were influenced by the organisation of their native
tone phonological systems as well as by the phonetic distances
between native and non-native tones.
Index Terms: cross-language perceptual assimilation,
non-native lexical tones

1. Introduction
Lexical tones are pitch variations that change the meanings of
words. Although more than 60% of the languages in the world
are tonal [1], non-native tone perception [2]–[5] is
understudied relative to perceptual studies on non-native
consonants [6] and vowels [7]. Moreover, most studies have
used Mandarin or Cantonese as target languages and tested
listeners of non-tone languages, such as English or French [5].
Southeast Asian tone languages (e.g., Thai, Vietnamese) are
seldom investigated. How native speakers of these languages
perceive each other’s tones is largely unknown.
To examine this, we drew upon the Perceptual
Assimilation Model (PAM), which assumes that perception of
non-native phonemes depends on their similarities to the
native phonemes that are in closest proximity to them in native
phonological space [8]. We used cross-language tone
categorisation tests to determine how the listener’s native tone
language affects assimilation of non-native tones to the native
system.
1.1 Non-native tone assimilation

1.2 Characteristics of Mandarin, Thai, and Vietnamese
tones

According to PAM [8], both phonetic similarities and L1
phonology affect how non-native tones are perceived. To
predict likely phonetic effects for cross-language tone
assimilations, we used Chao’s notation, in which F0 height at
tone onset and offset is referenced by numbers 1-5 ranging
from low to high [9]. For example, in [10] Cantonese speakers
categorised the Mandarin (M) high-level tone M55 into the
phonetically similar Cantonese (C) category high-level C55.
However, the Mandarin high-falling tone M51 was also
categorised into Cantonese C55, i.e., not a falling tone as
would be predicted simply from its pitch contour. The authors’
interpretation was that the Cantonese listeners perceived the
Mandarin high-falling tone as Cantonese C55 because they
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In the present study, in order to develop PAM-motivated
phonetic and phonological predictions for language-specific
tone assimilations, we will indicate the phonological features
of tone types in terms of height (high, mid, low) and pattern
(level or rising, falling, falling-rising or rising-falling contour),
while using Chao values [9] to give a priori phonetic
descriptions of the tones in each language. Thai, the target
language, has three level tones (high-level T45, mid-level T33,
low-level T21) and two contour tones (characterised as midfalling-rising T315 and low-rising-falling T241 in [2] but
respectively as low-falling-rising 214 and high-falling 41 in
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[11]). In the present study, isolated citation form syllables
were used; thus our hypotheses were based on [2].
It is generally agreed that Mandarin has four tones in
citation form: a high-level tone M55; a mid-rising tone M35; a
low-falling-rising tone M214; and a high-falling tone M51.
NV has six tones. Nguyen and Edmondson [14] measured
them on the syllable /ta/ produced by six informants and
assigned Chao numbers to each. NV has one mid-level tone
NV33 called ngang. Sắc is mid-rising NV35, while ngã is
mid-falling-rising NV315. Low-falling NV21,called huyền,
starts low and moves slowly downward, while mid-falling
NV32 nặng is shorter in duration. Mid-falling-rising NV313
hỏi starts somewhat higher than huyền and drops rather
abruptly, followed by a moderate rise at the end in citation
form.
SV has five tones. SV ngang, sắc and huyền (referred to as
SV33, SV35 and SV21, respectively) are phonetically very
similar to their NV counterparts. SV nặng is low falling-rising
SV212, while SV merges hỏi and ngã tones into a single
low-falling-rising tone SV214 [14, 15].

2. Method
2.1 Participants
Participants were 13 native speakers each, of Mandarin
(Mage = 30.5 years), Northern Vietnamese (Mage = 20.3 years),
and Southern Vietnamese (Mage = 23.2 years). According to a
background questionnaire given before the test, none had more
than two years of formal musical training, which is important
because musical experience could influence tone perception.
All had normal hearing and none had experience with Thai.
2.2 Stimulus materials
Two syllables (/ma/, /mi/) were chosen because they are
real words for each native tone in Thai, Mandarin and
Vietnamese. Thus naïve listeners were able to categorise the
Thai tone stimuli into their native phonological systems, as
lexical items. The target Thai syllables were each read several
times by two female native Thai speakers. These informants
had no experience with other tone languages. Two tokens of
each target item that were judged to be correct and most
natural-sounding to a third native Thai speaker were selected
for use as perceptual stimuli.

1.3 Predictions
Extending PAM [8] principles to non-native tone assimilation
by listeners of other tone languages, we posit that a non-native
tone can be assimilated to a native tone category as an ideal or
acceptable or deviant exemplar, i.e., Categorised. Otherwise, a
non-native tone can be assimilated within native phonological
space but not as a clear example of any particular native
category, thus Uncategorised. Our predictions concerning how
tone language experience affects perceptual assimilation are
based on phonetic similarities (i.e., Chao notations) and/or
phonological similarities (e.g., tone types: height and pattern)
between the target and the native phonemes that are in closest
proximity to them in native phonological space.
Thai has three level tones whereas Mandarin has only one.
Thus, Mandarin listeners may categorise the three Thai level
tones into the single native Mandarin level tone M55 because
they share the phonological type “level tone.” However, as
none of the Thai level tones matches M55 phonetically, this
could lower the percent categorisation of T33 to M55, and
shift categorisation of T45 and T21 to the “rising contour”
type of M35, but also lower the percentages of those
categorisations. Thai mid-falling-rising T315 should be
categorised phonologically as the “falling-rising” M214.
However, because M214 is realized as 21 when followed by
another tone in a two-syllable word, i.e., it is an allotone of
M214, this may lead to phonological categorisation of T21 as
M214. Low-rising-falling T241 should be Uncategorised,
though, as Mandarin lacks the rising-falling phonological type.
As NV and SV each have only one mid-level tone (NV33,
SV33), it is likely that T33 will be strongly categorised to their
native level tone both phonologically and phonetically. The
phonetic mismatch of the other Thai level tones, T45 and T21,
from NV/SV33 may either result in weaker categorisation to
NV/SV33 level tone, or to lower categorisation of T45 to
native mid-rising tones NV35/SV35 and strong categorisation
of T21 to native low-falling tones NV21/SV21. Similarly,
T315 should be strongly categorised to NV315 and less
strongly categorised to SV214. However, T241 should be
Uncategorised because NV and SV, like Mandarin, both lack
any phonologically rising-falling tones.

2.3 Procedures
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room (e.g.,
testing booth at Western Sydney University, library study
booths at Nanjing University, Macquarie University,
University of Technology Sydney). Stimuli were presented on
a Dell Latitude 7280 laptop running E-Prime Professional 2.
Auditory stimuli were presented via Sennheiser HD 280 Pro
headphones at 72 dB SPL.
Before the test session, participants completed 20 practice
trials. The categorisation task had 120 trials (2 speakers × 5
tones × 2 tokens × 2 syllables × 3 repetitions). On each trial,
the stimulus token was presented and listeners made a forcedchoice categorisation judgment to their native tones via a key
press. Mandarin participants chose from four Pinyin options,
and Vietnamese speakers from six Vietnamese transcriptions.
Participants were asked to respond as quickly as possible
within a 3s response period. Choices of hỏi and ngã tones
(orthographically different) by the SV group were combined
for data analysis as they are phonologically merged rather than
contrastive in SV, as reflected in non-systematic choices
between these options, unlike the NV group’s distinct choices.
2.4 Categorisation criteria
Although in some studies [2], [16], [17], “Categorised” means
one native category has to be selected 50% or 70% of the time
for a given nonnative feature, we followed the tone
categorisation criteria used in [5]: First, a given native tone
must be selected significantly more than chance level, which
was 25% (1/4) for Mandarin, 16.7% (1/6) for NV, and 20%
(1/5) for SV speakers. Second, one native tone category must
be chosen significantly more often than choices of any other
response categories. This method is sensitive to variation
among different native tone systems as it takes into account
the number of tone categories in a particular language.

3. Results
3.1 Tonal categorisation of Mandarin, NV and SV listeners
First, we determined whether categorisations were above
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chance level via a series of t-tests. Table 1 shows choices for
each Thai target, with those that are significantly above
chance for Mandarin (M, 25%), Northern Vietnamese (NV,
16.7%) and Southern Vietnamese (SV, 20%) in bold.
Assimilations that met the Categorisation criteria are denoted
in Table 1 with an asterisk.
Having established which categorisations were above
chance, we next examined differences in categorisation/
assimilation patterns across the groups. Since the number of
native tone choices differed for each language group, this did
not permit a repeated measures ANOVA to compare between
language groups. However, assimilation patterns are
informative enough for comparison. Chi-square tests within
each listener language revealed that native language choices
were not evenly distributed across the Thai targets, suggesting
associations between specific Thai targets and native choices
(Mandarin, χ2(12) = 2170.1, p < .001; NV, χ2(20) = 2136.9, p
< .001; SV, χ2(16) = 2002.7, p < .001).
For each group, one-way ANOVAs for the five Thai target
tones were carried out to determine whether listeners assigned
different native tone category labels to the Thai targets.

For NV listeners, significant differences in NV choices
were found for all Thai target tones: T45, F(5) = 16.1, p <
.001; T33, F(5) = 106.8, p < .001; T21, F(5) = 106.6, p < .001;
T315, F(5) = 19.9, p < .001; T241, F(5) = 457.8, p < .001.
Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed that for T45, the mean
percentage of categorisations as NV35 was significantly
greater than other NV tones, p < .001. For T33, choice of
NV21 was significantly greater than that of other NV tones, p
< .001. For T21, choice of NV21 was significantly greater
than all other choices, p < .001. For T315, choice of NV35
was significantly greater than the other choices, p < .01. For
T241, choice of NV33 was significantly greater than all the
other NV tone choices, p < .001. Thus, all Thai tones met the
Categorised criteria for NV listeners.
Furthermore, for SV listeners, significant differences in
SV choices were also found for all Thai target tones: T45,
F(4) = 4.2, p < .01; T33, F(4) = 39.6, p < .001; T21, F(4) =
34.1, p < .001; T315, F(4) = 34.8, p < .001; T241, F(4) = 76.8,
p < .001. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed that for T45, no single
native choice was significantly higher than others, thus T45
was Uncategorised. All other Thai tones were Categorised by
the SV group. For T33, the mean percentage of SV21 choices
was significantly greater than others, p < .001. For T21, SV21
was significantly greater than all the other choices, p < .001.
For T315, choice of SV214 was significantly greater than
other tones, p <.05. For T241, choice of SV33 was
significantly greater than all other SV choices, p < .001.

Table 1. Categorisation of Thai tones into Mandarin (M),
Northern Vietnamese (NV) and Southern Vietnamese (SV)
tone categoriesa.
Choices
Thai targets
T45
T33
T21
T315
T241
M55
10.9
92.6*
48.0
M35
88.3*
79.7*
M214
10.1
20.3
62.5*
M51
25.7
51.0
Assim:
C
C
C
C
U
NV33
29.8
92.9*
NV35
53.1*
47.7*
NV315
21.6
26.5
NV32
NV21
67.3*
76.9*
NV313
14.8
17.6
22.9
Assim:
C
C
C
C
C
SV33
33.8
83.5*
SV35
29.8
10.7
SV214
31.2
80.1*
SV212
30.8
SV21
56.8*
77.3*
Assim:
U
C
C
C
C

4. Discussion
Generally, our three groups of native tone language listeners
(Mandarin, NV, SV) categorised the non-native Thai tones
into native categories, except for two cases. T241 was not
categorised into a single Mandarin tone category, as predicted
by PAM due to the lack of a rising-falling tone in Mandarin
phonology. Moreover, the choices were split across two
Mandarin categories, M55 and M51, suggesting that listeners
were inconsistent in attending to pitch height (phonetic
details) versus pitch contour (phonological type).
T45 was not categorised into a single SV category. Three
tones (SV35, SV214, SV212) were chosen but none were
chosen significantly above chance nor significantly more often
than others. The reason could be that there is no high-level
tone in SV for phonological assimilation and there is no good
phonetic match (i.e. SV35 has a lower onset). Interestingly,
NV listeners chose NV35 significantly more than other NV
tones for T45. This suggests that NV listeners were not
constrained by the phonological category (high-level vs. midrising) and ignored the phonetic onset pitch difference. NV315
and NV313 were occasionally chosen, which suggests that
Vietnamese listeners may match the rising contour of T45 to
the middle-to-final rising contour of NV313 and NV315.
Given that SV merges tones 313 and 315, SV listeners may be
insensitive to the subtle difference in middle-to-final rising
contours, and therefore cannot decide which category to put
T45 into (SV35, final 14 in SV214, or final 12 in SV212).
For Thai level tones, Mandarin listeners categorised T33
into the phonologically similar Mandarin level tone M55 as
PAM predicted. However, they categorised T45 into M35 as
rising pitch despite the phonetically differing onset pitch.
Interestingly, and as we predicted, T21 was categorised as
M214, which is often realized as 21 in two-syllable Mandarin
words. This suggests that Mandarin listeners’ assimilations
were phonologically influenced by the allophonic organization
of their native tone system.

aTable

notes: Categories in bold are choices that were
significantly above chance (25% for Mandarin, 16.7% for NV,
20% for SV). Assimilations: C = Categorised, U =
Uncategorised. “*” = Categorised tone. Only choices > 10% are
presented.

For Mandarin listeners, significant differences among
Mandarin choices were found for all Thai target tones: T45,
F(3) = 234.2, p < .001; T33, F(3) = 302.0, p < .001; T21, F(3)
= 11.3, p < .001; T315, F(3) = 116.5, p < .001; T241, F(3) =
19.8, p < .001. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed that for T45, the
mean percentage of M35 choices was significantly greater
than those of M55, M214 and M51, p < .001. For T33, the
mean percentage of M55 choices was significantly greater
than other Mandarin tones, p <.001. For T21, choice of M214
was significantly greater than other Mandarin tones, p < 0.01.
For T315, choice of M35 was significantly greater than other
Mandarin tones, p < .001. For T241, the choice of M55 and
M51 were not significantly different from each other. Thus,
T45, T33, T21 and T315 were all Categorised by Mandarin
listeners, while T241 was Uncategorised.
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For both NV and SV listeners, low-level T21 was
phonologically and phonetically categorised as low-falling
NV21 and SV21 respectively instead of being categorised as
level tone NV/SV33. However, T33 was also not categorised
as the phonologically and phonetically similar mid-level
NV33 nor SV33, but instead also as low-falling NV21 and
SV21. This may reflect a phonetic inconsistency in use of
Chao tone numbers, i.e., T33 may differ phonetically from
NV33 and SV33, as it appears that Chao number 3 in Thai
corresponds more closely to Chao number 2 in NV and SV.
This needs further investigation.
Thai mid-falling-rising tone T315 was categorised by
Mandarin listeners as more like mid-rising M35 than
phonological low-falling-rising M214. Mandarin listeners
tended to simplify the complex T315 by attending only to the
middle-to-final pitch contour (15). Given that M214 may
occur often as 21 in sentences, it may not be an ideal choice
for T315. For NV listeners the same is true: the simple contour
NV35 was chosen more than other candidates (NV315,
NV313). SV listeners chose SV214 more than a simple rising
tone SV35. Given that SV214 merges the 315 and 313 tones
of NV, this merged tone category is more prominent in the SV
phonological space. If we assume Thai tone pitch height in
Chao numbers may be perceived as lower by Vietnamese
speakers, SV listeners may not distinguish the difference in
pitch height between T315 vs. SV214.
Thai low-rising-falling tone T241 was uncategorised by
Mandarin listeners. But both NV and SV listeners perceived it
as a native mid-level tone, NV33 and SV33. This is in line
with the tendency to categorise complex non-native tones to
simpler native contour tones. In addition, NV and SV rising
tones (35) are higher than the 24 portion of T241, and falling
tones lower (32/21) at their onsets than the 41 portion of T241,
thus offering only a mediocre phonetic match to either portion
of T241.
In summary, first, phonological constraints are strong (e.g.
T33 Æ M55, phonological type “level tone” supersedes
phonetic pitch differences) but can be affected by crosslanguage phonetic dissimilarities (high level T45 Æ midrising M35, N35, instead of level tones). Second, listeners
have access to allophones of a native tone if it is phonetically
similar to the non-native tone. Third, complex non-native
contours are likely to be perceptually simplified and
hypothetically the middle-to-final part is attended.
In the present study, we used Chao notation for
comparing phonetic details of lexical tones between
languages. However, Chao notation does not capture acoustic
details such as duration, rate of pitch change and phonation
types, which may affect how listeners assimilate non-native
tones. Moreover, Chao numbers are normalized within a given
language, not between languages. Thus, a Chao number of 3 in
one language may reflect a different actual F0 value in another
language, as we have mentioned above for 3 in Thai relative to
2 in Vietnamese. The magnitude of the F0 difference may be
large enough be perceptually distinguishable. Therefore, more
detailed acoustic information should be taken into
consideration in future research on phonetic-level effects in
cross-language tone perception.

cross-language phonetic dissimilarities. Positional allophonic
information affects listeners’ categorisations of non-native
tones into native tone categories. Naïve listeners may simplify
the complex contour tones by attending to the middle-to-final
part of the contour. Thus, it is essential to consider languagespecific tone assimilation patterns as these will determine how
naïve listeners will discriminate particular non-native tone
contrasts. These findings have ramifications for theories of
tone perception as well as pedagogical implications for second
language lexical tone training [18].
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Abstract

scale of all the pitch movement in the current study the term
“register” as defined by Hollien will be used. A commonly used
technique for pitch range changes discrimination is
normalization related to the distance between the lowest and the
highest F0 value reached by a speaker. A different possibility
for fundamental frequency height change normalization is its
relative location (in relation to the preceding pitch), e.g. [8].
Analyzing various methods of pitch changes normalization [9],
it should be noted that an objective scaling of fundamental
frequency can be ensured by a physical scale (of a limited range
for speech), so that it allows for unambiguous indication of the
individual range of changes for pitch height and location on the
scale, e.g. [10,11]. Absolute F0 is the most important
information for indication for both pitch level and speaker sex.
The problem of pitch accent movement has also been
addressed by many studies e.g. [12]. It has been concluded that
accent realization may indicate not only speaker’s linguistic
competence but also speaker’s emotional state such as stress or
anger or fear.
Different emphases have been noted in early studies such as
[12], where three forms have been pointed out: a) upward
obstruction of F0 (rise/fall or jump/drop), b) steep fall plus drop
before the next syllable (jump/fall drop), and c) the secondarily
emphasized syllable interrupts the more rapid fall of the
surrounding of non-emphasized syllables.
The discussion of the functions of intonation for needs of
human computer voice interfaces is the subject of the following
section. The formal description of the accent should take into
account all the most important functions of intonation. In
particular, the least studied neuropsychological functions,
which require much more sophisticated accent description and
have been not used so far in the intonation modeling. A
particular attention to this issue is included in this study. The
third section is concerned with formalization of pitch accent
representation, and the fourth section deals with the
methodology of pitch movement analysis in expressive speech,
especially speech under stress.

This contribution presents the description of pitch accent
movements and their interpretation for the needs of processing
expressive speech. Based on chosen perceptually utterances
from 40 speakers recordings from the Police 997 emergency
call center, a few hundred pitch accent shapes based on F 0
changes on accented and postaccented syllables have been
analyzed. Vocal register width and position on the scale of
fundamental frequency correlated with emotional state of
speaker. Statistics have shown that pitch accent movements are
dependent on emotions in expressive speech. In the case of
extreme stress linguistic functions of intonation have been
significantly reduced.
Index Terms: pitch accent movement, emotions, expressive
speech

1. Introduction
Use of prosodic information in speech technology calls for
clearly defined basic requirements of contemporary prosodic
transcription: (a) the prosody description should be wellgrounded theoretically, (b) prosody forms should consider
representation of pitch accent with reference to: position and
type of F0 change, size and change rate, synchronization of pitch
movement with syllables and phrase structure, (c) prosodic
functions should be possibly formulated on all language levels.
Currently, the most significant problems in modeling
prosodic structures concern formulation of acoustic
determinants of accent and contextual description of accent that
would allow for analysis of various functions of intonation, e.g.
[1]. From the point of view of intonation functions analysis,
modeling the register width and position on the scale of
fundamental frequency in relation to the whole range of the
speaker’s pitch height is crucial.
For description of variation in pitch range the terms “key”
(for discourse purposes) and “register” considered as an overall
(upward and downward) shifting of the whole pitch range
within which the speaker is speaking are the most frequently
used [2,3]. In the literature on the subject the vocal register is
one of the least clear concepts [4]. The most often quoted
definition originates from Hollien [5]: „(...) register is defined
from acoustical or physiological point of view”. The function
of register is to signal the emotional state of a speaker, e.g.
tension, stress or anger. High register may signal a threat or
social politeness, e.g. [6].
Discussing the importance of an elevated vocal effort and
other factors, which can influence the whole range of F 0
parameter changes, a variability model has been suggested, in
which two dimensions are distinguished: level and range.
A hypothesis has been put forward that, apart from
differentiating distinctive levels, such as L, M, H, there may
be a parameter describing the range that indicates a shift on a
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2. Functions of intonation
There is no consensus as to the priorities of multiple functions
of intonation. Some researchers emphasize the grammatical
functions, whereas others underline that grammatical functions
are secondary to emotional functions [13,14,15].
Linguistics functions. The most important factors for
linguistic motivated features are: speaker’s attitude, discourse
condition and thematic accent placement.
Discourse functions. The discourse function regulates
conversational behavior, it provides information about what the
speaker is doing in speaking, that is whether he/she is
questioning, advising, encouraging, disapproving.
An appropriate pitch movement (fall/rise/level) signals if the
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a quadratic function than such a tone change is marked with
L&H. If the tone on the accented vowel initiates F 0 rise/fall on
a few subsequent syllables than such a tone is marked as
ascending L*/descending H*. For annotation of accented
structures in expressive speech the description formulated in
[24] has been used:
[P][Z][N] [SA{!} {PA}][S]
where:
[P] within phrase position marker
[Z] range. Referring to the whole structure (comprising
accented and not accented syllable): A – range less than or equal
to 3 ST, B – range within: 4 ST <= 6 ST, C – range within: 7
ST <= 9 ST, D – range within: 10 ST <= 12 ST, E – range
greater than 12 ST. The dynamics of 3 types of accents have
been distinguished: extradynamic accent : L!, H! – changes
greater than 4.5 ST, dynamic accent: L, H – changes within 2 –
4.5 ST, static accent: L_H_ – changes smaller than 2 ST.
Symbol ! refers to the dynamics of changes on the accented
syllable. The range refers to calculating the difference between
Fmin and Fmax of the fragment of the utterance that contains the
analyzed accent structure.
[N] accent position on a frequency scale is represented by a
number N expressed in ST (N = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27,
30, 33, 36). Semitones are related to F min= 60 Hz. In the view
of very intricate (and counterintuitive) rules needed to interpret
tones that are defined relatively, the accent structure position on
the frequency scale has been determined in absolute values.
[S] steepness (DF/DT{s}). Expressed in semitones per seconds
over the accented vowel (and neighboring sonorants).
[SA{!} {PA}] accent structures (LH, LL LH_ , HL,HH_, HL_ ,
L_H, L_L, L_H_ H_L_H_H, F, L&H L*, H*), where the first
letter indicates the type of F0 course on the accented syllable
(A) and the second one on the postaccented syllable (PA).

phrase is closed, finished, definitive/open, neutral.
The F0 register signals differences in emphasis of finality or
nonfinality.
Sociolinguistic functions. The functions of intonation on
the sociolinguistic level provide information about regional
varieties, sociocultural background and socioeconomic status,
and it is especially useful for speaker characterization and
speech recognition when taking into account pronunciation
variants, on both segmental and suprasegmental levels.
Psycholinguistic and socio-psychological functions.
Certain emotional states which can be controlled by the speaker
to some extent, are often correlated with physiological states
which in turn have quite mechanical, and thus predictable
effects on speech, especially on its prosodic structure. For
instance, when a person is in a state of anger, fear or joy, the
sympathetic nervous system is aroused and the speech becomes
loud, fast and enunciated with a strong high-frequency energy
[16]. When one is bored or sad, the parasympathetic nervous
system is aroused, which results in a slow, low-pitched speech
with little high-frequency energy. Furthermore, the fact that
these physiological effects are rather universal means that there
are common tendencies concerning the acoustic determinants
of basic emotions [17]. The patterns of complex pitch
movement: rise-fall/fall-rise mostly correlate with emotions
and emphasis (e.g. rise-fall: possible correlation – approval,
admiration; fall-rise: possible correlation - astonishment,
disbelief).
Psychological functions. It has long been known that, quite
apart from what is said, a speaker’s voice conveys considerable
information about the speaker, and that listeners utilize this
information in evaluations of speaker’s attributes, the speaker’s
personality traits, speaker charisma, dominance, subjectivity,
opinion and sentiment.
Neuropsychological (neurocognitive) functions. Stress in
relation to speech needs to be carefully defined, to distinguish
it from the meaning of stress associated with an accented
syllable in linguistics. Therefore, the speech under stress, which
is less ambiguous, will be used. Stress produced in response to
the occurrences in the people’s surroundings, perceived by
them as unusual and impossible to control, belongs to thirdorder stressors, psychological ones [18]. These kinds of
stressors have their effect at the highest level of speech
production and cause extreme changes both in segmental and
suprasegmental speech structures [19].

4. Methodology
4.1. Speech Data
Out of 20 000 recordings selected automatically according to
their duration (dialogs shorter than 3-4 seconds were omitted)
from the database, the recordings of 40 out of a few hundred
speakers were chosen for analysis for acoustic evaluation, the
basis for selection being a perceptual assessment. It was
assumed that a particular situation which makes a person call
997 determines more or less notably the way he/she speaks.
Four situational contexts were taken into account [24]:
1). Direct life hazard – extreme stress (ES). A situation in
which the person calling or his/her friends/relatives, etc. are in
a direct threat of losing their life produces extreme stress.
2). Indirect life/health hazard, a threat of losing property –
limited stress (S). A situation in which the person calling or
his/her friends/relatives are in an indirect threat of losing their
life, health or property produces stress whose intensity depends
on the individual characteristics of a person. Different emotions
can be produced by a speaker like fear, anger, disgust.
3). Tragedies of life – depression (D). A situation in which
the persons calling or his/her friends/relatives, etc. are
potentially threatened by losing their life/health as a result of a
terminal illness (or planned suicide, etc.) also other misfortunes
in life.
4). Utterance which does not carry emotions – neutral
stress (N). This utterance type is characteristic of informative
calls, when the person calling wants to get some information
concerning an address, a telephone number, etc. The material
was divided into four groups, each group contained 10

3. Accent shape annotation
An accented syllable initiates intonation changes on the
subsequent syllable/syllables and determines the tone type
(static/dynamic) and tone configuration (falling/rising/flat), e.g.
[20,21,22]. Dynamic tone carriers are those vowels and
sonorants on which the F0 change is greater than 2.5 semitones
(ST), rise for L, fall for H. Static tone carriers are those vowels
and sonorants on which there is no F0 change or the change is
less than 2.5 ST (marked as L_ if the tone on the next vowel is
higher or H_ if the tone on the next vowel is lower).
A structure, where the course of F0 parameter on accented
syllable is lower than the tone of the next syllable is assumed to
be a rising course, and a structure where F0 on the accented
syllable is higher than the tone of the next syllable is a falling
course. First letter represents the course of F0 on an accented
vowel, the next letter stands for the course of F0 on the vowel
directly following the accented vowel. If the basic tone on an
accented and postaccented vowel is close to even (within the
range of +/-2 ST), then such a tone is marked as even F. If the
F0 course within the accented syllable can be approximated by
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3). Relative constant register position within the utterance,
width register variable. Sad speech comparing to speech in
depression has more variability in F0 contour. Fig. 4 shows
example of sadness with 4 pitch accents extracted H_L_, HL
(falling pitch accents).

speakers: ES, S, N, D. For pitch movement analysis the
PitchLine software presented in [23] was used.
4.2. Pitch movement analysis
The following cases have been analyzed: 1) dynamic changes
in register position during the utterance, 2) relative constant
register position within the utterance, 3) relative constant
register position within the utterance, width register variable
and 4) changes in pitch register width and its position.
1). Dynamic changes in register position
Fig.1 illustrates an utterance of a female marked by an extreme
stress (ES). At the end of the utterance the pitch is high with
small variability. In the case of extreme stress, pitch accents
occurred mainly in the initial fragments of the speech (in the
lower range of F0 changes) and in 90% they were falling or level
accents.
a)

a)

4). Changes in pitch register width and its position
In cases of anger and mixed emotions significant changes of
both pitch position and pitch range were observed (S). Fig. 5
illustrates F0 contour for an utterance in a female voice
classified as indignation. The speaker can easily control her
emotional state so that her message is clearly perceived by the
listener. Each syllable which is lexically permissible is clearly
stressed. The statistic for the utterances from this group showed
all types of accent shapes which were defined for neutral
speech, but in 70% with extra dynamic accent, in 26% with shift
of register.

Figure 1: A gradual stress increase in the utterances:
a) Someone is entering the apartment (Fmin =220Hz),
b) he is somewhere [here] - direct threat (Fmin =345 Hz).
Three accents (two H_L) and one (H_L) were recognized.
2). Relative constant register position within the utterance
Fundamental frequency contours in speech produced by a
person in depression (D) are relatively flat with small variability
(2-3 ST). It was not possible for speech samples representing
deep depression to detect pitch accents (Fig. 2).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5: F0 contour in 4 phrases from an expressive utterance
(indignation):
I’ve got here such a drunkard, he’s maltreating me, I am
going to thrash him...
a) how much he nerves me (Fmax =569 Hz, Fmin =149 Hz, F)
b) not, because I'm giving him
(Fmax =612 Hz, Fmin =119 Hz, EH_L)
b) I'll fucking thrash him,
(Fmax =659 Hz, Fmin =133 Hz, EH_L)
d) you know what I did (Fmax =376 Hz, Fmin =612 Hz, EL_H)

Figure 2: F0 contour for an utterance produced by a person
suffering from depression: I left for Belgium with one man
and now he’s detaining me, I’m being held.
(Fmax =302 Hz, Fmin =240 Hz).
Fig.3 shows also F0 contour relative flat (2-3 ST), in speech
produced by a person in depression with changing register (after
an accented syllable the next syllable starts in vocal fry register
see e.g.[25]).
b)

c)

Figure 4: Pitch accents in the utterances:
a) Please, I live on the eighth floor, there is a pub here,
b) They constantly go out and scream,
c) They are noisy, I can’t sleep (Fmax=122 Hz, Fmin=78 Hz).
Four accents (two H_L and two H_L) were recognized.

b)

a)

b)

In the cases of mixed emotions significant changes of both
register position and width were observed. Fig. 6 illustrates F0
contour for an utterance in a female voice (panic).

c)

Figure 6: F0 contour from an expressive utterance spoken
under extreme stress (panic): Hello, I'm calling you. I came
from work, my husband has hanged himself in the garage.

Figure 3: F0 contour for an utterance produced by a person
suffering from depression: a) my brother wants, b) to cut his
veins, c) he untied the string (Fmax =302 Hz and Fmin =98 Hz).

Fig.7 illustrates three pitch accent shapes with extra
dynamic accents.
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a)

b)

[2]

c)

[3]
[4]

[5]

Figure 7: Pitch accents shapes in 3 expressive phrases:
a) Jesus, I call you (Fmax =570Hz, Fmin =365Hz, LH_ ),
b) My husband has hanged himself in the garage
(Fmax =549Hz, Fmin =314Hz, L_H),
c) Anna (Fmax =494Hz, Fmin =315Hz, L_H ).

[6]
[7]

Pitch accents statistics have shown that for neutral speech (N)
the most frequently realized accent is F (40%), common were
also the accents for which F0 change occurred beyond the
accented syllable (types: H_H: 36% and L_H_: 28%). For
extreme stress (ES) the most frequently realized accent is L!H
(40%), and HL!, common were also the accents for which F 0
change occurred beyond the accented syllable (types: H_H!:
36% ). For limited stress (S) the most frequently realized accent
is F (40%), common were also the accents for which F0 change
occurred beyond the accented syllable (types: H_H: 36% and
L_H_: 28%). For depression (D) the most frequently realized
accent is F (40%).

[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

5. Discussion

[13]

Despite restricting the study to 40 speakers and the limited
statistics, a clear tendency in acoustic characterization of
expressive speech may be observed.
1) In the current, as well as in a previous study [27], it was
stated that a shift in the F0 contour is an important stress
indicator, thus an increase in Fmin in stressed speech is a result
of a shift in the F0 register, especially when caused by extreme
fear.
2) A systematic increase in the register width and position
for the stress related to anger or irritation was observed.
3) As the register moves upwards, the accent structures
change significantly (there are mainly falling accents, probably
related to the tendency of the speaker to minimize the voice
effort). Contours become more flat, accentuation is achieved by
other prosodic factors.
4) In depression, the F0 contours are flat, in some cases there
is a change in the register (vocal fry).
The results confirmed the need for including such
phenomena as the shift of pitch position, change in pitch
register width and type of pitch movement into processing
expressive utterances, specially produced under stress. Further
development of the introduced method demands explanation of
the factors that have an influence on pitch register changes in
utterances diversified linguistically and in terms of situational
context.

[14]
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around age 8-9 [11] and it takes until around age 11 for the
actual VOT values to become adult-like [10].
It has been suggested that apart from cueing voicing, VOT
may also be used as a cue to contrast for PoA, with VOT
increasing as the PoA moves from bilabial to alveolar to velar
(i.e., from the front of the mouth to the back) [1, 12, 13].
However, several studies on various dialects of English have
failed to fully confirm this pattern (e.g., [5, 14-16]), suggesting
that other cues in addition to VOT may be needed to contrast
for PoA. One likely cue is CD, which is the duration of the
period during which the vocal tract is fully closed to allow air
pressure to build up in preparation for the release burst of the
stop consonant. While it is undecided whether CD serves as a
cue to voicing (e.g., [17, 18]), CD may cue some PoAs in both
perception and production [13, 17-19], although this has mainly
been investigated in stop consonants that were not word-initial.
Another candidate is the relationship between VOT and
CD, as a trade-off between these two temporal cues has
previously been suggested, with VOT shortening as CD
increases [12]. One may argue this relationship could be
especially useful when looking at stops produced by children of
various ages, as children’s speaking rate increases with age [20]
and both VOT and CD are affected by speaking rate [21].
At present, no data on children’s production of oral stop
consonants is available for Australian English, yet this data is
essential for future research, for instance to investigate the
acquisition and development of voicing contrasts in children for
whom these contrasts are likely to be difficult – such as children
acquiring English as a second language, or children with hearing
loss. In the present study we thus aimed to investigate the
production of all six English oral stop consonants (/b, d, g, p, t, k/)
in word-initial position by 4-5 and 9-11-year-old monolingual
Australian English-speaking children. More specifically, we
aimed to examine how these children use VOT, CD, and the
relationship between them to realise voicing and PoA contrasts.
This much-needed baseline may then be used in future research.
We predict that both younger and older children will produce
a voicing contrast, with shorter VOTs and possibly longer CDs
for voiced stops than for voiceless stops. We also predict that they
may use VOT and CD – and possibly the relationship between
them – as a cue to contrast for some but not all places of articulation.

Abstract
We present an acoustic analysis of voice onset time (VOT) and
closure duration (CD) of all six English oral stop consonants in
word-initial position, as produced by 4-5- and 9-11-year-old
monolingual Australian English-speaking children. Results
showed that both groups of children produced a clear voicing
contrast at all places of articulation, with longer VOTs and shorter
CDs for voiceless than for voiced stops. VOT and CD were
inconsistently used by both groups to distinguish between
bilabials and non-bilabials but not between alveolars and velars.
No significant differences in VOTs and CDs were observed
between age groups.
Index Terms: VOT, closure duration, stop consonants, speech
production, Australian English, language acquisition, children

1. Introduction
The English phoneme inventory contains six oral stop
consonants, which can be classified according to their voicing
(voiced: /b, d, g/; voiceless: /p, t, k/) and place of articulation
(PoA; bilabial: /b, p/; alveolar: /d, t/; velar: /g, k/). As part of
their language development, children acquiring English form
phonological categories and develop the ability to accurately
produce each of these oral stops. Here, we examine the
production of oral stop consonants by Australian Englishspeaking children, by looking at two temporal cues, namely
voice onset time (VOT) and closure duration (CD).
VOT is one of the primary cues used to distinguish voiced
from voiceless stops [1], and is defined as the time between the
release of the burst and the onset of voicing in the following
vowel. English voiceless stops are realised with a long-lag
VOT, while English voiced stops are typically produced with
short-lag VOTs – although pre-voicing (i.e., onset of voicing
before the burst release, indicated with negative VOT values) is
occasionally reported (e.g., in Australian English [2, 3] and
Canadian English [4]). The VOT values of each stop consonant
vary depending on the dialect of English that is spoken (e.g., [25]). To the best of our knowledge, only [2], [3] and [6] have
provided values for Australian English. They are shown in Table 1.
By the time they are one month of age, infants acquiring
English as their first language have already started to become
perceptually sensitive to the voicing distinction between /b/ and
/p/ [7]. It takes children considerably more time, however, to
develop the ability to systematically convey voicing distinctions
in their speech. In English-speaking children, this ability
appears to emerge between 2 and 4 years of age, yet the contrast
is realised with VOTs that are not yet adult-like and quite
variable [8-10]. The variability decreases until it stabilises
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Table 1. VOT (ms) for Australian English stops.
Values from [2] are approximates.
study
[2]
[3]
[6]

177

/b/
-28
-2
14

/d/
5
6
26

/g/
10
26

/p/
50
77
86

/t/
70
83
101

/k/
70
98
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and 1 OC token (0.1%) were excluded. In total, 854 YC and 893
OC tokens were acoustically coded for VOT, which was
measured from the beginning of the release burst until the onset
of a strong F2. VOTs further than 2 SD from the mean were
considered outliers and excluded from further analysis. This was
the case for 4.0% of tokens in each group. CD was determined
for all remaining tokens, as measured from the end of frication of
the last segment of the carrier phrase to the beginning of the
release burst. Tokens containing a pause or hesitation between the
carrier phrase and the target word, as well as CDs further than 2
SD from the mean were discarded from the analyses involving
CD. This was the case for 42 YC and 55 OC tokens.

2. Method
2.1.

Participants

Twenty monolingual Australian English-speaking children
were recruited through the participant register of the Child
Language Lab at Macquarie University. Group YC consisted of
ten Younger Children (5M, 5F; Mage = 5.0, SD = 0.43), while
group OC was made up of ten Older Children (5M, 5F;
Mage = 10.3 years; SD = 0.91). Participants were reimbursed for
their participation, and YC participants received a sticker chart.
2.2.

Stimuli

Six sets of three monosyllabic English CVC words were created
so that all words in a set started with one of the stop consonants
/b/, /d/, /g/, /p/, /t/, and /k/, followed once by each of the vowels
/ɪ/, /ɐ/, and /ɔ/ (see Table 2 for a full list of target words). Target
words were high-frequency words, with a mean frequency of 4.5
Zipf in the Subtlex-UK CBeebies pre-schooler corpus [22]. The
6 (consonants) x 3 (vowels) = 18 target words were embedded in
the carrier sentences “See this X” (for nouns) and “These mice
X” (for verbs), which were recorded by a female native speaker
of Australian English. An additional three sentences were
recorded for the practice trials. Each audio recording was paired
with a cartoon image of the target word.

3. Results
3.1.

The mean VOTs from both participant groups are shown in
Table 3, while Figure 1 shows the distribution of the VOTs.
Table 3. VOT in ms (SD) for all six stops as produced
by the younger and older children.

VOT

/b/

Table 2. Target words used in the experiment.

/ɪ/
/ɐ/
/ɔ/
2.3.

/b/
bib
bug
bomb

/d/
dig
duck
dog

/g/
give
gut
god

/p/
pig
puff
pot

/t/
tip
tub
top

/k/
kid
cup
cob

/d/

/g/

/p/

/t/

/k/

younger

10.0 21.7 23.8 99.8 99.6 102.2
(7.9) (12.5) (10.1) (39.5) (39.0) (39.2)

older

14.3
(7.0)

24.3
(9.4)

29.0 80.6 92.0 93.6
(8.9) (23.9) (24.7) (25.7)

Procedure

Participants were seated at a table in a sound-attenuated room on
which an iPad 2 and a microphone were placed. The cartoon
images and audio stimuli were presented on the iPad using
Keynote in combination with a Genelec 8020C speaker. One
second after an image was displayed, participants heard the
accompanying audio stimulus. Participants were instructed to say
the sentence they heard and tap the screen once they had finished
speaking to advance to the next trial. After participants had
completed three practice trials, they completed five blocks that
each contained all 18 target words in a different pseudorandomised order, so that 18 (words) x 5 (repetitions) = 90 tokens
were produced per participant. Responses were recorded with a
Shure KSM137 (YC group) and an AKG C535EB (OC group)
microphone in Audacity and exported as 44.1 Khz 16-bit WAV
files. Children in the YC group received a sticker on a ‘treasure
hunt chart’ after each block to keep them motivated. Informed
consent was obtained from all participants and their parents
before the start of the experiment.
2.4.

VOT

Figure 1. Distribution of VOT in ms by PoA.
To investigate whether participants used VOT to contrast for
voicing and PoA, VOT was analysed with a linear mixed-effects
regression model (LMER) in R, using the packages lme4 [23],
lmerTest [24] and lsmeans [25]. Group (YC coded as 1 and OC
as -1), Voicing (Voiceless coded as 1 and Voiced as -1), and
PoA (Helmert coded; PoA1 compared Bilabial to the mean of
Alveolar and Velar, and PoA2 compared Alveolar to Velar) were
entered into the model as fixed categorical predictors. Random
intercepts for participants and items were added to the model, as
well as random slopes for Voicing and PoA by participant.
Results of this regression analysis are displayed in Table 4 and
show main effects of Voicing and PoA1 (i.e., Bilabial vs the mean
of Alveolar and Velar), a 2-way interaction between Voicing and
PoA1, and a 3-way interaction between Voicing, PoA1 and
Group. Post-hoc analyses using Tukey-adjusted α-levels revealed
that both participant groups produced a voicing contrast, with
significantly longer VOT for voiceless than voiced stops at
each PoA. They also showed that while the OC group produced

Acoustic coding

Acoustic analyses were conducted in Praat. On six occasions, an
older child unintentionally tapped the screen twice upon
completion of a trial, thereby skipping a trial, so only 894 out of
900 possible tokens were recorded from group OC. There were
no missing trials from the younger children as the experimenter
was present in the room with them and corrected any accidental
misses. Of the recorded tokens, we excluded any tokens that were
interrupted by background noise, where participants did not
produce the intended target word, or where no release burst of the
stop consonant could be observed. Thus, 46 YC tokens (5.1%)
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Table 4. Results of the LMER analyses of VOT, of closure duration and of the closure duration-VOT ratio.
Effect
(Intercept)
Group
Voicing
PoA1 (bilabial vs non-bilabial)
PoA2 (alveolar vs velar)
Group * Voicing
Group * PoA1 (bilabial vs non-bilabial)
Group * PoA2 (alveolar vs velar)
Voicing * PoA1 (bilabial vs non-bilabial)
Voicing * PoA2 (alveolar vs velar)
Group * Voicing * PoA1 (bilabial vs non-bilabial)
Group * Voicing * PoA2 (alveolar vs velar)
*p < .05

Est.
57.64
2.11
37.13
-9.47
-2.71
4.11
2.36
0.10
3.05
0.63
2.58
-1.06

VOT
SE
2.74
2.71
2.18
1.48
1.57
2.14
1.19
1.19
1.29
1.50
0.94
1.10

t-value
21.00*
0.78*
17.05*
-6.39*
-1.72*
1.93*
1.99*
0.08*
2.36*
0.42*
2.74*
-0.96*

significantly shorter VOTs for the bilabial stops than for the
alveolar and velar stops in both voicing conditions (/b/-/d/:
p = .046; /b/-/g/: p < .001; /p/-/t/: p = .025; /p/-/k/: p = .006) the
YC group did this in the voiced (/b/-/d/: p = .013; /b/-/g/: p < .001)
but not the voiceless (/p/-/t/: p = 1; /p/-/k/: p = .995) condition.
3.2.

Table 5 shows the mean CD from both participant groups. To
investigate whether CD was used to produce voicing and PoA
contrasts, we constructed an LMER model identical to that used
in section 3.1 but used CD as the dependent variable instead of
VOT. The results of this model are shown in the middle panel
of Table 4 and show a main effect of Group, of Voicing, and of
PoA1 (i.e., Bilabial vs the mean of Alveolar and Velar), as well
as interactions between Voicing and PoA1, and between Group,
Voicing and PoA1. Post-hoc analyses showed that both
participant groups produced voiceless stops with significantly
shorter CD than voiced stops at each PoA, which confirms that
they used CD to cue voicing. In addition, the OC group used
CD to contrast between bilabials and alveolars in both voicing
conditions (/b/-/d/: p = .012; /p/-/t/: p = .020) but not between any
other PoAs. The YC group, on the other hand, used CD to
contrast between bilabials and velars in both voicing conditions
(/b/-/g/: p < .001; /p/-/k/: p = .034), and to contrast voiced but not
voiceless bilabials and alveolars (/b/-/d/: p < .001).

CD
(CD+VOT)

Table 6. Ratio of CD to VOT (SD) for all six stops
as produced by the younger and older children.

/p/

/t/

younger

171.6 135.4 132.8 131.8 113.7 107.4
(49.6) (46.3) (41.9) (35.7) (41.2) (30.2)

older

133.2 108.3 113.8 104.1 83.9 88.5
(32.9) (38.2) (35.4) (27.2) (27.7) (29.3)

3.3.

Ratio of closure duration to VOT

/d/

/g/

/p/

/t/

/k/

younger

.94
(.05)

.86
(.07)

.84
(.07)

.58
(.11)

.54
(.12)

.53
(.11)

older

.90
(.05)

.80
(.09)

.79
(.07)

.57
(.07)

.47
(.09)

.48
(.09)

The present study investigated the production of English oral
stops in word-initial position by monolingual Australian Englishspeaking children. We predicted that both the younger and older
children would produce a voicing contrast, and that they would
use VOT and potentially also CD and the CD-VOT ratio to
realise this contrast. This prediction was borne out, as both
participant groups produced significantly longer VOTs and
shorter CDs (thus resulting in lower CD-VOT ratios) for
voiceless than voiced stops and did so at each PoA.
We further predicted that the children may use VOT and CD
as a cue to contrast for some but not all PoAs, which was also
confirmed. The only PoA contrasts that were made using any of
the examined temporal cues were between bilabials and nonbilabials. Neither group used VOT, CD or the CD-VOT ratio to
distinguish alveolar from velar stops. This is in line with the
pattern that has previously been found for Australian Englishspeaking adults by [2] and [6] and for adult speakers of other
dialects of English [5, 13, 15]. While the OC group used VOT
and CD to produce a contrast between bilabials and alveolars,
and VOT but not CD to contrast bilabials and velars, the YC
group showed a different pattern. They used VOT and CD for
the distinction between bilabials and both velars and alveolars,

/k/

closure
duration

/g/

/b/

4. Discussion

Table 5. Closure duration in ms (SD) for all six stops
as produced by the younger and older children.
/d/

CD-VOT ratio
Est. SE t-value
0.69 0.01 76.50*
0.02 0.01
2.55*
-0.17 0.01 -23.43*
0.08 0.01
9.72*
0.01 0.01
0.72*
0.00 0.01 -0.42*
-0.01 0.01 -1.98*
0.01 0.01
1.03*
-0.01 0.01 -2.23*
-0.01 0.01 -1.42*
-0.01 0.00 -2.18*
0.01 0.00
1.63*

the mean of Alveolar and Velar), as well as interactions between
Voicing and PoA1, and between Group, Voicing and PoA1. Posthoc analyses showed that both participant groups had a
significantly lower ratio for voiceless than voiced stops at each
PoA. They also showed that, with the exception of the YC
group’s /p/-/t/ contrast (p = .238), both groups’ ratios were
significantly longer for bilabials than for alveolars and velars in
both voicing conditions (OC: /b/-/d/: p < .001; /b/-/g/: p < .001;
/p/-/t/: p < .001; /p/-/k/: p < .001; YC: /b/-/d/: p < .001; /b/-/g/:
p < .001; /p/-/k/: p = .028).

Closure duration

/b/

Closure duration
Est. SE t-value
118.82 5.60 21.23*
13.56 5.54
2.45*
-14.16 1.56 -9.09*
25.35 3.48
7.28*
-0.52 4.08 -0.13*
-0.85 1.33 -0.64*
4.49 3.03
1.48*
4.27 3.57
1.20*
-5.00 2.18 -2.29*
-0.16 2.53 -0.06*
-3.83 1.35 -2.83*
1.05 1.58
0.67*

To investigate the relationship between VOT and CD, and to
account for potential differences in speaking rate between
participant groups, CD was divided by the sum of CD and VOT.
The means for the resulting ratio are shown in Table 6. Again, an
LMER model identical to that used in section 3.1 was
constructed, this time using the ratio as the dependent variable.
As can be seen in the right panel of Table 4, the model revealed
a main effect of Group, of Voicing, and of PoA1 (i.e., Bilabial vs
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but only for the voiced stops. For the voiceless stops, the only
PoA contrast realised by the younger children was that between
bilabials and velars, using CD but not VOT. Neither VOT, CD
nor the CD-VOT ratio was used by the younger children to
contrast between voiceless bilabials and alveolars (i.e., /p/-/t/).
The fact that the YC group contained only ten children, whose
acoustic cues were quite variable due to their young age, may
have prevented us from finding this latter PoA contrast.
No significant differences were found between the younger
and older children’s VOTs, CDs or ratios at any of the PoAs.
However, overall, the YC appeared to be more variable on all
three dependent variables than the OC (although we did not test
this statistically). This would be in line with findings from [11],
who found that children’s VOT variability decreases until it
stabilises at age 8-9.
While a direct statistical comparison with adult VOT data for
Australian English is not possible, the present data may
nonetheless be compared indirectly to the available values shown
in Table 1. The VOTs from the present study seem quite different
from those found by [2] and, to a lesser extent, [3]. This is likely
due to geographical and methodological differences, as the data
from [2] were obtained from four speakers from the Northern
Territory by means of a single-word picture naming task, while
[3] used syllables embedded in a carrier sentence that speakers
read out from a computer screen. Indeed, our VOT values appear
quite similar to – albeit a little more variable than – those reported
for adults by [6], who recorded speakers from the same
geographical area (Sydney, New South Wales) and used a similar
experimental task (elicited imitation using carrier phrases).
In sum, this study has provided VOT and CD data for oral
stop consonants produced by children acquiring Australian
English. It thus contributes much-needed baseline data that have
so far not been available for this dialect of English. We
recommend that future studies investigating the production of
stop consonants in Australian English record data from a larger
sample of children in each age group and aim to include a control
group of adult speakers so that the adult-likeness of the child
productions may be compared directly.

[6] Millasseau, J.: ‘The acquisition of voicing contrasts in
Australian English-speaking 4-year-olds’. Master's
Thesis, Macquarie University, 2017.
[7] Eimas, P.D., Siqueland, E.R., Jusczyk, P., and Vigorito, J.,
“Speech perception in infants”, Science, 171(3968): 303306, 1971.
[8] Kewley-Port, D., and Preston, M.S., “Early apical stop
production: A voice onset time analysis”, J Phon, 2(3):
195-210, 1974.
[9] Barton, D., and Macken, M.A., “An instrumental analysis
of the voicing contrast in word-initial stops in the speech
of four-year-old English-speaking children”, Lang
Speech, 23(2): 159-169, 1980.
[10] Yu, V.Y., De Nil, L.F., and Pang, E.W., “Effects of age,
sex and syllable number on voice onset time: Evidence
from children’s voiceless aspirated stops”, Lang Speech,
58(2): 152-167, 2015.
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in children”, Acta Otolaryngol, 68(sup257): 1-51, 1969.
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3(3), 2007.
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29-43, 2009.
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Abstract

network (DNN) to map noisy log power spectra to clean log
power spectra as a speech enhancement method, resulting in
improved quality and intelligibility in the reconstructed speech
[6][7]. Speech coding and ASR, however, only require the
smoothed power spectral envelope. For this reason, the method
proposed here is the mapping of noisy log power spectra to
clean smoothed log power spectral envelopes using a deep neural network (DNN).

This paper proposes a DNN-based preprocessing method for
speech coding and automatic speech recognition applications.
The method proposed here maps noisy log power spectra to
“clean” smoothed log power spectral envelopes using DNN prediction. The proposed method has the advantage of combining
feature extraction with DNN-based enhancement, thus reducing
computational time and resources. The TIMIT speech database
with various additive noise types was used to train the DNN,
and the NN prediction results are compared to the target clean
log power spectral envelopes using log spectral distortion. The
proposed method is found to have lower log spectral distortion
measurements compared to similar neural networks that map
noisy power spectra to clean power spectra.
Index Terms: Deep neural networks, speech coding, preprocessing, automatic speech recognition, power spectra.

As the smoothed log spectral envelope contains less fine
detail than the log power spectra, the proposed method offers
less computational and numerical complexity – essentially an
“easier” prediction for the DNN – with the added advantage of
combining feature extraction with DNN-based enhancement.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2.1
outlines the feature extraction method used to create the NN
training set; the NN architecture is described in Section 2.2; the
speech database and evaluation method are discussed in Section 3; and experimental results are shown in Section 4.

1. Introduction
This paper investigates the use of a neural network (NN) as a
preprocessing method for speech coding and automatic speech
recognition (ASR). Various types of noise are often present in
recorded speech, which can have a degrading effect on speech
coding and ASR algorithms.
Many approaches to reducing the effects of noise on ASR
have been investigated over the years. One approach is to use
speech enhancement as a preprocessor, prior to extracting any
features necessary for coding or recognition [1]. Another approach is to extract more robust features to begin with, such
as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) or Perceptual
Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients, which exploit the human
ear’s perceptual properties to reduce noise interference [2][3].
Yet another approach to increasing the robustness of ASR is
known as feature enhancement, which subjects the noisy features to some kind of processing after extraction but before
recognition [4][5].
Many of the above techniques involve framing, processing,
and reconstructing noisy speech files into enhanced intelligible
speech, before processing again to extract features for speech
coding or ASR. If the noisy speech only needs to be used for
coding or recognition purposes, however, then it does not actually need to be reconstructed fully – it is only necessary to
estimate parameters that represent the power spectrum of the
speech, such as Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPCs). If it is
possible to achieve an estimate of clean power spectra when
presented with noisy speech, these predicted clean power spectra parameters could be directly utilised by the speech coding or
recognition system.
Previous work has investigated the use of a deep neural

ISSN 2207-1296 © 2018 ASSTA

2. Method
This paper proposes training a NN to map noisy log power spectra to clean smoothed log power spectral envelopes. As shown
in fig. 1, the training stage begins with noisy and clean speech
samples from a speech database training set, from which log
power spectra and smoothed log power envelope features are
calculated. The NN is then trained using noisy log power spectra as input and clean smoothed log power envelopes as the target output, resulting in a NN model. In the testing stage the NN
model is used to predict clean smoothed log power envelopes
when given new noisy log power spectra extracted from the test
set. Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPCs) are then derived from
the NN prediction.
2.1. Feature extraction
To begin with, the time domain speech samples are segmented
into frames of length 25ms with 5ms overlap, followed by the
application of a hamming window and then a pre-emphasis filter
(α = 0.97) to remove the spectral tilt. The autocorrelation of
each frame is then found,
Rxx (k) =

N -1-k
1 X
x(n)x(n + k),
N n=0

(1)

where N is the frame length in samples, k is the sample lag, and
x(n) is the signal. The next step is to estimate the parameters
of an autoregressive (AR) model [8], whose system function is
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed NN-based preprocessing method, encompassing feature extraction,
NN training, NN prediction, and evaluation of results.

After training on these features, the NN prediction delivers estimated smoothed log power spectral envelope parameters.
From these predicted features it is possible to first apply a log
to linear conversion to each parameter vector, then perform an
inverse FFT to get the autocorrelation coefficients, and use the
Levinson-Durbin algorithm to estimate the LPCs and excitation
variance.

given by:
Gp
H(z) =
p
X
1+
apk z -k

(2)

k=1

Applying the Levinson-Durbin algorithm [9],the apk values are
determined. Thus we find the AR coefficients (or LPCs) of each
frame, and the excitation variance G2p .
In order to get the feature vectors to train the neural network, it is necessary to get an estimate of the log power spectrum, which will then be used as the input to the NN, and the
smoothed log power spectral envelope will then function as the
target output. For this application the periodogram Pxx (ω) is
used for the estimate of the power spectrum [9],
N -1
1 X
Pxx (ω) =
x(n)e-jωn
N n=0

2.2. Neural network architecture
The NN architecture and naming scheme are outlined briefly in
Table 1 and Table 2, based on a similar architecture arrangement
proposed in previous works [6][7], which have been simulated
here for the sake of comparison. In each case represented in
Table 1 the depth (number of hidden layers) and width (number
of nodes per layer) varied, but all other parameters remained
constant. In each case represented in Table 2, the depth and
width were the constant elements. All NNs used either Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) or Adam [10] as an optimiser with
a learning rate of 1 × 10-5 . Type C shown in Table 2 is the
proposed method.
The model type used was ‘sequential’, the layer type was
‘dense’, and the initialisation for each layer was ‘uniform’. The
activation for each hidden layer was either sigmoid (Type A)
or rectified linear [11][12][13](‘ReLU’, Types B & C), and the
activation for the output layer was ‘linear’. Input and output
layers had 1539 nodes (Type A) or 513 nodes each (Types B &
C). The model was fitted using 50 epochs with a mini-batch size

2

,

(3)

where N is the frame size. The LPC values calculated earlier
are used to find the smoothed power spectral envelope P̂xx (ω),
P̂xx (ω) =

G2p
N -1
X

apk e

2,

(4)

-jωk

k=0

where ap0 = 1. The power spectra and smoothed envelopes are
then converted into the log domain.
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Table 2: Summary of neural network architecture naming scheme, showing input dimension, number of epochs, learning rate, optimiser,
hidden layer activation, input features, and target output (power spectra or smoothed envelope). Type C is the proposed method.

NN Type

I/P Dim.

No. Epochs

Learning Rate

Opt.

Activation

I/P Features

Target O/P

Type A

1539

50

1 × 10-5

SGD

Sigmoid

Pxx (ω)

Pxx (ω)

50

1 × 10

-5

Adam

ReLU

Pxx (ω)

Pxx (ω)

1 × 10

-5

Adam

ReLU

Pxx (ω)

P̂xx (ω)

Type B
Type C

513
513

50

Table 1: Summary of neural network architecture naming
scheme, showing number and size of hidden layers (HL).
NN Type

No. HL

Size HL

SNN
DNN1
DNN2
DNN3

1
1
2
3

6144
2048
2048
2048

4. Results
A summary of LSD measurements for a selection of noise types
and input SNRs is given in Table 3. The noise type and SNR
reflects the additive noise with which the original DNN input
features were corrupted. All output predicted vectors were compared to unprocessed clean smoothed power spectral envelopes,
giving LSD values in dB. With the exception of the clean column (in which Type B-DNN3 has the lowest LSD), Types CDNN2 and C-DNN3 contain the LSD values that are the lowest in their respective columns, indicating the improved quality
of the DNN predictions from the proposed method. Note that
many of the LSD values in the clean column are higher than
those in the subsequent noisy columns, which is a result of training the NN on both clean and noisy vectors so as to not over-fit
the model to the clean or ‘ideal’ training situation.
LSD values for DNN Type A are shown in the first segment
of Table 3. Type A was based on the method proposed by Xu et
al. [6][7], and is shown here for the purpose of comparison with
the proposed method. Three feature vectors were concatenated
to create input vectors of width 1539, SGD was the learning rate
optimiser, sigmoid was the activation function, and the target
output was clean power spectra. The LSD values for Type A
are the highest in the table, indicating the poor quality of the
DNN-predicted vectors.
Type B represents a halfway point between previous works
(represented by Type A) and the proposed method, Type C.
DNN Type B still maps noisy power spectra to clean power
spectra, as in Type A, but it uses single input vectors of width
513 and the same optimiser (Adam) and activation function
(ReLU) as Type C. The LSD values for Type B demonstrate the
improvement gained by simply changing the optimiser and activation function, supporting the general consensus that Adam
and ReLU improve DNN performance [10][11][12][13].
The proposed method is shown as Type C, in which Adam
was the optimiser and ReLU was the activation function, as in
Type B, but this time input power spectra were mapped to target
clean smoothed power spectral envelopes. Most LSD values are
lowest for Type C, indicating the higher quality of the DNN prediction, and suggesting that an improvement in ASR rates may
be gained through the use of this approach. Comparing Type C
LSD values to those of Type B also shows that it is not just the
change in optimiser and activation function that improves the
DNN prediction, but mapping to smoothed power envelopes increases the DNN’s performance yet again.

of 128, and mean squared error (MSE) was used as a cost function metric. It is worth noting that in this particular case MSE
is equivalent to log spectral distortion (LSD) [14] due to the use
of log power spectra as feature vectors. Later on LSD is utilised
as an evaluation metric for the NN predicted features, since it is
frequently used in speech coding and ASR evaluations.

3. Speech corpus & evaluation
The experiments presented in this paper were done using the
TIMIT speech database [15], which contains 6300 utterances
by 630 speakers, both male and female, from various dialect regions in the United States. The database was sampled at 16 kHz
and has been divided into a training set and a test set. The entire speech corpus was processed to include six types of additive
noise from the Noisex-92 noise database (babble, F16, factory,
pink, volvo, and white)[16] at various levels of SNR (0dB, 5dB,
10dB, 15dB, 20dB). This created a dataset of several hundred
hours of multi-condition training and testing data. The complete training set was used for NN training, consisting of 4620
utterances in their original clean state, with the addition of the
noise types and SNRs mentioned above, for a total of 194,040
utterances, or 88 million training vectors.
The complete test set (1680 utterances) was used for testing and prediction, consisting of the original clean utterances in
addition to the six noise types mentioned above, though only at
SNR levels of 10dB, 15dB, and 20dB. This amounted to a total
of 35,280 test utterances, or 18.7 million test vectors.
Log spectral distortion (LSD) [14] was chosen as the evaluation method for this project due to its frequency of use in
speech coding and ASR evaluations. LSD has been shown to be
equivalent to the squared error of two cepstra, and since the cepstrum is the feature set used in speech recognition, this allows
LSD to be interpreted as an indicator of ASR performance [17].
With regards to speech coding applications, past investigations
have found that LSD is a good indicator of speech quality [18].

5. Conclusions
The method proposed here suggests the use of a DNN to map
noisy log power spectra to clean smoothed log power spectral
envelopes, as an alternative preprocessing method for speech
coding or ASR applications. Since the smoothed power enve-
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Table 3: Log Spectral Distortion scores for NN predictions of smoothed power envelopes, for various input noise types and SNRs.
Mean LSD (dB)
NN Type
Type A
A-SNN
A-DNN1
A-DNN2
A-DNN3
Type B
B-SNN
B-DNN1
B-DNN2
B-DNN3
Type C
C-SNN
C-DNN1
C-DNN2
C-DNN3

Noise Type
SNR (dB)

Clean
-

10

Volvo
15

20

10

Babble
15

20

10

Factory
15

20

6.09
8.14
7.28
8.49

6.20
8.03
6.61
8.20

5.99
7.78
6.61
8.12

5.96
7.80
6.67
8.14

7.75
9.54
7.76
9.35

7.17
9.04
7.40
8.96

6.83
8.73
7.23
8.80

8.37
9.55
8.03
9.85

7.52
8.97
7.45
9.54

7.01
8.66
7.17
9.41

5.82
6.58
7.45
4.33

3.48
3.48
3.69
3.44

3.64
3.55
3.92
3.72

3.94
3.73
4.26
3.99

6.18
5.85
5.81
5.81

5.19
5.03
5.17
5.01

4.66
4.58
4.84
4.69

6.73
6.46
6.34
6.71

5.51
5.36
5.42
5.56

4.84
4.72
4.94
4.96

5.11
8.65
5.91
5.20

3.64
8.58
3.01
4.07

3.68
7.28
2.96
4.14

3.85
6.64
3.14
4.23

6.30
6.42
5.85
5.52

5.45
6.03
4.87
4.70

4.85
5.86
4.27
4.43

6.72
6.82
6.06
5.90

5.68
6.01
5.00
4.87

4.94
5.63
4.32
4.37

lope contains less fine detail than the power spectra, the proposed method offers the advantage of a less numerically complex computation for the DNN.
The proposed method was compared to two other DNN
methods that map noisy power spectra to clean power spectra, and the resulting predictions were all measured using LSD.
The proposed method performed well when compared to the
other two, as evidenced by an improvement in LSD values for
many of the noise types and SNRs used for testing. This would
seem to suggest that the proposed method shows promise when
it comes to feature enhancement for speech coding and ASR.
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